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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION
Grievant: Class Action

)
)
)
)
between
)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)
)
and
)
)
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
)
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO
)

In the Matter ofthe Arbitration

Post Office: Rockville, MD - Main
USPS Case #KIIN-4K-CI5230700
BRANCH Case #50-15-SL57
DRT #13-350725

BEFORE:
Tobie Bravennan
ARBITRATOR
APPEARANCES:
For the U.S. Postal Service: James A. Martin
For the Union: Alton R. Branson
Place of Hearing: Rockville, MD
Date of Hearing: March 2, 2016
A WARD: The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy
in the amount of $1,500.00. Grievant Southerland and Saint-Aimee shall be paid the sum of
$20.00 per day from June 4. 2015 through October 19,2015. The Employer is ordered to take all
necessary steps to insure that future pay adjustments are paid within twenty-eight days of
grievance settlements.
Date of Award: March 24, 2016
PANEL: USPS Capital Metro Area / NALC Region 13
Award Sllmnwy
The Employer's repeated failure timely make agreed upon pay adjustments violates Article 15 of
the National Agreemen~ deprives the employees of compensation due, 8I\d results in harm to the
Union, both in tennS of credibility and expense in pursuing otherwise unnecessary grievances,
warranting a monetary remedy.
-
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Tobie Braverman

The grievance here is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms of the grievance
arbitration provisions ofthe Collective Bargaining Agreement ofthe parties. Hearing was held at
Rockville, Maryland on March 2,2016. The parties argued their respective positions orally at the
conclusion of hearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties stipulated
that the matter is properly before the Arbitrator. The parties further stipulated that the issue before
the Arbitrator for decision, is as follows:
What is the appropriate remedy for Management's repeated violations of Article 15 by
failing to timely process agreed upon pay adjustments in a timely manner?

FACTS

The facts of this case are straight forward and, for the most part, undisputed. On May 7,
2015 the parties resolved a grievance at Fonnal Step A regarding overtime for two non-overtime
desired list employees, Rodney Southerland and Roland Saint Aimie. That resolution required
that the two

~

paid a premium on their base rate of pay. Specifically, the amounts to be paid

were $144.85 to Southerland and $79.91 to Saint Aimie. It is further undisputed that these parties
have agreed that payments on grievance settlements are to be paid within twenty-eight days of the
settlement The instant grievance•. which was filed because payment had not yet been madet was
discussed with supervision at Informal Step A on July 9,2015, and heard at Formal Step A on
September 22,2015. As of that date, there had still been no payment as agreed in the settlement
The grievance was appealed, and the B Team resolved the grievance in part, awarding the
amounts noted above to the two carriers. The B Team processed the payment directly, and
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Southerland and Saint Aimie were paid on October 19,2015. The B Team impassed the
grievance however, as to the additional monetary remedies which the Union requested both On
behalf of the two letter carriers as well as the Union. Specifically, the Union requested payment
of $20.00 per day from June 4 until the agreed payments were made as well as lump sum
payments in the amount of $300.00 to each of the carriers, as well as payment to the Union in the
amount of$1 ,500.00.
Union President Kenneth Lerch testified at hearing that this office has a history offailing
to make timely payments on grievance settlements. He identified a substantial number of Step B
decisions which were provided to the B Team in his contentions in this grievance on this point.
.

.

The Union additionally provided a substantial number of arbitration awards between these parties
from regional arbitrators which awarded a monetary payments to both Grievants and the Union as
a result ofthe Employer's repeated failures to take timely action on payments and other remedies
either agreed upon or ordered, and repeated failures to comply with other contractual requirements
such as providing information and meeting on grievances. Lerch testified that, while the
Employer complains about the number of grievances filed, the Union is requiied to file multiple
grievances in order to enforce grievance settlements and B Team decisions, costing resources and
time.
Supervisor Custo~er Sevices, DeWan Pinthiere,·testified that she began a detail at
Rockville in November, 2015. Among her duties has been to help manage the pay adjustment
process, so that pay adjustments are processed and paid in a timely manner. She testified that the
situation had been improving, but recently regressed when she was advised that the individual
who was signatory to each grievance settlement was obligated to sign the pay request before it
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could be processed. She additionally testified that there is a plan to bring in another person to
process payments, but, at the time of hearing. there had been a delay in his assignment. As a
result, while the timely payment of pay adjustments had been improving. that progress appears to
have stopped for now.

POSITIbNS OF THE PARTIES

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden ofproof to demonstrate that
the remedy requested should be awarded. The evidence clearly demonstrated that the Employer
failed to pay the employees in a timely fashion. The parties have agreed that pay adjustments will
be completed within twenty-eight days. or two pay periods. There is no evidence that this time is

unreasonable. Despite settling the grievances and agreeing to pay. the Employer has repeatedly
failed to timely pay. This, together with the many demonstrated previous similar violations.
warrants the remedy requested. Management in Rockville continues to disregard contractual
obligations The Union is forced to repeatedly file grievances in order to force compliance. There
must be progressive compensation awarded in a continuing effort to impress upon management
that it must adhere to its contractual obligations. While there was a period of some improvement
in the situation, it has again regressed as a result ofnew requirements and lack oftraining. This
situation not only costs the employee who is not paid, but creates additional expense for the Union
and exposes the Union to duty offair representation liability. As a result ofthe Employer's
continued, repeated and persistent failure to comply, the escalating remedy here should be
awarded. The employees involved should be awarded $20.00 per day from the date the pay
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adjustments should have been paid ootil the date on which they were paid as well as a $300.00
lump sum payment each, and the Union should be awarded $1,500.00.

a

EmploYer Position: The Employer argues that although the B Team fOood violation of
Articles IS in failing to pay the pay adjustments in a timely manner, the impasse on the issue of
reII'!edy indicates that there was disagreement on the issue ofthe propriety ofthe remedy sought in
this case. The Union's request for relief is out of line with the harm done and represents a
windfall to both the two individual letter carriers and the Union. The purpose of a remedy is to
make the harmed parties whole. The requested monetary payments here go far beyond that, and
are ptmitive in nature. There is no contractual language which supports such punitive relief, and it
is therefore inappropriate. Additionally, the evidence demonstrated that the Employer is making

a sincere and concerted effort to improve and correct the situation. Although the progress has
been slow due to the unaVailability of perso~el and the need for various individuals to sign
requests for pay adjustments, progress has been made, and Union Steward Sergio Lemus
acknowledged this fact. This too should be taken into consideration and should militate against
the requested remedy. The grievance should be denied in its entirety.

RELEVANT CONTBACTllAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
lS.3.A The partie~ expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives. of the principles and procedures set forth above will result in
resolution ofsubstantially all grievances initiated heteWlder at the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end....
J-CAM 15-8 A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from .
5

which the grievance arose. For this pUrposed, precedent means that the decision is
relied upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition of
disputes on similar issues that have been previously decided in tluit installation.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

As noted above, the sole issue in this case is that ofthe appropriate remedy for the
Employer's failure to timely provide the agreed upon pay adjustments for two letter carriers.
There is no question but that the Employer agreed to the resolution of an overtime grievance for
the two on May 7, 2015, but never processed the pay adjustment as agreed. When the employees
had still not been paid one month later, a grievance was filed, but the pay adjustment was still not
processed at that time. It was not until it was processed by the B Team that the two employees
were finally paid in October, 2015, some four months after the agreed upon time. Were this an
isolated or unusual occurrence, that would end the inquiry in this case. As the Employer urges,
the purpose of a remedy in arbitration is generally to correct a breach and restore the parties to the
status quo ante. An occasional delay may occur for

any number of reasons, and that alone does

not warrant an additional monetary remedy.
The evidence is clear in this case, however, as evidenced by the sheer number ofB Team
decisions as well as in a number of other similar cases between these parties heard by this
Arbitrator and other regional arbitrators, that this incident is far from an isolated mistake. Rather,
it is a common, ongoing and intractable problem at this office. In fact, the Arbitrator has heard
shirilar testimony concerning the Employer's efforts to improve contractual compliance in regard
to issues relating to processing and payment of grievances as well as other related issues in several
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of those cases over the past several years. And while the Arbitrator does not doubt the sincerity of
those efforts. the fact of the matter is that there has been little quantifiable improvement. The
circumstances of this case demonstrate that to date. those efforts have simply not been effective to
\

remedy the situation. In fact, the Union provided a number of grievances regarding the same issue
subsequent to this one as proof that matters have not improved in any substantial way.
As this Arbitrator has stated previously, it is clear that these parties have considered and

acknowledged that there are occasions in which an award ofa monetary remedy is appropriate in
order to impress upon management the need for future contractual compliance. In particular. the
parties have utilized this approach in instances wherein there have been repeated and egregious
instances of noncompliance. A number of recent grievances have in fact been resolved by these
parties with an agreement to pay the affected employees $20.00 dollars per day and the Union
$1.500.00.

Just as the Employer has failed to demonstrate any substantial sea change in the relations
in this office. the Union did not present any substantive evidence in support ofthe lump sum
payments of $300.00 to the two carriers involved. While it is clear that they were denied pay to
w~ch they

were entitled for more than four months, there was no compelling argument to support

the additional lump sum payment. The payment of $20.00 per day is already an escalation of the
remedy from prior amoWlts, and should be more than sufficient to both compensate for the
undue delay and to encourage future compliance by the Employer.
As to the payment to the Union, the requested $1,500.00 is additionally an escalated
remedy over past amounts. The parties have, however. agreed to the payment of this sum to the
Union in a number ofsettlements presented at hearing. As this Arbitrator has noted in other
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decisions on this issue, the Employer's serial non--compliance with con~tua1 obligations clearly
harms the Union in two important respects. First, it requires the time and expense involved in
processing a grievance to obtain payments to which the Employer has already agreed. Second and
third generation grievances to enforce prior grievance settlements should be required. in only the
rarest of circumstances. In this office, they are a routine necessity, and they undoubtedly require a
great deal ofadditional time and expense on the part of the Union. As importantly, the Union's
inability to obtain reasonable and timely compliance by the Employer serves to undermine the
Union's credibility with the members it is obligated to represent, and, as the Union notes, opens it
to potential claims ofbreach ofits duty offair representation. For these reasons, the payment of
the sum of $1,500.00 to the Union in this case is warranted.

AWARD

The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in
the amount of S1,500.00. Grievant Southerland and Saint-Aimee shall be paid the sum ofS20.00
per day from June 4, 2015 through October 19,2015. The Employer is ordered to take all
necessary steps to insure that future pay adjustments are paid within twenty-eight days of
grievance settlementS.

/.~-""-'-

Dated: March 24. 2016

.Tobie Braverman, Arbitrator
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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION
)

Grievant: Class Action

In the Matter of the Arbitration

)
)

Post Office: Rockville, .MD - Twinbrook

between

)
)

USPS Case #KIIN-4K-C14093479

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
and

BRANCH Case #53-14-KA7

)

DRT #13-301057

)
)
)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO
BEFORE: .

)
)

Tobie Braverman

ARBITRATOR

APPEARANCES:
For the U.S. Postal Service: Kate Sullivan
For the Union: Alton R Branson
. Place ofHearing: Rockville,:MD
Date of Hearing: October 29, 2014
AWARD: The grievance is sustained in part and denied in part. The relief for the individual
carriers is denied. The Employer shall pay the sum of $750.00 to NALC Branch 3825.

.

Date of Award: December 5, 2014
PANEL: USPS Eastern Area / NALC Region 13
Award Summary
Claims for compensation to Individual letter carriers who have been compensated for a
contractual violation in a prior arbitration are barred since the claims ~ve been arbitrated and
resolved. A compensatory payment to the Union is justified where the evidence demonstrates
that it has been forced to file serial grievances in order to gain compliance with B Team decisions.

Tobie Brave11lin

The instant case is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms ofthe grievance
arbitration provisions ofthe Collective Bargaining Agreement ofthe parties. Hearing was held at
Rock-.me, Maryland on October 29, 2014. The parties argued their respective positions orally at
the close of hearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties did not
stipulate that the matter i.s properly before the Arbitrator due.to the Employer's contention that the
matter is baITed by doctrines of res judicata and collateral estoppel. The parties did stipulate that
the issue before the Arbitrator for decision on the merits, is as follows:
What is the appropriate remedy for Management's violation as found by the B Team in a
decision dated March 12,2014 in this case?

FACTS
This case emanates from a previous grievance filed by the Union and ultimately ,arbitrated
by this Arbitrator. After a route inspection at the Twinbrook post office within the Rockville,
Maryland installation, two routes was eliminated effective September 2, 2013. This triggered the
posting requirements of Article 41 and the parties' LMOU, which required that all routes below
the seniority of Letter Carrier D. Pham be posted for bid within fourteen days. Those routes were
not properly posted in a timely matter, and in a decision dated December 30, 2013, the B Team
found a violation and ordered that the routes be posted by January 8, 2014. The B Team,
however, disagreed as to the appropriate remedy for the violation. That case was arbitrated before
this Arbitrator, and an Opinion and Award was issued dated April 28, 2014. At the time of
hearing, it was determined that some ofthe affected routes in Zone 53 had been posted on
February 27,2014, but three routes

mzone 51 remained unposted. The Award ordered that those
2

remaining three routes be posted within fourteen dayS of receipt ofthe Award, and-that all
affected carriers be paid the sum 0 f$20.00 per day from Septembei.23, 2013 until the date on
which they commenced their new bid route. The majority ofletter carriers were paid in October,
2014, and the remaining routes were posted in late July, 2014.
While that grievance was still pending, the Union filed the instant grievance on January
17,2014 seeking enforcement of the B Team's order that the routes be posted by January 8,2014.
At that time, none ofthe routes had been posted, and the Employer had clearly failed to comply
with the December 30,2014 B Team Decision. In fact, the routes which were posted prior to
hearing on the first grievance were not posted until February 27,2014. The current grievance, like
the prior grievance'sought that the ro,utes be properly posted and that the affected letter carriers be
paid a per diem payment of thirty dollars for each date on which the routes were not timely posted.
Ibis grievance, however, additionally seeks lump sum payments of five hundred dollars each for

carriers Pham and Natividad to compensate for the denial oftheir bidding rights. It additionally
seeks a payment to Branch 3825 in the amount of seven hundred fifty dollars as compensation for
the continued violations by the Employer in failing to comply with B Team decisions which
obligate the Union to file repeated grievances to obtain enforcement ofthose decisions.
The Union, through the testimony of Branch President, Kenneth Lerch, presented evidence
concerning the Employer's repeated failure to abide by Step B resolutions, which, according to
Lerch, has required the Union to serially file second and third generation grievances regarding the
same issues in order to obtain compliance. The Employer, through the testimony ofActing'
Manager Don Cudjoe, presented evidence that the Employer has complied fully with Arbitrator's
prior award in this matter, and has been working diligently to change the atmosphere in the
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Rockville office in order to improve both relations with the Union and compliance with
contr~ctual

obligations. According, to Cudjoe, the situation has improved markedly. Lerch

disagreed.
Although an extension of time was granted, the Employer did not provide any contentions
of the grievance at Formal Step A. The B Team determined that the Employer had failed to .
comply with the prior B Team decision, and issued Ii second order that the routes be posted no
later than April 1, 2014. The B team did not, however, reach resolution on the issue of remedy.
The matter therefore proceeded to arbitration without resolution.

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden ofproofto demonstrate that
the remedy requested should be awarded to the affected carriers. The Employer's obligations
under Article 41 and the LMOU are clear. It must post routes created by vacancies within
fourteen dajs. It did not do so here, and the B Team so found. Despite this determination and the
order that the routes be posted by January 8, 2014, the Employer failed to do so, prompting the
filing ofthis grievance. Shortly before arbitration most ofthe routes were posted, and the
remainder were posted in July, 2014, well after the date ordered by the Arbitrator. The result was
that carriers Pham and Natividad were unassigned regulars and were deprived of contractual

bidding rights and a regular route for a substantial period of time. While they were compensated
for til: late posting, they were not compensated for the amount oftime which they were obligated
to spend as unassigned regulars. Additionally, the Union was required to file this grievance when
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the Employer failed to abide by the B Team order in a timely manner. The evidence
demonstrated that this is not an isolated incident. 1bis type of conduct has recurred many many
times. While the Employer contends that it has changed its attitUde and practices, the evidence
demonstrates otherwise. The end result is that the Union is forced to expend time and money well
beyond what should be required to obtain compliance with clear contractual obligations. This and
other <lrbitrators have found this conduct to be such that a monetary remedy is necessary to obtain .
compliance by the Employer. The Union therefore seeks lump sum remedies for the affected
carriers as well as the Union to impress upon the Employer that it must abide py B Team
decisions and contractual obligations as well as to compensate the Union for the loss oftime,
funds, and credibility with its membership. The grievance should be sustained in its entirety~
Employer Position: The Employer argues initially that this case has already been arbitrated
and decided in the prior decision by this Arbitrator. It is therefore barred in its entirety by the
doctrines ofres judicata and collateral estoppel. The purpose ofthese doctrines is to bring fitiality
to litigation. As applied here, the issue of the failure to timely post the routes for bid was decided
in the prior case. The Arbitrator ordered the posting of the remaining routes, and that each

aftected letter carrier be paid a per diem compensation to compensate for the harm done in
denying their bidding rights. Those issues were completely decided, and the Union should not b~
permitted to re~litigate the matter and obtain additional remedies merely because it filed a second
grievance for compliance ofthe B Team decision while arbitration was pending. As to the
Union's request that it be paid a sum to compensate for the Employer's failure to timely abide by
~

_ . .t.

the B Team decision in the prior grievance, this requested remedy is punitive and inappropriate.
The purpose ofa remedy in arbitration is to make a party whole. Here, the employees have been
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made whole, and the additional remedy is purely punitive. Management bas recognized that there
has been a problem in Rockville,.and a serious and committed effort is being made to rectify the

situation. 'An additional payment to the Union will do nothing more than serve to punish the
Employer. The grievance should therefore be denied in its entirety.

RELEYANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

15.2 Fonnal Step A (d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full
and detailed statement ofthe facts relied upon, contractual provisions involved,
and remedy sought. ... The Employer representative shall also make a full and
detailed statement of facts and contractual provisions relied upon. The parties'
representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to develop all necessary facts,
including the exchange ofcopies of all relevant papers or documents ...
lS.3.A The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives, ofthe principles and procedures set forth above will result in
resolution of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end....

JCAM 15-8 A step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from
which the grievance arose. Fro this purpose, precedent means that the decision is

relied upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition of
disputes 0 similar issues that have been previously decided in that installation.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

As noted above, the sole issue in this case is that ofthe appropriate remedy for the

Employer's acknowledged failure to comply with the B team decision dated December 30, 2013
which required the Employer to post routes for bid no 'later than January 8, 2014. The B Team in
deciding this grievance, agreed that the Employer had failed to comply with the prior decision, but
6

impassed on the issue ofremedy. As the Employer stresses, the burden of proofis on the Union
to demonstrate that
remedy of a. lump sum payment of five hundred dollars to
. the requeste4
.
carriers Pham and. Natividad, as well as a.payment of seven hundred
fifty dollars to the Union is
.
appropriate by a preponderance ofthe evidence. The Employer argues at the outset, however, .
that the Arbitrator lacks jurisdiction to determine the issue regarding payment to Pham and
Natividad on the basis that the requested remedy is an effort to re-litigate their grievances which
were already decided and remedied in the prior case decided by this Arbitrator in Case No. K11N
4K-C13386324 onApri128, 2014.
The Employer contends that the doctrine ofcollateral estoppel should serve to bar any
claim of compensation on behalf of carriers Pham and Natividad. Arbitrator Carlton Snow has
addressed this issue in several decisions provided to the Arbitrator here. In Case No. H4C-4H-C
. 25455, he explained that the doctrine ofcollateral estoppel is meant to limit further arbitration of
issues arbitrated in a previous proceeding. Arbitrator Snow explained that:
Rules ofclaim preclusion prevent a party from pursuing a later action on the
original claim, and a final decision in favor ofa party bars the other party from
obtaining a second decision on the same claim. It means that a party may not split
a claim into a number of disputes, and thls fact makes the scope of the original
claim highly important.
If the scope of the original claim has been fully decided in the prior case, it can not be
subsequently re-litigated in the later action. In applying this doctrine to the facts ofthis case., the
Arbitrator is compelled to agree that the issue of remedy for carriers Pham and Natividad was
fully decided in the previous case.
The prior arbitration decided on Apri128, 2014 was regarding the late posting ofthe routes
involved here. As with this case, the B Team. determined that there had been a violation of Article
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41, and ordered the posting of the routes, but reached an impasse on the issue of remedy, which
included a request for a per diem payment to each affected carrier, including Pham and Nat;ividad.
In fact, the Arbitrator determined that a per diem payment should be awarded, and all ofthe

carriers were paid pursuant to that Award. The purpose ·ofthe payment was expressly stated to be
to compensate the carriers for the denial of their bidding rights during the period in which the
routes were not properly posted. The Opinion and Award addressed the fact that while pay for
carriers remains the same, each route is different, and the bid process acknowledges that letter
carriers should be able to exercise their bidding rights to accommodate their personal preferences.
The grievance here did not raise new or different issues·regarding the posting ofthe routes.
Rather, it was filed solely alleging that the Step B order to post the routes had not been complied
with. The issue as it relates to.Pham and Natividad, however, did not change in any way from the
prior grievance :which has already been arbitrated. They were forced to work as unassigned
regulars for a period of time while the routes were not appropriately ppsted. Once posted, they
bid, and were compensated for the failure to post by the prior award. Neither the nature of the
contractual violation nor the affects of the violation upon Pham and Natifidad did not change in
any way between the first and second grievances. The issue has been decided, and there is no
basis for an additional remedy.
The issue as it relates to the Union's request for a lump sum payment to the Union,
presents a somewhat different question. The prior grievance requested a remedy only for the
affected letter carriers, and did not seek any compensation for the Union. The requested remedy
is sought for failure to .comply with the B Team's order, not for the initial failure to post the
routes. This was clearly not addressed by the prior grievance, and presents a new issue not
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addressed in the prior Opinion and Award. That is, should there be a remedy to the Union as a
result of the Employer's failure to timely comply with the B Team decision? The Employer
argues that the Union's requested remedy is punitive and therefore inappropriate, stressing that
while there have admittedly been problems in the Rockville post office in the past, the Employer
has implemented a sincere effort to address the problems and implemen~ change. Acting

Manager Cudj~e testified that interventions and an effort to stress contractual compliance have
altered the formerly troubled state of relations with the Union. Union President Lerch, however,
disputed that there has been any real change and expressed frustration at what he perceives as the
need to file serial grievances in order to obtain even minjmal contractual compliance.
While this professed goal is laudable, and the Arbitrator sincerely hopes that it is
effective, to date, there is no evidence that there has been any substantial change. While the
Employer ~s that the examples provided by the Union all relate to occurrences prior to the
managerial effort to affect change, in fact the failures appear to persist. Indicative ofthe
cOllunued problem is the fact that although the Apri128, 2014 Opinion and Award ordered that
the remaining routes be posted within fourteen days, they were not posted until more than two
months later. Similarly, carriers were not paid pursuant to the Award until more than five months
later, and a\ the time ofthis hearing, some ofthe affected carriers had not yet been compensated.
This does not demonstrate the 3600 turn around to which Cudjoe testified.
The Union has presented myriad examples ofthe Employer's failure to comply with B

-

Team decisions. When there is compliance, it is only after substantial and unexplained delay.
These violations are indeed ongoing and without justification. It appears that for the most part,

. _.---------------------

_.

the Employer does not comply with B team decisions until forced to do so by the filing of another

.. .
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ongoing nature over a period of years. If indeed the local management is able to implement a
,

I

paradigm shift, relations should improve markedly in the future. For now, however, ili8.t change
does not appear to have taken hold, and it is unreasonable to expect the Union to continue to bear '
the burden of the time and expense of filing multiple grievances to obtain timely compliance with
decisions by the B Team.
As this Arbitrator has state~ previously, it is clear that these parties have considered and

-

acknowledged that there are occasions in which an award of a monetary remedy is appropriate in

-

order to impress upon management the need for future contractual compliance. In particular, the

-

-

parties have utilized this approach in instances wherein there have been repeated and egregious
instances of noncompliance. Despite the testimony that Rockville management has changed,

-

there was simply no evidence to support that conclusion. No one who testified provided any
explanation for the either the lack ofa Formal Step A contentions or for the failure to comply with
.

)

.

'.

the DRT decision in the first instance. In light of the evidence that despite its apparently sincere
attempt to affect an overall change in relations with the Union, the Employer remains slow to
comply with B Team decisions and~arbitration awards, anincreaae in the compensation to the
Union for again being forced to pursue an additional grievance to obtain timely compliance is
appropriate. The Employer's continued delays in compliance undoubtedly cause damage to the
"

,

Union's credibiHty with its membership by forcing it to appear to be inept in the face of the
.J

Employer's dilatory compliance. In order to compensate for this, as well as the time and expense

-

of pursuing grievances which should not be necessary, the Arbitrator orders that the Employer pay

10

the Union the sum of $750.00. 1

AWARD

The grievance is sustained in part and denied in" part. The relief for the individual carriers
is denied. The Employer shall pay.the sum of $750.00 to NALC Branch 3825.

Dated: December 5. 2014

The Arbitrator must reject the Union's suggestion that the Employer should be ordered
to pay the Union's half ofthe fees and expenses of the Arbitrator. To do so would be in direct
"
"contradiction to the express language of Article 15.4.A.6 ofthe National Agreement.
1
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SUBJECT:

Partial SetUement Agreement

UNION:

Af»N1d

AlAl. (!

In the matter of grievance

Name: Class Action
GATS Number: K11N-4K-C 13386324
(K11 N-4K-C 14093479)

Union Number: 6313KA87A

(5314KA7).~JJ!,.-----OffIce: Twfnbrook
~

In compliance with Arbitrator Braverman's Award in grievance number 5313KA87A (GATS # K11 N
4K-C 13386324) dated April 28. 2014, and as a partial settlement of grievance number 5314KA7
(GATS #K11N-4K..c 14093479). Management agreeS to pay Letter Carrier R. Nativid~d (fIN
03726034) a lump sum of $3.440, which is equal to $20.00 per day for each work day between
September 22~ 2013 and the date Mr. Natividad commenced his new route (May 31. 2014).
This settfement is made in accordance with Article 15 and the Dispute ResolutiDn process of
the National Agreement.
.

~'.-

Management Representative
Date

IQ / an /
J

I

,1-

Alton Branson

.
Union Representative

Date/pth
i
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REGULAR POSTAL PANEL
In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

\

]
]
]
]

]
United States Postal Service
and
National Association ofLetter
Carriers, (AFL-CIO)

Class Action

]

1 Case No: KIIN-4K-C 14140664.5014KLOI
]
]
]
]
]
]

OPINION AND AWARD: Dr. Andree Y. McKissick, ARBITRATOR
APPEARANCES:
For Management:

Jamelle Wood
USPS Advocate
United States Postal Service
900 Brentwood Road., NE, Room 2024
Washington, DC 20066-9998

For: Union:

Alton R Branson .
NALC Advocate, Region 13
5929 Surratts Village Drive
Clinton, l\1D 20735

DATE OF HEARING:

November 7, 2014

LOCATION OF HEARING:

500 N. Washington Street
Rockville, MD 20850

-

AWARD:

This grievance is sustained on the sole
issue of the appropriateness of a fair
remedy. Accordingly, the Service must
pay the Union processing fees, amounting
to seven hundred and fifty dollars ($750)
to restore the Union to its status quo ante.

·
BACKGROUND
This is the arbitration proceeding pursuant to the grievance and arbitration provisions of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the United States Postal Service (hereinafter "the Service'')
and the National Association of Letter Carners, AFL~CIO (hereinafter ''the Union"). The hearing was
held on November 7, 2014, at the postal facility located on 500 N. Washington Street, Rockville,
Maryland 20850.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
This National Association of Letter Carriers (NALC)~United States Postal Servi~e (USPS)
Grievance Arbitration Settlement, dated March 7, 2014, comprises a composite of one hundred and
seventy~nine (179) grievances alleging a violation of the ''Rockville Union Time Policy."

This

Agreement was signed by Timothy Dowdy, National Business Agent, and USPS Manager Jasuantie
Permail. It requires the Service to cease and desist CUJ.Tent violations. It further establishes that a
monetary award, amounting to forty thousand dollars ($40,000) which shall be payable to the NALC
Branch 3825. This lump sum payment was paid, but it was untimely. It was due on Apri16, 2014, but
received on Apri121, 2014. Due to this lump sum payment, the Union agreed to withdraw pending
grievances regarding the ''Rockville Union Time Policy."
Since the lump sum award was tardy, an additional two hundred dollars ($200) was required,
plus ten dollars ($ 10) per week or fraction thereof, for each week past April 6, 2014. This was agreed
to by the Service. Nonetheless, the Union is now requesting still another seven hundred and fifty dollars
($750) payment because this is a continuing violation and as a deterrent for future untimely payments.
The incident date is April 7, 2014, a day after the due date for the lump payment award. Informal
Step A was initiated on April 8, 2014. On Apri117, 2014, Formal Step A was held. On Apri121, 2014,
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Step B

was received.

The decision from Step B was received on May 15,2014. Accordingly, this

controversy involving the appropriateness of a remedy comes before this Arbitrator.

STIPULATED ISSUE

Whether or not the Service should pay the Union an
additional fee for· processing subsequent and.
continuing grievances on the same subject matter as
the current settlement of Mareh 7, 2014?
If so, what is the appropriate remedy?

PERTINENT PROVISIONS

The settlement agreement reads in part:
RockviJIe management will cease and desist violadons of the Rockville Union Time
Policy. There will be a monetary award in the amount of $40,000.00 payable to the
local union branch, which is "NALC Branch 3825." This single lump sum payment
will be delivered as soon as possible, and not later than 30 days after the date of this
settlement
With this settlement the union agrees these identified grievances are now fully
adjudicated, and the union thereby withdraws these grievances from the grievance
arbitration procedure.
This settlement does not constitute a waiver of the pattern of remedies issued in
grievances on this issue in this city. Finally, this settlement does not establish a
precedent and will not be cited by either party in any future grievance and arbitration
proceeding, except for purposes of the enforcement of the agreements made berein.
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POSTIaONSOF THEPARTmS
It is the Semce's position that the additional payment of seven hundred ,and fifty dollars ($750)
is punitive. The Service points out that punitive damages are not allowable under the Agreement. The
Service asserts that it is wil~ing to pay the small, additiona1late fee of two hundred and twenty dollars

($220), but not the punitive damages of seven hundred and fifty dollars ($7~0) requested for continuing
violations which the Union requests. Still further, the Service contends that it complied with the forty
ofMarch
7,2014. Based
thousand dollars ($40,000) lump sum award in concurrence with the settlement
,
,
upon the foregoing, the Service requests that the Arbitrator deny this grievance as the monetary remedy
is inappropriate, unfair, and an unreasonable remedy.
On the other hand, the Union asserts that it is repeatedly required to process grievances based
upon the same violations. 'Ibis costs money which amounts to approximately seven hundred and fifty
dollars ($750). Thus, it requests that the8ervice compensate them for these expenses directly related to
these continuing violations. Based upon the foregoing, the Union requests that the Arbitrator sustains
this grievance.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
After a careful review of the record in its entirety, this Arbitrator finds that this grievance
regarding the reasonableness of a remedy should be sustained for the following reasons.
First, the Service rightly notes that punitive damages are not provided for in the Agreement.
Moreover, punitive damages are not, appropriate in the labor-management arena.

However,

compensatory damages are regularly and rightly utilized to compensate the injured party. Compensating
,

damages are also utilized for repeated, continuing violations of contractual obligations. Supportive of

.

this analysis, see the following awards: In the Matter of Arbitration between the United States Postal
Service and the National Association of Letter Carriers, No: KIIN41C-C: 133800538: 8011352119,
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"Class Action, Arbitrator, Dr. McKissick, May 3, 2014; In the Matter of Arbitration betw~n the United
States Postal Service andthe National Association of Letter Carriers. No: K11N-41C-C: 14118414: 53
13-KA16, Class Action. Arbitrator Braveman. September 17,. 2014; In the Matter of the Arbitration
between the United States Postal Service and the National Association of Letter Carriers. No: K11N
41C-C: 13377363: 55-13-5LI9. Class Action. Arbitrator Durham. April 30, 2014.
Second, the Union sets forth a record ofa plethora of subsequent grievances based upon the same
issue. Correspondingly, it processes these grievances. It is costly and unnecessary, based on the prior
settlement. Although the Service is willing to pay the late fee which amounts to two hundred and twenty
dollars ($220), it refuses to pay the compensatory fee of seven hundred and fifty dollars ($750), the cost
ofprocessing these subsequent grievances.
Third, National Arbitrator Mittenthal in Case No: HI C-NA-C-97 at 123 and 124 states that the
purpose of a remedy is to place one in the position, as if there was no violation. Applying that purpose
and principle here, the Union shall be compensated for its processing fees pursuant to subsequent and
continuing grievances on the same issue as the aforementioned settlement.

AWARD
This grievance is sustained on the sole
issue of the appropriateness of a fair
remedy. Accordingly, the Service must
pay the Union processing fees, amounting
to seven hundred and fifty dollan ($750)
to restore the Union to its status quo ante.

December 4, 2014

USPS-NALC (ClassActiool)Rockville MD - December-2014.docx
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REGULAR REGIONAL All-DITRATION
)

Grievant: Class Action

In the Mutter of the Arbitration

)
)

Post Office: Rockville. MD ~ Twinbrook

be::tween

)

)

USPS Case #K1IN-4K-C14118414

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)
)
)
)
)

nnd
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS. AFL~CIO

BRANCH Case

#53-13~KAI6

DRT #13-302501

)

BEFORE:
Tobie Braverman
ARBiTRATOR
APPEARANCES:
For the U.S. Postal Service: Dave Preston
For the Union: Delano M. Wilson
Place of Hearing: Rockville. MD
Date of Hearing: September 17.2014
AWARD: The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy
in the amount of $700.00. Solomon shall be compensated for any lost holiday pay retroactive to
the date of his conversion to full time regular status. The Employer is ordered to appropriately
meet at Fo.anal Step A of the grievance procedure and to comply with all arbitration awards and
DRT Team decisions on a timely basis. The Arbitrator will retain jurisdiction for thirty days to
resolve issues regarding this remedy.
Date of Award: October 17. 2014
PANEL; USPS Capital Metro Area/NALe Region 13
Award Summary
The Employer's repeated failure to meet at Formal Step A and to timely comply with DRT Team
decb;,lIls violates Article 15 of the National Agreement which results in harm to the Union, both
in teililS of credibility and expense in pursuing otherwise unnecessary grievances, warranting a
monetary remedy.

The grievance here is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the temlS of the grievance
arbitration provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement of the parties. Hearing was held at
Rockville. Maryland on September 17.2014. The parties argued their respective positions orally
at the conclusion of hearing. and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties
I

stipulated that the matter is properly betore the Arbitrator. The parties further stipulated that the
isslit" ul!fore the Arbitrator tor decision. is as follows:

What is the appropriate remedy for Management's failure to comply with a Step B
decision finding a violation of Article 15 of the National Agreement in a timely manner?

FACTS

The facts of this case are straight forward and, for the most part, undisputed. On October
t 9. 2013 a regional Arbitrator issued an award ordering that then PTF carrier Brian Solomon be

returned to work and made whole after a disciplinary action. Upon his return to work on October

24,2013, Solomon learned that he had been bypassed for conversion to full time regular status,
flno ~ PTF carrier junior to him had been converted. He filed a grievance, and on January 24.

2014 the DRT Team determined that Solomon should have been converted as the most senior PTF
carrier. It further ordered that he be converted retroactive to the date ofthe junior carrier's
conversion and that this be completed no later than February 15, 2014.

It is undisputed that Solomon was not converted by that date. The Union filed a grievance
on February 18,2014 because ofthat failure. In that grievance, the Union asked not only that
Solomon be converted, but that he be paid the sum of$l,OOO.OO and the Union be paid the sum of

2

$7:t:.OO in on..ler to encourage future compliance with Step B uccisions. For reasons which were

not explained at hearing. the Employer did not meet on the grievance at Formal Step 1\, and did
not provide any contentions. That grievance therefore proceeded to Step B. and the Team issued a
uecision uri \I1un:h 24. 2014. In this second decision. the B T..:am concluded that the Employer
had failed to cum ply with the earlier decision. and ordered that the conversion be completed no
later than April ::!..J. 2014. The B Team impassed. however on the issue of the remainder of the
n.:mcdy. Wilh the Munugemcnt representative disagreeing that the monetary remedy sought was
appropri'ltc. At the time of the hearing, Sulomon had been convcrtcu retroactive tu September 11.

1013.

Union I)resident Kenneth Lerch testit1ed at hearing that this office has a history of failing
to meet at Fonnlll Step A and failing to comply with Step B decisions on a timely basis. He
submitted a substantial number of Step B decisions which were provided to the B Team on these
points. The Union additionally provided several arbitration awards from regional arbitrators
which awarded a monetary penalty tor repeated or intentional violations of these,and unrelated
issues regarding providing infonnation to the Union. Lerch expressed his frustration both that the
Union is required to tile mUltiple grievances in order to enforce B Team decisions. and that
despite the monetary payments to the Union. the problems have persisted.
The testimony demonstrated further that there have been recent interventions conducted at
the fflrility, and both parties acknowledged that while these problems are ongoing. there has been
some improvement. Employer witnesses testified that they comply with B Team decisions when
they receive them. but Christy Park, Supervisor of Customer Services Support, who is responsible

tor receiving and processing both grievances and payments ordered by the B Team, could not

3

spccitically recall what sht: had Jonc regarding the twu 1\ Team Jecisions involved nt!re. She hud
no spccitic recollection as to why tht! conversion wmi not completed prior to the second order to
Jo so. but llid note that she lacks authority to complete a conversion to thll time regular status.
I

The parties were unable to resolve the grievance. and it proceeded to arbitration.

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

t Iniun Positiun: The Uninn cuntends that it has met its burden

ur proofto demonstratt.: that

the remedy requested should be awarded. The evidence clearly demonstrated that the Employer
tailed to comply with an arbitration award and two Step B settlements. This. together with the
plethora of previous similar violations. warrants the remedy requested. This should be treated
similarly progressive discipline. Management employees in Rockville continue to disregard
contractual obligations to meet at Fnrmal Step A on grievances and to timely comply with
griev~'1ce

resolutions at the DRT level. The Union is forced to repeatedly tile grievances in order

. to rorce compliance. There must be progressive compensation awarded in a continuing effort to
impress upon management that it must adhere to its contractual obligations. Unfortunately.
management representatives appear to ignore the problems because the monetary awards do not
ullcct them ;)ersonully. While there hus been an intervention at this otlice, and there was
testimony that conditions have improved, the improvement was not quantified, and the problems
persist. The Union here is simply seeking that management meet at Formal Step A in an effort to
resolve grievances and that they timely adhere to grievance resolutions and arbitration awards. As
a result of the Employer's continued, repeated and persistent failure to comply, the e~calating
I
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rcmcdy here should he awarded. The employee involved should he awarded $1,000 und the
(Inion, should he awarded $750.00.

Emi"lloycr Position: The Employer argues that although the 13 Team found a violation of
Artich::s 15 in Ihiling to CUllvert Solomon to a regular full time carrier in compliance with the prior
lh.:cisiun. lhere arc a variety ofreasons that this and other recurring problems in Rockville have
occurred. These include changes in management, inexperienced supervisors, and a conlentious
relationship with the Union. There is. however, an effort under way to implement change and
there Ims been ajoint illtcrvention in lhe ullie!!. The mistakes were made in good luith. and the
miSl;:!~es

have heen remedied. The monetary award, which has now become a recurring remedy

insisted upon by the Union. started at $50.00 some ten years ago. and the Union now seeks
$750.00. This continuing escalation is unreasonable and unwarranted, especially in light of the
tact that management is sincerely attempting to improve the relationship and remedy the
problems. Further, this approach does not seem to have been effective to date. Since that is the
case, it should cease. Additionally, the award of monetary payments is punitive and one sided.
When the Union makes a mistake, there is no monetary penalty. There should similarly be none
here. The Employer is already attempting to remedy the situation, and in light of that fact, the
Union is seeking what is essentially a windfall. The grievance should be denied.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
15.: ~ d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed
statement of the facts relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy

5

suught. ... Thl.! Employer rcprc!'Icntalivc shall abo make! a full and detailed
slatelllclltllf lucts and cUlltractual provisions relied upon. ·I'he parties'
rcprcscntntives shull cuoperale fully in the ctlhrt to develop all nccesliiury facts.
including the exchange of cnpic!i all relevant papers or documenls ...

I

ur

15.3.1\ The parties expect that good faith observance. by their rcspe!ctivc
representatives. uf the principles and procedures set torth above will result in
resolution 0 f substantialty all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible!
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end. ...
.
.J-CAM 15-8 A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from
which th~ grievance arose. Fort this purposed. precedent means that the decision is
relit-d upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition of
disp.• lC::i on similar issues that have heen previously decided in that installation.

1l1SCUSSION AND ANALYS(S

As noted above. the sole issue in this case is that of the appropriate remedy for t\le
Employer's failure meet at Formal Step A on this grievance and to fail to timely comply with the
Sh.:p [) decisions requiring that Solomon be converted to full time regular status by twice specified
dates. There is no question but that the Employer committed both offenses. There was no
evidence as to any excuse for the Employer's failure to appropriately schedule a Formal Step A
meeting on the grievance or for failing to provide contentions at that Step. There was additionally
no evidence presented regarding why the Employer failed to at least initiate the conversion of
Solomon to full time regular status upon receipt or the first B Team decision Which required that
the conversion be completed no later than February 15,2014. While there was no evidence
provided as to the date the conversion actually occurred, it was clear that it was not until some
I

time after April 24, 2014, the second deadline set by the B Team, and after arbitratioll was
pend!ug on the grievance. While Park testified that she pays B Team resolutions promptly when
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they are rCl.:civeJ. ami has no authority to complete u conversion. she had

110

spedlic recall as to

Ihese gricvi. 'lces. anJ hud no record as to any em)rts which she maJe to initiate the conversion
through personnt:i with the authority to implement it. I lau there been a sincere effort made to
complch! the convcrsion. surely documents supporting that eHort would have been available.
There heing none. it "ppears that the elTort simply wus not made until arbitration was imminent.
Aguinst this dearth of explanation lor its failures. the Employer urges thut it is attempting
I

to turn the situation in this oftice arounJ. Since thut is the case. and since there has been
il11l1r·'. Clllcnt. it argues. the continued cscalating munetary remedies should cease. Whih:. as the
Employer notes. these parties began implementing the monetary remedies to the Union in small
amounts len years ago, they have indeed escalated to the point that they have come to have a
signiticant tinancial impuct on the Employer. The problem with this argument. however, is that
there was no evidence presented to demonstrate any improvement in what has clearly been· a long
standing problem with management failing to meet at Formal Step A on grievances and failing to
implement timely compliance with DRT and arbitration awards. While Employer witnesses
testitied that under new management they have been instructed in no uncertain terms that they
must comply with the National Agreement and have resolved to be part of the solution. 'there was
no qll~ntitiable ~vidence to demonstrate that this paradigm shill has had any real impact up to this
rOIl1t. Ruther. until now. the attitude appears to have been a long standing one of confrontation

and obstruction. This attitude has obligated the Union to expend substantial energy and funds
over a long period of time to enforce contractual rights. While the impact on the Union is not
clear. it has undoubtedly had an effect both in tenns of credibility with members. and financially.

While the shift in approach on the part of management is laudable and provides hope for
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the i'Ulurc
\0

or lhe relationship hetween thest.! partic:-I. it cannot :-Icrve 10 justify a lack 01' any remedy

the lllliull hac. Inlhis case, it is clear lhat management ch()~c hOlh to fail tn meet at Fonnal

St!.."r' :\ und tu disregard two DRT decisions until ti.lrced to take notic!.! due to the pendency of
arbitration.
As this Arhitrator has stated previously, it is clear that these parties have considered and
tlcknowlcut'cu thut there are occasic.ms in which an award ora monetary remedy is appropriate in
order to impress upun ml.magcment the need tor future contractual compliance. In particular. the
partic!'! have utili/.eo lhi:i apprmlch in instances wherein lhere have neen repeated and egregious
instances of noncompliance. Despite the testimony that the actions here were unintentional. there
was simply no evidence to support that conclusion. No one who testitied provided any
explanation for the lack of a Formal Step A meeting and contentions or for the failure to comply
with

~he

DRT decisions on the conversion. rn light of the testimony that the Employer is making

a sincere attempt to affect an overall change in relations with the Union. while a monetary remedy
to the Union remainsjlistified for the reasons stated above. the rationale for escalation of the
amount is somewhat mitigated.
Just as the Employer has failed to demonstrate any substantial sea change in the relations
in this oftice. the Union did not present any substantive evidence in support of the $1,000.00
payment rClJucstcd on nehalf of Solomon. While the Union provided possible scenarios in ~hich
Solomon may have lost overtime pay as a result of the delays, those potential losses were
contingent upon decisions which he could have made regarding the overtime desired list. There
was no evidence presented as to what he would have chosen, what he has chosen regarding the list
frOtH

which his decisions might have been inferred or what overtime he actually worked during
y
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the relevant ,leriml. Further. while he was nol ahle to bio on routes ouring the perino, there was

no cviucnce lhat he actually was ocprived of il hid on a route which he otherwise; would have been
awaruco during the relevant period. Tlie only tinaneialloss which Solomon may have suffered
which can bc determined with any certainty, is the loss ofholiuay pay. Ifhe has not been
compcnsatt!u I()r Illst holiday pay to the rClroactive date of his conversiun in status. he clearly
should be. The award uf $1.000.00 to Solomon. however. is not supported by the evidence as
iU:'Ililied to compensate him and make him whole. Making the employee whole is ultimately the
goal orrcmcdial actiun. Since Solomun diu nOlleslilY. and since there was no evidence lo
uemonstrate lhat he suffered any concrete additional hann. the requested payment of $1.000.00
has not been surticicntly justi tied as warrnnteu.

AWARD

The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in

,
the amount of $700.00. Solomon shall be compensated for any lost holiday pay retroactive to the
date :Il' his conversion to full time regular status. The Employer is ordered to appropriately meet
at Fonnal Step A of the grievance procedure and to comply with all arbitration awards and DRT

Team decisions un a timely basis. The Arbitrator will retain jurisdiction tor thirty days to resolve
issues regarding this remedy.

Dated: October 17.2014
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL

------------- .... -----_._----------
In the Matter of the Arbitration

*

between:

*
*
*
*
*

*

united states Postal Service
and

Griev~t:

Class Action

Post Office: Rockville, MD
USPS Case No: Kl1N-4K-C 13374003

Nati.onal Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL,CIO

*
*
*

BEFORE:

' ... Lawrence: .Roberts, .Arbitrator

---------------------------------

NALC Case No: 5013-SL-121

APPEARANCES:

For the O.S. postal Service:

Ani ta O. Crews

For the Onion:

A1ton R. Branson

Place of Hearing:

Postal. Facility, Rockville,

Date of Bearing:

June 3,2014

Date of Award:

JUlie 29, 201.4

aelevant Co.ntract Provi'sion:

Article 15

Contract. Year:

2011 '

Type of Grievance:

Contract

~

AwaJ:'d Summa ry:
I

Thi!l class action grievance was resolved in part by the Step B
Team. However the step B Team was unable to agree upon the remedy
and declared an .impasse. The evidence presented in this case
supports the Union position and therefore their requested remedy is
hereby granted.

~

. . . .

Lawrence Roberts, Panel Arbitrator

Case "# KllN-4K--C 13374003

SUBMISSION:

This matter came to be Arbitrated pursuant to the terms of
the Wage· Agreement bet:ween U.nited States Postal Service and the
National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the
Parties having failed to resolve this matter prior to the
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted·
on 3 June 2014 at the postal facility located in Rockville, MD,
beginning at 9 AM. Testimony and evidence were received from
both parties. A transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made
a record of the hearing by use of a digital re.corder and
personal notes. The Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular
Regional Arbitrat·ion Panel in accordance with the Wage
Agreement.
OPINION

BACKGROUND AND F.ACTS:

This is a class action contract grievance filed on behalf
of Letter Carriers working at a Rockville, MD postal facility.
The StepB Team resolved the casein part and declared an
impasse in part.

In part, the Step B Team "finds that a violation of the
National Agreement has been demonstrated in this instance and
directs Management to adhere to the provisions of Article 15 as

ft pertains to implementation of grievance settlements."
Accordingly, the Step B Team has processed payments awarded in
Case Number K06N-4K-C 12170674.
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* KllN-4K-C 13374003

That same Step B Team was unable. to reach common.ground in
their discussion regarding the additional remedy requested by
the Union and therefore-decided to-declare an impasse.

The Union contends that based on the arbi'tr.ation decision
the five individual names are due $2240 for three (3) days of
January 29-31, 2012, twenty-nine (29) days in February 2012,
thirty-one ('31): days in 'March ,2013, thirty (30) ,days for April
2012 and twenty-fou'r days for May of 2012.

Since the date of

the award is August 22, 2013, the Union believes it is
,

reasonable to use the date of September 20, 2013, as the date
the named employees should have had their money.

The Union is requesting that the five individuals be paid
an additional ten (10) dollars per week starting January 17,
2014 until the money is in the pocket of the individual named in
the grievance and a $150 lump sum payment.

In addition, they

request a payment of $750 to the Union to defray the costs of
repeatedly filing this grievance.

Countering, the Employer contends the request of the Union
is inappropriate and should be denied.

Obviously, the Parties were unable to resolve this dispute
during the prior steps of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration
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Procedure o:t Article 15. The Step B Team declared the impasse
mentioned ab.ove on 17 January 2014 and the matter was referred
to arbitration.

It was found the matter was properly processed through the
prior steps of the grievance procedure.

Therefore, the dispute

is now before the undersigned for final determination.

At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fair and full
opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross examine
witnesses.

The record was closed following the presentation of

oral closing arguments by the respective Advocates.
JOINT EXBIBI'.I!S:
1. Agreement between t.he National Association of Letter Carri.ers

Union, AFL':"'CIO

~nd

the US Postal Service.

2. Grievance Package
2A. Step B Decision K01N-4K-C 02186025
U'NION' S POSIHON:

The Union identifies this dispute to be a non-compJ,iance
issue. Accord.j.ng to the Onion, the Employer failed to make a
timely pay adjustment.
The Union points out the merits have already be~n decided
and the matter in this dispute is that of remedy only. The
Union requests their reme<;iy mentioned in their Undisputed Facts
and Contentions found within that Step B Decis~on be granted.
And Union also asks the local be awarded a sum due to the
fact it was 'necessary to fil,e such an otherwise unnecessCiry
-grievance simply in order to obtain payment 'from a grievance
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that had already been settled. The Onion requests a
reimbursement of $750 be made in that regard.
The Union insists this is an appropriate remedy given the
fact this has. been. a past issue at' this Rockville facility. The
Employer, according to the Union, has continued to delay pay
adjustments in the City.
According to the Union, the Employer failed to meet at the
For.mal Step A and failed to provide any supporting evidence to
the case file record in this instance.
While the Management Step B Advocate did state a position,
the Union asks that no consideration be given to this since
'" Artic.le. -15 mandate.s. that, requiltement to be, a·t ,the Step A level.
The Union insists this would be a new argument and cannot be
recognized at arbitration.
The fact of the matter is, according to the Union, that
Management has not presented any contentions within 1;his
. partic,ular case file.
Simply put, the Union mentions their only gain in this
matter is Management's compliance with a prior grievance
settlement. And in that light, the Union asks their request in
this matter be granted.
COMPANY'S

POSI~ION:

Management claims the settlement request made by the Union'
,in this ,matter is" improper.
The Employer insists any 'payment to the. Local is improper
, as the Service is already paying their representatives to
participate in the grievance process.
The Agency argues the Union interprets the JCAM only to the
Union's benefit inst.ead of accepting it at face value.
The Employer Advocate totally disagrees with the local
union being paid in this matter as a part of the remedy.
The Service also claims there was no language in the prior
award stating that payment had to be made by a specific date.,
It is the claim of the Employer Advocate that any delay was not
on purpose.
Management also insists the Grievants, should not be
receiving additional monies relative to that .prior award.
PageS of13
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The Employer requests the Union's requested remedy be
denied.
THE ISSUE:

Did Management violate but not limited to Article 15 when
they failed to timely,pay for the five individuals listed in
arbitration iK06N-4K-C 12170674 and if so, what is the
appropriate remedy?
PER'.rINEN'l' CONTBACT PROVISIONS:

ARTICLE 15
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:

In the first portion of this record, the step B Team noted
a violation of the National Agreement and thus dire.cted payment
as ordered per case styled K06N-4K-C 12170674.

And the impasse

resulted from a request by the Union for an additional remedy.

And to that end, paramount in my decision, in the prior
steps of the grievance procedure, there was no objection by the
Employer to the formal Step A remedy request made by the Union.

However, in the Employer's verbal opening statement, there
were several cohtentions made by the Agency regarding the
Union's regues·ted remedy.

However, in my considered opinion,

the language of the Parties Agreement is absolute.
contention not qited at Step A cannot be considered.
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Cont.rolling in this instant case is the language found in
Article 15.2' Formal Step A (d)"

wherein both Parties are

required to make .:; full and detailed .exchang,e at the Formal Step
A.

And it all must be reduced to writing.

As I'm sure the

Parties are aware, no new facts or argument(s) may be introduced
beyond that point.
any Step

The Step B Team may expand or further argue

A contention, .however", ne·w· argument, objections or

contentions beyond Formal Step A cannot be considered.

And to that end the "USPS Representative's Steb B
Position," extracted from Joint Exhibit 2, reads as follows:
~The case fi1e was absent any conbentions or
supporting documentation from the Management Fo~1
Step A Representative. The fol.lowinq is' provided
for consideration-... "

The undersigned is of the considered opinion the last
sentence noted above is simply too late at Step B.

The

Employer, by not presenting any Formal A objecti.ons, simply
waived any right to do.so at a later date.

For Article 15 makes

no exclusions to the language of Article 15.2 Formal Step A (d).

The Union introduced a requested remedy at the Formal Step
A and it became part of the record.

There was no objection

rais.ed by the' Employer at the Formal Step A.

In fact, the

Employer failed to make any statement of facts or contractual
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provisions relied upon.

It was the EmployerJs choice to do so,

however, failure to raise any arguments at Formal Step A bars
the introduction of. any objection or argument beyond that point.
And with that said, the Employer waived their right to raise an
objection to any argument presented by the Union at arbitration.

And on that basis, I am of the considered opinion the
Employer is ..now .barred from coming to arbitration and arguing
that a requested Formal Step A remedy requested by the Onion is
irrational.

Instead, again, in my view, the Employer should

have made theirargument(s} regarding any requested remedy at
the Formal Step A level.

And even though the Parties settled the dispute itself, the
rules set forth in Article 15 do not change.

Article 15 creates

an even ground that allows both Parties an equal opportunity to
present their case.

And any suggested or requested remedy

becomes part of the re'cord.

However, once the dispute extends

beyond that point, any argument,

in~luding

remedy, becomes moot.

This is according to Article 15.2 StepB (c) which states:

"~e written' step .B joint report shal~ state the
reasons in detail. and shal.l. include a statement of
any additiona1 facts and contentions not previous~y
set forth i.n the record of the grienranceas appea~ed
from Fo:r:mal. Step A."
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It is clear the Employer did not argue any of the Union's
requested remedy prior to arbitration.

Either party cannot

sandbag until St'ep B and present their entire case.,

Therefore,

any argument made by the Employer at arbitration regarding
remedy, simply cannot be considered.

, And with that in mind, I have no other choice than to grant
the Union"s

I

'r~ques,ted,

Fo.rm.al Step A remedy request.

found the remedy requested by the Union to be fair and

reasonable considering all of the circumstance,s surrounding this
matter.

I agree with the rationale of Arbitrator E1ien S.
provided in K11N-4K-C 13294700, at this same location,
2014:

"The monetary award is meant to be corrective
and to encourage contractual compliance. The
Arbitrator was presente9, by the Union with a packet
of Arbitrator's deQi.sions with monetary awards in
simil.ar situations.
In the same way that discipline
is meant to be' cor:rective ,and is proqressive if
necessary, so should monetary awards be in these
situations."

And in that light, I agree with Arbitrator Salt,zman with
the thought regarding progression.
be read in a vacuum.

The Parties Agreement cannot

Article 16 suggests progressive
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And a corrective remedy for the violation by the

Employer should be considered in the same regard.

I do not consider the requested remedy by
arbitrary or unreasonable '.

I believe there to be an unspoken

guideline within the Wage Agreement that creates an equal
playing field by and between the Parties.

And the language of

. that same Agreement does nO.t..exclude .a punitive award.

And

given the disregard for the discipline of Article 15, a
award is certainly within the boundaries of the Parties
Agreement.

What the Union requests in this case is for Management to
payments.

First of all, this is a matter that is not directly defined
via any Agreement language.

Instead, this subject is one of

those issues that fall under the general umbrella known as
reasonableness.

Again, that is a broad term when seeking

specific guidance.

And there is not a single answer.

r 'm quite certainthe.re

are instances that .require longer periods of calculation to
arrive at an agreed upon settlement.
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However, in the case of a defined payment, whether it is
reached by and between the Parties or an arbitrator" the payment
.should proce,ss within· the- pay period.. And it is understandable

-

that some decisions may be reached or received at the very end

.-::.-:f-=a:....=:p:..:a:..:r:....:t=..:~=-·c;;;;.u=l_a_.r_~~p...:a:.::y:......:p:-e:-r~~:.·o.:.d_*__A_n_d_i_n_c_a_s_e_s_s_u_c_h_a_s_t_h_~_'_s.:..,_i_t_w_o_u_l_d--."

only be reasonable to delay until the following pay period.

In thei.r· opening: st;:ltem.ent, the .Employer, Advocate
~There

was nothing in the contract or the arbitrator didn't say

.in the award that this payment must be made by a certain date.
The award did not· state that."

This is a most unreasonable and

absurd observation cutting to the core of Article 15 intent.

The following language writte'n by the Step B Team in a
26 September 2013 Decision labeled K11N-4K-C 13272222 is most
applicable to this instant case:
~The

DRP was designed to facilitate resolution of
grievances at the lowest po~s.iblQ ~evel. Both
Man'agement and the Onion are obligated to specific
requirements under Article 15. Management's failure
to meet and/or provide written contentions affir.ming
or refuting the claims of
Union hinder
resolution of the dispute at the lower levels and
denies ~em their ability to challenge the facts
pre·sented on any given gr.ievanoe,

the

When this circumstance occurs, as herein., the Team
is obligated to rely on the documentat,ion provided
----~~ as ,an undisputed factual accounting' of event.!! .in
order to resolve the dispute, as has been done in
this .instance. fI
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Even the local Parties recognize that the absence of Step A
contentions formulate acquiescence and bar any further
objection .. And that is exactly what has happened in this
matter.

The Employer failed to present any argument or dispute

any of the fact relative to this matter at Step A.

Therefore, with all of the above reasoning, the Onion's
requested remedy foundo,IJ·Pag'e.15 of Joint Exhibit·2 is hereby
granted, reading as follows:
#19. Remedy requested:
J:J:Dmediatel.y pay each of
the f01l.owiug five Carriers $2,340.00. Y. Chang,
K. Tam, S. Yang, S. Heng and L. Pan. :In addition to
this, i.imned.iately pay each of the above listed five
Carriers a l;ump sum of $1.50.00 due to the payment
being unti.mely. Also, immediately pay the
aforementioned five Carriers ten dol.l.ars per week
from. January 17, 201.4 until. the above five Carriers
rece:iva their due money.
The Union i.s also requesting (so ordered) a
payment of $750.00 payable to N:ALc Branch 3825 to
help defray the costs of. having to repeatedly grieve
untim.~y pay adjustments.
Management will. cease and desist being untimely
concerning pay adjustments.

It is so ordered.
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, AWARD

The grievance is sustained and Union's requested remedy is
granted in accordance with the above.

Dated: June 29, 2014
Fayette County PA
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REGULAR ARBITRATION
In the Matter of the Arbitration
Between

) Class Action
(
P.O.: Rkv-Twinbrook
)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE (
USPS#: K11 N-4K-C 13379066
)
A~
(
) . DRT#: 13-293363
National Association o'f Letter Carriers, (
AFL-CIO
)
Union#: 55-13-KA-79
(

BEFORE:

Arbitrator Kathryn DlJrham, J.D.,P.C.

APPEARANCES:
For the USPS: Anita O. Crews, Labor Relations Specialist
For the NALC: Alton R. Branson, NALC Advocate
Place of Hearing: Rockville, MD
Date of Hearing: May 12, 2014
Date of Award: June 9, 2014
PANEL: Capital Metro District

AWARD SUMMARY
The grievance is sustained. The remedy is that Management shall pay the local
Union, NALC Branch 3825, the sum of $420. A cease and desist order would
not be sufficier:Jt given Rockville managements' longstanding, repeated disregard
of its duty to provide relevant information to the Union,. as evidenced again in this
case.

~~
Kathryn Durham, J.D.,P.C.

I.

ISSUE as framed by the Arbitrator
Whether the Union is entitled to a monetary remedy for local
management's failure to provide relevant information, pursuant to a
RFI and Article 31, within the locally-agreed upon timeframe? If so,
what is tile appropriate remedy?

II.

FACTS/POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

On September 24 or 25, 2013, the local Union was due information legitimately
requested pursuant to an RFI in order to investigate and process a grievance.
The information was not provided. On September 25, the Union appealed to
informal A where the grievance was not resolved and the information was not
provided. The parties met at formal A on October24, 2013 and disclJssed the
case. The information was not provided and the Step A official did not have his
formal contentions prepared. Management did not agree to provide the
information at this time. The Union offered an extension, and management
requested first 400 hours, then 100 hours, to prepare its formal contentions.
Union representative Branson considered this unreasonable and moved the
information grievance to the DRT team. The DRT team concluded by decision
dated December 18, 2013 that the Union was entitled to the information, and that
it must be provided immediately to the Union if it had not already been provided.
The parties impassed the question of whether the Union was entitled to a
. monetary remedy (approximately $7~0.00).
The Union appealed to arbitration its claim for $750 arguing that a monetary
remedy to the Union is necessary to persuade management to comply with its
duties/agreements and to compensate the Union for its time in pursuing the case
and its copying costs, which Mr. Branson claimed were $280 (approximately
2800 pages at 10 cents per page). Mr. Branson computed the time as being
approximately 30 hours at Step B and arbitration at $28.02lhr.
The Union's evidence is of a hundred plus similar past cases in Rockville where
management fails to comply with its agreements regarding processing
information requests.
See Jt A, pps.21 - 100 and 101-330 which are
agreements and Step B decisions from 2002 - 2013.
The local agreement at bar is referenced as follows:
Management agrees to a recommitment of prior agreements to
provide information requested by the Union within 24 hours as well
as the June 28, 2011 Labor/Management minutes (sic). As
preiJioOslragreed, if there is an extensive information request; the

2

Postmaster or designee, will notify the local Union president, or
designee, and a mutually agreeable date to provide the information
will be worked out which will comply with the spirit and intent of
good-faith bargaining.
In this grievance, management failed to provide the information
within 24 hours. Therefore, management will award the Union
$600.00 to be given to the charity of the Union's choice due to the
ongoing and escalating remedies on this issue. (This is consistent
with numerous prior grievance resolutions including precedent
setting Step B decisions.)
In an ongoing effort to improve the Labor/Management climate at
the Rockville installation, the Union will waive the monetary
payment in this instance. Management agrees to provide the
information requested in this grievance within ,24 hours.
Management violated the information request agreements for the
city of Rockville on August 11, 2011.
Signed by Kenneth Lerch (Union) and Gregory Migliori (Mgmt) Jt.
2 p. 164, representative of pages 101-330 of Jt 2.

The Union relies on the decisions of Dr. Andree Y McKissick
(K11 N4KC13380S38, 4.11.2014);
Kathryn Durham (K11 N4KC13377363,
4.30,2014); Stanley Sergent (HO·I N4HC03072480, 05.13.2004); Thomas Erbs
(JO·I N4JC081 06377, 04.10.2008); and others to support a substantial monetary
remedy in situations where management is clearly and egregiously in dereliction
of its agreements with the Union. The Union argues that without a substantial
monetary remedy Rockville will continue flagrantly ignoring the Union to the
detriment of the bargaining union members. The Union tired of waiving the
remedy of money to charity as had been done in Rockville in the past.
Management's position at the Steps A is not part of the record. We simply know
that management refused to provide the information at the local level. At the
DRT level, management agreed that local management violated the agreements
reflected above by not providing the requested information timely, but argued that
a monetary remedy to the Union is not appropriate for the following reasons:
1. Management had not been warned of the consequences of' non
compliance.
2. There is no indication of an egregious violation.
3. The Union's request is punitive because the Union has not shown a
correlation between the harmed party and the requested remedy.
4. Punitive remedies are not allowed by the National Agreement.

3

III.

OPINION

The evidence clearly demonstrates the longstanding nature of Rockville
management's refusal to timely provide relevant information pursuant to its
obligations under the National Agreement.
Given the longstanding nature of the problem reflected at pages 21-330, the
Undersigned is not persuaded that management was unaware of potential
consequences of its' repetitive violations. The file in our case contains the memo
dated May 31, 2002, from Patrick Donahoe to VPs, Area Ops Mgr of Capital
Metro Operations reiterating as follows:
Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is
not optional. No manager or supervisor has the authority to ignore
or override an arbitrator's award or a signed grievance settlement.
Steps to comply with arbitration awards and grievance settlements
should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the perception of non
compliance, and those steps should be documented.
Additionally, there is not indication in the file that Rockville had any reason to
withhold the information. Thus, management's actions are indeed egregious.

-

It is well understand that there are times when a monetary remedy is necessary
to curtail egregious, flagrant, repetitive violations as indicated by the Union's
citations. The situation in Rockville has progress significantly beyond one where
a cease and desist order could be expected to have impact on management.
Reaching a decision as to how much money in remedy to the Union is necessary
to begin to change management's practice is not an easy, clear-cut process.
The' Union stated that it spent 30 hours at Step B and arbitration and spent
$280.00 in copying charges. Representative Branson's verbal description of
copying charges of $280.00 incurred at a copy store is not accepted because he
had no receipt or verification of such charge. Expectation of reimbursement of
such a large cost incurs the obligation to produce a receipt
Mr. Branson contended that this case took the Union representative(s) 30 hours
to prepare and present at Step B and arbitration. This issue is clearly ongoing
and much of the thought process and work would have been previously done.
The case at bar is identical to the case decided by Arbitrator Dr. Andree Y.
McKissick, K11N4KC13380538 / 501352119, April 11, 2014, wherein Alton
Branson NALC Region 13 Advocate was also the advocate. Therefore, the
undersigned is unconvinced that 30 hours was a credible, reasonable claim for
study and prep time in the case at bar.

4

In the decision .rendered by the undersigned in a very' similar Rockville grievance
(K11N4KC13377363/ DRT# 13-291597, April 30, 2014), the remedy to the Union
was $420.00.
The April 2014 award was based on local President Lerch's
credible testimony that 15 hours of time was necessary and was used, and that '
the local union paid him at the rate of $28.02.
The necessity of a monetary remedy in future cases of this nature may be
considered moot by a subsequent arbitrator if management in Rockville begins
now to clearly establish a new, continuing precedent of complying with its
obligations to the Union and the bargaining unit which it has so long ignored.

IV.

AWARD

The grievance is sustained. The remedy for the case at bar is that Management
shall pay the local Union, NALC Branch 3825, the sum of $420.00 to be used for
representational purposes.

~~
Kathryn Durham, JDPC, Arbitrator
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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION
)
)
)
)
)

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

Grievant: Class Action
Post Office: Rockville, MD - Twinbrook
USPS Case #KIIN-4K-C 13331 059

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)
)
)
)
)
)

and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF·
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

BRANCH Case #53-13-KA54
DRT #13-290256

BEFORE: . Tobie Braverman
ARBITRATOR
APPEARANCES:
For the U.S. Postal Service: Anita O. Crews
For the Union: Alton R. Branson
Place of Hearing: Rockville, rv'ID
Date ofHe~ng: April 18, 2014
AWARD: The Grievance is sustained. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the
aml1unt of $700.00. All management personnel within the Rockville installation shall be
proVlded with a copy of this Award with instructions to read the Award as well as Articles 11
and 31 of the National Agreement, and shall be expressly instructed to comply with information
requests in a timely manner pursuant to the local agreement in the future. The Arbitrator will
retain jurisdiction for thirty days to resolve issues regarding this remedy.
Date of Award: May 15,2014
PANEL: USPS Capital Metro Areal NALC Region 13
Award Summary
The Employer's long stancling and repeated failure to provide information requested for the
processing and investigation ofgrievances as required by Articles 17 and 31 of the National
Agreement which results in harm..to the Union, both in terms of credibility and expense in
pursuing griev~ces on·the issue, warrants the monetary remedy requested byth~ Union.

The instant case is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms of the grievance
arbitration provisions
of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement-of the parties. Hearing was held at
.
.
Rockville, Maryland on April 18, 2014. The parties argued their respective positions orally at the
. conclusion of hearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties stipulated
that the matter is properly before the Arbitrator, but were unable to stipulate as to the issue before
the Arbitrator for decision. The issue, as framed by the Arbitrator, is as follows:
What is the appropriate remedy for Management's violation of Articles 17 and 31 of the
National Agreement by failing to provide infonnation requested by the Union on August 27, .
20B?

FACTS

The facts of this case are straight forward and, for the most part, undisputed. On August
27,2013 thf? Employer issued a Letter of Warning to carrier Gary Smith as the resultofamissed

scan. On the following day, Union Steward, Karim Abdullah, requested any and all
documentation relating to the discipline. When he submitted the information request, he was
advised verbally by Supervisor Ed Montano, who refused to sign the request; that the discipline
was going to be rescinded and re-issued. In fact, the August 27,2013 letter was rescinded, and a
second Letter of Warning was issued on August 28, 2013. The two letters are identical in all
respects except for the date. Despite the fact that the Union had already requested the
infonnatio~

Montano took the position that the request related only to the rescinded discipline,

and that he was therefore, not required to provide the requested information. The Union
contended that the information remained relevant to the discipline as well as to a claim that the re

2

issued discipline constituted do:uble jeopardy.
The Union filed the instant grievance regarding ~e failure to provide the infonnation. The
Employer did not hear the grievance ~t Formal Step A. The matter therefore proceeded to the B
Teaw. without contentions frQm management other than Montano's undated and unsigned

'.

statement that the discipline had been rescinded and re-issued. The B Team determined that the
Employer had violated Article!? 17 and 31 of the National Agreement by not providing the
requested information. It therefore ordered the Employer to provide the information immediately.
The B Team could not reach agreement, however, regarding the appropriate remedy. The moving
papers contain multiple instances oforders ofescalating compensatory remedies, both from the B
,Team and by agreement ofthe parties at the Informal and Formal A steps dating back as far as
2003 with a payment of $50.00, to a payment of $700.00 in July, 2013. Despite this

-

documentation, the B Team could not agree regarding the remedy. The Union contended that a

.

payment of $700.00 was appropriate to, encourage future compliance after multiple instances of
failure to provide information in a timely fashion, while the Employer contended that any such
remedy was punitive rather than compensatory, and therefore inappropriate. It is in this posture
that the mattex: proceeded to arbitration.

POSITIONS OF TIlE PARTIES

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden ofproofto demonstrate that
the remedy requested should be awarded. The Employer's obligations under Aiticles 17 and 31
of the National Agreement and the parties' local information request policy are clear. The

3

Employer must provide infor:nation requested in order to process and investigate grievances
within twenty-four hours unless an extension is agreed upon by the parties. In this case, the B
Team found that the Employer has failed to provide information, and once again breached its
contractual obligations. The evidence demonstrates that this is a recurring violation.
Management has been warned repeatedly that it must comply, and the parties have agreed in
numerous Informal A and Formal A settlements, as well as in numerous B TeaIQ settlements, that
the Employer must comply and should pay escalating compensatory sums to the Union to
encourage compliance and compensate the Union for the harm done both in its image with
employees when the Employer repeatedly violates the National Agreement and expenses incurred
in filing multiple grievances on .the
issue. The EmployerI has attempted to muddy the waters by
.

.

claiming that it did not provide the information because the discipline waS rescinded,. but in fact
the re-issue<;l discipline was identical to the first one. This contention was not made at the Formal
A Step, and should not be considered at all. In fact, the Employer has presented no evidence in
this case. There have been scores of violations over time, and they continue to date. The
Employer's continued violation is egregious, and an escalating monetary award is appropriate as
provided at 41-15 of the JCAM. The grievance should be sustained in its entirety.
Employer Position: The Employer argues that while the B Team found a violation of
Articles 17 and 31 regarding the providing of information, it did not, as the Union contends, agree
that the award of a monetary remedy was appropriate. Even though the contractual violation was
agreed upon
. by the B Team, the Union here still has the burden of proofto. demonstrate that the
remedy which it seeks is appropriate in this case. The Union has failed to meet that burden of
proof. There was no evidence ofany loss or cost to the Union. Although these parties have

4

agreed upon a monetary remedy in the past in order to avoid the cost of arbitration, that does not
dictate that the same is appropriate here. The award requested is punitive. The JCAM language
whiel, the Union cites applies only to opting. It has no relevance here. Even if it is relevant, the
violation here was clearly not egregious. The failure to provide the information was an honest
mistake in this case. The information request related to discipline which had been rescinded.
Although the B Team found a violation, the Supervisor reasonably believed.that the information
need not be .provided since the request related to a disciplinary action which had been withdrawn.
Under these circumstances, a punitive remedy is clearly inappropriate. The grievance should be
denied.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15 GRIEVANCE·ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
w

15.2(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed
statement ofthe facts n;:lied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy
sought. ... The Employer representative shall also make a full and detailed
statement offacts and contractual provisions relied upon. The parties'
representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to develop all necessary facts,
including the exchange ofcopies of all relevant papers or documents ...
15.3.A The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives, ofthe priIiciples and procedures set forth above will result in
resolution of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder ~t the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end....

ARTICLE 17 - REPRESENTATION

Section 3. Rights of Stewards ... The steward, chief steward or other Union
representative ... may request and shall obtain access through the appropriate
supervisor to review the documents, files and other records necessary for
processing a grievance or detennining if a grievance exists ... Such requests shall
5

not be unreasonably be denied....
ARTICLE 31 - UNION - MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

.Section 3. Information The Employer will make available for inspection by the
Union aU relevant information necessary for collective bargaining or the
enforcement, administration or interpretation of this Agreement, including
information necessary to determine whether to file or to continue the processing of
a grievance under this Agreement Upon the request of the Union, the Employer .
will furnish such information, provided however, that the Employer may require
the Union to reimburse the USPS for any costs reasonably incurred in obtaining the
information....
JCAM 41-15 Remedies and Opting

... In circumstances where the violation is egregious or deliberate or after local
management has received previous instructional resolutions on he same issue and it
appears that a 'cease and desist' remedy is not sufficient to insure future contract
compliance, the parties may wish to consider a further, appropriate'compensatory
remedy to the injured party to emphasize the commitment ofthe parties to contract
compliance. In these circumstances, car~ should be exercised to insure that the
remedy is corrective and not punitive, providing a full explanation of the basis of
the remedy.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

As noted above, the sole issue in this case is that of the appropriate remedy for the

.

Employer's failure
to provide the information which the Union requested relating to disciplinary
.
action taken on August 27, 2013 which was· rescinded and re-issued on the following day. It is
beyond dispute that the B Team found that the Employer had violated Articles 17 and 31 of the
National Agreement While the Union contends that the B Team additionally agreed that a
monetary remedy was in order but could not agree on the amount, the Arbitrator believes that the
Union is misinterpreting the B Team decision. Under the Resolve portion of the decision the B
Team stated that "'The Union advanced that ... a compensatory remedy is in order. It is with
6

respect to this portion of the requested remedy that the Team was unable to reach a resolution."
This is followed by a position from the Management representative that clearly indicates
disagreement with a monetary remedy of any kind, contending that the Union has failed to meet
its burden of proofto demonstrate the propriety of such a remedy. A careful reading of the
language used in the B Team· decision indicates that the parties disagreed on the issue of a
monetary remedy, not just the amount. The Arbitrator therefore finds here, that the issue
presented is not solely an issue of how much ofa monetary remedy is warranted, but rather
whether such a remedy is warranted, and if so, in what amount.
The Employer argues that the Union's requested remedy is punitive and therefore
inappropriate, stressing that Supervisor Montano's mistake was an honest one, and not egregious

as the Union contends. The Arbitrator cannot however, accept that the mistake was innocent.

.

Rather, it appears to be more an apparent attempt to avoid providing the information by playing
with semantics. While the Letter of Warning had been rescinded, the exact same Letter was
issued one day later concernip.g the same incident. Clearly Montano, rather than making an
innocent mistake, was attempting to make the Union jump through additional hoops by requesting
the same information twice within two days. There undoubtedly existed information regarding
the discipline, whether it was issued on August 27 or August 28. Montano chose to refuse to
supply the infonnation solely because he had opted to rescind and re-issue the discipline. This
was clearly a choice which effectively made investigation of the grievance more. difficult. He was
fully aware of the Union's request, the information existed, and yet he refused to supply it based
UpOl.!. a hyper-technical argument concerning the date of issuance ofthe discipline. This condvct

was simply unreasonable and indicative ofan attitude of confrontation rather than cooperation.
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There is no question but that this incident was only one ofmany in which the Rockville
Management has failed to provide requested infbnnation as required. The moving papers contain
....

more than one hundred settlements between the parties as well as numerous B Team resolutions
,

,

-

concerning this issue. While the Union contends that JCAM Section 41-15 dictates that under
.....
these circumstances an escalating monetary remedy is deemed by the parties to be appropriate,
this

~ection does

not appear to be applicable to the situation presented'here. Section 41-15 of the

a

JCAM is included as part of discussion of seniority as it relates to hold-downs and opting.

While the section on which the Union relies is entitled "Remedies and Opting", its placement in
the JCAM would indicate that its intention was that it be applicable to situations involving
repeated violations of the opting provisions. Had it been intended to apply to any and all repeated
contractual violations, it would more appropriately have been included in either Article 15 or
Article 31. While it is impossible to gltfan the intention of the parti~s in negotiating this language
of the JCAM without having some evidence regarding bargaining history or interpretation by a
National Award, it would appear, based upon its placement in the JCAM, that if is not applicable
to the instant case,
That being said, it is clear that these parties have considered and acknowledged that there
are occasions in which an award of an escalating monetary remedy is appropriate in order to
impress upon management the need for future contractual compliance. In particular, the P&ties

.

-

have utilized this approach in instances wherein. there have been repeated and egregious instances
.

! .•

of noncompliance. This concept has further been accepted by a number of regional arbitrators.
Most importantly, the parties in the RO~kville installation have accepted the remedy as
j

appropriate. The moving papers demotttrate that these parties have applied an escalating
.........

-

1

8

mon~lary

.v

remedy for -repeated failures to provide information as required, slowly escalating •

.,1-'---------------------
amounts over the course often years, from $50.00 in 2003 to $700.00 in 2013. The Rockville
installation has undoubtedly paid the Union and individual grievants at least several thousand
dollars for repeated violations over that time period.

The ,disconcerting part of this, however, is that despite the significant payments over the

..

years intended to encour~ge compliance, the Employer has continued to serially violate the
contractual requirements for the providing of information. While the Employer claims innocent

..-..

mistake, the facts of this case, together with the sheer number of violations, indicate otherwise.
This is not a case ofa minor violation such as providing the information in thirty-six rather than
i

twenty-four hours. Rather, it is a case where information was not provided at all.

.

Under the circumstances presented in this case~ the Arbitrator is hard pressed to believe
that an additional monetary remedy will be effective to obtain futuIe compliance. On the other

hand, there is~no doubt a cost to the Union to repeatedly process grievances to obtain information
required to represent the membership. Not only is there a cost in terms of the credibility of the
Union in the eyes of its membership, but there are real monetary costs in time spent and office
supplies and equipment used by Union officers and advocates in preparing, processing and
arbitrating grievances. While these expenses are ordinarily the cost of doing business, they are
costs which would and should not be incurred were the Employer to comply with information
requests as required. The repeated and intentional failure to supply information dictates that the
Unic..:n be compensated in this case. Additionally, in an attempt to impress upon supervision that
the contractual requirements must be complied with and infonnation must be supplied in a timely

-

fashion, all members of management within the Rockville installation should be provided with a

9

copy of this Award, instructed to read it in its entirety, and instructed expressly that they must

·"

comply with information requests as required by the National Agreement and the local policy.

-

AWARD

The Grievance is sustained. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the .
amount of $700.00. All management personnel within the Rockville installation shall be provided
with a copy of this Award with instructions to read the Award as well as Articles 17 and 31 ofthe .
National Agreement, and shall be expressly instructed to comply with information'requests in a
timely manner pursuant to the local agreement in the future. The Arbitrator will retain
jurisdiction for thirty days to resolve issues regarding this remedy. .

Dated: May 15,2014.
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OPINION AND AWARD: Dr. Andree Y. McKissick, ARBITRATOR
APPEARANCES:
For Management:

Phyllis Y. Busch, Labor Relations Specialist
Janelle Wood, Management Technical Assistant
United States Postal Service Advocate
Capital District Human Resources
ATIN: Manager Labor Relations
900 Brentwood Road, NE, Room 2612
Washington, DC 20066-9998

For Union:

Alton R. Branson
NALC Advocate, Region 13
5929 Surratts Village Drive
Clinton, Maryland 20735

DATE(S) OF HEARING:

April 11, 2014

LOCATION OF HEARING:

500 N. Washington Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850

,AWARD:

This class action grievance is sustained on the issue of
remedies. Based upon the admission of violations regarding
the "Rockville Information Request Policy" by the Service, a
seven hundred ($700)' dollar compensatory damages award
shall be awarded to the' Union for these continuing violations
of Article 15, Section 1; Article 17, Section 3; and Article 31,
Section 3 of the Agreement.

DATE OF AWARD:

May 3,2014

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The basis of this class action grievance focuses upon the "Rockville Information Request
Policy." (Joint Exhibit II at 14.)

In this policy, the Service must provide the Union with the

information requested within twenty-four (24) hours. (See Joint Exhibit II at 99-100.) The Service
concedes that the information requested was not forthcoming, as promised. (See Joint Exhibit II at 4.)
The record reflects that this incident occurred on August 21,2013. Infonnal Step A Meeting
was initiated on September 9, 2013. Fonnal Step A was held on November 1, 2013. The Step B
decision was made on December 30, 2013. Upon impasse, it comes before this Arbitrator on the
Regular Arbitration Panel of the Nati0tf Association of Letter Carriers (NALC) and United States
Postal Service (USPS) in Rockville, Maryland.

STIPULATED ISSUE:
Whether or not the Collective Amount of damages
of seven hundred (700) dollan is appropriate for
the 6.':oncededllviQlations of Arti6.':le IS, Sedion 1;
Article 17, S~ction 3; and Article 31, Section 3 of
the Agreemelt as per the "Rockville Information

Request PoD I' "1

i

I
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PERTINENT PROVISIONS
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
(Effective 1011·2016)

(Joint Exhibit I)
ARTiCLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definition
A grievance is der~ed as a dispute, difference, disagreement or
complaint between the parties related to wages, hours, and
conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which
involves the interpretation, application of, or compliance with the
provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of
Understanding not in conOid with this Agreement.
ARTICLE 17
REPRESENTATION
Section 3. Rights of Stewards
When it is necessary for a steward to leave his/her work area to
investigate and adjust grievances or to investigate a specific problem
to determine whether to file a grievance, the steward shall request
permission from the immedi.ate !!upervisor and such request shall
not be unreasonably denied.
In the event the duties require the steward leave the work area and
enter another area within the jnstallation or post office, the steward
must also receive permission from the supervisor from the other
area helshe wishes to enter and such request' shaD not be
unreasonably denied.
The steward, chief steward or other Union representative properly
certified in accordance with Section 2 above may request and shall
obtain access through the appropriate supen"isor to review the
documents, files and other records necessary for processing a
grievance or determining if a grievance exists and shall have the
right to interview the:. aggrieved employee(s), supervisors and
witnesses during workihg houn. Such requests shaD not be
unreasonably denied.
.
While serving as a stewa-:d or chief steward, an employee may not be
involuntarily transferred to another tour, to another station or
branch of the particular;post office or to another independent post
office or installation unless there is no job for which the employee is
qualified on such tour, or in such station or branch, or post office.
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If an employee requests a steward or Union representative to be
present during the course of an interrogation by the Inspection
Service, such request will be granted. All polygraph tests will '
continue to be on a voluntary basis.
ARTICLE 31
UNION-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION
Section 3. Information
The Employer will make available for inspection by the Union all
relevant information neeessary for collective' bargaining or the
enforcement, administration or interpretation of this Agreement,
including information necessary to determine whether to file or to
continue the processing of a grievance under this Agreement. Upon
the request. of the Union, the Employer will furnish such
information, provided, however, that the Employer may require the
Union to reimburse the USPS for any costs reasonably incurred in
obtaining the information.
Requests for information relating to purely local matters should be
submitted by the local Union representative to the installation head
or designee. All other requests for information shall be directed by
the National President of the Union to the Vice President, Labor
Relations.
Nothing herein shall waive any lights the Union may have to obtain
Labor
Relations Act, as amended.
information under the N1~tional
!
'

i

POSIT1~~S OF T~ PARTIES

It is the Service's position that s. ch a written policy never existed. Instead, there may be a
"

I

.

"

non-viable, tacit agreement at best. However, the Service argues that there is no written rule or
regulations which support the Union's vJsion
ofevents.'
I

In regard to the Meeting Notes,

t

Service argues that these notes cannot be utilized to show

an Agreement between the Parties, as th~ jUnion asserts.

!I
;1.
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In regards to remedy, the Service argues that a seven hundred ($700) dollar request is punitive,
. even if the Arbitrator sustains this grievance. Instead the Service argues in the alternative that if this
grievance is sustained, a remedy of a cease and desist order is the appropriate remedy.
On the other hand, the Union points to the specific policy agreed upon and evidenced in the
grievance papers, Joint Exhibit II. The Union also argues that this policy has been breached on many
occasions. Moreover, the Union also asserts that it has waived the penalty in many prior grievances in
the past to promote a harmonious relationship with the Service. Nonetheless, the Union maintains that
a deterrent to these repeated violations is the only remedy to deter these continuous and ongoing
violations. Thus, the Union requests a remedy of seven hundred ($700) dollars, as the appropriate
remedy under these circumstances.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
After a careful review ofthe record in its entirety, and after having had an opportunity to weigh
and evaluate the testimony of witnesses, this Arbitrator finds that this grievance should be sustained
for the following reasons.
First, Joint Exhibit II at 98-100, learly establishes an agreement between Officer- In-Charge
Lakhjit Dhemar and National Associatio of Letter Carriers (NALC) President Ken Lerch, who jointly
agreed that the "Rockville Information :Request Policy" will provide information requested within
I
twenty-four (24) hours. (Joint Exhibit II at 96.)
1I
I

Second, Joint Exhibit II at 4, the Service admits that it violated this policy. Thus, there was a
I.

breach. Based upon this breach, the Uni?n requests compensatory damages as a deterrent to dissuade
future behavior.
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Third; although the Service points out that the "Minutes of the Good Faith Meeting" are not
viable, this Arbitrator must disagree.

Here, the "Rockville Infonnation Request Policy" was

incorporated in the Minutes of July 31, 2008. (See Joint Exhibit II at 98-100.) It was duly signed and
adopted. Accordingly, the Agreement cannot now be challenged on a substantive basis.
Fourth, NALC-President Lerch explicitly testified that a plethora of grievances were presented
to the Service regarding this same issue. (See Joint Exhibit IT at 62-95.) However, he also testified
and identified that many were waived in the interest of a harmonious relationship. (Joint Exhibit II at
62-95.) He also pointed out that due to these ongoing violations a compensatory remedy is required.
In support ofthis position, he points to a line of awards.
Fifth, due to the egregious nature of these continuous violations, this Arbitrator finds that a
seven hundred ($700) dollar violation to be appropriate as a deterrent to further violations. The
following arbitrators concur with this Arbitrator's awards. (See In the Matter of Arbitration between
United States Postal Service (USPS) and the National Association of Letter Carriers
CNALC).
,
Grievant: P.B.. No: JOIN-4J-C-00014967, Arbitrator Walt. March 20. 2008; also see Arbitrator,Dr.
Monat, In the Arbitration between US~S and the NALC. Grievant P.O.. No: E06N.-4F-11401751,
March 29.2012.) The Service did not su mit any cases on this issue.
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.

AWARD

This class action grievance is sustained on the issue of
remedies. Based upon the admission of violations regarding
the "Rockville Information Request Policy" by the Service, a
seven hundred (5700)
dollar compensatory damages award
I
shall be awarded to the Union for these continuing violations
of Article 15, Sectiod 1; Article 17, Section 3; and Article 31,
Section 3 of the Agre~ment.

I

--------...:---:----

May 3,2014

C;\USPS.NALC(Class-Action) 04-2014.doclC.
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REGULAR ARBITRATION
In the Matter of the Arbitration
Between

)
(
)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE (
)
And
(
)
National Association of Letter Carriers, (
AFL-CIO
)

Class Action
P.O.: Derwood Delivery Unit
USPS#: K11 N-4K-C 13377363
DRT#:

13-291597

Union#: 55-13-SL-19

(

BEFORE:

Arbitrator Kathryn Durham, J.D.,P.C.

APPEARANCES:
For the USPS: Karen K. Bowie, Labor Relations Specialist
For the NALC: Alton R. Branson, NALC Advocate
Place of Hearing: Rockville, MD
Date of Hearing: March 21, 2014
Date of Award: April 30, 2014
PANEL: Capital Metro District

AWARD SUMMARY
The grievance is sustained. Management violated Articles 15 and 41 of the
National Agreement when it failed to pay Carrier Thomas Yu pursuant to
Arbitrator McKissick's June 17, 2013 award. Case No. K06N-4K-C 12199770,
within a reasonable time. The remedy is that Management shall pay the local
Union, NALC Branch 3825, the sum of $420.00 in reimbursement to the local for
the expense of the advocate's time spent bringing a grievance.

~.~
Kathryn Durham, J.D.,P.C.

I.

ISSUE

Whether Management violated Articles 15 and 41 of the National
Agreement when it failed to pay Carrier Thomas Yu pursuant to
Arbitrator McKissick's June 17, 2013 award, Case No. KOSN-4K-C
12199nO, within a reasonable time. if so, what is the appropriate
remedy?
II.

FACTS/POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

On June 17, 2013, Arbitrator Andree Y. McKissick issued an award in Case No.
KOSN-4K-C 12199770, holding that Management violated Article 41.1.A.1 of the
National Agreement by failing to comply with the 14-day posting requirement. As
a remedy, Arbitrator McKissick, directed that "a nominal amount of twenty (20)
dollars shall be assessed, for each day past fourteen (14) days" be paid to the
successful bidders on Route 055018. The successful bidder of that route was
Thomas Yu.
Management did not make the $20/day payment to Mr. Yu, and the Union filed a
grievance for non-compliance. The parties partially resolved the grievance at
Formal A on October 3, 2013, agreeing that the Postal Service would pay the
sum of $3,200 to Mr. Yu. The parties impassed the Union's request for additional
sums: (1) an additional $150 lump sum to Mr. Yu due to delay in payment on the
McKissick award, plus ten dollars per week for each week the payment is further
delayed; and (2) a payment to NALC Branch 3825 in the amount of $750, to
defray the costs of having to grieve untimely pay adjustments.
When Management failed to make the payment to Carrier Yu as directed by the
Formal A resolution, the Union filed a non-compliance grievance,K1"1 N-4K-C
14034414. That grievance was resolved at Step B on January 24, 2014, with the
DRT finding that "Management violated the National Agreement as well as
previous Step B decisions and numerous grievance resolutions when they failed
to process the mutually agreed upon pay adjustment for Carrier Yu in a timely
manner." The resolution provided that Management would pay Mr. Yu the sum of
$3,350, which included the initial $3,200 as ordered by the Formal A resolution,
i

2

plus a $150 lump sum for "the long documented history of similar violations in the
Rockville installation."
Despite the Step B resolution regarding payment of $3,350 to Mr. Yu, the Postal
Service did not process that payment through Eagan until March 2014. An Eagan
representative testified at the hearing that a payment of $3,350 to Mr. Yu was
processed on March 18, 2014 - three days prior to the hearing of this matter.
The Union had already moved this grievance to arbitration, and the hearing was
only days away, when the payment was finally processed. As of the hearing,
there was no indication that the Grievant had received the payment.
At the hearing, Local President and Advocate Kenneth Lerch testified about
numerous Step B decisions and resolutions from the Rockville installation, in
which the Postal Service agreed to pay lump sum payments to individual
employees (but not to the Union itself) for non-compliance with prior settlements,
resolutions and/or awards r~garding untimely pay adjustments. He also
introduced a number of regional arbitration awards (not from the Rockville
installation) in which arbitrators included a payment to the Union as part or all of
the remedy for Management's repeated failure to implement a grievance
settlement or award. Finally, Mr. Lerch pointed to various memoranda issued by
USPS Labor Relations headquarters, in which Area managers were reminded
that arbitration awards and grievance settlements are final and binding, and that
compliance with such is not an option.

Union Position
The Union argues that Management has repeatedly violated Article 15 of the
National Agreement by failing

tq comply with settlements, resolutions and awards
,

regarding untimely pay adjustments. It contends that a payment to the Union is
necessary in order to defray the costs that the local branch was required to take
in order to enforce awards and agreements; and to impress upon area
Management that it cannot viol~te grievance settlements without consequence.

3

The Union urges that the Arbitrator has the inherent authority to fashion an
appropriate remedy for breaches of the National Agreement, even where the
contract does not provide a specific remedy for the violation at issue. It cites
Case No. NC-S-5426, a regional award by Arbitrator Howard Gamser.

Management Position
Management's arguments were limited to those made at the local level because
new argument is not allowed at arbitration. Admissible argument was that the
Union has not met its burden to show that a payment to the local branch is
compensatory rather than punitive. It claims that the remedy requested by the
Union would be a windfall.
Management insists that settlement agreements, including DRT resolutions, are
not final and binding, even within the same installation. It relies on an award by
Arbitrator Robert Steinberg, Case No. E06N-4E-C 08175058.
III.

OPINION'

The facts of this case are undisputed. Twice - once by Arbitrator McKissick and
again by the DRT1 - Management was directed to pay a remedy to Carrier Yu for
failure to comply with the 14-day posting requirement in Article 41. In order to
ensure that Mr. Yu received the paymenthe had twice been awarded, the Union
was required to expend its time and resources to file a non-compliance
grievance. Management had no valid justification for its failure to make the
payment to Mr. Yu within a reasonable time after receipt of Arbitrator McKissick's
award. However, through direct contact with its Eagan, MN office, management
made sure the payment was processed just days before the hearing of this case.
Management agreed to the remedy requested by the Union to Mr. Yu. The only
issue remaining for resolution at our hearing is whether the Union is entitled to an

~:::i:::~::e7::::::~:-;:::g::::n:::::::tt~~t _menm ~ ~

DRT
finaJ and binding. Certainly they are final and binding with respect to the matter being resolved, as
occurred in this case.
.
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As Arbitrator Gamser's award aptly notes, regional Arbitrators have .authority to
fashion compensatory awards when the contract is silent on the issue of remedy.
The only limitation is that such awards must avoid being punitive. Here, the
remedy requested by the Union is not punitive. The Union was forced to spend
money, time and effort to achieve something that should have been done
automatically in a timely manner, but was not. Management's failure to comply
with Arbitrator McKissick's award, and the DRT settlement, cost the Union
resources unnecessarily.
Mr. Lerch testified that he spent approximately 15 hours preparing this case.
Because he is retired from the Postal Service, he was paid by the local Union, at
the rate of $28 per hour. This computes to a total of $420. Awarding this amount
to the Union is purely compensatory, not punitive. It is not a windfall.

IV.

AWARD

The grievance is sustained. Management shall promptly pay the local Union,
NALC Branch 3.825, the sum of $420.00 to compensate for the local advocate's
time 'spent bringing this grievanq:e. The payment shall accrue interest if not paid
within 45 days from the date of this award.

Jurisdiction retained over

implementation of this Opinion and Award.

~~
Kathryn Durham, JDPC, Arbitrator
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THE ATTACHED CHECK REPRESENTS pAYMENT FOR GRIEVANCE NO. K06N-4K-C 13377363
FOR NALC BRANCH 3825.
IMPOBtANTINFORMATION
.
'.
.
.....
. ."
ANY TAX LIABILITY RESULTING FROM THIS PAYMENT IS YOUR·' . .
•...
RESPONSIBILITY. THE'IRS,MAKESTHEOETERMINATIONON:WliETHER TAXES MUST
BE PAID. YOU SHOULD~CONSlIl.T:THEIRS OR A TAX ATTORNEY- TOANSWERANV
TAX REPORTING QUESTIONS THAT YOU MAY HAVE.

:

.

,'".

'"

".

'".

::

",

. PAYMENTDATE"

PAYMENT AMOUNT

05-21-2014

CHECK NUMBER

$******420.00

0103699618

Refer Inquiries concerning this payment to the Minneapolis Accounting Service Center at the above address, or call the
AHD at phone number 1-866-974-2733.
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL
) Grievant: Class Action

. In the Matter of the Arbitration

)

between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LEITER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

) Post Office: Rockville, Maryland
Bninch 3825
)
) USPS No:: KllN4KC13294700
) BRANCH GRIEVANCE No.:5413AB003
) NALC DRTNo.: 13-285122
)
)
)
)
)

--------------------------).
BEFORE: AimI~TOR ELLEN S. SALTZMAN

APPEARANCES:
For the U. S. Postal Service: Ms. Jamelle Y. Wood, 'Labor Relations Specialist and
, Phyllis Busch, T.A.
For the Union: Mr. Alton Branson, NALC Advocate, Region 13

Place of Hearing: Rockville Post Office~ 100 N. Washington Stre~ Rockville, MD

Date of Hearing: March 19,2014
AWARD: Sustained

Date of Award: Aprll20, 2014·
PANEL: NALC Region 13IUSPS Capital Metro Area Regular Panel
Award Summary'
1. The seventy-five (75.00) dollars req~ted by the Union for the untimely pay
adjustment is an appropriate remedy far the Article 15 violation detennined by the Step B Team.
, 2. The seventy-five (75.00) dollar award to the Union for the untimely pay adjustment must be received
by the Union no later than May 31 t 2014 to avoid an additional penalty. ,
.
3. Ifthe Union has not received the seventy-five (75.00) donars. by May 31, 20 14~ Management'will
pay an additional penalty in the amount of $5.00 per day beginningJune 1,2014.
4. If the Union has still not receiv~ the seventy-five (75.00) dollars by June 30th~ 2014, beginning July 1.
2014, the penalty will be;increased to SlO.OO·per..day untit such time local management pays the $75.00
. .
.
dollars and the total afthe additional penalties.'

~.
Ellen S. Saltzman, Esq.

In acc~rdance with the 2011 National Agreement between the National
Association of Letter Camers & the United States Postal Service, (Joint Exhibit
No.1), the Undersigned was selected to hear and finally decide the Union's claim
that a monetary remedy is warranted in this matter.
The issue as,originally stated in the Step, B Decision, (Jt..2, p. 33): Did
Management violate, but not limited to, Article 15 of the National Agreement
when th~y failed to comply with grievance settlement #50-12-SL09 in a timely
manner, and if so, what is the appropriate remedy.
Decision: The Step B Team ,has decided to RESOLVB this c~e in, part and declare
an IMPAS~E in part.
Resolved: The Team has determined tllat Management did violate Articles 15 of,
the National Agreement in this instance.
Impas~ed: The Team was unable to reach common ground in their discussion of

an appropriate remedy fo~ the Article 15 violation found herein. On the issue of
appropriate remedy, the Step B tejilm has, decided to declare an Impasse.

Accordingly, the only remaini.ng issue is that of appropriate remedy.
At the hearing the parties st,ipulated to the following .issue:
Is the seventy-five (75.09) d9~lars requested by ,the Union for
the untimely pay adjUl$p.n~p.t $e appropriate remedy for the Article 15
violation detennineq by the St~p B Team?
I

' . .

.'

The parties were represente~ and w~ ~fforded ,a full and fair ,opportunity to
present relevant ev.idence, to present
witnesses and to cross~examine. The 'witness
,
,

was sw~m., ' ,Witnesses ~or the Union: Alton B~son, NALC Advocate and
Formal Designee arid Kenneth Lerch, President,NALC Branch 3825. There were
no witnesses for Management. '
The Arbitrator has given full and fair consideration to all arguments
2

made by the parties and all facts of record and all cited contractual provisions

..
and submitted A wards and Step B Decisions in deciding this grievance.

Based on all of the evidence presented and arguments made,·the Arbitrator
. renders this Opinion and Award.

RELEYANT CONTRACT PR.OytStONS
Articles IS. and 19

. BACK~~OUND
This grievance was initially filed to protest management's violation of
Article 15 and 19 ofthe National Agreement by its failure to effectuate a timely
pay adjustment to the Union. The B Team resolved as stated in pertinent part (It.2,
pg.4):
After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this
case, the Team finds that in this instance, Management did
. violate the·Na~onal Agr~ement. In a cpntractual case such as
this, the "burden Qf pro()r.~ rests with the Union to provide
sufficient doc~eijtaP.q.~· ro. support that some provision(s) of
the National Agfe~~ri.t haS been violated. It was undisputed in
the file that th~·;p~Ythents granted in grievance #54-13-RW033
on April 26, 2Q~j~we:re not paid. The Teattl finds this lengthy
par~et~rs of being n a "~i.melY
.
delay to be o~ts.i~e Q~
manner" and tliuS, this determmatlon forms the basiS for the
fmding of a vioi~ion' ofthe National Agreement in this

the

instanae.

'; .. .

.The task then bec~mes that of ~ appropriate remedy for the .
violation. It was undisputed that the payment has not been
completed. The Union advanced that due to the ongoing
history of Rockville Management failing to render payments in
a timely. manner, ~d given the previous remedies granted for

3

similar violation. It is with respect to an appropriate remedy
that the Team was unable to reach a resolution. Relevant to the
appropriate remedy for the present violation, the Team has
- reached an IMPASSE...
The remedy is the remaining issue and the only issue orthis arbitration.
.

-

The Incident date is April 26: 2013. lriformal Step A of the grievance was
initiated on July 24, 2013; the Step A Formal meeting was initiated on August 6,

on.' August 19, 2013

2013; the grievance was received at Step'B

and the Step B

Decision of RESOLVEIIMPASSE is originally dated September 30, 2013.
Artother STEP B Decision ~ated Oct~ber 10, 2013 followed this. This Step
B decision is-a revision of the ResolvelImpasse decision c;lecided on SepteD;lber

20,2013. The Step B Team in that decision indicated that Management had not
included any contentions and upon further review, the parties agreed that
Management did in: fact include- contentions. Based upon these contentions, the

parties amended this decision an4 t,he Step B Representative amended their
positions accordingly. The Step J.3, Te~, ~~c~sions on both dates are identical.

CONTENTIq~~,O~ T.~E UNION
: :,-, t. ') .

• .

.

The .Union believes it haS tn~t its burden of proof and the remedy should. be '
'.::.',

. ' : .

granted due to the continuous vial~tiQ~ in the past and present. As agreed by the
parties at the national level, mone~ remedies are ,appr~priate where the record is
clear in circumstances where the violation is egregious or deliberate or after local
Management has received previous instructional resolutions on the same issue and
it appears that a "cease and desist" remedy has nQt been sufficien~ to insure future
contract compliance. A~ditional1y, the' Agreement states that the parties may wish
to consider a further, appropriate remedy to the injured party to emphasize
. the
-
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commitment of the parties to contractual compliance.
The Union has shown that Management has violated Article 15 ofthe
National Agreement and precedent setting Step B Decisions on a number of
occasions 'and has also done so on pre-arbitration settlement agreements, StepB
Decisions and Formal Step ,A grievance resolutions on the very same issue. None
of the previoUs resolutions has fixed the pi:oblem with management making
untimely pay adjustments. '
The Union believes the remedy requested is reasonable and necessary to
,

,

,

impress upon Management that it must abide by the National Agreement and the
instructions from Mr. Potter and Mr. Donahoe regarding the responsibility to
comply with arbitration awards and grievance settlements and adherence to the
provisions ofour labor agreements.
The Union requests that the Arbitrator disregard the new arguments raised
by Management in its' opening statement as they were not raised prior to this
hearing~

The Union believes the rem,q.y requested is reasonable, necessary and. not
,

'

.

punitive. The Union respectfully r~H.uests $at the Arbitrator grant the Union's
requested remedy.

CONTENTIONS OF MANAGEMENT

At the hearing, Management raised ~ontentions that were objected to by the
,Union b~cal1Se theywere'not conteJ}tions that were timely made and were not

conta~ed in the revised'Step'BDecision or in the Formal A Contentions. Article
15.2 requires that the parties at-Formal Step A make contentions. The JCAM 15.2
, Step B ,(c) requires that the written Step B joint report shall state the reasons in
,5

detail and shall include a statement of any additional facts and contentions not
, previously set forth in the record of

the grievance as appealed from the Formal

Step A. The Step B team will attach a list of all documents included in,the file.
For these reasons, I am going to consider the, contentions as stated in t~e
Formal A Decision Letter, dated July 17, 2013, (Jt.2, pg. 110-111) and, as included
in the Step B decision~ (Jt.2., pg. 4.) which was revised to include Management
Contentions and presented by Management's Advocate:
Management contends that there was no violation .
of Article 15 and 19 on a repeated basis by Management
staff currently assigned to the location and has worked
with'the Union to resolve 'all matters at the lowest
possible level. They maintain that the individuals that
they are citing are no longer in the Rockville installation
and the Union desires payment for ,an issue that has never
been given the opportunity to correct. They further. state
that to group all ofRockville together and not to address
the facility in itself is unfllir.
Additionally, Management asserts that it will not offer excuses as to why' it
took six (6) months to process the payment but asserts that the Union could have
J;legotiated an effectuation date 4~~ the s~ttlement process at Formal A level and
failed to do so. Management alsos~le~ ~t tPis esregious payment that the Union
.

'"

is requesting will provide an W1j~~ ~nrichment. to the Union as, the Union is
"

'

already paid dues from its member~ to cover various costs includuig the
"admQrlstrative" cost of filing 1¢eYailces. Ma.tl:agement's position is that the Union
has already been improperly paid $550.00 frotn the Postal Service to "defray
administrative cost"; and have not r~duced the amount of money they collect from
their members. Managementass~rts. that
this egregious payment would provide an
.
,

unjust enrichment to the Union.
Management insists that this should be considered a punitive request and be

6

denied. For these reasons, Management requests that ~e Arbitrator deny this
grievance in its entirety and deny the Union its requested remedy .

.

\

~

,

"

DISCUSSION & OPINION
In this contractual grievance, the Union bears the burden of proof. Based

on the evidence and testimony, the Union has upheld its' burden of proof. The
Union has demonstrated successfully that a compensatorY remedy is appropriate to
emphasize the commitmEmt of the parties to contract compliance and to
.

.

compensate the Union for the additional time, effort and costs of arbitration that
woul~

not have been necessary ifManagement honored it's Formal A Agreement, .

(Jt.2, p.19)

1.THE CONTRACT VIOLATION
,: t.
.

.

The B Team de~ided that M~a~eme~t did violate the ~ational Agreement .
by not paying. the payment ofSSSp.P9 it !ts.;d. agreed to pay on April 26, 2013 in the

19) signed by Kemeth.Lerch, Union
Formal Step A Resolution, (Jt.2, pg~
.
.
Representative and Larry Martin, then Statioq Manager in Potomac. The Formal
Step A Resolution states in part:

Management violated the Rockville Union Time Policy
on Jan~ 19,2013. Hundreds of settlements on this
issue have, been signed at Step I:l, Formal A" and 'hifomu~r ' '
A in'cludingseveral agreements made at' .
'LaborlM.anagement meetings which included signed
minutes:
Consisten~ with the five 'arbitrations cited by the Union in
this grievance concerning non· compliance, NALC
7

Branch 3825js hereby paid a lump sum of $550.00 to
defray the administrative costs in handling this repeat
violatibn.

2. MANAGEMENT'SMISSED OPPORT:umES TO RESOLVE THIS
GRIEVANCE AT THE LOWEST LEVEL
'
When the Union had not received payment on the above by July 24, ~013, it
, filed another grievance, which is this instant matter. While going through the
required Steps of this second grievance procedure, The Union offered to withdraw
the grievance and the request for the $75.00 ifManagement would pay the $550.00
it had agreed to pay in the April 26, 2013 Formal A Resolution. Mariagement
refused and the grievance proceeded. In fact, even at the hearing, Management
was still argUing that it should not have to pay the $550.00.
Artic,le 15, Section 3 of the National Agreement expects tha~ good faith
observance by representatives will result in the resolution of grievances at the
lowest possible step. In this matter, Management refused two opportunities to
,

'

resolve this matter at the lowest pO$sible steps. The fll'St waS by not timely paying
the Fonna1 Step A ,ResQlu~ion dated April, 26, 2013., The second was by not
agreeing to pay the $550.00 durin at the Steps of this instant grievance.

f
I

,

Management has also failed tr adhere to the instructions' from high ranking
USPS Officials. ,For example, Fornier ~SPS Postmaster General John E. Potter
instructed in his letter dated February 23,. 2009, (Jt.2; p.20) that we must adhere to,
the provisions of our labor agreement as they are our word' and our pledge of
fairness to our employees. Then Vice-President, Labor Relations, Mr. Potter
wrote, (Jt.2, p.22) instructed Human Resource Managers, in pertinent part:
It has been brought to our attention that we have an
mcreasins. problem with postal managers not complying
with arbitration awards and grievance settlements,

8

especially back pay awards.,
Arbitration awards and grievance settlements are final
and binding. Compliance is not an option, but a
requirement.," No manager or supervisor has the
authority to override an arbitrator's award or a signe4
grievance settlement.
Please take affirmative steps to ensure that all arbitration
awards and grievance settlements are complied with in a
timely fashion. Failure to do so only damages our
credibility with both our employees and our unions.
On May 31, 2002, Patrick R. Do~ahoe, then Chief Operating Officer and
Executive Vice President of the USPS wrote to Vice Presidents, Area Operations
Manager Capital Metro. Operations on the subject of Arbitration Award
Compliance, (Jt.2, pg. 21) in part:
... While all managers are aware that settlements reached
in any stage of the grievance/arbitration procedure are
final and binding, I want to reiterate our policy on this
,subject.
Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance
settlements is not optional. No manager or supervisor
has the authority to ignore or override an arbitrator's
aw~d or a signed grievance settlement Steps to comply
, with arbitration awards 'and grievance settlements should
be taken in a timely manner to avoid the perception of
non-coInpliance, and those' steps should documented. '. .
Management did not present ~y testimony or evidence ofany change in the
above instructions and positions of Management Officials referred to within whlch
could justify its' disregard for the Formal A Agreement to timely pay the $550.00.

9
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3. HOW LONG SHOULD IT HAVE TAKEN MANAGEMENT TO PAY
THE UNION THE $550.00?
The Union waited three months for Management to pay the $550.00 prior to ,
filing this grievance. Management offers po excuse that it could not have been
timely paid. In fact, the record i.ndicates otherwise.
The' record reveals that Management did not process the payment until after
the First Step B Decision date of September 30,2013, (Jt. 2, p.7). Management
first initiated the payment of $550.00 on October 3,2013, (Jt.4). On October 3,
,3013, Supervisor Customer Support, Kristy Park, completed a two page
P~arbitrati.o,n or Agency Settlement Worksheet instructing that $550.00 be paid to.

NALC Branch 3825. The check was issued on October 11,2013... In sum~ it took
less than ten days for the check to be Issued.

4. TBEUARM
Documented above is that local management did not honor the Formal A
Agreement. In addition to the negative~ of these actions cited by Messrs. Potter
and Donahoe, the Union suffers incr~ased costs by the filing ofrepetitive
grievances as does Management. M~em~nt's failure to'make timely payment
as the result of a Formal A R~solqtiop resulted in a waste ofmoney; people time,
energy, and resources. Additionally, by not honoring the agreement, there can be
damage' to the parties'

relation~hip.

The Union also feels it suffers harm to its

image as well as its relationship with the employees it represents whenever .
Management fails to keep its comniitnients.

5. PRIQR HISTORY AND THE APPROPRIATE REMEDY
The Union has offered into evidence a packet of STEP B Decisions, (Union
10

•

1), all from the Rockville installation. The packet contains recent cases concerning'
Managemet;lt's,'failure to implement pay adjustments and the remedies awarded by
the Step B Team.
For example, in USPS GATS # K11N-4K-C 13299950, Branch Grievance #
53-13-KA48 decided 10/9/2013, the Step B team granted an additional lump sum
payment of$150.000 to L Barksdale in consideration ofthe long documented
history'of similar viola~ions in the Rockville Installation. The Step B team
explained why:
As it- pertains to the additional lump sum payment to the
Grievant due to the ongoing issues with Rockville
Management falling to timely implement pay'
adjustments and the subsequent necessity to file this
instant dispute to obtain compliance; the file contained
200 +1- pages of previous informal and Fonnal'Step A
settlements, Step B decisions and Pre-Arbitration
agreements where the parties 1) agreed to similar
violations; 2) gave "cease arid desist' directives and 3;
granted lurop sum payments up to $125.00 as remedy_
These settlements also include Step B Team warnings
that continued non-compliance may result in additional
remedies. to ensure contract compliance.
The Team concurs that these settlements are persuasive
th8.t Rockville Management is fully aware of their
obligation to implement pay adjustments in a timely
manner, yet similar violationS continue even after
'
warnings of a4ditional remedies.

.,

There is no specific contract language prohibiting monetary awards. Step
B Teams

as well as Arbitrators have, issued monetary awards in situations such as

both"past and,pres,ent
in
this where there are c9ntinuous violati~ns
.
.
. order t6
,

encourage contractual compliance

,

in,the future.
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IN. CONCLUSION
The Union has upheld its' burden to prove that a monetary awardofseventy
five ($75.00) dollars is appropriate in this matter. Local Management's actions in
this matter are deliberate. Local Management had opportunities to correct its'
failure to honor its' formal' A Resolution and failed to do so, If it had done so, it
could have avoided the monetary a",:ard. -:the record is clear that this is a long
standing problem and local management's behavior is repetitive and deliberate.
When reviewing the entire record presented before this Arbitrator, local
Management's actions are egregious.'
T~e monetary award i~ meant to be corrective and to encourage contractual

compliance. The Arbitrator was presented by the Union with a packet Qf
Arbitrator's decisions with monetary awards in similar situations. In the same way
that discipline is meant to be coiT~ctive and: is progressive ifnecessary, so should
monetary awards be in these situati~s. The many prior monetary remedies for
untimely pay adjustments have beeq $7?~0 and. higher.
"

~

I

The Union has ,requested 'a $75.00 motIetary remedy and I grant it fo~ the
.'.

f

failure of local Management to not. abide 'by the Formal A Resolution.
. This
:,

'

monetary remedy -v:ill only parti~ly compensate the Union for the unnecessary
expenses, time and people efforts'~l necessary be~ause oflocal management's'
failure to honor its own Formal A R~solution anel timely issue the. pay adjustment.
, As evidence, (Jt.4), has demonstrated how much time it takes to have a
chec~ i~sued, 1 will

be requiring, a date certain by which the Union must receive

this monetary award. I will include time for Management to receive my award' and
three (3) times the ten (10) days Management demonstrated it took to have the
check issued. Ifthe monetary award is not received by this date certain, then there
12

will be an additional penalty. The additional penalty is intended to add incentive to
~ompliance for Management to make timely payments and
encourage
contractual
,.
.
,

,

to hopefully avoid a further grievance on this matter.
Therefore'; based on the facts and circwnstances of this particular case, the
Undersigned issues the following award:

AWARD
1. The seventy-five (75.00) dollars requested by the Union for the untimely

pay adjustment is an appropriate remedy for the Article 15 violation
detennined by the Step B Team.
2. The seventy-five (~5.00) dollar award to the ,Union for the Wltimely pay
adjustment must be received by the Union no later than May 31, 2014 to

avoid an additional penalty.
3. Ifthe Union has not received the seventy-five (75.00) dollars by May 31,
2014, Management will pay an additional penalty in the amount of$5.00
per day begirining June 1,2014.
4. If the Union has still not received the seventy-five (75.00) by June ~Oth,
2014, beginning July 1.,2014 the penalty will be increased to $10.00 per
day until such time Management pays the $75.00 dol1ars and the total of the
additional penalties.

April 20, 2014

~
Ellen S. Saltzman,Esq.
Arbitrator
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL

-------------------------------In the Matter of the Arbitration

*

between:

*
*
*

United states Postal Service
and
National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL,CIO

--------------------------------
BEFORE:

*
*
*
*
*

Grievant:

Class Action

Post Office: Toledo,' OH
USPS Case No: C16N-4C-C 18267277
NALC Case No: 570-C-18

*

Lawrence Roberts, Arbitrator

APPEARANCES:
For the U.S. Postal Service:

Steven Tremaine

For the Union:

Jeff Fauver

Place of Hearing:

Postal Facility, Toledo, OH

Oate of Hearing:

February 7, 2019

Oate of Award:

March 6, 2019

Relevant Contract Provision:

Article 15

Contract Year:

2016

Type of Grievance:

Contract

Award Summary:

In this matter, the issue was one of remedy only. While the
Union claims a serial non-compliance of various dispute settlements,
the Employer insists the Union's only interest is monetary and self
serving in nature. The facts of this case have established Management
at this Toledo Installation have not only habitually delayed the
monetary disbursements of many Awards and Settlements but also defied
previous cease and desist orders. For that reasoning, the remedy
defined below is hereby ordered.
Lawrence Roberts, Panel Arbitrator

Case # C16N-4C-C 18267277

SUBMISSION:
This matter came to be Arbitrated pursuant to the terms of
the Wage Agreement between United States Postal Service and the
National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the
Parties having failed to resolve this matter prior to the
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted
on 7 February 2019 at the postal facility located in Toledo, OR.
Testimony and evidence were received from both parties. A
transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made a record of the
hearing by use of a digital recorder and personal notes. The
Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular Regional Arbitration Panel
in accordance with the Wage Agreement.
OPINION
BACKGROUND AND FACTS:
This is a class action grievance filed on behalf of Letter
Carriers working at a Toledo, OR Postal facility, the Reynolds
Corners Delivery Unit.

The Union and the Employer ente,red into an Informal A
Grievance Settlement on or about 13 July 2018 and documented
their agreed upon language on an "Informal A Joint Resolution
Form."

In pertinent part, that Form labeled 454-CI-18, 455-CI

18, 456-CI-18, reads as follows:
The parties have met and agree that the
reviewing/posting of the equitability list for
overtime is not being correctly handled.
No posting for the week of 03/17 thru 03/23
Posted on Thurs for week of 03/24 thru 03/30
Posted on Thurs. and no union signature for
week 03/31 thru 04/06.
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The following OTDL carriers will be paid a lump sum
of $20 each. (The document goes on to list some 22

Letter Carriers)
In the future management will ensure compliance to
the LMOU and previous resolutions regarding the
handling of the equitability list.
The above was signed by the Parties respective
Representatives.

According to the Union, Management failed to

comply with the above agreement resulting in the instant
grievance. The Employer contends there was no agreement to make
payment within two (2) pay periods.

The instant grievance was filed when payments did not occur
within 2 pay periods.

The Union contends this is a continuing

violation of non-compliance at the Toledo Installation and a
direct violation of Article 15.

The Employer insists that

extenuating circumstances resulted in the delay, no malice was
intended and therefore, there was no violation of the Parties
Agreement.

Obviously, the Parties were unable to resolve this dispute
during the prior steps of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration
Procedure of Article 15. The step B Team declared an impasse on
27 September 2018 and the matter was referred to arbitration.
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It was found the matter was properly processed through the

prior steps of the grievance procedure.

Therefore, the dispute

is now before this arbitrator for final determination.

At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fair and full
opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross examine
witnesses.

The record was closed following the presentation of

oral closing arguments by the respective Advocates.

JOINT EXHIBITS:

1. Agreement between the National Association of
Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO and
the US Postal Service.
1.A. Joint Contract Administration Manual (in pertinent part)
2. Grievance Package
UNION'S POSITION:

In the Union's oplnlon, this instant case once again
concerns the Toledo Installation's serial non-compliance with
signed grievance resolutions. According to the Union, it is
undisputed that the Parties signed an Informal A resolution on
04/14/2018 which agreed to compensate 22 Carriers a lump sum of
$20 each for an overtime equitability posting violation. The
Union insists that, as has become the norm in the Toledo
Installation, Management failed to comply with making the
payment to these carriers and this instant case had to be filed.
The Union predicts the Employer will attempt to make this
case strictly about how the Letter Carriers were eventually paid
and that the Letter Carriers weren't affected. The Union warns,
don't be fooled, the issue is not as simple as payments being
made. Instead, according to the Union, the issue is about the
Toledo Installation habitually ignoring signed agreements and
the harm done to the employees and to the Union. The Union
claims they will prove how the employer has banned the
bargaining unit and the Union by requiring the Union to file
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second, third and even fourth generation grievances to get
settlements complied with.
The Union asserts that evidence will be provided which has
established that two pay periods is the "generally accepted"
length of time to finalize a grievance settlement. The Union
also insists evidence and testimony will be provided that the
agreed to payments were not made within this two pay period time
frame. The Union insists the evidence will show that the
Supervisor that signed the Informal A resolution on 04/14 met on
this instant case on 05/08 and still refused to pay what he
agreed to. The Union further argues the evidence will show
Management ultimately entered in the payment on 06/18/2018, 65
days after the agreement was made. And finally, the Union
indicates the evidence will further prove that the Carriers were
actually paid on 06/29/18; two and a half months after
Management originally signed the agreement.
It is the Union's view that all of those facts are
undisputed. The Union believes that any attempt to dispute them
now at Arbitration would be new argument. As explained by the
Union, the instant case is a simple matter that, once again,
should never have made it to Arbitration; it should have been
settled without the Union having to file an additional grievance
for non-compliance. The Union notes that Management is well
aware of their obligation to comply with their settlements, but
again they choose to ignore that obligation in the hopes that an
Arbitrator will give them an Award that will give them free
reign to continue to violate the Contract.
The Union adds this is not the first time that the issue
of non-compliance has reared its ugly head; serial non
compliance has become the norm here in the Toledo Installation.
The Union claims this Arbitrator has stated that there is
literally a plethora of non-compliance settlements at the Toledo
Installation. The Union maintains the evidence will prove that
Management has already been put on notice that non-compliance
with grievance settlements is not optional. The Union insists it
has had to arbitrate numerous cases in recent years about non
compliance and has received Awards in our favor, but Management
deliberately, egregiously and flagrantly thumbs their nose at
the local Union by refusing to comply.
The Union projects that Management will, more than likely,
make the same arguments as every other case that has gone before
the Arbitrators; they contend that the Union is seeking some
kind of unjust enrichment. The Union believes nothing can be
further from the truth. Instead, as explained by the Union, we
seek compliance with agreed upon Settlements and an Award that
will ensure contract compliance in the future. The Union
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mentions there have been numerous escalated corrective remedies
to both the Grievants and the Union. According to the Union's
argument, being here at Arbitration today shows that those
remedies have been insufficient in forcing Management to comply
with their signed Agreements. The Union insists this is
.
not about money or abuse of any system or any other excuse
Management may put forth; it is basically a case of Management
not complying with signed resolutions. The Union asserts that
Management simply has to do what they agreed to do.
The Union anticipates the Employer is going to attempt to
convince the Arbitrator that the payments were eventually made
so there is no harm and no foul. The Union maintains this cannot
be further from the truth. The Union contends the Grievants
suffer harm as well as the Union. The Unio~ is confident the
evidence will prove its members lose faith in the Union and the
Union'S ability to enforce the bargaining agreement and their
rights.
The Union indicates the Steward is criticized by the
Members when the Employer fails to live up to their Agreements.
From the Union's perspective, the union and its Members suffer
extreme cost due to the serial non-compliance. The Union
explains that at the Informal A, the Union requested a remedy in
hopes this case would not have to be taken all the way to
arbitration.
And the Union indicates now that this case has reached
Arbitration, the Union has suffered the additional cost of the
arbitration hearing, the wages of the Advocate and the Technical
Assistant, and the two full time Officers that have dedicated
many hours to prepare this case. The Union believes this wastes
the Member's dues and wastes the Union Officers' time that they
could be dedicating to their member's needs.
The Union is confident that once this Arbitrator has
heard the testimony and viewed the evidence, the Union requests
the Arbitrator sustain this grievance and issue an appropriate
remedy that protects the Parties' collective bargaining
agreement and protects the Union from the additional
cost suffered due to Non-Compliance.
The Union adds they have
made prior offers of settlement in this case based on the
grievance step the case was at and the cost incurred up to that
point. The Union suggests that prior offers of settlement should
not be considered as it would hinder the Parties ability to
resolve at the lowest level in the future. The Union seeks a
remedy at arbitration today that compensates the aggrieved
employees and compensates the Union for the additional cost
incurred. The Union respectfully requests the arbitrator grant
the appropriate remedy that follows:
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1.
Order the employer to cease and desist failing to comply
with grievance settlements and arbitration awards.
2.
Put the employer on notice that failing to comply with
signed agreements, grievance settlements and arbitration awards
shall result in an escalated remedy/award.
3.
Compensate each letter carrier listed in the grievance
resolution the escalated sum of $500 each due to the unnecessary
delay of the payments.
4.
Compensate the union the sum of $7,500 for the harm the
Union has suffered and the damage to the Union's image due to
members losing faith.
5.

Or otherwise make the parties whole.

COMPANY1S POSITION:

It is projected by the Employer Advocate that the Union
will argue today that Management is once again non-compliant
when payment was not made on Informal A settlement, 454/455/456
Cl-18 within 2 pay periods. Management argues no time frame was
agreed upon in the Informal A settlement.
The Agency also predicts Toledo's past will be brought up
yet again by the Unio.n to cast Toledo in a bad light. Management
will not deny Toledo's past, but will show today through
testimony and evidence that Toledo has already paid for its
past. The Service asks how many more times will Toledo pay for
the past it cannot change. Instead, according to the Employer,
Toledo can only move forward into the future, taking steps along
the way to make positive changes and this will not. happen
overnight.
It is the oplnlon of the Employer that, in an attempt to
cast Toledo in a bad light, the Union has padded the case file
with past resolutions which contain the term Ilwithout
prejudice." The Agency cites Black's Law Dictionary definition
of without prejudice to say: "The use of the phrase in the
Joint Resolution Form is not a prohibition against citing the
resolution, but rather an acknowledgement that the parties are
reaching an agreement on the grievance without admitting wrong
doing or yielding their ability to assert the same positions in
a future grievance."
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It is Management's view that grievances are settled for
many reasons, even those that do not involve a violation. In
the opinion of the Service, the Union is just using these
resolutions as filler to pad the case file and give the
appearance of non-compliance when in fact a lot of these
resolutions are not for non-compliance nor is a violation agreed
upon.
Management suggests they will show today through testimony
that the Union's request to obtain money for themselves does not
lend itself to bargaining in good faith so these grievances may
be settled at the lowest level.
The Agency cites Arbitrator Stanton, in Case K16N-4K-C
17664487, when dealing with a Union requesting monetary remedy
to themselves:
"The third remedy request may be the easiest one to deal
with in this case. The Union's request for money to be paid to
the labor organization as part of the grievance settlement is
asking for a purely punitive remedy. There is no harm to
Local 496 in this matter-either monetary or non-monetary.
Arbitration precedent for decades has established that purely
punitive damages are rarely awarded in arbitration. Awarding
punitive damages to a Local Union as opposed to an employee
overlays a problem on top of a proble~" The law is poorly
defined and the exact extent of its reach unknown. Even if such
payments to a union are not unlawful, it still represents the
kind of activity the law seeks to prevent and are therefore
undesirable"
Management points out, this being a contractual case, the
burden of proof lies with the Union. Management adds that the
Union must prove a violation of the National Agreement with a
preponderance of evidence.
The Employer also references the following 2001 National
Award of Professor Carlton Snow, which states:
"The Unions had the affirmative of the issue and needed to
show by at least a preponderance of the evidence that there is a
direct causal connection between the conflicting data and a
violation of the parties' labor contract." (pg. 18) "While the
evidence in this case was sufficient to raise suspicions, the
Unions did not present evidence that demons~rated a specific
contractual violation." (pg. 19)
And additionally, the Service mentions the following
excerpt from a 2003 National Award of Arbitrator Dana Edward
Eischen:
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"The charging party in a grievance over interpretation and
application of a contract bears the burden of proving, by a
preponderance of the record evidence, that the responding party
violated the agreement in some fashion. Since the issue for
determination is one of contract interpretation, the Union has
the burden of proof. Certaineed Corp., 88 L.A. 995, 998
(Nicholas, Arb. 1987); Entex, Inc., 73 L.A. 330, 333 (Fox, Arb.
1979); Portee, Inc., 73 L.A. 56, 58 (Jason, Arb. 1979); City of
Cincinnati, 69 L.A. 682, 685 (Bell, Arb. 1977)."
And according to the Agency, in the end, the Informal A
settlement 454/455/456-CI-18 was complied with and payment
was made. Management submits the Grievants were restored to the
status quo ante and the Union was not harmed in anyway. The
Agency predicts the Union will not show with a preponderance of
evidence the Postal Service violated the National Agreement.
THE ISSUE:
Did the Postal Service violate the National Agreement
including, but not limited to, Article 15, previous resolutions,
and Arbitration decisions, when they failed to comply with
signed grievance resolution 454/455/456-CI-18? If so, what is
the proper remedy?
PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:
ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:
Regarding the several objections that I overruled, as I
have stated in many past Decisions, at the time of the hearing,
and especially at the onset, I offer both Parties a very broad
spectrum in which evidence can be introduced and accepted into
the record.

During the process of any arbitration hearing, my

focused goal is to gain as much information regarding the
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dispute as possible, then compare the relevancy of all of that
to the language of the particular Agreement.

Through the course of any hearing,

I

do not have, at any

, given moment, a full and complete understanding of all the
facts, relevant evidence and arguments until the hearing has
concluded.

With that reasoning, my acceptance of evidence, into

the record is broad.

Unless it is obvious at the onset that

certain evidence, argument or documentation be excluded, the
same is generally accepted and its probative value considered
and weighed accordingly.

To exclude evidence from either party,

prior to my full and complete understanding of the dispute would
simply be a disservice to both of the Parties.

But with that

being said, the documentation in dispute at the onset of this
hearing had absolutely no impact on my decision in this matter.

In addition I do not intend to discourage anyone from
making an objection to something he or she feels is
inappropriate or should not be allowed.

The issue in this case is one of remedy, a matter that
seems to be familiar to both Parties. And specifically in this
case, the disagreement involves the payment of an agreed upon
monetary Award of an Informal A settlement.
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The foundation for this case was first explained via my

Discussion and Findings from a previous May 2018 case, between
these same two Parties labeled C11N-4C-C 17603805:

"The Union argument in this matter is supported
by a case file of documentation.
It is summarized
in a September 2016 Discussion and Analysis by
Arbitrator Tobie Braverman (C11N-4C-C 16104433)
where:
"There seems to be little doubt that timely
compliance with settlement and arbitration awards in
general, and with payment of monies due in
particular, has been an ongoing problem in the
Toledo installation since at least 2015. While the
Union contends that the delays in this case were
intentional and malicious, there was no evidence
that this was the case. Rather, the evidence
demonstrated that the delays were caused by a
combination of factors which included the submission
of paper work to the Area which was not complete,
the need for multiple meetings by Area and District
personnel due to the size of the payments, and the
desire of the Employer to insure that all related
grievances were resolved prior to authorizing the
payment. These actions were motivated by legitimate
concerns for care and accuracy. There was simply no
demonstration that the delay was caused by any
malice or intention to harm either the Union or the
carriers...
... While these issues are understandable and the
purposes served are appropriate, the reality is that
the requirements put in place by the Employer
delayed payment on these two arbitration awards for
an inordinate length of time.
If the Employer
wishes to put procedures in place which must be
followed prior to payments on grievance settlements
and awards it certainly may do so. These
procedures, however, must be such that they do not
violate the requirement that payments be made within
two pay periods subsequent to the agreement of the
parties as to the details of the payment. While i t
may be necessary on occasion to process payment
slower than the two pay period standard, delays of
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two and four months are so long that they cannot be
considered to be timely, and are unacceptable."
I agree in principle with that analysis above.
In fact, in a Frederick MD case styled Kl1N-4K-C
17183206, I wrote in my June 2017 Discussion and
Findings that:

And in my considered op1n10n, any monetary
settlement to any grievance should be made no later
than the second pay period following settlement.
It
lacks any well founded reasoning that such an
administrative process could not be processed in
such a time frame.
In my view, there must be a
management process in place to assure that such
timely payments take place. While I understand
there may be exceptions, any extension beyond that
time frame should be rare in occurrence.

In my view, there is no logical explanation
given to indicate any valid reasoning that the
Employer would be unable to process and execute any
grievance settlement within two pay periods. And
even following that 2015 Award mentioned above, i t
appears the Employer at this location continues, on
a consistent basis, to miss that two pay period
mandate.
If that management process takes longer than
two (2) pay periods to effectuate and finalize any
grievance settlement, then the Employer needs to re
visit that archaic process. Regardless of
circumstance, there should be no grievance
settlement, monetary or otherwise that should take
longer than two (2) pay periods to finalize."

It appears not much progress has been made by and between
the Parties since that case. Management insists the Union is
seeking unjust enrichment. In their opening statement,
Management insisted "the Union's request to obtain money for
themselves does not lend itself to bargaining in good faith so
these grievance may be settled at the lowest level."
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This particular case was settled at the Informal A level.
There was, in fact a settlement at a lower level. And the record
indicates the negotiated monetary remedy was not distributed in
a timely manner.

Highlighted by Arbitrator Braverman in the above quotation
is the fact that timely compliance with grievance settlements
and arbitration awards has been an ongoing issue at this Toledo
Installation. And in that previous May 2018 case mentioned
above, my Award included the following:

"i. The Employer is ordered to cease and desist
failing to comply with grievance settlement and
arbitration awards at the Toledo Installation.
Unless by mutual agreement with the Union, any
future delay of any monetary payment beyond that two
(2) pay period window will be doubled.

2. Failure to comply with signed agreements,
grievance settlements and arbitration awards shall
result in an escalated damage award to the Union."
In the Service's Step B Contentions, they argue that
"Contrary to the Union's Formal A contentions, there was not an
agreement to pay the Grievant's within 2 pay periods. Therefore,
this cannot be a failure to comply grievance."
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While that particular agreement did not include specific
time frame language regarding payment, prior arbitral authority
is unambiguous in this case.

There may have not been an agreement made by and between
the Parties regarding a specific time frame of payment at that
Informal step A meeting, however, the cease and desist order
cited above is certainly applicable herein. This particular case
was certainly a "future delay" of a monetary payment. The order
is unambiguous. And specific reasoning is set forth in that
particular Discussion and Findings. But in summation, that
language included "If that management process takes longer than
two (2) pay periods to effectuate and finalize any grievance
settlement, then the Employer needs to re-visit that archaic
process. Regardless of circumstance, there should be no
grievance settlement, monetary or otherwise that should take
longer than two (2) pay periods to finalize." The defiance in
this case is virtually a mirror image as that matter I decided
in May 2018.

In my considered opinion, it's a common sense approach. A
monetary grievance settlement to any grievant is a make whole
remedy. Had the violation not occurred, the Grievant's paycheck
would not have been shorted in the first place. In my considered
opinion, it is the Employer's obligation to make that Employee
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whole as soon as possible. And that two pay period window is
certainly reasonable. There is absolutely no reason to forego,
overlook or disregard the previously issued cease and desist
order as it pertains to the completion of settlement payments.

Cease and desist means what is says. There are no
variations to a cease and desist order. It was issued in the
first place to ensure future compliance. And when that does not
happen, there are other consequences. And the only way to
prevent future violations is an escalating remedy.

The Agency insisted that escalating awards are punitive in
nature and extend beyond the four corners of the Parties
Agreement. However, when a cease and desist order is defied, a
monetary award is the only method to enforce a matter of non
compliance.

The verbatim below was again extracted from my May 2018
Decision previously referenced:

"The Agency insisted that escalating remedies
and punitive awards violate the Parties Agreement.
Several precedent setting Awards to that end were
introduced, however, none were specifically on point
to this specific issue.
In a 1989 National Award,
(H1C-NA-C 97/123/124), Arbitrator Richard Mdttenthal
stated:
" ... the purpose of a remedy is to place employees
(and Management) in the position they would have
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been in had there been no contract violation. The
remedy serves to restore the status quo ante."
And in 1994, Arbitrator Mittenthal provided a
similar message in another National Award styled
H7C-NA-C 36/132, HOC-NA-C 28:
~It is generally accepted in labor arbitration that
a damage award, arising from a violation of the
cOllective bargaining agreement, should be limited
to the amount necessary to make the injured
employees whole. Those deprived of a contractual
benefit are made whole for their loss. They receive
compensatory damages to the extent required, no more
and no less."

I agree with Arbitrator Mittenthal that a
remedy serves to restore the status quo ante. In the
second Award, Arbitrator Mittenthal stops short of
making that "status quo ante" mandatory by the use
of wording such as "generally accepted" and "should
be limited." Such mandatory dialogue indicates the
intent of Arbitrator Mittenthal was not to eliminate
the use of punitive awards in certain situations.
And in my view, this is certainly one of those
cases."

While I generally agree with the logic recited by
Arbitrator stanton cited by the Employer in their opening
statement, I'm not certain the parameters of that September 25,
2018 case align with the habitual disregard evidenced in this
case. And I am of the considered opinion that Arbitrator
Mittenthal's National Award did not forbid the utilization of
escalating remedies in certain cases.

And with that in mind, I will not continue to issue cease
and desist orders that are simply ignored. That single order
issued in May 2018 is sufficient. However, future Violations, as
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in this instant case, will result in escalating remedies. And
with that reasoning, I find the remedy requested by the Union,
to be an equitable remedy in this case.

AWARD

The grievance is sustained and I find the following remedy,
as requested by the Union, to be an equitable remedy in this
case.
1. The Employer is placed on notice that failing to comply with

signed agreements, grievance settlements and arbitration awards
shall result in an escalated remedy/award.
2. Management shall compensate each Letter Carrier listed in the
grievance resolution (Joint Exhibit 2, Page 9) the escalated sum
of $500 each due to the unnecessary delay of the payments.
3. Management must compensate the Union the sum of $7,500 for
the harm the Union has suffered and the damage to the Union's
image due to members losing faith.
It is so ordered. I will retain jurisdiction for a period
of forty five (45) days from the date of this Award for the
purpose of ensuring compliance only.

Dated: March 6, 2019
Fayette County PA
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Javier Bernal
National Business Agent
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Region #10

IN the Matter of the Arbitration

) GRIEVANT: Class Aotion

Between the

) POST OFFICE: Dallas Texas

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVCE

) CASE No.: Gl6N-4G-C 18148833

and

) UNION: SE 0418

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS) DRT No.: 10-427746

BEFORE: DONALD J. BARRETT t ARBITRATOR
APPEARANCES:
For the U. S. Postal Service: Mr. James D. Chandler t Jr. LR Specialist
For the Union: Mr. Arturo G. Ramirez, Local Business Agent
Place of Hearing: Dallas, Texas
Date of Hearing: April 9, 2019 & May 7, 2019(Briefs Reoeived

~y

17th)

AWARD: This grievance is sustained
Date of Award: May 26, 2019
Award Summary

The Union provided clear and convincing evidenoe that Management
failed to follow the requirements of the M-39 Handbook in the manner
by which they conducted, and then implemented the results of the route
count/inspection at this station.
The routes were not adjusted as close to eight hours as poss1ble, time
disallowed was unreasonable and unfair, and there was no disoernable
evidenoe of consultations with the letter carriers.

Arbitrator

2.
STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS:
The grievance discussed within was brought to an arbitration hearing on April 9,2019, and May
7,2019 at the U.S. Post Office facility located at 401 DFW Turnpike, Dallas, Texas pursuantto
the provisions established by the parties 2016-2019 National Agreement, or Agreement, or
Contract between the National Association of Letter Carriers, or Union and the U.S. Postal
Service, or Service, or Management.
The Union filed a timely grievance dated January 16, 2018, and the parties met throughout
their established grievance procedure but were unable to find a resolution to their differences,
and the Union then timely appealed this grievance to arbitration.
I was selected to hear this grievance by the parties as a cu rrent member of their Regular
Regional Arbitration Panel, and did afford them a full, fair, and objective opportunity to present
argument, evidence, and witnesses on behalf of their stated position{s}.
The counsel for the Union, and the Postal Service were fully prepared at hearing, experienced,
articulate, and professional throughout both hearings. I thank each counsel for their
enthusiasm, and presentation skills.
In the second seat at both hearings for the Postal Service were Ms. Kimberly D. Waller, Labor
Relations Specialist, Dallas TX District, and Mr. Eugene Lott, Labor Relations Specialist, Dallas TX
District.
As stated above, this matter was first brought to hearing on April 9th , and continued on May 7,
2019.
At the conclusion ofthe second day, the parties expressed their desire to file Post-Hearing
Briefs to the Arbitrator. It was agreed that Briefs would be post-marked no later than May 15,
2019. I received both timely, and thank the parties for insuring compliance.
Both parties provided previously issued arbitral decisions in support oftheir positions.
I will reference them as I find appropriate in my opinion later in this award.
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3.
The parties expressed their intention to present witnesses on their behalf, and requested that
each be sworn an oath prior to being examined. This request was so honored.

The Union called the following witnesses:
Mr. Stephen Ellenberg, Treasurer
Mr. Brian Thompson, City Letter Carrier
Ms. LaShawn Silas, City Letter Carrier
It was stipulated by the parties at hearing that the following witnesses' statements contained in
the Moving Papers/Case File represent what their testimony would be if presented at hearing.
Mr. Damian Duncan {Page 1637}
Ms. Cheryl Jackson {Page 1608}
Mr. Michael Hubbard (Page 304)
Mr. Marcus Burking (Page 1629)
Ms. Kimetra Lewis, President, Branch 1321
The Service called the following witness:
Ms. Rovyn King, Senior Operations Programs Specialist

JOINT EXHIBITS:
Joint 1, The National Agreement including the Joint Contract Administration Manual (J·CAM)

1 This

witness was presented as rebuttal to testimony offered by the Service/s witness.
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4.
Joint 2A, Step B Team decision, Pages 1-13
Joint 2B, Moving Papers, Pages 1-1772

STIPULATED FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE:
"Zone 75203 Prior to adjustments: 10 Routes and 1 Auxiliary Route, after adjustments: 9 Routes
and 1 Auxiliary Route."
"Zone 75216 Prior to adjustments: 32 Routes and 1 Auxiliary Route, after adjustments: 29
Routes and 0 Auxiliary Routes./ 2

ISSUE TO BE DECIDED:
"Did management violate Article 19 (M-39) ofthe National Agreement in the manner it
implemented adjustments follOWing the Route Count and Inspections (ReI) at Caesar Clark
Station? If so, what is the appropriate remedy?'/3

BACKGROUND:
Management conducted a Route Count Inspection at the Caesar Oark Postal Station beginning
on October 21,2017, ending on October 27, 2017, and the results of this inspection were
implemented in that station on January 6, 2018.
The inspections for these two zones, 75203 and 75216 determined the loss of one fulltime
route in Zone 75203, and the loss of three full time routes, and one auxiliary route for Zone
75216.

2
3

See J-2B, Page 1, Number 16
See Step B Team Issue, J-2A, Page 1
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5.
The Union disagreed with the manner in which this inspection was conducted, the results of it,
and the loss of the routes, while the Service maintains that the inspection/route count was
conducted in compliance with its obligations pursuant to the M-39 Handbook.
The Union grieved these outcomes, and without the parties able to resolve their
disagreements, the Union appealed this grievance to arbitration, with the two hearings being
the result of such appeal.

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS TO THE MATTER AT HAND:
Article 19, Handbooks And Manuals
"Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal Service, that
directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by
this Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement, and shall be continued
in effect except that the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not
inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but
is not limited to, the Postal Service Manual and the F-21, Timmekeeper's Instructions."

M-39 Handbook
Section 241 Summary of Count and Inspection
241. "Purpose: Form 1840, Carrier Delivery Route-Summary of Count and Inspection, provides
for the consolidating and completing the evaluation of data recorded on Forms 1838 of the
count and inspection period. It provides also for comments by the examiner inspecting the
route and by the postmaster or designated manager making the adjustments."
241.4 Providing Carrier with Summary
A completed copy of the front of Form 1840-Reflecting Totals And Averages From Forms 1838,
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6.
.... day of inspection data, route examiners comments, and analysis of office work functions and
actual time recordings-will be furnished the carrier at least 1 day in advance of consultation.
Completed copies of Form 1838 will be given to the carrier at least 5 calendar days prior to
consultation."

M-41 Handbook
911.2 liThe count of mail is used to gather and evaluate data to adjust routes fairly and
equitably to insure that the workload fur each route will be as near as possible to an 8-hour
workday for the carrier.'}

POSITION OF THE PARTIES IN THIS MATTER:
The National Association of Letter Carriers
The Union maintains that the Service has violated Article 19 ofthe National Agreement,
inclusive of the M-39} Chapter 2 when they made inappropriate adjustments to the routes at
the Caesar Clark Station on January 6,2018.
That Management evaluated routes, and made territory adjustments based on times that did
not include base minimum times for line 14-21 items on the PS Form 1838.
That letter carriers record actual times for line items throughout the week of inspection on PS
Form 1838-C, with those items transferred onto the electronic version of Form 1838.
That should the examiner find the time recorded by the carrier is less than the base minimum
time, the base time must be entered on this form. And if the time recorded by the carrier is
greater than the base minimum, the actual time used must be entered in the appropriate
column, and can be adjusted to a representative time only if the examiner or supervisor
provides specific reasons for the adjustment. No such adjustment may reduce the allowed....
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7.
..... time below the specified base minimum time. That the M-39 states that, "In no event may
the standard time for these functions be below the base minimum."
Further, Management failed to give a base minimum time to routes for the office break option
that if doing so would have resulted in forty three (43) minutes base office time instead of the
thirty three (33) minutes allotted by Management in this inspection.
That Management improperly disallowed time on the street evaluations for such things as
drinking water or hydrating, interaction with customers, personal needs time, restroom breaks,
fixing knee brace, or no explanation offered at all in some instances where time was disallowed.
That these deductions were not discussed with the letter carrier at any time during the
evaluation process, or during a consultation process, and the carrier was not given any
opportunity to object to such improper disallowances.
That Management failed to solicit any authentic input from the carrier, with the carrier only
being brought into a room and told to sign the forms.
That Management failed to provide the carriers with any data to support the changes;being
made to the routes, and also failed to provide the carriers with PS Form 1840 at least one day in
advance of the consultation, only providing it on the day of the consultation.
The Union argues that Management's own witness confirms that any carrier comments at the
time of the final consultations were not conSidered, and that even if they had been, there was
no opportunity remaining to implement changes prior to the implementation of the route
adjustment(s), and changes could only be made after a review process, which never took place
by Management.
The Union argues further that Management's own "Workhour Workload Report" supports their
position that routes were not adjusted to as near eight hours as possible pursuant to the M-39,
Section 242.122.
That this report is generated for Management's purposes only which only adds to its validity.
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8.
The Union requests that the arbitrator find for the Union, order new inspections, order
Management to cease and desist such violations in the future, order that routes be
immediately adjusted to as near eight hours of work per day as possible for the regular carriers,
and to serve as an incentive against future violations, award each carrier at this station twenty
five (25) dollars per calendar day from January 6, 2018 until the routes are adjusted to as near
eight (8) hours as possible for the regular carrier, and any other remedy the Arbitrator deems
appropriate.

The U.S. Postal Service
The Service maintains that the Union has failed to meet its burden to prove a violation of the
National Agreement has occurred in this matter. That contrary to the Union's assertions the
Service followed all the requirements of Article 19, M·39 Handbook throughout the Route
Count/Inspection at the Caesar Clark Station in December, 2017.
That ifthe Union, in their misplaced haste to file a grievance over this issue had waited the
mandated sixty (60) days after the implementation of these adjustments, they would have
found the routes to be as near as eight {8} hours as possible.
That any reliance upon the Workhour Workload Report by the Union is misplaced, as this report
is based solely on the employee's clock rings, which may be corrected after the fact for
improper clock rings made by the letter carrier, with such time disallowed.
That the Union has failed to demonstrate howthe letter carriers have been harmed in anyway
by these needed adjustments. That there is no evidence provided of forced overtime, or fate
delivery associated with the adjustments implemented.
That no letter carrier submitted a request for a special route count inspection after these
adjustments were made, as is their right pursuant to the M·39, Section 271.
This is further evidence that the carrier has found no route actually overburdened by this count.
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9.
Management argues that letter carriers at Caesar Clark did, in fact sign the 1838's as accepted,
and had ample opportunity to make comments, or to discuss any concerns with local
Management but in most cases simply chose not to do so.
That Management did give consideration to those comments that were made by the letter
carrier(s) where applicable.
That Management found the base minimum to be appropriately applied as thirty three (33)
minutes for all routes, and that the evaluations were conducted fairly, and impartially;
That any time deductions made were from obvious clock ring recording errors committed by
the employee1s improper time card rings.
That consultations were done properly, and carriers were allowed to ask questions. And letter
carriers went through a dry run previous to the actual examination, and trained how to
properly complete line items.
The Service maintains that route inspections are not an exact science, but the Union has failed
to provide factual evidence that Management actually failed to follow the mandates of the M
39 when conducting this examination.
The Postal Service states that for all these reasons, and more as articulated throughout these
hearings, and case file the Arbitrator should deny this grievance in its entirety.

FINDINGS & OPINION OF THIS ARBITRATOR:
Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus. In law this means Simply, "False in one thing, false in
everything."4
The matter brought before me is familiar, as it is to the parties, and a number of arbitrators.

4

See Dawson v. Bertolini, 70 R.t 325, 38 A.2d 765,768
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10.
There has been a series of Route Counts/Inspections during a similar period of time as this
matter throughout Dallas District Stations. I have been privileged to hear no less than two other
similar matters as this grievance) and the parties have provided me with other arbitral decisions
of a similar nature.
The familiarity for this arbitrator is not limited to the parties' advocates, (excellent) witnesses,
(aptly prepared by counsel) and locations (Dallas StationS/Branches) but the similar claims
made by each party that Management has failed to adhere to the requirements of the M-39
Handbook whtch outline the means and methods for conducting such inspections, or that
Management has, in fact followed those citable dictates of the Agreement, and/or parts
thereof.
Article 3 of the Agreement allows Management the exclusive right to, "maintain the efficiency
ofthe operations entrusted to it",and also to,

It •••

determine the methods, means, and

personnel by which such operations are to be conducted." s
There can be no doubt as to the challenge today's business climate places upon the Postal
Service'to maintain an efficient, and

cost effective operation to its customers, particularly in

light of the overly competitive business models employed by the Postal Service's competitors.
Clearly, the Union's and its membership, all employees of the same Postal Service suffer the
same fate as the Agency itself when such means of efficiency cannot be attained, or the
Service's ability to attempt such efficiency is unduly hampered.
That said, the parties also operate pursuant to a bargaining agreement long established
between one and the other that spells out the terms, conditions, procedures, and processes by
which the Postal Service performs many of its tasks that relate to its employees, theirwages,
and working conditions. Law, statute, and bargaining history guarantee such compliance.
Arbitration itself is a child of that marriage between these very parties.

5

See Article 3, Management Rights, Page 4-5, National Agreement
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11.
While Article 3 ofthe Agreement grants Management such exclusive rights to manage their
operations, it does so in conjunction with other contractual obligations that carry equal weight.
Just as the Postal Service cannot operate without its employees, and the employees have no
employment without the Postal Service, one article of the Agreement must be fully recognized
as another. Article 3, and Article 19 both apply with equal persuasion.
In the instant matter before me, the Union claims (passionately) that Management at the
Caesar Clark Station in Dallas Texas, through the insight, and direction of their Operations
Programs Support staff failed to follow the established mandates of Article 19, Handbooks and
Manuals, and through that Article the M-39 Handbook when conducting the Route
Count/Inspection at this station from October 21 through October 27,2017, and then
implementing the results of this inspection on January 6, 2018.
After a thorough review of the voluminous record before me, the articu late testimony offered
. at hearing, and the parties Post-Hearing Briefs, including the previously issued arbitral awards, I
am persuaded with clear and convincing evidence that the Union's position is supported by this
record.
While Management's witness states that the letter carriers at this station enjoyed a "dry run"
where the forms associated with a route count and inspection were fully explained to;them, the
evidence before me disputes the other requirements ofthe M-39 Handbook.
Section 243 of the M-39 Handbook is specific regarding the obligation to consult with the
carrier in these situations both before the actual inspection, and after the week of inspection.
Section 241.4 states in relevant part, itA completed copy ofthe front of Form 1840 - reflecting
totals and averages from Form 1838, the day of inspection data, route examiners comments,
and analysis of office work functions and actual time recordings will be furnished the carrier at
least 1 day in advance of consultations. Completed copies of Form 1838 will be given to the
carrier at least 5 calendar days prior to consultation."
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12.
There is no evidence before me that supports Management having done this as prescribed by
the M-39 Handbook.
The clear and convincing evidence supports the Union's contentions that the Form 1838's were
placed before the letter carriers, all on one dayS, and they were simply instructed to sign, with
little to no information shared with the carrier supporting the numbers, and changes displayed
before them on the form(s).
There is no evidence that the carrier(s) were provided the 1838 a day before, nor is there
supporting evidence that Management met their obligation to provide the supporting
documentation (Completed copies of Form 1838) at least 5 calendar days prior to the
consultation.
In fact, to my observation based upon the record before me the use ofthe word "consultation"
is misplaced entirely.
I find reason to presume the obvious - that Management simply conducted this
count/inspection, and placed their results before the letter carrier for their acknowledgment
only.
Management states they gave consideration to comments offered by the letter carriers at the
final"consultation" but at that point the cost, and effort needed to make any further changes
would be prohibitive.
I agree. Because at that point Management's position regarding this route count/inspection had
been set in stone, and the letter carrier's comments were irrelevant to the process, and the
implementation of Management's findings.
I find little to no evidence of any solicitation, or consideration of letter carriers input regarding
the possible changes to a route, or to the Union regarding the loss of routes in this station.

6

See J-2, Page 33
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13.
Further, I am in agreement with the Union's contentions that Management violated Sections
242.344 and 242.345 of the M-39 Handbook in the manner by which the inspection team made
disallowances for time during the street evaluation part of the inspection.
Throughout the record before me are instances of time disallowances for such things as
personal needs time - the need to use a toilet while on the route. While a letter carrier is
allowed two breaks, normally one in the office, and one on the street I find that Management's
position as stated in the record that the street break is for the purpose of "personal needs" to
be unreasonable, and illogical.
I recognize that there is always the possibility an employee may abuse such an opportunity, the
fact of this is that the need to use the toilet while on the route is not a privilege, it is very likely
a need that most often needs to be fulfilled at a reasonable time from awareness.
Time was disallowed for drinking water, or hydrating while on the route.
I shall trust that a reasonable person becoming aware of a letter carrier in Texas drinking water,
or another such drink to remain hydrated is more a necessity that should be encouraged
instead of penalized.
There is further evidence throughout the case file where the examiner disallowed time{s) with
no explanation whatsoever. While these instances may not represent the majority, itdoes
represent the arbitrary manner by which the Service conducted this count/inspection'at Caesar
Clark Station during December, 2017.
It is obvious from the record before me that the Postal Service, in this instance undertook a
process that is fully regulated through Article 19 ofthe Agreement, the M-39 Handbook and
simply treated the letter carrier involved as a collateral, unnecessary part of the process, with
indifference toward their right to participate as prescribed in the M-39 Handbook.
There is simply no other reasonable conclusion that can be reached in this matter.
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14.
Management was insistent an canducting this pracess an their awn, with results mast
favarable to. their precanceived pasitian(s), and demanstrated very little, if any intentian to.
"cansult" with the letter carrier, ar the Unian.
Daing so. (cansultatian) is nat an aptian, it is a requirement that subscribes to. the prapasitian
that Management will canduct a raute caunt/inspectian that is fair to both parties, that seeks
adjustments, if needed that in the end bring the route to. as close to eight hours as possible.
While the very articulate and capable advacate far the Service abjected passianately to. the
Union's su bm issian, an d the Arbitratar's acceptance of the Workhour Warklaad Report far the
period January 2, through April 30,20197 the purpose of such a Management generated report
details the haurs of each route at Caesar Clark during this cited period.
Management argues that this report is based on clack rings of the emplayee, and is nat truly
reflective af the total hours because lacal Management must make adjustments to. the
employee's clock rings made in error.
I do. not find this argument to be persuasive. This is not a "daily" report but instead appears to
reflect a four (4) month period of time. And during this period, after the implementation afthe
raute caunt/inspection demonstrates rautes that are nat close to. eight haurs, further
supporting the Unian's cantentians.
Arbitral precedent has long established that unless some deliberate attempt to mislead the
ather party is disclased, or jf new evidence appears substantially immaterial, an arbitratar will
be disinclined to rule the matter aut. It is for these reasons that Unian-l has been accepted,
and why I find it to be relevant to the matter at hand.
This Management document daes nat change the issue, ar broaden the scope ofthis grievance
but daes highlight what appears to be a very important result of this route count/inspectian,

and therefore makes it relevant.

7

See Union 1, Two Pages
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15.
As I previously stated, and sincerely believe that the Postal Service faces new challenges to its
very existence every new day, and needs the ability to respond to those challenges, as well as
the support to do so. Many of those challenges may result in staffing changes, realignment of
routes, elimination of facilities, etc.
However, while the Service needs the freedom to perform in today's business environment,
they cannot do so in a vacuum. They must adhere to the bargaining agreement long in place
that mandates compliance.
Unlike that old adage that states it is easier to seek forgiveness than permission, the cost of
non-compliance is far greater than simply seeking forgiveness.
For the reasons cited above, I find that the Union has provided dear and convincing evidence
that Management has violated the National Agreement, Article 19/M-39 Handbook.
AWARD:

This grievance is sustained.

Management is ordered to cease and desist from any future violations of the Agreement, M-39
Handbook.
The results of the subject route count/inspection shall be maintained only until a new route
count/inspection is held at the Caesar Clark Station within one hundred and twenty days (120)
from the date of this award.
The Union shall be informed of the details of the new count throughout the entire process,
including the consultation procedure.
Each Jetter carrier at the Caesar Clark Station relevant to this grievance shall receive a one-time
payment of five hundred (500) dollars. The parties shall jointly determine who is relevant.
The Union shall receive a one-time payment of five thousand (5,000) dollars toward the costs of
processing this grievance.
Nothing follows this date May 26, 2019 @ Manatee County Florida, DjB
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The Union provid.ed. persuaSive evidence of management's continuing
vi01ation of Artic1e 17 of the Nationa1 Agreement by failing to
provide information properly requested. by the Union for the purposes
of the grievance-arbitration procedure.
The case fi1e is comp1ete with previous settlements of simi1ar issues
that appear to have had. no positive impact on 10ca1 Management.

Arbitrator

1

In the second seat for the Postal Service was Ms. Pat Turman

2.

(K.Mugashe, April 24, 2019)

STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS:
The matter contained within this document was brought to an arbitration hearing at the Postal
Facility located at 435 South St. Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio pursuant to the provisions of the
2016-2019 National Agreement (Agreement or Contract) between the National Association of
letter Carriers (Union), and the U.S. Postal Service (Service or Management).
The Union filed its initial grievance in this matter on December 20, 2017, and the parties met
throughout their grievance process but were unable to resolve their differences and the Union .
then timely appealed this grievance to arbitration.
As a current member of their Regular Regional Panel I was selected to hear this grievance at
arbitration, and did afford the parties a full, fair, and objective opportunity to be heard, to
present argument, evidence, and witnesses on behalf of their position(s). The parties did
exercise those opportunities with enthusiasm and vigor.
The parties submitted their intention to present witnesses on their behalf, and requested that
each witness be duly sworn an oath prior to being examined. This request was so honored.
Counsel for 'each party was fully prepared to proceed with the case in chief at hearing, was
articulate, professional, and enthusiastic throughout.

The Union called the following witnesses:
Ms. Keena Mugashe, letter Carrier, Steward (Grievant)
Mr. Michael Hayden, President, Branch 100, NALC

3.
The Postal Service cal.led the following witness:
Mr. Spencer Utley, Manager, Kenwood Post Office

The Union provided a written and oral OPENING STATEMENT, and an oral CLOSING STATEMENT
into the record.
The Postal Service provided a written and oral OPENING STATEMENT, and an oral CLOSING
STATEMENT into the record.

JOINT EXHIBITS:
Joint 1, The National Agreement, including the Joint Contract Administration Manual (J-CAM)
Joint 2, Moving Papers, Pages 1-299

STIPULATED FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE BY THE PARTIES:
None were offered at hearing.

ISSUE TO BE DECIDED:
"Did management violate the National Agreement including, but not limited to, Articles 5, 15,
and 19, when it failed to comply with (multiple)l Formal A Resolutions 294-C-17/295-C-171 If
so, what is the proper remedy?"

1 The Union argued that the issue should be inclusive of, umultiple restitutions unresolved." I am satisfied that the
Step BTeam issue stated above with the inclusion of the Ilmuitiple" is sufficient to fully comprehend the
appropriate issue before me.

4.
BACKGROUND:
The Union filed a grievance dated December 20, 2017 alleging Management failed to comply
with previous formal, and informal settlements.
That the Union grieved Management's continuous failure to provide information requested for
the processing of grievances, forcing the Union to submit said grievances for processing absent
the requested information needed to defend their position.
The Union maintains that these continued failures to provide information hamper their ability
to properly represent their member's grievances, and harm the relationship between the Union
and its members.
The Service has denied these allegations in the instant case, and offers that they provided all
information to the Union except one request which Management stated did not exist.
The parties were unable to resolve their differences in this matter with the Union appealing this
grievance to arbitration.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS:
Article 15, Grievance-Arbitration Procedure
Section 1. Definition
II

A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between the parties

related to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves the interpretation,
application of, or compliance with the provisions ofthis Agreement or any local Memorandum
of Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement."
Article 17, Representation
Section 3. Rights of Stewards

s.
"The steward, chief steward or other Union representative properly certified in accordance
with Section 2 above may request and shall obtain access through the appropriate supervisor to
review documents, files and other records necessary for processing a grievance or determining
if a grievance exists and shall have the right to interview the aggrieved employee(s), supervisors
and witnesses during working hours. Such requests shall not be unreasonably denied."

POSITION OF THE PARTIES IN THIS MATIER:
The National Association of Letter carriers
The Union maintains that Management has violated the numerous, previously issued grievance
and arbitration settlements, including the agreement reached between the Union branch
president and Toledo Postmasterl in which Management agreed to cease and desist from
failing to provide the Union with requested information.
That this local settlement was binding on both parties, and included future payments of two
hundred dollars (200.00) for infractions.
That in spite of the thirty one (31) other settlements 3, and arbitration awards local
Management continues to violate the Union's right to receive requested information for the
proper processing of grievances on behalf of their members.
That despite these numerous awards with vast sums of compensation being paid to the Union
and members, Management shows no signs of complying with the agreements/awards:
The Union maintains that Steward Mugashe submitted no less than four (4) requests for
information to Manager Utley for the exact information on December 7,8,12, and 18,2017.
That all such requests made to the manager went unfilled throughout the process.4

2. See J-2,

Page 30 dated April 11, 2017
See J-2, Pages 36-274
4 See J-2, Pages 32-35

3

6.
That the steward was not provided any reason for such failure to provide the requested
information despite the many requests made, with the manager signing each request as
received by him, offering further proof he was aware of the requests.
The Union argues that the steward was forced to send the various grievances associated with
these Requests for Information (RFI) forward without the needed information or risk being
untimely to the grievance procedure.
That the Union, and its members suffer much harm by Management's continued failures to
abide by the settlements/awards, and National Agreement.
The Union argues further that previous orders, agreements and monetary payments have done
little to impress upon Management their obligations to the Agreement, and now requests this
grievance be sustained, issue an order to cease and desist failing to comply with grievance
settlements, decisions, and awards.
That the arbitrator issue a remedy of significant nature to insure future compliance, to award
the sum of two hundred dollars (2oo.00) to five employees named within, compensate the
Union Two Thousand dollars (2,OOO.00) to insure timely compliance with grievance settlements,
and One Thousand dollars (1,000.00) to reimburse the Union officers wages for time and
resources spent processing and preparing this grievance for arb~tion.

The U.S. Postal Service
The Service maintains that the Union lacks proof regarding their claim that the manager failed
to provide the information requested.
That each request for information submitted contained different requests, yet the Union claims
the first request through the fourth request were the same.
That the fourth request made demonstrated the failure to provide the information requested in
the first request is simply wrong and must be discarded as such.

7.
That the manager provided credible testimony of his compliance with all information
requested, with the exception of the postmaster's clock rings (the postmaster does not submit
to "clock rings"), and informed the steward of this fact.
That the manager gave the time requested by the steward in eac~ instance, and the ever
decreasing amounts of time she requested demonstrate evidence of her having received the
information she sought, instead of seeking greater amounts oftime if she had not received the
information.
That the Toledo Management continues to evolve toward a better working relationship with
the Union, yet the Union continues to seek ever increasing payouts to the «house" instead of
attempting to work together with Management.
The Service requests that the arbitrator deny this grievance in its entirety.

FINDINGS & OPINION OF THIS ARBITRATOR:
The matter brought before me by the parties is not a stranger to me, or other arbitrators in the
recent past. While it has insured gainful employment for the arbitrator, it more importantly
demonstrates what can only be reasonably viewed as a continuing deterioration of the parties
working relationship.
There can be little dispute that when a voluminous history of agreements, settlements, and
arbitral awards fail to stem the flow of repeated violations resulting in ever increasing penalties,
including vast sums of money paid out by the Postal Service,S the Union can only feel continued
frustration and despair - and in the ranks of labor relations too.
The record before me in this matter is replete with such instances ofthe Union filing grievances
over Management's failure to provide information, either timely, or not at all.

5 See J-2, entire case file

for evidence of such.

8.
The seriousness of this issue need not be explored any further than a review of the Settlement
between the Postmaster Sinkfield-leach, and Branch President Hayden. 6
This is a unique document that recognized Management's past failures to provide information
sought by the Union.
It states in relevant part, "In order to give management a chance to make their employee's
aware of their obligations regarding these issues and to avoid further vio lations...
Management agrees to Cease and Desist not providing information. Ifthe requested
information is not immediately available (sic) management will inform the steward the reason
for the delay. To solidify (sic) the Postal Service's commitment, any future proven vi~lations will
result in a remedy of $200.00 for the infraction."
This is heady language agreed to by the parties in 2017 that recognized the potential for future
violations as well as those alive at the time of this signing.
While the Service may attempt to distance themselves from this document today (I understand
why) it remains a binding agreement between the parties until such time as they m~tually
agree to change it, or cause its expiration.
That said, the matter before me comes down to simple facts. The Union made no le~s than four
formal requests for information which they claim was never received, while the SerVice,
through their witness Mr. Utley claims that he did provide all requested information with one
exception, the postmaster's clock rings.
Mr. Utley appeared before me as a very credible witness. He seemed confident that i he
provided the information that he could, and informed the steward of the unavailabiiity of the
postmaster's clock rings, while the steward was adamant that he did not.
The only problem with sincerity even in the semi-informal setting of an arbitration it is not fact.

6

See J-2, Page 30

9.
To establish a fact there must be an element of proof associated with it beyond a witness's
sincere retelling of events.
In each of the information requests7 submitted there is proof of submission by the steward, and
receipt by the manager but no evidence that the information was provided.
The amount of time allowed the steward for her purposes, and dates the times willl)e afforded
is stated on each form, yet there is no evidence, even where it could be stated on the form, "If
time or information is not provided today indicate Time/Date it will be available" thqt the
information was provided.
It matters not one iota whether the Arbitrator may believe the witness, without suc~ proof of
compliance there can be no finding to support such assertions, and I am left with the steward's
claim that she did not receive her requested information.8
The statement offered in the case file by Manager Utley states only that he provideq the
information to .•."Keena Mugashe, on the RFl's she submitted on December ']1hI Dec~mber 8th
and December 12th." He does not state when he gave her the information. 9
Again, without evidence that he provided such information such as a notation on th~ Union
Information Request forms, or something similar that he provided, and requested th~ steward
sign as receipt for the provided information I am left with only the fact(s) that the information
requests were made.
While the Service argues throughout the case file that the Union's information requ~sts were
for different things at different times, I am persuaded that each request was for the same
information after reviewing each one.

See J-2, Pages 32-35
81 do question the steward's repeated request for "clock rings "of the postmaster. It seems very likely that a
postmaster of the size city of Toledo surely would not be submitting to "clock rings", and an experienced Union
steward would know this.
9 See J-2, Page 292
7

10.
The Union's right to information is a sacrament granted to the Union by statute, law.. and
bargaining history.
The avil Service Reform Act of 1978 imposes a very specific statutory obligation on an Agency's .
management to, 1I_•• furnish to the exclusive representative involved, or its authorized
representative, upon request and, to the extent not prohibited by law, data (A) which is
normally maintained by the agency in the regular course of business; (8) which is reasonably
available and necessary for full and proper discussion, understanding, and negotiation of .
subjects within the scope of collective bargaining."

10

The wrongful denial of information to the exclusive representative violates 5 U.S.C. 7116(a) (i),
"interference with employee rights, (5) refusal to bargain in good faith, and (8) a failure to
comply with the provisions of the CSRA." This is the law.lfis also a right guaranteed to the
Union that historically is not lightly trampled upon without the Union's immediate, and
impressionable response.
The National Agreement between the parties further establishes the right of the Union to
obtain information, 'I... necessary for processing a grievance or determining if a grievance
exists.._"11
local Agreements12, Step 8 decisions13, and countless other settlements contained in the case
file before me clearly establish a pattern oftotal indifference toward the right of the Union to
obtain information that they alone believe is needed to investigate a potential grievance, or file
a grievance.
The sheer volume of these past IIsettlements", and /I cease and desist" orders is mind boggling.
Clearly the former postmaster recognized the gravity of this ongoing issue by the seriousness of
her mutual agreement with the invocation of a monetary payment for future vioilations.

See 5 U.S.C. 7114. 1978
Agreement, Page 82, Article 17.3
12 J-2, Page 30
13 See J-2, Pages 36 & 39 among many others.

10

11 See

11.

In spite of all the above cited efforts, despite the obligations to the law as it is clearly written,
Management appears to continue to violate Article 17 of the Agreement by the facts
established in this grievance.
The overwhelming body of arbitral, and legal precedent supporting the Union}s right to obtain.
the information they seek for the administration of their duties is likely greater than any other
single issue.

As one arbitrator pOinted out lithe object and purpose of arbitration is to arrive at a fair and
just decision, and to this end parties should be assisted in obtaining competent and material
evidence where such may reasonably be had." 14
In the instant matter before me, where the Union has provided persuasive evidence of a
violation(s) the duty now is to assess a fair, reasonable, and just remedy.
The most relevant question associated with that assessment has to be what is just for the
Union, and what will serve upon Management the need to finally, and unequivocally abide by
the Agreement, and the law?
I am not convinced of the harm done to the employees whose clock rings, or employee all
reports were not provided. While the Union rightfully argues that there is harm to their
organization, and its members there must be direct, clear and convincing evidence of such
harm to the individual due to Management's failure to provide such attendance reports.
I am unaware if a separate grievance was filed for any loss associated with the individual
employee's clock rings, and if so that is not properly before me.
I am also averse to recompensing a Union steward for time spent performing her duties lion the
clock", and do not accept the argument that if not for this grievance she would be working on
something else for the members. The steward is the only Union official paid by the Postal
Service to perform...

14 See

Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of West Va., 21 LA 367

..
12.
....Union duties, and to pay an additional sum for that work already paid for would be, in my
opinion, improper and without precedent.
On the other hand, the Union itself has been forced to grieve the same violation repeatedly
with no apparent intention by Management to comply.IS
The needless expense associated with such time and effort to grieve, and arbitrate such
matters, even after Management agrees it should not be repeated give good cause for a
remedy that may serve to impress upon the violating party the seriousness of such infractions.
Simply put, no matter how trivial the Service may view a Union information' request, or
question the reasons for such, it is their right alone to make such a determination as to what
information is needed to determine if a grievance exists, to investigate a grievance, or to file a
grievance. As stated above, it is the lawl
When past settlements result in ever increasing penalties, in an effort to stop such violations,
and these do not impress local Management enough to refrain from such violations, the Union
rightfully seeks redress from an arbitrator.
Therefore, based on the evidence before me, I find Management violated Article 17 of the
National Agreement, as well as past cease and desist orders related to failing to similar/same
issues as that before me; and do order the following.

AWARD:
This grievance is sustained in favor ofthe Union, Branch 100.
1. Local Toledo Management is hereby ordered to immediately cease and desist from any
future violation of a same/similar nature or face penalties beyond those imposed in this award .

. 15 The

very competent Service advocate argues that the new postmaster is slowly changing the culture in Toledo
for the better but it takes time (weeds). I have no doubt as to her sincerity yet as stated above, I must rely only on
facts and evidence before me. The former postmaster also appeared to demonstrate the Ubest of intentions."

,

..
13.
2. The Union is to receive payment from the Postal Service. Toledo Ohio for the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars (5.QOO.OO) toward the costs associated with having to file/defend another
grievance of same/similar nature that has previously been settled.
3. Management. Toledo Ohio is ordered to comply with all rightful information requests in a
timely manner, consummate with the timelines of Article 15 for the filing of a grievance, or give
good cause, in writing to the Union why this cannot be done.
4. Any failure of Management to comply with this order without good cause evidenced shall
result in a further payment to the Union of four hundred dollars (400.00) per incident for a
period not to exceed two (2) years.
5. The Union is ordered to assist local Management in their efforts to comply, with good faith in
an effort to improve the working relationship.
Nothing follows. Attested to this May 14, 2019 @ Manatee County, Florida
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The parties asked that the arbitrator decide the reaed.y only as there
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their need to c~ly with Article 8 of the National Agreeaent.
consistently, and not rely upon ever increaSing co.pensation.
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2.
STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS:
This matter was brought to an arbitration hearing on March 7, 2019 at the U.S. Postal Service
facility located at 150 N. Limestone Street, Springfield, Ohio pursuant to the provisions of the
2016-2019 National Agreement, also known as the Agreement, or Contract between the
National Association of Letter Carriers, also known as the Union, and the U.S. Postal Service,
also known as the Service, or Management.
The parties were well represented at hearing. and were provided a full, fair. and objective
opportunity to present argument, evidence, and witnesses in support. and on behalf of their
positions.

The Union stated their intention to call witnesses in support of their case, and the parties
requested that all witnesses be duly swom an oath prior to their examination, and this request
was so honored.
The Postal Service raised a standing objection to all named witnesses with the exception of Mr.
DeWell. The Service argued that all other witnesses were absent from the case file, and any
testimony offered at hearing would be new evidence, and place the Service at a disadvantage.
I allowed the witnesses to testify for whatever worth it may represent, and did not find that such
testimony would deviate from the basic foundation of the matter before me.

The Union called the following witnesses:
Mr. Brian DeWell, President, Branch 3451
Ms. Stacie Strayer. City letter Carrier, Urbana Ohio (Formally of Springfield OH)
Mr. Nate Dallenbach, City letter Carrier, Springfield OH
Mr. John Collins. NALC Regional Admin. Assistant, Region 11
The Service called no witnesses.

1 Mr. DeWell testified first, and then occupied the second seat for the Union with the understanding that he would
not be allowed to offer rebuttal.

3.
The Union provided oral Opening & Closing Statements, and the Service provided a written,
and oral Opening Statement, and oral Closing Statement.

At the conclusion of this hearing the parties provided to me previously issued arbitral awards for
my consideration. Please know that I have thoroughly read each one, and shall comment where
I find it to be apropos within my findings.

The Union:
August, F11 N-4F-C 17058885. 2018
Roberts, C11N-4C·C 17603805, 2018
Brown, C11 N-4C-C 17352239,2017
Braverman, C11N-4C-C 16104433, 2016
Hutt. F01N-4F-C 0516737, 2006
Nixon, G01N-4G·C 04041218,2005
Sergent, H01 N-4H-CO 3072480
Gamser, NC-5-5426, 1979 (National)
Mittenthal, H4N-NA-C-21, 1986 (National)
Barrett. C16N-4C-C 18138136.2019

The Service:
Barrett, C16N-4C-C 18138136,2019

JOINT EXHIBITS:

Joint 1, The National Agreement, including the Joint Contract Administration Manual (J-CAM)
Joint 2, Moving Papers. Pages 1-124

4.
Joint 3, J-CAM. Pages 1-17
Joint 4, Management Settlement, BR45-18-198C, dated February 19, 20192

Union Exhibit 1, EMail transmission between J. Collins, NALC/RAA and J. Schild, Manager.
Labor Relations, Ohio Valley District.

STIPULATED FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE;

There were none offered.

ISSUE TO BE DECIDED:
Did the U.S. Postal Service and the National Association of Letter Carriers resolve this
grievance by the granting of the Service inspired settlement dated February 19. 2019? If not,
what shall the remedy be?3

BACKGROUND:
The Union filed the above cited grievance on October 26.2018 claiming a violation of Articles 3,
7, 8, 15 & 19 of the Agreement claiming further that Management forced carriers not on the
Overtime Desired List (OOL) to work overtime while OOL carriers were available on October 13,
2018.
The parties were unable to reach an agreement throughout their grievance procedure, and in a
notice dated February 19, 2019, Management notified the local Union president that they were
granting administrative leave to the non-ODL carriers in the amount of 20.68 hours of
compensated leave.

2 The

Union argued that this settlement was done unilaterally and was not a mutual agreement reached with the
Union.
3 The parties were unable to agree to the Issue Statement, and asked the arbitrator to fashion one after hearing
this case. After doing such, I flnd the above to best represent the issue before me for decision.

5.
The Service argues that this settlement resolves the outstanding issues of this grievance while

the Union argues that they did not agree to this settlement, and continue to seek a greater
remedy for repeated contractual violations of a similar nature.

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:
Article 15 Grievance-Arbitration Procedure
Section 1. Definition 4
A grievance is defined as dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between the parties
related to wages. hours, and conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves the interpretation,
application of. or compliance with the provisions of this Agreement or any loca1 Memorandum of
Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement."

POSITION OF THE PARTIES IN THIS MATTER:
The Union
The Union maintains that Management forced carriers not on the OTOL to work. overtime on
October 13. 2018 while carriers who were on the list were available to perform this work.
That Management continually violates Article 8 of the Agreement in this way, and finds it easier
to violate the Agreement. and simply pay for their actions than to fIX the situation once and for
all.
That this issue of forced overtime to those not on the list has a four (4) year history in this office
alone that has resulted in approximately 250 thousand dol1ars in payouts to letter carriers during
this time for work not performed, yet Management continues to violate the Agreement.
That in the instant case, the parties agree there has been another violation, and Management
has once again paid administrative leave to non-OOL carriers in the above settlement.

.. But not limited to.

6.
The Union argues that the proper issue remaining is the remedy, which should be affIXed in a

way that sends a message to Management that will stop these continued violations.
The Union asks that the arbitrator sustain this grievance, insure the February 19th settlement be

paid in full, Management be ordered to cease and desist from future violations of this nature,
and a corrective remedy fashioned by the arbitrator, inclusive of a payment to the Union to
impress Management to cease these violations.

The Service
The Service maintains that this grievance has been resolved, and a proper remedy requested
by the Union has been issued.
That every letter carrier on the Union's list has been granted administrative leave in the amount
requested by the Union via the February 1QUl settlement, and the Union now seeks to be
compensated unjustly even after being granted their requested remedy.
That because of a prior arbitration award, the Union is acting out of greed, and seeking to
unfairly punish the Postal Service by continuing their demands to be unjustly enriched at the
expense of the Postal Service.
The Service requests that the arbitrator find, in the spirit of fair play, and consistency that the
Union shall pay the Postal Service the sum of three thousand, five hundred dollars (3,500) for
Managemenfs costs of taking this needless grievance to arbitration, and that the arbitrator deny
this grievance in its entirety.

FINDINGS & OPINION OF THIS ARBITRATOR:
"He that will not apply new remedies must expect new evils; for time is the greatest innovator. "5
The parties before me do not dispute the overwhelming number of grievances on the same
issue - forced overtime while list carriers were available. or the vast sums of money paid by the

Service from this one Post Office while other similar post offices appear to operate differently.

S Francis

Bacon, English Philosopher/Statesman, 1561-1626 (Essays of Innovation, 1625)

7.
The Service argues that they should be paid for pursuing this grievance to arbitration, while
admitting in their February 19tb settlement that they violated the Agreement
The parties ask me only to decide only what a proper remedy in this grievance is in light, as the
Union sees it to be an ever greater remedy than has been awarded in the past, while the

Service asks that payment be made to them.
What is certain to me is that the original issue, Management working non-OTDL carriers on
overtime while list carriers are available is an issue that has been ongoing for years. There is no
dispute to that by either party.
The Union argues that in the past four years there has been one hundred and ninety (190)
grievances flied over this same issue, with twenty (20) Fonnal Step A settlements, ten (10) Step
B settlements, and forty (40) pre-arbitration settlements. And as stated above,

two hundred and

fifty thousand dollars (250.000) paid out to letter carriers in compensational values for work not

performed.
The Union argues further that despite this number of grievances, settlements, and money paid
out that Management continues to violate Article 8 in the same manner as the grievance at
hand.
The Service argues that the non-OOL carriers were paid for the time they worked on October
13, 2018, and there is no language in the Agreement. or J-CAM that provides for the type of

remedy the Union continues to seek.
That while administrative leave has been granted sparingly in the past, the appropriate
language regarding administrative leave is found in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual.
The Service argues that if the National parties wanted to include administrative leave as a
remedy for improperly forcing non-OTDL employees to work overtime, they would have done
so, and for the Union to continually seek this remedy they must do so through negotiations. not
arbitration.6

6 This was

Management's Step B representative's position, however as the record before me reflects, Management
through the Labor Relations office did grant administrative leave to settle this grievance.

8.
This argument may be misplaced. Surely the parties at the National level did not contemplate
remedies for repeated violations of the Agreement. No doubt what they anticipated was the
parties' faithful adherence to the Agreement. part's thereof, local Agreements. and citable
grievance resolutions.
Just as the Postal Service does not employ a "Table of Penalties'. there is no chart listing what
is an appropriate remedy for any given grievance that may be mutually resolved.
The Service argues, with much passion that staffing at the Springfield Post Offtee has been
challenging for many years. There is a constant tum-over of Casual Carrier Assistant's (CCA's).
CCA's don't stay for various reasons, and the time to hire and train new ones impacts the need
to use regular letter carriers to deliver the mail as needed.
Unfortunately SpringfJeJd is faced with a problem encountered by many other Post Office's
country wide, and the challengers associated with it
The Union counters that management utilizes a letter carrier as a 2048 (acting supervisor) who
should, under these circumstances be delivering a route. That Springfieki has employed three
acting supervisors from the craft. while consistently remaining six-seven CCA's short leading
directly to the forced overtime issues.
This arbitrator has witnessed the challenger's cited by the Service throughout the country, and
empathizes with the stresses local managers face in filling the approved roles, yet this issue is
not in its embryonic stages, and when a violation of the same Article continues unabated as it
has at the Springfield office, not only will the result be the monetary, and administrative
resolutions of ever greater costs, but the problem metastasizes into a loss of its regular
employees, as happened with one Union witness, or the unimaginable pain caused to another
employee forced to work overtime while his wife was passing.
The parties have agreed that a violation of the Agreement has taken place. The parties ask the
arbitrator only to consider a remedy. The Service believes it should be paid by the Union for
having to defend against the Union's greed, while the Union seeks a remedy that will impress
upon Management the need to abide by the National Agreement.
I commend the Service's advocate for taking what appears to be a proactive approach to
resolving this grievance, and he has certain authority to act in this way, unfortunately when done
arbitrarily the Union is left out. and their demands pursuant to the grievance may not be met.

9.
Such is the case here. The Union maintains that this grievance filed sought additional remedies
beyond that which was ordered by the Postal Service's representative in Joint-4 in order to
impress upon Management the need to adhere to Article 8.
The Union's witness, RAA Collins testified that J-4 was done without Union consultation, or
input yet made to appear as if it was a mutual settlement, and therefore the Union should not be
held to the Service's stated resolution alone. I am in agreement.
While the Service argues that the Union continues to seek ever greater remedies of
compensated leave, ever greater monetary payouts to letter carriers, and ever greater
payments to the Union for processing the grievances due only to their "greed·, I can only
remedy this argument by insisting that the Postal Service at Springfield Ohio begin to abide by
the National Agreement.

There is not the question of who came first, the chicken or the egg in these matters. The
overwhelming, and undisputed facts clearly demonstrate that Management continues to violate
Article 8 of the Agreement. Those violations first set the stage for the grievances that are than
usually settled for ever greater monetary reliefs.
Is it not logical that absent the acknowledged ongoing violation(s), there should not be
continuing grievances? When the parties at the National level enter into good faith bargaining
with the result being language that clearly details the process by which Management utilizes
employees in an overtime status (recognizing there will be instances when Management may be
forced to improvise due to unforeseen circumstances), yet Management at the local level
repeatedly violates this language relying only on their contention that there is not enough CCA
staffing then the Union has a basis for their demands.
The file before me is simply overwhelming with evidence of "settlements", including the
unilateral settlement related to this grievance. In spite of the numbers of grievance resolutions
previous to the matter before me, this violation occurred, and Management acknowledged such
a violation yet again.
The Service's attempt at resolution in this matter, while likely well intentioned did not truly
resolve this grievance, and in some ways only added to the Union's suspicion of Management's
motives, and sincere intentions.

·.
10.
As stated, I am asked by the parties to detennine remedy only. The parties agree to the

violation. Therefore I need not offer detailed comment regarding the merits of this grievance.
The local parties have acknowledged the violation, and only argue before me their respective
requested remedy.
t must respectfully dismiss in its entirety Management's request that the Union pay to the Postal

Service the sum of three thousand, fIVe hundred dollars (3,500.00) as a fair, and consistent
application toward Management for having to defend themselves in this arbitration hearing after
awarding the Union everything they asked for in this grievance.
Jdo so because Management's resolution was done absent the Union's involvement. and

written in such a way that makes it appear they were a part of it That resolution as stated defies
a "fair and consistenr application of labor-management relations, and also ignores the
additional remedies the Union sought in this grievance.
Arbitrators have a responsibility to the parties to insure the award is fair, reasonable, and does
not exceed the authority granted by the National Agreement. That the arbitrator does not
dispense hislher own form of justice, and confines oneself within the four-comers of the
Agreement. That the award is based only from the facts of the instant matter.
That said, in the instant matter before me this grievance is tied directly, and unequivocally to the
numerous other similar/same grievances. To consider an appropriate remedy, if one is
appropriate one must consider what influence the other grievances had to the matter at hand,
and how resolutions, settlements, and awards influenced this grievance.
Any reasonable review of the previous same/similar grievances. and their outcomes
demonstrate that Management is only slightly influenced by the ever increasing
monetary/compensated outcomes, and continue to violate the same contractual article as they
have done in the matter before me.
The Union has a rightful obligation to its members to attempt, in any reasonable and lawful
manner to prevent continued violations. When the grievance procedure fails to achieve that
goal, the final alternative available to them is arbitration. This should be the last alternative to
both parties, and the most serious undertaking.

11.
The recognized, and long established National awards granting arbitrators the authority to
fashion remedies deemed appropriate remains the Mittenthai and Gamser awards?
While these awards have long been relied upon by the parties, and by arbitrators to support
their positions, arbitrators must prudently apply their authority in such a fair, and reasonable
manner, and not in any sense of punishment.
Yet at the same time, the essence of any award must inform the parties the basis for the award,
and the hope that such an award serves contractually defined justice.
In the matter before me, with only the remedy to consider, I have thoroughly considered the
historic attempts to resolve this ongoing issue, and the failure of Managemenfs attempt to
resolve this grievance on their own while the Union sought additional remedies.
The arbitrator lacks the authority to order local Management to hire additional staffing, as Article
3 of the Agreement remains their exclusive domain, and Management's advocate argues that
such attempts result in futility. However I can encourage local Management to increase their
efforts in this regard as one means to alleviate this ongoing deficiency in the proper levels of
staffing for the Springfield office.
What the arbitrator can do is attempt to fashion such a remedy that greatly impresses upon local
Management their contractual obligation to adhere to Article 8 of the Agreement, and cease the
continued violations that this grievance well represents.
For those reasons, I find in support of the Union, and do order the following.

AWARD:
This grievance is sustained. Management shall cease and desist from further violations of this
nature immediately. The "settlement" of February 19th shall be fully, and immediately
implemented. if not done so already. The Union shall be paid the sum of five thousand dollars
(5,000.00) for having to arbitrate this same issue once again.
Nothing follows.
OjB@ Manatee County FL, March 26,2019
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AWARD SUMMARY: The grievance is sustained. Management shall cease and desist violating the National
Agreement by making collection point assignment changes to collection or carrier routes prior to conducting a unit
review and notifying the Union. The changes made to CPMS by Management in Toledo will be rescinded and the
collection points retwned to the dedicated collection routes. The Service will reimburse the Union a total of$SOOO.OO
towards the cost of processing this grievance.

Arbitrator

I.

ISSUE

Did management violate the national Agreement including, Articles 15 and 19, multiple
'grievance settlements> previous DRT decisions, prior local arbitrations, when it removed collection
boxes ft'om collection routes in Toledo without perfonning route adjustment (collection) inspection
per the M-39 section 234.3 and/or when it failed to conduct a unit review prior to making a route
adjustment? If so, what is the appropriate remedy?

n.

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

Section 1.
Definition A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint
between the pa:rties related to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A
grievance shall include, but is not limited to, the complaint ofan employee or ofthe
Union which involves the interpretation, application of, or compliance with the
provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of Understanding not in
conflict with this Agreement.
ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND·MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks> manuals and published regulations of the Postal
Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to
employees covered by this Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the Employer shall have the
right to make changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair,
reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the Postal Service
Manual and the F-21, Timekeeper's Instructions.
III.

FACTS

The instant grievance concems collection routes in Toledo, Ohio where the Union alleged
that Management made a unilateral change to assign collection boxes from dedicated collection
routes to regular carrier routes without doing a unit review. An Arbitration Hearing was held on
April 10, 2018 and a second Hearing was requir~~ pp. September 20, 2018 where the merits of
,

....

the case were presented for decision by this A!l>i1:rator pursuant to tiie~20l6-2019 National
Agreement between the United States Postal Service and National Association ofLetter Carriers.
2

IV.

UNION'S CONTENTIONS

The Union contended that in Toledo, OH, postal management unilaterally assigned collection
boxes from the dedicated collection routes to regular carrier routes without ever doing a unit review,
sharing the information with the Union and/or Carriers, without giving notice to the Union and/or
Carriers, and without pelforming any type of inspections. Additionally, according to the Union)
Management failed to extend this grievance and fOlfeited their right to put contentions in for this
grievance at Formal A; the Union argued that any contentions or arguments from Management
should be isolated to the DRT decision and anything else should be considered new argument.
It was the Union's position that Management violated the National Agreement when it
impropedy reassigned collections boxes from all 5 of the dedicated collection bid assignments within
the Toledo Installation to city carrier routes. According to the Union) during the week of April 1,
2017 Management unilaterally changed the assignment of collection boxes; they contended that the
impacted collection boxes were previously assigned by zip code followed by the letter P indicating
its designation to a collection route. The Union asserted that after the changes went into effect the
reports now code the boxes with the letter

"c" signifying its new designation to a city carrier

assignment.
According to the Union, this is not the first incident ofManagement improperly making route
adjustments in the Toledo Installation; they stated that numerous agreements and Arbitration awards
addressing this very issue are included in the moving papers. The Union asserted that Management
in the instant case has failed to follow the guidelines set forth in the M-39 pertaining to route
adjustments and the requirements which must be fulfilled prior to conducting any adjustment to an
existing assignment. The Union offered numerous Formal A Resolutions and Arbitral Awards as
well as Step B decisions regarding Management's violation of Article 19 at the Toledo Installation.
(Joint Exhibit 2); they argued that Management at Toledo have failed to comply with these prior
awards and continue to violate the Collective Bargaining Agreement by unilaterally removing
collection boxes fl:om dedicated collection routes without notifYing the union, and without
performing a unit review or inspection.
It was the position of the Union that Management adjusted routes by removing multiple

collection boxes from all 5 of the dedicated collection routes and assigning them to city carrier
3

routes; all without inspection or unit review. According to the Union, these changes occurred during
the first week ofApril, 2017 (CPMS Scanner History Report). The Union disputed Management's
position in Exhibit 22 where the Service held that "HQ does not feel this is a route adjustment". In
support oftheir position, the Union offered M-01624 USPS Internal Memorandum, November 14,
2005 and M-01664 Interpretive Step Settlement, July 7, 2007, QO1N -4Q-C 05022610 which stated:
M-01624

Other than obvious data entry errors, route-based information may only be changed
through a full count and inspection or minor adjustment as defined in Handbook M
39, Chapter 2, Mail Counts and Route Inspections, and Section 141 Minor
Adjustments.
M-01664

Other than obvious data entry errors, route based infolmation may only be changed
through a full count and inspection or minor route adjustment.
The Union contended that the most recent FOlmal A settlement states that "in all future situations,
[management] will conduct a unit review and share the results with the carriers and the local union
president prior to scheduling route inspections." They further contended that the Formal A

settlements are always citable to enforce their own terms and Management has an obligation to
comply with grievance settlements.
According to the Union M-O 151 7 dated May 31, 2002 further speaks to Management's
obligation to comply with arbitration awards and grievance settlements and states in pertinent part:
M-01517
Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is not optional. No
manager or supervisor has the authority to ignore or override an arbitrator's award or
a signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply with arbitration awards and grievance
settlements should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the perception of non
compliance, and those steps should be documented.
The Union disputed Management's contention that the Postal Operations Manual (POM), as
it relates to the Collection Point Management System, is not part of the National Agreement via
Article 19 as it does not affect the working conditions of craft employees. The Union offered
Section 314 Collection Point Management System, Collection Tests, and Density Tests (Volume
Reviews which state:

4

314.1
All collection points are required to be entered in the Collection Point
Management System (CPMS) by the responsible District where Internet access is
available. No scheduled collection may be excluded from CPMS.
The information recorded in CPMS must be accurate and complete and must be
reviewed at least annually by the District for accuracy. All exceptions must be in
accordance with 313.3. CPMS is utilized to electronically verify collections. Any
collection points recorded in these systems and receiving electronic scan data do not
require the manual test as specified in 314.2.

Collection points are defined locations where a customer drops offmail for collection
by the Postal Service. These can include mail chutes, receiving boxes, firm pickups,
Self-Service Kiosk (SSKs) drops, lobby drops, and mail collection :racks. Collection
boxes are a subset of collection points.
It was the position of the Union that Management unilaterally changed the assignment ofthe boxes

from the collectors to ca11'ier routes and at hearing Management witnesses testified that this was done
across the Nation and in those cases the changes made in CPMS initiated the camet;' routes to pick up
the mail. The Union argued that Arbitrations held regarding this nationwide program have resulted
in favorable rulings from Arbitrators (Arbitral Reference 2); and in the first such Award,
Management made the same argument as Management in this case, that in the time period involv~
the carrier routes were not collecting the boxes, the collectors were still performing the collections.
The Union asserted that the decision out ofCincinnati, OR (Arbitral Reference 2A), also references
previous arbitrations for that city and even references arbitrations from the Toledo installation-the
same ones included in the case file-to prove a contractual violation existed.
The Union asserted that the new assignments of the collection boxes are a route adjustment
and as such Management must follow the M-39 and applicable arbitrations and agreements in the
Toledo installation. They further asserted that Management in Toledo had numerous violations in
regards to not conducting a unit review prior to inspections and route adjustments. The Union
offered FOlmal A Settlements (JX-2 Pages 442-447), a Pre-Arbitration decision (JX-2 Page 448) as
well as DRT decisions on the subject (JX2 Pages 449~454). The Union also cited the four most
recent Arbitration Awards on the subject and about adjusting routes and eliminating boxes without a
5

fOlmal inspection (JX-2 Pages 455A97). They noted that the first 3 Arbitral Awards are from three
separate collection route inspections.
The Union contended that Exhibit 7 on page 455 of the Joint Exhibit 2, provides the most
recent decision in August 2015 where the Arbitration stated all Toledo stationlbranch collection box
pulls will be assigned to the collection routes. The Union further contended that after awarding
thousands of dollars, the Arbitrator also states "the employer will "cease and desist" making route
adjustments to letter carrier routes that have not been inspected in accordance with the M-41 and M
39. The Union noted language from a regional arbitration decision (KllN-4K-C 17310015) in

which the arbitrator stated:
The Union's requested remedy will be granted in full. Additionally, I believe a clear
explanation as to the meaning and intent of a cease and desist order would be
beneficial to the Parties. It means stop. It means immediately. It means to cease
fl:om the same action hereinafter into the future, without excuse. Compliance with
this order is mandatory.
The Union contended that clearly, Management at Toledo is not taking Bl'bitration decisions and
"cease and desist" orders seriously. They further contended that the Union should not be required to
take the same case to arbitration for the 5th time; they noted that this would be the 4th time
specifically involving Toledo collection routes. The Union cited Arbitrator Lalka's use ofthe term
'endemic' to describe the problem in Toledo, OH concerning the performance of unit reviews and
route inspection in a proper manner. The Union asserted that this case and the decision I case
number C06N-4C-C 09130076 provide proof that the problem remains almost three (3) years after
Arbitrator Lalka issued his award.
The Union argued that the M-39 requires and provides Management guidance to achieve and
mail1tain an appropriate daily workload for all routes and requires Management to do a unit review.

According to the Union, the unit review verifies adjustments which need to be made, or if already
made, ensures the route has the appropriate daily workload. The Union cited Section 2 ofthe M-39
Manual in support of this position. They noted that the unit review is a tool that should be used to
determine if route adjustments are necessary; according to the Union, this did not happen with the
collection routes, which is a clear violation of the M-39. The Union asserted that instead,
. Management took it upon themselves to change the collection_routes by removing boxes from
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dedicated collection routes and assigning them to carrier routes without following the M-39 sections
211, 212, 213, and 234.3.3. They further asserted that Management never conducted a unit review as
required by section 211.1 ofthe M·39. Also they never perfo,rmed a density check (JX-2 Pages 499
584). Additionally, according to the Union, Management never notified the Union on their
intentions of doing a density check; they never notified the Union that they were going to make
changes to the collection routes. They never did a unit review. The Union maintained that by
removing the collection boxes from the dedicated collection routes and assigning them to city carrier
routes, harm is not only caused to the collectors but also the carriers who had the boxes added to the
street time of the routes.
Finally the Union argued that the only way to make these repeated violatio.ns stop is to seek
escalated remedies. In a recent arbitration ruling on 10/24/2016 for the Toledo Installation,
Arbitrator Brown stated in case number CllN-4C-C 16086245 (JX-2 Page 585):
The question of just why the Service cannot or will not address this issue in a way
that stops the violations from occUlTing was not litigated here. Whether these lapses
occur because of sloppy scheduling or because ofa lack ofregard for the agreement,
or ifthey OCCUl' because ofsome business need the Service has which it deems more
important than contract compliance, the lapses should be made to stop, and absent a
court order, enhanced penalties are the only means available here to try to make that
happen.
The Union contended that they are requesting to be compensated in this case due to spending
wlnecessary resources to continually prepare, present, appeal and arbitrate this habitual repetitive
violation due to the employer's refusal to cease the violations. They further contended that the
Union continues to be forced into taking the same cases to arbitration over and over again which can
cost several thousands of dollars each time; they noted that this is what Management wants to happen
in an attempt to drain all ofthe branches resources in hopes that we can no longer afford the costs or
time to keep going to arbitration. The Union argued that Management is making a mockery ofthe
grievance-arbitration procedure and someone must make the serial non-compliance stop. The Union
offered the arbitral opinion of Arbitrator Tobie Braverman (JX-2 Page 594) where she stated:
... The Employer's serial non-compliance with contractual obligations clearly harms
the Union in two important respects. First, it requires the time and expense involved
in processing a grievance to obtain payments to which the Employer has already
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agreed or is obligated. Second generation grievances to enforce prior arbitration
awards and grievance settlement should be required in only the rarest of
circumstances. In this office, they appear to have become almost routine in recent
years, and they unquestionably require a great deal of additional time and expense on
the part ofthe Union. As importantly, the Union's inability to obtain reasonable and
timely ...
The Union noted that in her Aww:d, Arbitrator Braverman awarded the Union a compensatory
remedy in the amount of$500.00. They also offered other more recent Awards which provided more
than $100,000.00 in compensatory damages to letter carriers in a non~compliance grievance. The
Union lastly cited the fInal paragraph in Arbitrator Klein's decision involving Toledo collection
where he provided:
The employer will cease and desist making adjustments to letter carrier routes that
have not been inspected in accordance with the M·41 and M·39. The employer will
further cease and desist having employees other than letter can'iers collect mail from
collection boxes as this is the third arbitration this arbitrator has presided over in
Toledo, Ohio involving similar violations. Future violations concerning Toledo
collection routes may result in escalating, cOll'ective monetary awards.
The Union argued that these continuing violations must stop and there must be a definitive remedy to
encourage the Postal Service to comply with all resolutions and to stop the egregious and flagrant
violations that keep requiring these escalated awards. As remedy, the Union requested that this
Arbitrator rescind all route adjustments; Compensate each collector 1 hour ofpenalty overtime each
day from April 7, 2017, until the changes are rescinded; also compensate each carrier whose route
had a collection box added to it in the same manner (1 hour of penalty overtime for each day from
April 7, 2017 until the changes are rescinded); and compensate the Union $5,000.00 for the
noncompliance and for having to take the same case to arbitration numerous times. The Union
requested the grievance be sustained and their requested remedy be awarded.
V. MANAGEMENT'S CONTENTIONS

Management contended that the Union in this case failed to meet its' burden of proof that
there was a violation of the National Agreement or halm done to any City Letter Carrier at the
Toledo Ohio Post Office. According to Management, the Union seeks roughly $700,000.00 in
damages based on their request to pay each carrier one hour of penalty overtime pay per day from
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Aptil, 2017, until the changes at issue in this grievance are rescinded. Management cited National
Arbitrator Carlton Snow in case number HOC-NA-C 12 where he was asked to provide a nationwide
monetary remedy in a case involving Article 12. The Service contends that at pages 18, 19 and 20 of
his award, where Management states he appropriately entitled the section "A Need for More
Evidence" Arbitrator Snow explained:
...The Unions had the affinnative of the issue and needed to show by at least a
. preponderance of the evidence that there is a direct causal connection between the
conflicting data and a violation of the parties' labor contract. Facts are stubborn
things and must provide the basis for an interpretive decision. Speculation will not
suffice. While the evidence in this case was sufficientto raise suspicions, the Unions
did not present evidence that demonstrated a specific contractual violation .. ,The
totality of the record submitted to the arbitrator was not sufficient to establish that,
while there now is uniformity in the parties' understanding of the disputed
provisions, it was violated in this particular case, Nor was there sufficient evidence
of harm to asceliain damages."
The Service addressed the Union's request by the Arbitrator to abide by the provisions ofArticle 15
and disallow any evidence submitted by Management outside ofthe DRT decision as new argument.
According to the Union, Management failed to extend the grievance and forfeited their right to put
contentions in for this grievance at the FOimal A; Management requested that this Arbitrator to
decide how she win approach that issue and that whateve1' approach is chosen by the Arbitrator, the
Service simply requests that it be applied equally to both parties. Management argued that the Step
B impasse reports that the appeal was received on September 27,2017, almost a full month after
August 29th , the date on which the Fonnal A meeting should have been held, They further argued
that even though Management did not have the opportunity to provide contentions at Forma! A, the
Union's contentions are just contentions, not evidence and only reflect the Union's conclusions
about evidence.
It was the position of Management that whatever information that the record does not

demonstrate to have been requested should not now be presumed or otherwise credited to the Union.
The Service contended that there is no infOimation in the file which suggests anything other than the
fact that the Union had a full and fail' opportunity to obtain whatever they wanted to support their
contentions. They further contended that where there are a vatiety of awards, l'esolutions and
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Memoranda in the file to have an influence on the arbitrator's decision about the Union>s contentions
that information about the contentions would need to justify the influence and should be found in the
moving papers. The other papers, stated Management, are a many paged table titled "Collection
Point Management System-Scanner History Detail Report by Route>! and accompanying a request for
information in this grievance, an email from Dean Shroka (management's witness) stating that "No
1840's were completed. HQ does not feel this is a route adjustment."
Management asselted that there is no Request for Information in the moving papers to
support that any Management Official provided the CPMS table as an answer to any ofthe Union's
requests (RFI). The Service contends that the Union's contention that the CPMS table which
provided the infOlmation on the "Belongs to Route" was obtained through another grievance is not
supported by the case file. Additionally, the Service contended that the supporting papers contain no
information that they or any source oftheir information either has any postal duty that required them
to either be infOlmed about the Belongs To Route field or to utilize it or has had any training about
its function. Management further asselted that there is no statement of any kind from any carrier,
specifically nothing stating that the pulling of any collection box was added to or removed from his
or her duties.
According to Management, were aroute adjustment attempted, the only explicit evidence in
the supporting papers concerning the topic was the email that "HQ does not feel this is a route
adjustment.>! They noted that there were on supporting papers to provide a framework or
understanding to infer an attempted route adjustment. The Service argued that even viewing the
Union's evidence in the moving papers as truthful, Management submits:
1. That there is insufficient evidence to find a violation ofany cited provision in

a handbook or manual which directly relates to wages, hours, or working
conditions
2. That even were a violation to be found, there is insufficient evidence to find
loss, halm, or any difference having been suffered by any carrier.
The Service further argued that even if a violation and suffering were found, there are national
decisions which set the precedent to be followed; they offered the opinion of Arbitrator Richard
Mittenthal in case number HI C-NA-C 97 at page 5 which states in part:
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Fourth, perhaps most important, the purpose of a remedy is to place employees (and
Management) in the position they would have been in had there been no contract
violation. The remedy serves to restore the status quo ante.
The Service also noted Arbitrator Collins National decision where he sustained the grievance and
declined to award a monetary remedy stating; "Under contract law relief must be compensatory, and
cannot be punitive.
Management provided testimony at hearing to support their position on substantive
al'bitrability, where they held that the Union had not established Article 19's applicability to the
Postal Operations Manual (PO M) at Section 314.1. Management held that their expert witness,
Dean Shroka testified in support of Management's motion that POM 314.1 is a management-to
management instruction that relates to a management tool, CPMS. They noted he further testified
that Headquroters Operations chro'ges District Operations with performing the annual review for
accuracy and it is Headquarters' Operations to whom District Operations reports; he noted that
Toledo Post Office does not exercise authority over the CPMS information and District Operations
does not, through the CPMS information, exercise authority over the Toledo Post Office. Mr.
Shroka testified that the instruction in POM 314.1 exists in the relationship between District
Operations and Headquarters Operations; he avel1:ed that the changes in the "Belongs to Route"
column did not constitute a route adjustment, a step in a route adjustment, a trigger for a route
adjustment, or a notification that a route adjustment was coming.
The Service cited an excerpt from Arbitrator Johnathan Klein in case number B IIN-4B-C
15359325, where the Union argued that Management violated POM Section 313; Arbitrator Klein
opined:
[The] evidence ofrecord presented in this case reveals that management clearly failed
to consider the needs of affected customers and the community as required by POM
Section 313.4. The arbitrator notes that the Postal Service did not contact any ofthe
affected local business until their purported concerns were brought to managemenf s
attention by the Union after the p.m. collections had already been eliminated.
Additionally, the arbitrator finds merit to the Union's arguments regarding both the
validity and accuracy ofthe density test results obtained and utilized by management
in determining that the volume ofmail deposited in the four collection boxes did not
warrant afternoon pickups.
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However, the arbitrator finds insufficient proof from which to conclude that the
provisions contained in POM Section 313 are directly related to wages, hours or
working conditions. The subject matter of those provisions pertains primarily to the
scheduling of collections, the location of collection boxes and other relevant factors
which management must consider in changing those schedules and/or box locations.
The POM provisions do not assign or guarantee letter carriers any hours, nor do they
limit or expand employee rights. The cited provisions are a directive to management
and at best result in an indirect effect upon the wages, hours and working conditions
ofletter carriers. Accordingly, the arbitrator concludes any alleged violation ofPOM
Section 313 is not arbitrable as it is not incorporated into the National Agreement by
virtue of Article 19.
In the instant case, according to Management, the Union's argument about POM 314.1 is subject to

the same arbitrability defects as Arbitrator Klein, applying the national Nolan award, identified in the
union's argument about POM 313 above. The Service asserted that a grievance concerning a
provision in a handbook or manual is not arbitrable where the Union failed to provide sufficient
proof that it directly relates to wages, hours or working conditions. They further asserted that if
POM Section 314.1 was directly related to wages, hours, or working conditions, the Union did not
provide sufficient proof of that proposition; and, even if the changes in the "Belongs to Route"

colwnn was contrary to POM Section 314.1 those changes showed no effect on hours, wages, or
working conditions of any letter caJ.Tier. Management argued that either the provision in POM
Section 314.1 has not been shown to concernthe "Belongs to Route" column or the provision has not
been shown to directly relate to hours, wages, or working conditions. Management further argued
that in a contract case, the Union invoking Article 19 bears the burden of proving that the
handbook/manual provision "directly relates to wages, hours, or working conditions"; they
contended that the Union's witnesses did not identify any direct relation to wages, hours, or working
conditions and the case me is void ofany documentation which would develop that argument in the
Union's favor. Therefore, a«cording to Management, POM 314.1 is not properly before the
Arbitrator and the Service requested that the Al..bitrator so find.
Finally Management contended an assessment ofthe grievance file, only pages 25-436 have
any relevancy to the instant grievance. They offered an appraisal of the documentation in support of '
their position. Management concluded that this case could not warrant a monetary remedy either to
the members of the class or the union. The Service reiterated their objection to the Union's request
12

for a larger remedy at the hearing than it had requested earlier in the grievance procedure and
contended that this was "new argument". Management maintained that their position that the instant
grievance was not arbitrable and that the Union failed to advance a meritorious grievance since no
employee's hours, wages, 01' working conditions was changed, and no harm to any employee was
substantiated by the grievance file or during hearing testimony. Management requested the
Arbitrator deny this grievance in its entirety.
VI.

DISCUSSION

ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks. manuals and published regulations of the Postal
Service, that directly relate to wages. hours or working conditions. as they apply
to employees covered by this Agreement. shall contain nothing that coilflicts
with this Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the Employer shall
have the right to make changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that
are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the Postal
Service Manual and the F-21, Timekeeper's InstJ.'Uctions.
The instant case concerns the assignment of collection box pick-ups in the Toledo Post
Office. The Union here alleges that postal management unilaterally assigned collection boxes from
the dedicated collection routes to regular carrier routes without ever doing a unit review, sharing the
information with the Union andlor Carriers, without giving notice to the Union andlor Carriers, and
without performing any type of inspections. According to Management, there was no route
adjustment performed and the Union in this case failed to prove a violation occurred. Management
further held that the instant grievance is not arbitrable since the Postal Operations Manual, Section
314.1 is not related to the employee's hours, wages, or working conditions.
Regarding Managemenfs arguments on arbitrability, Article 19 provides in pertinent part,
that "Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal Service,
that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions. as they aDlLly to employees covered
by this Agreement".

In the instant case, the Union's position is that the Collection Point

Management System covered by Section 314 ofthe POM is clearly related to the wages, hours or
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working conditions of their bargaining unit. Specifically, the Union cited their Exhibit 1 (U-l) as it
provided the language for POM 314. Not only does this section covers CPMS but also provides the
requirements for Manual Collection Tests and Volume Density Tests. The Union argued that
collectors are required to scan boxes for the CPMS data and management has issued removals and
other disciplinary actions where scans were shown to be missed. The Union held that certainly
CPMS affects the working conditions of craft employees when they can receive discipline for
missing a scan, and would receive overtime for having to be sent back out to scan any missed
locations. Having heard many discipline cases involving missed scans, it is this Arbitrator's opinion
that the POM Section 314 does directly relate to the working conditions ofthe employees covered by
the bargaining agreement between the NALC and the USPS and therefore any grievance related to
that section would be arbitrable and allowed to be heard on the merits. Additionally, the POM
Section 314 goes on to provide guidance on Collection Tests and Density TeSt which could
ultimately be used to adjust routes and therefore directly impacts the wages and hours for craft
employees.
Management further alleged that the Union's Article 15 arguments against the Service
presenting any contentions or arguments outside of their Step B contentions (because they did not
meet the required Formal A deadlines and did not extend the grievance) should be applied to the
NALC as welL The Service cited the fact that the Step B decision showed that the Union's appeal to
the DRT was received nearly a month following the date that the Fonnal A meeting should have
been held. However, the NationalAgreement at Article 1503.B states in pertinent part:
B. The failure of the employee or tlie Union in Informal Step A, or the Union

thereafter to meet the prescribed time limits ofthe Steps ofthis procedure, including
arbitration, shall be considered as a waiver of the grievance. However. if the
Employer fails to raise the issue of timeliness at Formal Step A. or at the step at
which the employee or Union failed to meet the prescribed time limitlh
whichever is later, such objection to the processing otthe grievance is waived.
Although Management contended that the appeal to Step B was not timely, that issue was not raised
at Step B; therefore, based on the provisions of Article 1503.B, Management's right to raise an
objection is waived.
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Based on the merits ofthe instant grievance, the Union alleges the changes made to the CPMS
data were done without notification to the Union and without Management conducting a Unit
Review. They offered CPMS reports to distinguish the assignments based on the designation ofP to
show the box or collection point was collected by a designated collection route and C to show the
collection point was assigned to a carrier route. The reports (JX-2 page 25-436) show the changes
made to the Belongs to Column, however each entry also shows that the boxes, or collections were
made by designated collectors (with a "P" designation). Although the boxes were assigned to the
Carrier routes, as suggested by Management, apparently the designated collectors continued to pull
the boxes .
. The Union's arguments include a claim that Management unilaterally made the changes
demonstrated by the CPMS report, which provided the appearance ofa route adjustment; they also
allege that no unit review was conducted and Management failed to notify the Union ofthe changes.
The POM 314, which Management's witness testified was a Management-to-Management
instruction that relates to a management tool, actually provides guidance to Management for the
utilization of the Management tool and states in pertinent part:
POM 314.1
All collection points are required to be entered in the Collection Point Management
System (CPMS) by the responsible District where Internet access is available. No
scheduled collection may be excluded from CPMS.
The information recorded in CPMS must be accurate and complete and must be
reviewed at least annually by the District for accuracy. All exceptions must be in
accordance with 313.3. CPMS is utilized to eleetronically verify collections. Any
collection points recorded in these systems and receiving electronic scan data do not
require the manual test as specified in 314.2,
Although, as averred, the provisions of Section 314 provide instructions for Management to abide
by, the end result directly affects the employees providing the collection service. Of particular
interest is the fact that the tool is used to "verifY collections"; and Management is advised that "the
information recorded in CPMS must be accurate and complete". Missed collections is often

used as the basis for discipline, and the Union's concerns that the infonnation was changed in the
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system without their knowledge is a valid one, despite Management's claim the data changed was
not related to a route adjustment.
The Union provided numerous arbitral awards and grievance resolutions sUlTounding
collections in Toledo. One decision relied upon by the Union was that ofArbitrator JohnathanKlein
in case number C11N-4C-C 13318083 where he stated:
The instant case is controlled by the facts which are not in material dispute by the
parties. Moreover, there is no significant difference between the facts presented in
this matter and those in the grievances which were resolved in two prior awards by
this arbitrator regarding adjustments to collection routes at the Toledo installation...
... Case No. C06N-4C-C 09245878, at 6, the arbitrator noted that "this is not the first
time the issue of missing unit reviews and route adjustments has reared its menacing
head in the Toledo installation."
The applicable M-39 Handbook provisions require management to conduct at least
annual unit reviews and share the results with both the local Union president and the
regular letter carriers ... The evidence of record presented in this case establishes that
management failed to conduct a unit review prior to removing collection boxes and
changing the duties of letter carriers assigned to collection routes. Additionally, no
consultations with the impacted letter caniers were conducted by management.
In addition to the aforementioned awards issued by this arbitrator, the documentary
evidence contained in the joint case file clearly establishes that the parties have
resolved this issue through previous settlement agreements. In USPS-and NALC,
Case No. C06N-4C-D 09245878, the arbitrator referenced two citable Formal Step A
settlements which indicated that management would conduct unit reviews in the
future as required by the M"39 Handbook, as well as a Step B Decision which found
that management violated Article 19 ofthe National Agreement by scheduling route
inspections prior to completing a unit review and sharing the results with the Union
and the regular carrier. The evidence ofrecord reveals that management once again
failed to comply with prior settlement agreements covering the issues presented in
this case.

For the aforementioned reasons, the arbitrator concludes that the Union has satisfied
its burden of proof and the gl'ievance shall be sustained as set forth in the Award.
Arbitrator Klein, in the cited case, awarded the collection routes to be reinstated, and compensated
the affected calTiers based on undisputed evidence that at least one hour was removed by
management from each collection route and resulted in approximately $76,302.72 in compensation
to the 6 affected letter carriers over 312 days. The fact circumstances differs in the case at bar. The
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Uni,onhere satisfactorily convinced the Arbitrator by a combination ofthe evidence and testimony at
hearing that a violation occurred when Management failed to ensure that CPMS data was accurate
and complete. As alleged, Management unilaterally changed collection boxes from dedicated
collection routes to city carrier routes without notifying the Union or performing a unit review; also
in violation of prior cease and desist orders and Formal A resolutions. However, the Union failed to
demonstrate the harm caused to Collectors and Carders affected by the changes in CPMS; as
previously discussed, although the boxes were assigned to the Carrier Routes in CPMS, the data
reflects that the Dedicated Collections routes continued to do the actual work by scanning and
pulling the collection points. This information does not support compensatory damages requested
by the Union since Collection Route personnel continued to collect the boxes.
Based on the foregoing conclusions, the grievance is sustained. Management violated the
National Agreement when they unilaterally changed the assignment of collection points from
dedicated collection routes to City Carrier routes without notification to the Union and prior to
conducting a unit review. The changes made in CPMS by Management in Toledo will be rescinded
and the collection points returned to the dedicated collection routes. The Service will reimburse the
Union a total of $5000.00 towards the cost of processing this grievance.
AWARD

The grievance is sustained. Management shall cease and desist violating the National
Agreement by making collection point assignment changes to collection or carrier routes prior to
conducting a unit review and notifying the Union. The changes made to CPMS by Management in
Toledo will be rescinded and the collection points returned to the dedicated collection routes. The
Service will reimburse the Union a total of $5000.00 towards the cost ofprocessing this grievance.

Arbitrator

December 27, 2018
New Iberia, LA
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Award Summary:

I
This is a matter of remedy only. The record sho
has failed to meet the overtime posting requirements
Parties Local Memorandum of Understanding. The recor
habitual violation by the Employer as well as their
cease and desist language. The Union's requested rem
9ranted as outlined below.
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therefore
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Lawrence Roberts, Panel

Case
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SUBMISSION:

This matter came to be Arbitrated pursuant to t: e
the Wage Agreement between United states Postal Servo ce
'National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-C: 0,
Parties having failed to resolve this matter prior t
t _
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was:
cted
on 14 December 2018 at the postal facility located i
do,
OH. Testimony and evidence were received from both P'
A
transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made a rec
the
hearing by use of a digital recorder and personal no
The
Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular Regional Arbit
Pane
in accordance with the Wage Agreement.
OPINION
BACI{GROUND AND

FACTS:

This is a class action grievance filed on behal

a

Carriers working at a Toledo, OH Postal facility, tho

etter
aIds

Corners Delivery Unit.

The issue in this matter involves the following la

age

found in Item 14 of the 2016-2019 Memorandum of Unde st

ing

between the Toledo Ohio Post Office and National Ass
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO, Branch 100, Toledo, Ohio p

"In accordance with Article 8, Section 5, of th
National Agreement, .a chart shall be posted arid
updated each quarter in each work location
indicating each employee's accumulated overtime I
order to insure equitable opportunities for
overtime, overtime hours worked and opportuniti s
o'ffered will be posted and updated weekly. The '
weekly posting will be posted the Wednesday aft r
the service week has ended.
An employee who has been contacted to work
overtime and is excused by management and thus
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Case # C1

18291 16

',
1

not work overtime shall be credited on the 9ha
re,d numbers periodically, as if hel she did Wor
overt:ime. If
,,'

And according to the step B Decision, labeled \1 xp

"
Undisputed fact as agreed upon by the Formal A

atio1:

I

part~

,!

SN

i

provides:

I

'

\\ It is undi sputed between the parties that the'
weekly equitability at Re, (Reynolds Corners) ~ r
the week ending February 02, 2018, was not pos~ d
until February 10, 2018. Per the LMOU the post~ g
was required to have been posted no later than!
Wednesday February 07, 2018."
I

The Parties disagreement' regards the appropriat

r

edy to

be applied in this case.

Jh "

The Union's position is that local Management
informed and aware of their obligation to

p Jting

I

every Wednesday and all previous attempts to end thi

11ation

have not been successful. The Union asks the

1m.ade

whole and, in addition, a remedy be fashioned

~e

the

I

Employer to abide by the National Agreement.

I

,i '

Conversely, the Employer contends the Union has th$ :burden

, II

to prove Management did not post the overtime tracki g lh a
I
I

willful, intentional, or deliberate matter. The Empl ye
no harm has been identified when Management P9sted t e
tracking sheet just three days late. It is the
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er
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'fertime
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I
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Case #

c1~
!

18291916,

argument that posting the tracking sheet late does n t

e a

'direct effect on. overtime equitability.

It was found the matter was properly processed

h the'

prior steps of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration Pro
Article 15, without resolve.
impasse on 5 July 2018.

The Step B Team then r

of

1

~

Therefore, the matter is no

I

an

bef~re

this arbitrator for final determination.

I
At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fai

! 'full

opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross e

e!

~itnesse~.

f

The record was closed following the rece

written closing briefs from the respective Advocates on

I,

, 06 February 2019.
JOINT EXHIBITS:

1. Agreement between the National Association of

Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO and
the US Postal Service.
2. Grievance Package
3. Local Memorandum of Understanding, 2016-1019

I

I,

UNION'S POSITION:

The Union first mentions this is a remedy case
the Union's opinion that the Parties have agreed to
facts that the Postal Service violated the National
including the Local Memorandum of Understanding and'
agreements they signed by not posting the overtime e
chart by the Wednesday after the service week ended.
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According to the Union, it is no secret Toledo nst 11lation
Management bargains in bad faith by signirig agreemen s t ' y have
no intention to honor. And .in the opinion 'of the Uni
is
case file is riddled with Toledo Installation arbitr
decisions due to Toledo management's nonfulfillment
agreement they sign.
The Union forecasts the opening statement of thl
will defame the Union and blame the Union for their
comply_ Additionally, the Union predicts the Employe wi
'defame and smear the Union's reputation simply becau e t
has the audacity to request remedies th~t will forcel co
with signed agreements.
,
'i
The Union claims the Employer is once again forJing
Union to incur additional expens~ ~y taking a known ~' iol
arbitration to get a remedy sufflclent enough to end the
violations.
'
'"
:
1

~

to

'

i1

, The Union insists their arguments will besuppo*te
plethora of signed agreements showing that the overt!ime
'equitability is to be posted by Wednesday after the ~er ice week
has ended. And the Union asserts it is undisputed in:\this case
the Agency did not comply with these agreements.
II
,

q

Even though escalated remedies for repeated non~co
has been addressed many ti~e i~ the Toledo.I~stallat! on
arbitration awards, the Unlon lS of the oplnlon that' Ma
~ants to take another bite at the apple.
I '
i

"

,i

,
The Union foresees the Employer 'will once again'st
before an arbitrator and argue escalated corrective ~em dies are
forbidden, ,with the same arguments that have alre'adyibee
dismissed in binding Toledo arbitration cases; And tlb.e
anticipates Management }'Jill deploy the same arg'limend;, s ch as;
escalation of remedies to ensure compliance is not 'atlo ed by
the National Agreement, arbitrators don't have thea~th rity to
grant escalated corrective remedies and they will eV$n ttempt
to make a new ar<.gument stating it is against, the law!eo the
arbitrator to grant an escalated corrective remedy.
projected ,by the Union, the Employer will maJFe
of
these arguments knowing that the ,doctrine of res jud~cata
applies and knowing they have not sought to vacate any f the
previous Awards granting escalated corrective remedies.
d the
Union insists they will be forced to incur this additio 'al cost
knowing escalated corrective remedies have been upheld
Toledo
by the arbitrator presiding over this in~tant case. '
AS

,i
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I

The Union mentions they will provide the arbit J
evidence that the Union has been proactive in provi
assistance to the Service to help them comply with
agreements. As claimed by the Union, the evidence wi
have provided assistance with equitability ~harting.
claims that after talks with the Postmaster, an ema' w
on 15 November 2017 to all his staff notifyipg them k>f
requirement to post the equitability weekly and it ~ilist
posted by the Wednesday after the service week.
:I

J

signed
how they
Union
s sent
he
be

The Union mentions the evidence will also show ithe Union
assisted Management in knowing the consequences for It~r her'non
compliance and documentation will show the Union plaj¢ed
Management on notice that escalated corrective remedies may
resul t for non-compliance.
'i
And as asserted by the Union, even .t~ough the 4~en
is
here today arguing escalated corrective remedies areljim
agreements were signed allowing them. The Union cla~~s
evidence will also show that Management signed agre~en s
stating that "Failure to comply may result in incre8j~ed
remedies." According to the Union, the Service'ignort s
fails
to honor this agreement also.
.
.1
The Union also .s~eculates that Management cites:Na
Arbitrator Mittenthal but fails to unders.tand the porti
award which states, "Arbitrators have an extremely larg
of discretion how contract violations should be'remedie
Union believes the Service also looks past tpe National
Arbi trator stating ",.. contract remedies, with .only a: fe
exceptions, are limited to 'make whole' remedies." In t
opinion of the Union, Arbitrator Mittenthal underst00d
there are exceptions to the '~ake whole' remedy which h
been addressed by this arbttrator in past awards.
From the perspective of the Union, the repeated no compliance of, the Service falls into the exception as i
common to have a Party continue to disregard the agreem
sign.

meas'ure
" The

not
they

In the opinion of the Union, the only reason we ar
today incurring this extra expense and loss of time is
Service is hoping to find an arbitrator that will issue a·remedy
small enough that will allow them to continue ignoring
agreements they have made with the Union.
The Union believes that Management is willing top y the
cost of this arbitration, along with all their othergr'evance
processing costs up the entire chainr. in the hopes
a remedy
that will make it affordable to continue not complying.

Qf
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. The Union requests a proper remedy that WillP11 'a
the bad faith non-compliance with signed agreements ~nd
asking you to compensate each affected Carrier $100 and
Union $ 5000 for having to arbitrate repeat non-compllian
over and over aga
,.

en4 to

I.

I

COMPANY'S POSITION:

. According to the Agency, the matter today invo4ves an
·alleged contractual violation when Management failed to post the
weekly overtime equitability by three days. Management adds it
.was not posted by that Wednesday and has been stipulate in the
moving papers.
Management further stipulates that per a Pre-Aibit ation
settlement signed 27 September 2018, the Postmaster land the NALC
Union President, on this exact issue, Management i~go'ng to
'compensate each Carrier on the OTDL List at the time of this
grievance a lump sum payment of $20.00.
In Management's oplnlon, the case today will only
be heard on the escalated remedy of Branch 100.
And according to the Service, Formal B. agreed
following issue statement: Did the Postal S~rvice vtola e the
National Agreement including, but not limited to, Artic e 8, 15,
17, 19, 30 and the LMOU when it failed to post the week y
overtime equitability? If so, what is the proper ~emedy.
In the opinion of the Employer, we are here again
advocate on yet another alleged non-compliance grievanc .
Management charges that Branch 100 is primarily filing 'non
compliance' grievances instead of grievances on the act al
Article or Handbook violations because of a couple of
arbitration awards which put money in their pockets.
The Agency argues this is an Arbitration aboutmon y..
Management forecasts the Union will try and say we are just
bashing them. From their perspective, this does not mak anyone
in Management happy to advocate on the processes in Tol do
currently.
The Agency projects there will be no name calling· t the
hearing. Instead, the Employer promises there will only be
testimony under oath on the truth that exists in the To edo
grievance process currently_
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The Agency speculates testimony will show how Titled

Branch,

i

100's greed has altered how Article 15 is handled in:Tol
Management mentions there has been Joint Article 15efr
training twice., an Intervention requested by Managern):nt '
Toledo Management/Branch 100 was selected by a Jointl
Headquarters NALC and USPS Team to be involved in ,th~ Jo'nt
Workplace Improvement Program to try and improve the i Article 15
and the Dispute Resolution Team pr'ocess in Toledo. But, in the
Agency's opinion, currently the process is still sevbrel
broken.
'
i

Management believes Branch 100 still does it the
they.
want to do it, by flooding the grievance process with grievances
to try and corner Management into violations, adding ad
burden to Management by language added to the National
reement
or Handbooks and Manuals,mudding the waters and paipti g Toledo
with a broad brush of non-compliance because it gave: the money,
and once you get a taste of money you want more rega~dless of
how,You have to get it:
Again, the Service predicts testimony will demonst
Branch 100 is trying to 'get it' by flooding the
ce
system with specific grievances hoping to pigeon
agement
into such a fine corne~ that anything Management doe's co ld be
considered non-compliance.
The Employer also anticipates testimony today will
illustrate processes the new Postmaster has put into pl ce in
Toledo with the NALC Branch 100 President for the purpose of
eliminating old non-compliance grievances, to clean up . d
resolve any past issues, and to educate his Management eam and
hold them accountable. In Management's opinion, the Pos aster
continues trying to make Toledo better for everyone movi g
forward.
According to the Service, Branch 100 abuses a couple
arbitration decisions and you will hear testimony today on
how they are being used. Management believes the arbitr~tion
awards, which have nothing to do with this case file, a~e being
used for everything from Opting to Special Office count~ to
'
Overtime to the newly ratified National Agreement Article
8.S.C.2 which brings us to Arbitration today trying to ut a'
tourniquet on the extreme financial loss to our company
by their escalation remedy requests. From Management's I
perspective, they are being used under the guise of IlNonJ
Compliance. II
The Employer'charges that by Bran~h 100 using these
Arbitration decisions in every grievance it is holding
Page 8 of 17
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from moving forward. Management claims we are in a font'nual
round-a-bout going in circles with no end in ·sight. 'n t e
Employer's opinion, it is stagnant and cannot progres t a more
positive future between us.
The Agency predicts Branch 100 will probably st te,
"Management must think it's more cost effective to g. to
Arbitration than to comply." as they have previously Bu
Employer claims that is not the case. Due t·o the abu e 0
arbitration decisions and the remedy requested at th~ 10
level of the grievance process, plus their extreme f~lin
grievances, it is Management's opinion their hand ha~ be
and cannot possibly resolve any· issues due to the esbala
requests made by Branch 100. and that will be presented
testimony today.
.i

the.

I

Management agrees that in the past Toledo Manag¢,men had a
rough time with compliance, but, under new l~adership, i the
past year and a half, this has turned around and testimo y-will
show the results.
Again in the oplnlon of the Employer, Bran~h lOa's reed is
hurting Toledo and the positive growth that has been ach'ev~d
with the new Postmaster; their greed is impacting the
grievance process.
From the Agency's standpoint, Branch lOa-is -all abo t
"Gotcha". and Management finds out about years old dusty on
precedent settlements and Arbitrations in the grievance
procedure not by the Union working with Mana-gement as yo should
per the Joint Statement of Expectations, which reads as ollows:
USPS-NALC JOINT STATEMENT OF EXPECTATIONS
The Parties at the National Level commit to the followin
principles of conduct when addressing disputes under. Art'cle 15
of the National Agreement. We believe these principles a e
essential to the effectiveness of any dispute resolution process
as well as effective working relationships between the u ion
and management. Our expectation is that these principle! will
guide union and management representatives at all levels of the
organization.
-

I

• We will do our best to understand and respect eac
other's roles, responsibilities, interests, and challeng s.
• We will make every effort to establish and mainta'n a
more constructive, and cooperative working relationship etween
union and management at all levels of th~ organization b
promoting integrity, professionalism, and fairness in
dealings with each other.
Page 9 of 17
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• We are committed to honoring our labor contra¢t, a d the
specific rights and responsibilities of the parties set orth
therein.
.
I
• We will work together to prevent cont~ac~ viotati ns
through communication, training, and good faith effokts o
anticipate workplace problems and resolve disputes ira imely
manner.
.
I
. • We are committed to elimina ting- abuses of our, gri vance
arbitration procedure, such as the filing of unwarrafted
.
grievances to clog the syste.m or a refusal. to resol vgr' evances
even where there are no legitimate differences of op'nio
between the parties.
.
1
~
. • We are committed to mutual and joint efforts to: i prove
the workplace environment and to improve the overall! per ormance
of the Postal S e r v i c e . .
I
.. We will make every effort to resolve our dispute in a
professional manner .and to avoid any unnecessary esc~lat' on of
disputes which may adversely impact adherence to the: abo e
princ~ples or adversely influence union-management r~lat'onships
at other levels of the organiZation.
i
.
The Employe.r forecasts the Union will paint
the non-compliance history in Toledo. Management
most of the resolutions in the case file doesn't
contentions at all, state 'will not be cited in any ~or
have nothipg in common with the·instant case before hrou
The Employer recognizes that while some of the F.orma~ A
resolutions contain language such as in the f~ture, ~any
do not.

e·of·
w that
agement
" or
oday.
of them

The Service argues the Formal A resolutions in ~he ase'
file contain the term !lwithQut prejudice." Citing Arbitr tor
Braverman to that end.
.
.i
Management reasons they settle grievances for many
even those that do not involve a violation. The Union, i
opinion of the Employer, is just using these resolutions
filler to pad the case file and give the appearance of
compliance when in fact a lot of these resolutions a~e
non-compliance.
The Employer Advocate
not to bash the Union, and
concern regarding any harm
we have remained silent so
finally put a stop to it.

easons,
the
as
n
t for

i

assures that the testimony to ay is
all Advocates have expressed heir
to the Formal A relationship, but, as
far, that we must speak out t

.

I

The Employer Advocate projects the testimony today ill
sugge.st that the grievance process seems to be orche~tra ed by
Page 10 ofl7
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the 'Hall'. By that, the Employer Advocate suggests tit ppears
tha~ ~he President and Vice President are directing' he
deCISIOnS of the Formal A Representatives, swapping ut
'
Representatives after meetings, and just plain inteifer.ng in
the Formal A process.
i
!

Management references Article 15.2 (c).'

I

I!

As stated earlier,
today through testimony
for themselves does not
so these grievances may

Management claims the eViden(.e w'll show
that the union's request to bta'n money
lend itself to bargaining in gpo faith
be settled at the lowest
lev I 1.
'
,
I

Furthermore, Managemen~ suggests this goes agaihst'
the USPS-NALC Joint Statement of Expectations which ~tat s in
part:
~'We are committed to eliminating abuses of 'our gr;Leva ce-:
arbitration procedure, such as the filing of unwarrahted
grievances to clog the system or 'a refusal to resolv~ gi'evances
even where there are no legitimate differences of opinio
between the parties,"

The Employer goes on to cite Arbitrator Stanton, in Case
K16N-4K-C 17664487, when dealing with a ,Union requesting
monetary remedy to themselves:
~The third remedy request may be the easiest one ~o d al with
in this case. The Union's request for money to be paid t
the
,

I

,

,labor organization as part of the grievance settleme~t i~ asking
for a purely punitive remedy. There is no harm to Local 1496 in
this matter-either monetary or non-monetary. Arbitration~
precedent' for decades has established that purely puniti e
damages are rarely awarded in arbitration. Awarding puni ive
damages to a Local Union as opposed to an employee overllays a
problem on top of a problem. The Labor Management Relatipns Act'
was enacted' in 1947. The purpose of the Act was to make :Unlawful'
undesirable labor relations, practices including emPl,o, yer~iS making
payoffs to Unions or Unions demanding payments from'empl yers.
Section 302 of the Act makes it unlawful for an employer to
"pay, lend, or deliver money or any "other thing of val~e" to a
labor union or official, or for a union to "request, demand,
receive or accept" the same from an employer. Financiall;y,
employers and unions are to be kept at arms-length to avbid the
possibility of misconduct by either party. The law is poorly
defined and the exact extent of its reach unknown. Even :if such
payments to a union are, not unlawful, it s,till represent:s the
kind of activity the law seeks to prevent and are therefore
undesirable.
'
i
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The Employer stresses the essential facts of

,i
th~

today

are:
The weekly overtime equitability posting was,

'sted on

February 7, 2018, it was posted February lD, 2018.

,Management suggests that, reasonably, if you ju~t I ok at
how this case is put ·together by the Union you will !see 'hat
they ,are trying to smear the arbitrator's thinking on ho Toledo
is NOW versus how Toledo was THEN. The Services quetcies '\\how
long is Tol~do going to be punished 'for the is~ues i~ t
past?"
"

The Agency queries by asking when is the current
and the positive changes that are being impl~mented
finally be rewarded instead of punished punitively?
And the Employer asks how much time has to pass: bef re
someone ,states, "Oh, they had a violation. Well, 2. !yea shave
passed, this is now just a grievance, not a non-c;omp;lia
issue. And the Agency wonders when can, To~edo move !for
If

It is the argument of the Service that, in th~'~nd, ·it was
posted and no harm became to any individual and definitely not
to the Union Hall.
Management suggests that, once ali the evidence and
testimony is entered into the record, the record will s~ow the
Union did not prove with a preponderance of evidence th t any
harm befell the Union Hall. The Agency requests this es alated
remedy be denied in its entirety.
!

I
I

THE ISSUE:

Did the Postal Service violate the National Agreem~nt
including, but not limited to, Article 8, 15, 17, 19,
and the
LMOU when it failed to post the weekly o,vertime equitab~lity?
If so, what is the proper remedy?
'
I,"
i
:

3q

PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION ,PROCEDURE
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:

At the onset of the hearing, the Partiesstipul ted that a
violation of the Local Memorandum of Understanding

d

curred

0

and the remaining issue was one of remedy.
j

There was literally a plethora of "arguments
received from both Parties in this case regarding
respective position. Little of that, in my view,

i
and!

testimony

th~irJ!
I .

per;ta~

II

the actual logistics of this case.

in their closing brief, the Employer Advocate

i

ed to'
.I

stat~d:

,i
I

:

"The Union is solely using Arbitration awards a:nd :
have thus removed Management's ability to resol~e
any" grievances at any other level of the griev~nce
procedure. By removing this ability,. the Arbit~ato !s
have removed Managements ability to abide by ~tic~e
15 of. the National Agreement and to the Joint"
sta tement of Expectations.

J

The Union continually files non-compliance.
.
.
Management has been placed in a Catch 22 situa~i6n I
with regard to esca~ated remedies. We get an
'
arbitration decision. We try to put measures in
place to comply wi th arbitration deci"sions. Prior to
implementing a .decision, we are arbitrate cases with
incident dates and appeals prior to the decision
date of the previous arbitration. Since we have not
had an opportunity to implement the process we lare "
receiving another decision with escalated remedies.;
This has an inherent adverse snowball effect on
management's ability to manage. Cases continue to up
with larger and larger money mandates.
How long
will we be punished for something we are trying to
make right?"
Page 13 of 17

Despite Management's arguments to that end, lit le

f that

pertained directly to the issue at hand, that being,

of

remedy. At face value, the Employer's position that

he

nion

did not suffer any harm would resonate in such a cas .
~ostal

Service argues the .issue of escalated

ces the

Employer i.n a "Catch 22" situation. However, in real'ty, instead
of escalation, the issue is really one of comPliance\.

I:

The Employer insists that compliance has vastly\

.the last year and a half. However, the applicable

I
I

imp~oved

la;,gUa~" of
I

in

'

I

the Local Memorandum of Understanding in this case ii3

ab~olute

I
and is certainly not dependent on local management abSig~ents
i

super~isok
!.

or whether it suites the needs of a particular

or

!

manager. The language. is absolute, unambiguous and w~thort
exception. This particular contract language require~
compliance, not merely improvement in doing so.
!.

I understand there are exceptions to any

~ule,

regulation,

article or section. And if this particular occurrence were that
single exception, the matter would more likely than not be
dismissed. However, that is not the case. There have beep
multiple instances of the Eroployerts fail1..l;re to meet that.
Wednesday posting requirement. And the Employer's same failure
has resulted in settlements including cease and desist orders.
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I

That last word should never be used in the plurl s~nse.

As I have stated

in

explanation as to the meaning and intent of a cease

,epi t order

would be beneficial. It means stop. It means immedia elY

I

r

It

means to cease from' the same action hereinafter into the, future,
I

without excuse. Compliance is mandatory. It's not an option or
.

I

whenever one simply decides to do so.

The issue in this case is similar to a previous case I
i

I

decided at this same installation labeled CllN-4C-C t760380S:
!

"This case file identifies literally a plethora
of non-compliance settlements at the Toledo
I
Installation. Management correctly argued that ~ny
of those were non-precedent setting. And to that
end, I agree I but only to the meri ts o.f the di spute .
The mere quantity cannot be set aside, as i t
certainiy identifies a serious pattern of non- i
compliance regarding. various issues. The issue~ may
have been resolved without precedence and carry:
absolutely no weight in my findings. However, ahy
"without precedence" settlement does not simply:
provide a non-compliance bypass. The number of non
compliance settlements found in this case file i
cannot be set aside...
And in 1994, Arbitrator Mittenthal p,rovidetl a
similar message in another National Award styled
H7C-NA-C 36/132, HOC-NA-C 28:
"It is generally accepted in labor arbitration that
a damage award, arising from a violation of the
collective bargaining agreement, should be limited
to the amount necessary to make the injured
employees whole. Those deprived of a contractual
benefit are made whole for their loss. They receive
compensatory damages to the extent required, no more
and no less."
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i

i

I agree with Arbitrator Mittenthal that a I
remedy serves to restore the status quo ante. Ib the
second Award, Arbitrator Mi ttenthal stops Sho.rt~·Ojf !
making that "status quo ante" mandatory by the se
of wording such as "generally accepted" and "shuld:
be limited." Such mandatory dialpgue indicates he:
intent of Arbitrator Mittenthal was n9t to elimtnat~
the use of punitive awards in certain situationk .. :.
And in my view, this is certainly one of· those
cases."

I

As previously stated, the Employer argues the U~ion is
attempting to "cash in" on every non-compliance oppo1tunity. I

!

disagree as the facts of this case have not led me tt> such a
i

conclusion. Instead, I am of the considered opinion

~he

Union is

on point in concluding the Employer has developed an~ maintained
i:

'

a pattern of non-compliance as i t relates to the matter of
Wednesday overtime postings.

i

I
The record identifies some ten or more settlemeht:s directly
!

relating to Wednesda·y posting delays since the inception of that·
language into their 2016-2019 Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Numerous settlements have included cease and desist prders.
Paramount is the fact the Employer was unable to

sho~

any

foundation for their non-compliance to this negotiated language.
And with that reasoning, I am of the considered opinion the
Union's requested remedy only be the next step in enforcing this
particular language of the Parties Local Memorandum of
Understanding.
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I

Each affected Letter Carrier will be awarded $100.

Union is granted $5000 as a result of local Managem

~d

the

nt"~

.I
I

continued defiance of this unambiguous language fou d :i9 the
2016-2019 Local Memorandum of Understanding.

It is so ordered. I will retain jurisdiction fora period
I

of forty five (45) days from the date of this Award Ifor the
purpose of ensuring compliance only.

i!

I

AWARD

\

The grievance is sustained in accord with t~e above.
\

I

I

Dated: March 5, 2019
Fayette County PA
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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATI.ON
In the Matter of the Arbitration

)
)

)
)
)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)

Grievant:. Wmia Ashford

Post Office~ Toledo. OR - Station A

beVween

and

)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL..CIO

)
)
)

USPS Case #Cl 6N-4C-C 18174356
BRANCH Case #320-C-18
DRT Case #1143571t.i

_____-:--:--_----:--:--::___-J
BEFORE:

Tobie Bravennan

ARBITRATOR

APPEARANCES:
Fm' the U.S. P:Ostal Service! Steven Tremaine·
For the Union: Jeff Fauver
place ot~Headng: Toledo, OH

Date of Hearing: December 6, 2018
AWARD: The grievance is sustained. The Employer is ord:ered to ~ a1ld ~ in failii.1gto
complete one day mail tounts fully and tailing to provide Form 1838-:C to \:.ners, The·Qrlevant
shall be paid the sum of$50.00 and the Union shall be paid the sum ofSSOO.•OO.

Date of Award: February 19, 2019
PANEL: USPS Eastern Are.a I NALC Region 1 I
AwardSumrom

Declaring that a. one day count wHl be disregarded is an insufficient reme4y whe~·tb.ere e:x.i$tS a.
pattern of incompletl! one day countsahd failures to provide the
with the l838..c.lbe
cartier is ·awarded monetary relief due to the lack of.an otherwise a4equaterem.edy. an~ the Onloh
is awarded a monetary sum due to the te~tedfailure toabi4e by~v~c~ fe$OlutioruL

carrier

.....

T~

Tbe instant cue is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms Of the grievance
arbitration provisions set forth in the CollectjveBar~ining Agreement of the parties. Hearing

was held at To1edo, Ohio on Deeember 6t 20 i 8. The p$1ies submitted post bearing, briefs which.
were received by the Arbitrator on January 16 and January 1&, 2() 19~ and. the matter was declared
closed on the latter date. The parties stipulated that the matter is properly before the Arbitmtor,

lind further stipulated that the issue for decision. as framed by the B Team. is as follows:
Did mana.gement violate the National Agreement. including Artiole [5 and previous

Fonnal A and DRT decisions, when it failed to comply withgri~vance resolutions including
1222-C-178) and if so, what is the appropi'iate remedy?

FACTS

The Grievant is a letter carrier at ToJedo, Ohio Station A. The instant grievance &rose.
when a one day mail couqt was ~iany completed on her route on Febl'U8f)' 27. zotS. The
Grievant was given notioe ofthe count o~ the day prior via a notice· posted on truHime clock. On
the day of the count, Manager Paul Dorobek completed the mortling portion ofthe coulit,aIld

advised the Grievant that she woUld be provided with 1he yellow copy of the Frooo. 183S..c upOn
her return to the office. When the Grievant returned to the offioo. it is: undisputed that the
afternoon portion of the oount was notcompleted. TbeOrievant inquired. .conceming the copy of
the 1338;.C1 asking both thea11:ernoort supervisor and the Postmaster, whohappcmed t() be ptescm.t
in the office., concerning the fonn. Nt'lither eould lo(;8te ~e f(lffil;. Postmaster Joseph Stewart

contacted DorQbe.k by phone, but he could not provide any information as to the location of the
2

fu1lll. Tbe Grievant's copy ofthe 1338~C was ij,ever located, mdthe afit;mloon portion. of the

count was not completed. The Bmployer argued in processing the. gri,e-yatJ.ce 'that th~'d«Utt1~nt
was lost, butDerobek did not either .testify at hearing or provide a statement in the grievance· file.
It is therefor~ l,lnclear whether the dQcument was misplaced or never actually-created. Asa result
of the inability to locate the form, Postmaster Stewart ordered that the count·he·canceled and

discarded. The Griev.ant testifted that the process ·of a count is. "nerve Wtacikinlt with.·a; 1llaDager
standing behind her aa she works for Qne and one half hours. and. it'is upset.ting to not be advised
as to the result,

Despite that cancellation of the count,the instant grievatt~ w.as filed oj)jeot\ng.:tothe OIle

day count violation. SpecificaltY$ the grievance alleges that the Employer~s actions in this
instance. constituted a serial violation and non-compliance with a Formal Step A grievance:;.
resolution iuToledo. that r~solutiondated October 31, 20 11, was negotiated qa.8 result'of a
~es Of Qne day counts whi"h we,te incomplete

and ~tive,

Th~ Union aIlQed that the CQunts

were being used as a fQrm of harassment. The grievance resolution tberefore provi4ed that all one
day 'Counts would use the carbon version of the 1838,.C, and,that the yeUow copy would be

provided to the carrier within twenty.. four bouts of the count; The teso:luti.on fiuither pt.0Yideci. that
management officials eonducting the count were require4 to devote iWl attention the eoun~
including P.M. office duties. The agreement finatly provided. that one day mail.COURtS :were. not to
be used for purposes of harassment. A subsequent Fonnal A resolution datdd.D@rnber 11 ~ 2Ql1
included essentially the same language, as wen as an ,additional req~xement that ~reqnired

twen,ty-iQu[ hour prior notice oftbe count woUld be provided direttly to thecatrier. t
The eviOe.nce in the grievance fjledemonstrated that,there,haw 'been at.leut ten prlor

grievance resolutions at either the Fonn~l A or Informai A grievan~ step relati,ng to,oneda'y mail
counts dating from 2015 through May, 2018. with the majority oCCWTing in 2018., The. majority.

of these related to GtJmplaints that the counts were never entered intO' the system and :that: the
1838-C was not provided to the carrier. Because ofthe repeated'failU'fe to ,oomplete the counts.
the carriers viewed the counts as aJotm of harassment rathertban an effort to ascertain the

carders' efficiency.

Sev~al of the Intorrpal

A resolutions inc1Q.de payments in the, amount of

$25.00 to the affected carriers.. None includes payment to the Union. The Uoionat'hearing in this
grievance requested a p~yment in the amount ofS50.00 to, the Grievant and $SOOJJQ to'the-Union.

although the requested payment to the Union has varied during the course ofthe processing ofthis
grievance. It is against this backdrop that the instant grieVance: proceeded. tlttougb the grievance

procedure without re.soiution to arbitration.

BELEV ANT CONTRACTUAL fltOVJSIONS

ARTlCLE 3 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the provisions of this
Agreement andoonsisteut with applicable. laws and regt,llations:
A To direct employees of the Emp]oyer in the perfomtanee ofoffioiaf duties.; ..•
C. TQ maintain the efficiency of the operations. en1tuated to it;.
I Although mentioned at hearing, the Union did not argue that the. notice posted at the
time clock was insufficient at the lower levels of the. grievance procedure. in this case, 8l'ld the
Arbitrator will therefore not address that issue.
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D. To determine the methods, means, and ,PerSOnnel by which such operations 'are
to be c(jnducted; ..,
ARTICLE 19 HANDBOOKS ANDMANU1\LS:

Those parts of aU handbooks, manuals Md published regulations of the PQ$l'al
SerVice, thatdi:reetlyrelate to wages,hours or working ~tijtto1,1S, as ~y apply to,
employees covered by this Agreement, ..• shalt be, continued in eWect ..• '
Handbook M..l9

141.12 Office Routines ...
141.2 Special Office Mail Counts
When management desires to determine the effi.eiency of a carrier in the offioe, '3
count of m~l may be:rnade. The, carrier must be ~iven on.e day's advance
notifica~ion ofthis $pe£ial OO,unt. Use Fotm 1838-c to record COUht and time i'tettls

concerned. The carrier must ~ advised of the resuit otthe. MD.oe Ulail ~OUt'lt.

rOSITIONS 9F IDE PARIlES
Unioll,PQsiUQn: The Unianconteruis that it has met its burden ofproofta demonstrate
not Qnly a violation of the F.otmal A resolutiOl.tll regarding office mail oounts, but has fu.rthet
demonstrated that there i8a, pattern apd p:ra.ctice of repeated and$erial non-ooxnpli~c~With

grievance settlements and B Team griev.ance resolutions in Toledo. There is no question tbatthe'
mail count of the Grievant was. not completed and she was not proVided: With the, 1&38-C. This

bas been a repeated issue, and the subject of nlm:u~rous grievances,$ild grievance t:e$Olutjons,
Knowing this, a reasonable effort to comply should have been made~ but apparently itW8S not;

Despite the number of grievance settlements the Employer has. continiJbd to viblate the agreed
prior t()8olutions. Additjonally, tl;lere is a history in Toledoof repe.(ed vioiatiQlls in other,~

which havet>¢en the subject ofseveral arbitrations in which arbitrators haw awarded escalating.
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monetary remedies as a result of management's repetiti,ve;violalions, Even with -the imposition fi>f
es:~alated remedies, the violations have persisted. The only way to stop-the :violations at this pailu

is to escalate the n..'I11edies to the carriers and. the Union to such an extent that it is lessprofitab.te
to violate the grievance re&91utions than tooomply. While the Employer has attemPted. to paint

the Union as greedy, the Union has been forced to expend its time r;md resotU'ce8 to epion::e j'tS
members' tights. Be.cause this issue is a recurring one, the l)Jlionshou~be granted a monetary

award to compenSate for its need to repeatedly pursue grievances on the same issue and to, impress
on the EtnplQy¢r the need for future compliance. Tht griev811ce should theref«e be sWltained.in
its entirety.
E!.l\Ployer Position: The Empleyer contends that the ev~ d$onstratw that there was

no violation of the National Agreement in this case. While an offi~~~Quntwas~gun <mth~
Grievant. when the 183 8~C could not be located upon her rewm to the"·offiQe; mauagement.

attempted to lecate the form, and discarded the ooUht when it could not be found.. That action was

sufficient to remedy th~ failure to complete the CQ.unt and ptovid",the Gri~t with its -l'e8.ult
There was therefore no. harmwbich r"quires a remedy; The EmpltJYtU' further DOtes that the
Union's Formal A representative did not appear to have authority -tQ settle tbc',grievance*lS is

required by Article 15. She made. a. phone call during the .meeting. and adv.ised Sabriya .Glass, the
manag¢lllent representative. thatshe could not settle without the paymento.f SOint!! amount (1f
money. This amounted to baQ faith bargaining. Further;'many ofthe·pvance·~solutions

induded in the case· file by the Union address unrelated matters\ and are mtrely-filler to· give the.
appeal'an~e ofnon-comp1i~.e:where none ~ists.

Finally, the requested pa~entttltho· Uni()n in

this ease is stnctly punitive, Such a remedy is l10t provided for -by ~ Na.ti<mal ~ent.
6
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Th~

Union ha$ falled tQ demonstrate hann to either the Grievant or tome Uni.on. The requested.
payments are therefor ul\hl$rified and should not be awarded in this case. The grievance should ~
denied it its entirety.

DISCU~WN AND ANALYSIS

This being a case of contract interpl'ttation, it is clear that the bmden.ofproofi.son the

Union to demonstrate by a preponderanoe ofthe evidence that the Employet violated fbe.t¢r.ms of
the CoUective BargairUng Agreement in its conduct ofa ont:HJaymail C01,1flt on the·Qrlevant

Without either completing the count or providing her with a '11t3g~C witbin twel)ty··four b,o~

thereafter.. That viQlation appears to be clear. The Grievant testified ,without contradietion tbat
the count was Mt completed and she did not ever receive the lS38-C for the oountwhioh·DOto~k

conducted ort Febt'lklTy 27, 2018. While the Employer asserted that the £Om wasmertlY'lOSt tSntl
the count was· thrown out by the Postmaster ~rthe 183 S-C co'\ll~ not be: loo~", it ~ not
proven that in fact the form was ever created in the tiM instance.
Tru!!i$ ofparticular Concern in vlew ofthe history of grievarl.CleS.in Toledo. which resulted

from Qne day mail counts whl~h followedju,st this pattern. While the Bm.pl()yetatgu~ that.the
one day count was not proven to be harassment, the Grievant testJ.6ed that it is $~~ to have:a

superviaor stand. behind her for one and one-half hours in the office looking for mistakes1md
.m~$tep$. tnere is little doubt that this is atypical ~tiOD to that scen(:frio~ and havin.g a
.supervisor look over your sQoulder as you work·cxeates an inherently stres~ aituanon,

~

conduct ofa one day mail count, however1 regardless of whether or natit cr~ sttessto the
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carrier, normally hasalegitimttte purpose. That is, to dere.mri,neiftbe canieris pettOrming
efficientty. and to cQrrect ineflicienoies which roilY be observed. On. the othedUf.nd~ifthe QAttier

is notprovided with ejther commendation for ajob well done or correction for nmtaites. the ooont
can have only one purpose. That is, to serve as a mild (onn ofinti~idation or h~t 'In

fa<:t,. tlris was the basis· for the prior grievances resolved at Formal Step A which soUiht to end this

managerial practice, In light of this history. and in the absence ofany ttStimooy o.r Itatement.iTom

. Dotobek. it can only be presumed that the one day coUnt on the Orievut was Ii continuation oft1te
inappropriate practice which the Employer bad agreed to stQp in two diff~t grlevaQe
resolutions?

It.is unclear why management in Toledo cannot fuHy complete one day cQuots and provide
the -carrier with the appropriate feed back from trre count as is required both by the,Pormal A
grieVance resotutionsand M-39

~14L2j

quoteda:bove, While on ®~onf the press c;fbusiness

or an emergency may.prevent the completion of the count~ there was no md.erlce that such was
the case here. In light of the history on this issue, it is Simply aRtmaeaeptableexcuse tha~ in 1he

course of l\ single work day. the fonn was irretrievably iO'st. Furti'ler; shnply~'diseardin('·the
count after. the fact does not compensate the carrier for undergoinathe undut} stress impoSed by

thecoUrit which ultimately served no legititl'Ulte purpose. This iseifectively no rem~ at aU sine¢'
trun~ount was

already invalid since it was. incomplete andundocun'lented. To pemilithe

Employer to repeat this pattern while resolving the¥iolation by igOorina die ®.Untrestllts U1

'l The testimony established that Dorobek7 as the opening,supervisor, was gone for the
day by the lime the Grievant retu.medfrom the street. The evidence suggested 1hat the at\etnoon
supervi$Ol'S were not even intbrmed that thero was a Gaunt to complete for the'Ori¢Vtilltb 'lndthey
cettainJy were not advised as to the location of my 183S-C.
.
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harm to the Grievant. without providing the potential for a remedy. Under

t_

:c~. a

monetary remedy is appropriate. The Grievant shall ~ awarded the awn of$50~OO. oouble the
amollntagreed upon in prior grlevaooe resolutions. due to the r~ted natuTe oftbis violation.

The other aspect of remedy requested. by the Union in this cue. 4iIOncems 'the Union*s

request for a monetary. payment to serve as incentive for the Employer's future'Cemptianceandto
..
to compensate the Ullion for the time and expense involved in repeatediypursuing grievances
c(lOQeming the same issue. In the initial grievance the Union sought $5.000.00, at hearins
however; 'this amount of was reduced to $500;00. In its PQSt-~ing brief the Union'requested ,an
amount ,\large enough to guarantee manag,ement' 3 compliance with settlements". While thi$
Arbitrator has on occaaion awarded such· payments in cases where it is:~$8&ljT to file: serial
grievances to enforce. prior grievance settlements ol'arbitration awards, the Ar.bittatOt,is ·oot
entirely convinced. that. an aw~d inexoes$ of$S;OQO.OO as s:equested.by th~ Union here.WDuld

either be an equitable award or 'Would have the desited etlCc.t of &tQpping all future violations.
Further, the evidence in this C3$e demonstrates that this is the first atbit:t$ion t:eprdinlJ the issue

presented here, Thus. while there have been a nwnber of grievances'and 'Pvance l'eSOluuon&
regarding one day count violations, this is the first time the issue has. reached the aJ:ibitration step
of the

griev~ce

procedure.

The issue of compliance with gr1lCvance settlements lind arbitra.tion awards in gim~aL"Ofl
the other hand, has been a particularly difficult one in Toledo. The griev8DCe file, as well· $.8

several arbitration awards, demonstrate that the Employer bas repeated,Jy reached .grie'V1llCe.
re$olutions or b.een ordered to cease and desist or m.a:k.e payments by arbitratots<)llly weidler
commit the same ofiense again many tines or delay payment for an inordinate amount..oftime;
9

Thes~ aptions~ as Union Vice-PresIdent, Andy Adkinson testified, have resulted ihasig~fioant

loss of credibility for the Union with its m¢mbers. In taQt. Adkinson te.stifted t~ $()lne mc.mbets
have threatened to resign. their membership due to the UnioO'9inabilityto. compei CQDtract9al,
compliance. Additionally. the repeated vialatio.ns have resulted in ~ UniQn'sn,eeqtQ ~pend

scarce resources to pursue DlUltiple grievances on the same topic. Under these circumstan~·tbe
Arbitrator believes thalapaytnentto the Umon.is appropriate.

However~

the.amotmt requested. by

the Union is excessive .and was not adequately jl$tifted. The tJnionshaUtherefilte be awmied:the
sum of $500,00 which is intended to itnpressupon the Employer that r~.and.~u,ing.

violations of agre¢ti upon grievaJ\ce..reS,Qlutions are· not 8c.ctptable.

M~t$tmd

$upeMSOl'$

must be made .aware of those 'actions which ate improper and be cleatlyiflS1rUated AS- to
eltpectations, Ultiinately,.it is only through clear expectations set by upper managemet# that
mana~eB.l~nt at the :otlice ievel will be made to conform.

The grievance is sustained. The Employer is ordered to cease and desist in failing to

complete one day roail~ounts fully and failing to provide FQtJn 183'8-Cto ca:rrif;lS. the Ori~vailt

shall be paid the sum onso.oo and the. U1).icm $hall ~ paid thes.unt_of$SOO,_OO~

Dated: Februa(y 19.2012
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL
(pACIFIC AREA)

In the Matter of the Arbitration

Grievant: Ms. Carol RIchards

between

Post Office: Cbino, California

~TEDSTATESPOSTALSERVICE

USPS Case No: F98N-4F-D02246082
FOIN-4F-C03003434
NALC Case No: CH~1765-o2~D
CH-1766-o2-C

and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETfER
CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

BEFORE: Donald E. Olson, Jr., Arbitrator
For the U.S. Postal SerVice: Mr. Wayne ManhaD
For the NAL(;: Mr. Charlie Miller
Place of Hearing: Chino, California
Date of Hearing: March 5, 2003, July 1,2003, September 10,2003,
October 27, 2003, and November 14, 2003.
Date of Award: January 2, 2004
Relevant Contnct Provisions: Articles 3, 5, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, and 31
ELM Sections 661.53 & 666.2
Contract Year: 2001-2006
Type of Grievances: Discipline and Contract
Award Summary:
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Both grievances are denied.
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OPINION 01" 'I'D ARBITRATOR

PROCEDURAL M&TTERS

This matter was conducted in accordance with the
provisions outlined in Article 15 of the parties' National
Agreement.

Hearings were held before the undersigned on March

5, 2003, July 1, 2003, September 10, 2003, October 21, 2003,
and November 14, 2003, in the postal facility located at 5315
Walnut Avenue, Chino, California.
hearing commenced.

On March 5, 2003, the

The case numbers assigned these two (2)

disputes were F98N-4F-D02246082, CH-176S-02-D, FOlN-4F
C03003434, and CH-1766-02-C.

During the first day of the

hearing the arbitrator ordered the u.S. Postal Service to
provide the National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
with an entire copy of the video taken during its
investigation.

Subsequently, the United States Postal Service

complied with this directive.

On July 1, 2003, the National

Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO requested an
opportunity to file a brief on a matter pertaining to the
arbitrator's jurisdiction to hear the instant dispute(s).

The

arbitrator granted the parties an opportunity to file briefs,
which were to be post-marked no later than July 18, 2003.
arbitrator received the National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO brief on July 19, 2003, and the United

The

States Postal Service brief on July 22, 2003.

After reviewing

the parties' briefs the arbitrator denied the Union's motion
for summary judgment on August 1, 2003.

Thereafter, a third

day of hearing was set for September 10, 2003.

Prior to the

hearing on October 27, 2003, the National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO requested the arbitrator to issue a
subpoena for the entire Postal Inspection file regarding
grievance number F98N-4F-D02246082.

On October 21, 2003, the

Postal Inspection Service notified Mr. Charles Miller,
President of Local 1100 of the National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO that it would not comply with the subpoena.
During the hearing on October 27, 2003, the arbitrator ordered
the United States Postal Service to provide the entire file to
the National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
representative within seven (7) calendar days.

On November

14, 2003, the arbitrator was informed the entire file had been
made available for the National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO representative(s) to review.
proceeded in an orderly manner.

The hearing

There was a full opportunity

for the parties to make opening statements, to submit
evidence, to examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to argue
the matter.

All witnesses testified under oath as

administered by the arbitrator.

The advocates fully and

fairly represented their respective parties.
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The parties

stipulated that theses disputes had been submitted properly to
arbitration.

The parties submitted the matter on the basis of

the evidence presented at the hearing and through argument set
forth in their respective post-hearing briefs.

The parties

were unable to frame the issue(s) to be determined, however,
agreed the arbitrator could frame the issue(s).

Mr. Wayne

Marshall, Labor Relations Specialist, represented the United
States Postal Service, hereinafter referred to as Uthe
Employer".

Mr. Charlie Miller, President of Branch 1100,

represented the National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL
CIO, hereinafter referred to as "the Union", and Ms. Carol
Richards, hereinafter referred to as "the Grievant".

The

parties submitted four (4) jOint exhibits, all of which were
received and made a part of the record.

The Union submitted

eight (8) exhibits, all of which were received and made a part
of the record.

The Employer objected to the introduction of

Union exhibits 7 and 8.
objections.

The arbitrator noted the Employer's

The Employer introduced one(l) exhibit, which was

received an made a part of the record.

The parties requested

an opportunity to file post-hearing briefs, which were to be
postmarked no later than December 19, 2003.

The arbitrator

received the Employer's brief on December 14, 2003, and the
Union's brief on December 24, 2003, at which time the hearing
record was closed.

The arbitrator promised to render his
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written opinion and award within thirty (30) calendar days·
after the hearing record had been closed.

This opinion and

award will serve as this arbitrator's final and binding
decision regarding these disputes.

The Grievant acknowledged.·

her understanding that this arbitrator's decision regarding
these two (2) disputes was a final and binding resolution of
these matters.
:ISSUE (S)

The Arbitrator frames the issues to be determined as
follows:
Did the Employer have just cause to issue a Notice
of Removal to the Grievant on September 4, 2002 for
misrepresenting her medical condition?
If not,
what is an appropriate remedy?
Did the Employer violate Articles 2, 3, 5, 13, 15,
16, or 19 of the National Agreement when they denied
the Grievant's request for light duty? If so, what
is an appropriate remedy?
ST:IJ?tJLAT:IONS

1.

The Grievant suffered an on-the-job injury
on September 30, 1989.

2.

The Grievant was placed on total disability
due to this on-the-job injury as April 30, 1993.

3.

During the period June 29, 1999 through August
August 10, 2000, Postal Inspectors conducted
video surveillance on the Grievant.

4.

On September 11, 2000, the Office of Workers
Compensation notified the Grievant that they
were proposing to terminate her total disability
benefits based on her injury of September 30,
1989.
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5.

On November 30, 2000, the Grievant was notified
to report to work on December 4, 2000. Grievant
reported to work and was sent home.

6.

On June 1, 2001, the Office of Workers
Compensation notified the Grievant that they
were proposing to terminate her total
disability benefits based on her injury of
September 30, 1989.

7.

The Grievant continued to receive total
disability compensation from the Office of
Workers Compensation (OWCP) from April 30, 1993,
through July 1, 2001.

8.

On August 29, 2001, the Grievant requested a
permanent light duty position.

9.

The Grievant had an OWCP oral hearing concerning
the notice of proposed termination of her
benefits on January 9, 2002.

10. The issue presented to the OWCP hearing officer
was: "Whether the claimant has any condition
or disability after July 1, 2001, casually
related to the September 30, 1989, injury and
whether she has any permanent partial
impairment of the right arm due to her September
30, 1989, injury, which would entitle her to
compensation under the schedule award provisions
of the Act.
11. A decision was rendered April 8, 2002. The
hearing officer affirmed the lower decision
to terminate total disability benefits as of
July 1, 2001.
12. The Grievant has appealed that decision to the
Employees' Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB).
13. On September 24, 2002, the Service issued a
Notice of Removal with the following charge:
"MISREPRESENTING YOUR MEDICAL CONDITION"
• . . Your conduct as noted above was
clearly motivated by your intent to receive
OWCP benefits that you otherwise may not have
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been entitled."
14. The Union filed a timely grievance on the
Notice of Removal and is properly before. the
Arbitrator.
15. The Union filed a timely grievance on the denial
of light duty work and that issue is properly
before the arbitrator.
16. In May of 2003, the Union was provided copies of
all video tapes made by the Postal Inspectors on
the Grievant.
PBRTIHBN'f PROVISIONS OF THE 2001-2006 NATIONAL AGRBBMEN'l"
ARTICLE 3
RIGHTS

~

The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject
to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent
with applicable laws and regulations:
A. To direct employees of the Employer in the
performance of official duties;
B. To hire, promote, transfer, assign, and retain
employees in positions within the Postal Service and
to suspend, demote, discharge, or take other
disciplinary action against such employees;

c. To maintain the efficiency of the operations
entrusted to it;
D. To determine the methods, means, and personnel
by which such operations are to be conducted;
ARTICLE 13
ASSIGNMBN'l! OF ILL OR INJURED BBGOIJ\R
WORKFORCE EMPLOYBBS

Section 1. Introduction

B. The U.S. Postal Service and the Union
recognizing their responsibility to aid and assist
deserving full-time regular or part-time flexible
employees who through illness or injury are
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unable to perform their regularly assigned duties,
agree to the following provisions and conditions for
reassignment to temporary or permanent light duty
or other assignments. It will be the responsibility
of each installation head to implement the
provisions of this Agreement within the
installation, after local negotiations.
Section 2. Bmployee's Request for Reassignment
A.

~emporary

Reassignment

Any full-time regular or part-time flexible employee
recuperating from a serious illness or injury and
temporarily unable to perform the assigned duties
may voluntarily submit a written request to the
installation head for temporary assignment to a
light duty or other assignment. The request shall
be supported by a medical statement from a licensed
physician or a by a written statement from a
licensed chiropractor stating, when possible, the
anticipated duration of the convalescence period.
Such employee agrees to submit to a fUrther
examination by a physician designated by the
installation head, if that official so requests.
B. Per.manent Reassignment

1. Any ill or injured full-time regular or
part-time flexible employee having a
minimum of five years of postal service,
or any full-time regular or part-time
flexible employee who sustained injury on
duty, regardless of years of service,
while performing the assigned duties can
submit a voluntary request for permanent
reassignment to light duty or other
assignment to the installation head if the
employee is permanently unable to perform
all or part of the assigned duties. The
request shall be accompanied by a medical
certificate from a physician designated by
the installation head giving full evidence
of the physical condition of the employee,
the need for reassignment, and the ability
of the employee to perform other duties.
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A certificate from the employee's personal
physician will not be acceptable.
2. The following procedures are the exclus~ve
procedures for resolving a disagreement
between the employee's physician and
physician designated by the USPS
concerning the medical condition of an
employee who has requested a permanent
fight duty assignment . . These procedures
shall not apply to cases where the
employee's medical condition arose out of
an occupational illness or injury. On
request of the Union, a third physician
will be selected from a list of five Board
Certified Specialists in the medical
field for the. condition in question, the
list to be supplied by the local Medical
Society. The physician will be selected
by the alternate striking of names from
the list by the Union and the Employer.
The Employer will supply the selected
physician with all relevant facts
including job description and occupational
physical requirements. The decision of
the third physician will be final as to
the employee's medical condition and
occupational limitations, if any. Any
other issues relating to the employee's
entitlement to a light duty assignment
shall be resolved through the grievance~
arbitration procedure. The costs of the
services of the third physician shall be
shared by the Union and the Employer.
C.
Installation heads shall show the greatest
consideration for full-time regular or part-time
flexible employees requiring light duty or other
assignments, giving each request careful attention,
and reassign such employees to the extent possible
in the employee's office. When a request is
refused, the installation head shall notify the
concerned employee in writing, stating the reasons
for the inability to reassign the employee.
Section 3. Local Implementation
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Due to varied size installations and conditions
within installations, the fol'lowing important items
having a direct bearing on these reassignment
procedures (establishment of light duty assignments)
should be dete.rmined by local negotiations.
A. Through local negotiations, each office will
establish the assignments that are to be considered
light duty with each craft represented in the
office. These negotiations should explore ways and
means to make adjustments in normal assignments, to
convert them to light duty assignments without
seriously affecting the production of the
assignment.
B. Light duty assignments may be established from
part-time hours, to consist of 8 hours or less in a
service day and 40 hours or less in a service week.
The establishment of such assignment does not
guarantee any hours to a part-time flexible
employee.

c. Number of Light Assignments. The number of
assignments within each craft that may be reserved
for temporary or permanent light duty assignments,
consistent with good bUsiness practices, shall be
determined by past experience as to the number of
reassignments that can be expected during each year,
and the method used in reserving these assignments
to insure that no assigned full-time regular
employee will be adversely affected, will be defined
through local negotiations. The light duty
employee's tour hours, work location and basic work
week shall be those of the light duty assignment
and the needs of the service, whether or not the
same as for the employee's previous duty assignment.
Section 4. General Policy Procedures

A. Every effort shall be made to reassign the
concerned employee with the employee's present craft
or occupational group, even if such assignment
reduces the number of hours of work for the
supplemental work force. After all efforts are
exhausted in this area, consideration will be given
to reassignment to another craft or occupational
group within the same installation.
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B. The full-time regular or part-time flexible
employee must be able to meet the qualifications of
position to which the employee is reassigned on a,
permanent basis. On a temporary reassignment,
qualifications can be modified provided excessive
hours are not used in the operation.

c. The reassignment of a full-time regular or
part-time flexible employee to a temporary or
permanent light duty or other assignment shall not
be made to the detriment of any full-time regular
on a scheduled assignment or give a reassigned
part-time flexible preference over other part-time
flexible employees.
D. The reassignment of a full-time regular or
part-time flexible employee under the provisions of
this Article to an agreed-upon light duty temporary
or permanent or other assignment within the offic~,
such as type of assignment, area of assignment,
hours of duty, etc., will be the decision of the
installation head who will be guided by the
examining physician's report, employee's ability
to reach the place of employment and ability to
perform the duties involved.
E. An additional full-time position can be
authorized with the craft or occupational group to
which the employee is be reassigned, if the
additional position can be established out of the
part-time hours being used in that operation
without increasing the overall hours usage. If
this cannot be accomplished, then consideration will
be given to reassignment to an existing vacancy.
F. The installation head shall review each light
duty reassignment at least once each year, or at any
time the installation head has reason to believe the
incumbent is able to perform satisfactorily in other
than the light duty assignment the employee
occupies. This review is to determine the need for
continuation of the employee in the light duty
assignment. Such employee may be requested to
submit to a medical review by a physician designated
by the installation head if the installation head
believes such examination to be necessary.
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G. The following procedures are the exclusive
procedures for resolving a disagreement between the
employee's physician and the physician designated by
the USPS concerning the medical condition of an
employee who is on a light duty assignment. These
procedures shall not apply to cases where the
employee's medical condition arose out of an
occupational illness or injury. On request of the
Union, a third physician will be selected from
list of five Board Certified Specialist in the
medical field for the condition in question, the
list to be supplied by the local Medical Society.
The physician will be selected by the alternate
striking of names from the list by the Union and the
Employer. The Employer will supply the selected
physician with all relevant facts including job
description and occupational physical requirements.
The decision of the third physician will be final
as to the employee's medical condition and
occupational limitations, if any. Any other issues
relating to the employee's entitlement to a light
duty assignment shall be resolved through the
grievance procedure. The costs of the services of
the third physician shall be shared by the Union and
the Employer.
H. When a full-time regular employee in a
temporary light duty assignment is declared
recovered on medical review, the employee shall be
returned to the employee's former duty assignment,
if it has not been discontinued. If such form
regular assignment has been discontinued, the
employee becomes an unassigned full-time employee.
I. If a full-time regular employee is reassigned
in another craft for permanent light duty and later
is declared recovered, on medical review, the
employee shall be returned to the first available
full-time regular vacancy in complement in the
employee's former craft. Pending return to such
former craft, the employee shall be an unassigned
full-time regular employee. The employee's
seniority shall be restored to include service in
the light duty assignment.
J. When a full-time regular employee who has been
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awarded a permanent light duty assignment within the
employee's own craft is declared recovered, on
medical review, the employee shall become an
unassigned full-time regular employee.
K. When a part-time flexible on temporary light
duty is declared recovered, the employee's detail to
light duty shall be terminated.
L. When a part-time flexible who has been
reassigned in another craft on permanent light duty
is declared recovered, such assignment to light
duty shall be terminated. Section 4.1. above,
does not apply even though the employee has
advanced to full-time regular while on light duty.
ARTICLB 15
GRIEVMtCB-ARBI'fRATIOH PROCBD'URE

Section 2. Grievance Procedure-Steps
Fo:r.mal Step A
(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall
make a full and detailed statement of facts relied
up.on, contractual provisions involved, and remedy
sought. The Union representative may also furnish
written statements from witnesses or other
individuals. The Employer representative shall also
make a full and detailed statement of facts and
contractual provisions relied upon. The parties'
representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort
in the effort to develop all necessary facts,
including the exchange of copies of all relevant
papers or documents in accordance with Articles 17
and 31. The parties' representatives may mutually
agree to jointly interview witnesses where desirable
to assure full development of all facts and
contentions.
step 8:
(b) fte Step 8 team will review the appeal and issue
a joint report of the decision and any supporting
findings wi thin fourt.een (14) days of receipt of the
appeal at. St.ep 8 unless the parties mutually agree
to ext.end the fourteen (14) day period. The St.ep B
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priori~

consideration to discussion
It is the
responsibility of the Step B team to ensure that the
facts and contentions of grievances are fully
developed and co~sidered,andresolvegrievances
jointly. '!'he Step B team. may 1) resolve the
grievance 2) declare an impasse 3) hold the
grievance pending resolution of a representative
case or national interpretive case or 4) remand the
grievance with specific instructions. In any case$!
where the step B team mutually concludes that
team will give

and decision of removal cases.

relevant facts or contentions were not developed
adequately in Foxmal step A, they have authority to
return the grievance to the Foxmal Step A level
for full development of all facts and further
consideration at that level . • . •
ARTICLE 16
DISCIPLINE PROCBDURB
Section 1. PrinCiples

In the administration of this Article, a basic
principle shall be that discipline should be
corrective rather than punitive. No employee may
be disciplined or discharged except for just cause
such as, but not limited to, insubordination,
pilferage, intoxication ( drugs or alcohol),
incompetence, failure to perform work as requested,
violation of the terms of this Agreement, or failure
to observe safety rules and regulations. Any such
discipline or discharge shall be subject to the
grievance-arbitration procedure provided for in
this Agreement, which could result in reinstatement
and restitution, including back pay.
ARTICLE 17
REPRESENTATION
Section 3. Rights of Stewards

. . . The steward, chief steward or other Union
representative properly certified in accordance with
Section 2 above may request and shall obtain access
through the appropriate supervisor to review the
documents, files and other records necessary for
processing a grievance or determining if a grievance
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exists and shall have the right to interview
the aggrieved employee(s), supervisors and witnesses
during working hours. Such requests shall not be
unreasonably denied~ • • •
ARTICLE 19
BANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals, and published
regulations of the Postal Service, that directly
relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as
they apply to employees covered by this Agreement,
shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except
that the Employer shall have the right to make
changes that are not inconsistent with this
Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and
equitable. This includes, but is not limited to,
the Postal Service Manual and the F-21, Timekeeper's
Instructions.
ARTICLE 31
UNION-MANAGEMBN'l' COOPERM'ION

Section 3. Infoxmation

The Employer will make available for inspection
by the Union all relevant information necessary for
collective bargaining or the enforcement,
administration or interpretation of thi.s Agreement,
including information necessary to determine whether
to file or to continue the processing of a grievance
under this Agreement. Upon the request of the
Union, the Employer will furnish such information,
provided, however, that the Employer may require the
Union to reimburse the USPS for any costs reasonably
incurred in obtaining the information.
Requests for information relating to purely local
matters should be submitted by the local Union
representative to the installation head or designee.
BACKGROUND
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The Grievant began her employment with the Employer at
its facility in Chino, California as a Letter Carrier on
February 22, 1988.

On September 30, 1989, the Grievant

sustained an injury to her right arm while performing her
duties on her route.
arm

th~ough

The Grievant claims she placed her right

a gate, inserting her arrow key into the lock on

the opposite side when the gate started to move and she was
pinned to the gate with her right arm sticking through the
other side, since her arrow key was attached by a chain to her
waist.

According to the Grievant the chain broke and she was

then fell to the ground.

Thereafter, the Grievant was

examined on September 30, 1989, by Dr. Gary Taff, who
diagnosed her condition aS,a strain of the right shoulder,
right elbow, and right wrist, and an abrasion of the left
knee.

Dr. Taff was of the opinion the Grievant was able to

perform light duty work after his examination had concluded.
The Grievant then submitted a Notice of Traumatic Injury and
Claim for Compensation on Form CA-l.

Subsequently, Dr. Taff

referred the Grievant to a Dr. Richman, a neurologist.

The

Grievant was examined by the Dr. Richman on October 11, 1989.
Later, Dr. Richman reported in his opinion there was no
evidence of any significant trauma to the right upper
extremity.

Dr. Richman also concluded the Grievant at the

time of his examination was malingering.
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Afterwards, the

Grievant was once again examined by Dr. Alfonso, a
neurologist.

Dr. Alfonso determined the Grievant was

exaggerating her complaints.

Dr. Alfonso diagnosed the

Grievant's condition as a muscu1o1igamentous injury of the
right shoulder and right arm.

Next, the Grievant was examined

by Dr. Kropac, a orthopedic surgeon on October 16, 1989.
Kropac after his examination of the Grievant opined that

Dr.
th~

Grievant should be able to work in a modified duty capacity.
Meanwhile, the Grievant was examined on July 15, 1990, by Dr.
Sexton, a neurosurgeon.

This examination of the Grievant was

made at the request of her attorney.

Dr. Sexton concluded the

Grievant was temporarily totally disabled for at least six to
eight weeks.

There were other medical evaluations made of the

Grievant during 1990.
Once again, on April 25, 1990, the Grievant was examined
by Dr. Sobol, an orthopedic surgeon.

Dr. Sobol concluded the

Grievant's condition demonstrated a mild reflex sympathetic
dystrophy of the right upper extremity.

The Office of

Workers' Compensation accepted the claim that the September
30, 1989, accident caused right arm strain.

Except for three

days (October 12, October 17 and October 18, 1989), the
Grievant 'did not work after September 30, 1989, until August
13, 1990, when she returned to work in a modified job working
four hours per day with duties of labeling, photocopying and
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other duties as needed. The OWCP paid the Grievant
compensation for wage loss from November 8, 1989 through
August 14, 1990, and also paid her compensation for four hours
of wage loss per day beginning August 13, 1990.

Thereafter,

the Grievant stopped working effective April 30, 1993, and did
not return to duty, claiming a recurrence of total disability
due to work injury.

The record of this case shows the

Grievant received total disability compensation from the OWCP
from April 30, 1993, through July 1, 2001.

On May 13, 1996,

the Grievant was examined by Dr. Nagelberg, an orthopedic
surgeon.

Dr. Negelberg reviewed the Grievant's medical

history and treatment dating back to September 30, 1989.

At

this time, Dr. Nagelberg concluded the Grievant was suffering
from right reflex sympathetic dystrophy and contracture, right
upper extremity.

He opined that the Grievant was temporarily

totally disabled.

Thereafter, the OWCP referred the Grievant

for a second opinion examination by Dr. Barnett, an orthopedic
surgeon.

Dr. Barnett diagnosed the Grievant's condition as a

residual of profound reflex sympathetic dystrophy, post
traumatic, right upper extremity.

Later, on March 7, 1997,

the OWCP advised the Grievant that her condition of reflex
sympathetic dystrophy of the right upper extremity was
accepted as causally related to the September 30, 1989 work
injury.

Afterwards, on September 19, 1997, the OWCP paid the
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claimant compensation for total wage loss retroactive to April
30, 1993.

Meanwhile, Dr. Nagelberg continued to examined the

Grievant periodically, and treat her diagnosed condition.

On

December 7, 1997, Dr. Nagelberg completed a work restriction
evaluation form OWCP 5-c, indicating that the Grievant was
unable to use the right upper extremity for any work of any
nature.

Once again, on February 25, 1999, Dr. Nagelberg re

examined the Grievant.

After the examination was completed

Dr. Nagelberg stated that,

~the

patient has lost complete use

of her right upper extremity for any significant activities."
On March 2, 2000, Dr. Nagelberg re-examined the Grievant.
Thereafter, Dr. Nagelberg completed a work restriction
evaluation form on March 9, 2000, indicating that the Grievant
was still unable to use her right upper extremity for any work
of any nature.

Meanwhile, the Employer's Injury Compensation

Specialist, Carol Huggins had contacted the Postal Inspection
Service prior to June of 1999, and referred this case for
investigation.

The Inspection Service began surveillance

operations of the Grievant from June 29, 1999, through July
25, 2000.

After this surveillance operation was concluded,

the Inspection Service presented their findings to Dr.
Nagelberg, the Grievant's treating physician on July 27, 2000.
After having reviewed the video tapes, Dr. Nagelberg signed an
affidavit on August 3, 2000, indicating he had reached a
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conclusion that the Grievant misrepresented her medical
condition to him, and that he felt she was a fraud.

Dr.

Nagelberg then released the Grievant to go back to work full
time, without any medical restrictions.

On September 11,

2000, the Grievant was apprised by OWCP that it proposed to
terminate all benefits regarding the injuries she had
sustained on September 30, 1989, based upon her treating
physicians decision to release her to return to regular work
with no restrictions.
Thereafter, on August 29, 2001, the Grievant made,a
request for permanent light duty.

This request was denied by

the postmaster of the Chino postal facility on September 11,
2001, when he informed the Grievant that after having reviewed
the operations at the Chino facility, it was determined that
work accommodations could not be made at that time based on
the Grievant's medical restrictions.

Later, the Grievant once

again made a request in writing for light duty on September
19, 2002.

Meanwhile, the Union filed a grievance on behalf of

the Grievant after she had been denied light duty/permanent
light duty based on an alleged ongoing violation, claiming
violations of Articles 2, 3, 5, 13, 15, 16, and 19 of the
National Agreement.

This grievance was processed through the

grievance procedure, which cUlminated in the Step B Dispute
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Resolution Team reaching an impasse on this dispute on January
29, 2003.
Simultaneously, the Grievant returned to Dr. Barnett for
re-examination on September 19, 2000, who determined the
Grievant's medical condition was unchanged since his first
examination on January 31, 1997.

On October 2, 2000, the

Grievant underwent a functional capacity evaluation by a
physical therapist.

Later, the physical therapist reported

that the Waddell's overall testing result for the Grievant was
positive, that is, (indicated that symptom magnification was
present), that the validity profile was invalid, and that
inappropriate illness behavior was demonstrated in six of six
categories tested.
Subsequently, the OWCP prepared a Statement of Accepted
Facts dated October 11, 2000, which led the OWCP to refer the
Grievant for a second opinion examination by Dr. Ibrahim
Yashruti, an orthopedic surgeon.
November 14, 2000.

The Grievant was examined on

Afterwards, on November 17, 2000, Dr.

Yashruti, issued his findings regarding the Grievant medical
status.

Dr. Yashruti reported that the examination findings

did not reveal a typical picture of reflex sympathetic
dystrophy.

In addition, Dr. Yashruti opined that the only

physical limitation the Grievant had would be no work with the
right arm above shoulder level and no lifting with the right
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arm over 40 pounds.

Later, in a letter dated December 13,

2000, Dr. Yashruti indicated the Grievant highly exaggerated
her symptoms.

Eventually, the OWCP in order to resolve the

conflict in medical opinion between Dr. Yashruti and the
Grievant's treating physicians concerning her work
restrictions, the OWCP referred the Grievant to a referee
medical specialist.

The specialist selected was Dr. Ball.

The Grievant was examined by Dr. Ball on March 27, 2001.
Ball issued his report on April 20, 2001.

Dr.

In that report Dr.

Ball reported that that the Grievant showed no real measurable
objective findings to support the multiplicity of subjective
complaints she had.

In addition, Dr. Ball noted that the

Grievant's arm circumference bilaterally was virtually the
same, suggesting that she had reasonably normal use of both
upper extremities.

Furthermore, Dr. Ball stated that the

Grievant's right upper extremity appeared normal, and that she
did not show any evidence of reflex sympathetic dystrophy with
respect to skin coloration, edema, or sweating.
Shortly thereafter, on June 1, 2001, the Grievant was
notified by OWCP that it proposed to terminate her
compensation benefits on the basis that the weight of medical
evidence established that she had no residuals of the
September 20, 1989, employment injury.
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The Grievant objected

to the OWCP proposal, however, the Grievant's compensation
benefits were terminated on July 2, 2001.
On September 24, 2002, the Employer issued a Notice of
Removal to the Grievant, alleging that she had Misrepresented
Her Medical Condition, that is, the Grievant's alleged conduct
clearly was motivated by her intent to receive OWCP benefits
that she otherwise may not have been entitled.

Thereafter, '

the Union filed a timely grievance on the Grievant's behalf.
The grievance was appealed through grievance procedure, until
it was impassed by the Step B Dispute Resolution Team decision
rendered on January 13, 2003.
During the processing of this dispute the Union
consistently claimed the Employer did not have just cause to
issue the Notice of Removal to the Grievant.

On the other

hand, the Employer maintained it did have just cause to do so.
The Union contended the Employer's action were punitive in
nature, rather than corrective.

In addition, the Union

argued the Employer had not established the Grievant acted as
charged in misrepresenting her medical condition.

Moreover,

the Union alleged the Employer had failed to provide any
evidence that the Grievant violated any rule or condition of
employment, or that the Grievant was aware of the consequences
for the violation she was being charged with.

Further, the

Union contended that the discipline meted out to the Grievant
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was not timely issued, in that the Employer had the knowledge
it based its decision on for actions which took place some 30
months prior to the time the instant discipline was issued.
Likewise, the Union insisted the Employer based its decision
to issue its Notice of Removal to the Grievant solely on
edited videotapes provided by the Postal Inspection Service.
Also, the Union averred that the

~edited"

version of the

videotapes used to establish the Grievant's alleged guilt,
were insufficient to establish a thorough and objective
investigation by management prior to issuing the Notice of
Removal to the Grievant.

And then too, the Union avowed that

the allegation of "misrepresentation" without evidence of
willful misconduct, is insufficient to support a Notice of
Removal being issued to the Grievant.

Additionally, the Union

claimed that the Employer violated Articles 17.3 and 31.3 of
the National Agreement when they failed to provide all
requested information to the Union, which was essential to the
Union's defense on behalf of the Grievant.

Equally important,

the Union claimed the Employer violated the Privacy Act, when
the Employer used and released the Grievant's medical records
to establish their case against the Grievant, without first
obtaining her consent to do so.

Based upon the foregoing

claims, the Union requested that the Notice of Removal issued
to the Grievant be rescinded and the Grievant be reinstated
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and made whole for all lost wages, fringe benefits, and
seniority rights.
On the other hand, the Employer argued there was just
cause to issue the Grievant the Notice of Removal.

In support

of that contention, the Employer claimed the case file
surrounding the instant dispute establishes that the Grievant
was motivated by her intent to receive OWCP benefits that she
was not otherwise entitled to, and that the Grievant engaged
in dishonest conduct that was prejudicial to the Employer in
violation of the ELM.

Furthermore, the Employer maintained

the videotapes of the Grievant's activities clearly
demonstrated the Grievant engaged in those activities, albeit
she represented to physicians that she was unable to perform
those same activities.

Moreover, the Employer argued it did

in fact conduct a thorough review of the Grievant's medical
record, Postal Inspection Service videotape, the OWCP file
after being notified the Department of Labor had concluded its
review and addressed all of the Grievant's appeals on or about
April 23, 2002.

In addition, the Employer insisted it did in

fact conduct an investigative interview with the Grievant, and
that the Postmaster of Chino concurred in the decision by
Supervisor Nolan to issue the Notice of Removal to the
Grievant.

Lastly, the Employer alleged it did not violate any

provision of the Privacy Act, or illegally collect evidence to
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support its issuance of a Notice of Removal to the Grievant.
In conclusion, the Employer requested that the grievances be
denied.
DISCUSSION

This arbitrator has carefully reviewed the entire
evidentiary record, pertinent testimony, and the parties'
post-hearing briefs, as well as cited arbitration decisions.
At the outset, this Arbitrator finds specifically no
violation of the National Agreement by the Employer
surrounding either of the two (2) disputes as it pertains to
Articles 2, 3, 5, 13, 16, or 19.

Yet, this Arbitrator has

concluded the Employer did egregiously violate Articles 15,
17, and 31 of the National Agreement, when it failed in a
timely manner to provide requests made by the Union for
relevant information pertaining to the administration and
enforcement of the terms and conditions of the National
Agreement, specifically related to the Notice of Removal
issued to the Grievant.

Clearly, if the information sought by

the Union in the processing of the grievance surrounding the
issuance of a Notice of Removal to the Grievant had not been
unreasonably denied, in all likelihood the Union may have
refused to process that grievance to arbitration.
The Employer's actions of refusing to provide requested
information, which the Union thought was relevant to their
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case surrounding the Notice of Removal issued to the Grievant
baffles the imagination of this Arbitrator.

Unquestionably,

the parties' National Agreement mandates in Article 15,
Section 2, Formal Step A (d), Article 17, Section 3, and
Article 31, Section 3, that all "relevant information" will be
made available to the Union upon request.

Normally it is the

Union that determines what is relevant to support their case
in the processing of a grievance, rather than the Employer.
Clearly, the Union made a request(s) for an opportunity to
review all videotapes taken by the Inspection Service of the
Grievant during the processing of the Notice of Removal
grievance.

This information was not provided until this

arbitrator ordered the Employer at the arbitration hearing to
provide same.

Without question, in the opinion of this

arbitrator the Employer's withholding of the entire videotape.
collection until it was ordered to provide the material at
such late date in the grievance procedure, not only put the
Union in a distinct disadvantage to properly represent the
Grievant, but also violated the Grievant's due process rights.
Normally that kind of activity alone would be a sufficient
reason for this arbitrator to overturn a removal action.

The

Employer's decision not to provide the entire videotape
collection to the Union after it had requested same several
times was an outrageous violation of the National Agreement.
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As such, this arbitrator will

la~er

address a remedy for this

violation of the National Agreement.

Conversely, this

Arbitrator finds no merit to the Union's claim that the
Employer's lack of cooperation in making the medical doctors
who treated the Grievant available for the Union to interview,
somehow prejudiced the Union in presenting their case.

If

the Union felt the testimony of the physicians who examined
the Grievant, namely, Dr. Nagelberg, Dr. Ball, or Dr. Yashruti
was important, there was nothing that prohibited the Union
from seeking a subpoena(s) to compel
individuals at the hearing.

the testimony of those

The same holds true for personnel

of the Postal Inspection Service.
Next, this arbitrator will deal with the Notice of
Removal issued to the Grievant on September 4, 2002.

The

question to be asked is: Did management have just cause to
issue the Notice of Removal on September 4, 2002, for
misrepresenting her medical condition?
To say the least, this arbitrator concludes the
overwhelming clear and convincing evidence adduced during the
hearing supports a finding that the Employer did have just
cause to issue the Notice of Removal to the Grievant on
September 4, 2002, for misrepresenting her medical condition,
as well as violating some regulations of the ELM.
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This arbitrator has held on several previous occasions
that in order for an employer to satisfy the
standard, at a

minim~

~just

cause"

there must be evidence that the

employer conducted an investigation of the employee's alleged
misconduct, that the investigation was conducted fairly and
objectively, and the degree of discipline administered by the
employer must be reasonably related to the seriousness of the
employee's proven offense.

In this case, the Employer did

indeed conduct a fair and objective investigation utilizing
the Inspection Service to conduct surveillance and videotaping
of the Grievant.

After the Department of Labor (OWCP) had

concluded it's review and had addressed all appeals made by
the Grievant, then the Employer continued its own
investigation regarding the Grievant's conduct.

Without

doubt, in the opinion of this arbitrator this was the proper
time for the Employer to continue its own investigation of the
Grievant's conduct, rather than having instituted its own
investigation immediately after the videotaping of the
Grievant had concluded.

Moreover, prior to issuing the Notice

of Removal the Employer conducted its own investigative
interview with the Grievant and her Union representative,
allowing the Grievant to explain her actions.

In short, the

Employer in this case met its "just cause" obligations prior
to issuing the Notice of Removal to the Grievant.
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Obviously,

in the opinion of this arbitrator the Employer was under no
contractual obligation to investigate any further prior to
issuing the Notice of Removal to the Grievant, since it had at
that time adequate proof to take such action.
Undeniably, the Employer claimed it had just cause to
issue a Notice of Removal to the Grievant for misrepresenting
her medical condition and for violating regulations set forth
in the ELM.

Article 3 of the parties' National Agreement

grants the Employer the exclusive right, subject to the
provisions of that Agreement and consistent with applicable
laws and regulations to discharge employees.

However, in

order to take such an action the Employer must first have
"just cause" to do so.

Article 16, Section 1 of the parties'

National Agreement sets forth examples of misconduct which
constitute "just cause".

This arbitrator notes that one of

the examples expressly agreed upon by the parties at the
National level, which constitutes outright "just cause" for
disciplining or discharging employees is "a violation of the
terms of this Agreement".

Furthermore, Article 19 of the

National Agreement incorporates the Employer's published
regulations by reference as they apply to employee's covered
under the National Agreement.
In this case the Employer claims the Grievant violated
the following published regulations:
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ELM Section 542.31

Penalty for False Statement

Any employee, supervisor, or representative who
knowingly makes a false statement with respect
to a claim under FECA may be subject to a fine
of not more than $10,000 or 5 years in prison,
or both.
ELM Section 661.53 Unacceptable Conduct
No employee will engage in criminal, dishonest,
notoriously disgraceful or immoral conduct, or
other conduct prejudicial to the Postal Service.
Conviction of a violation of any criminal
statute may be grounds for disciplinary action
by the Postal Service, in addition to any other
penalty by or pursuant to statute.
ELM Section 666.2

Behavior and Personal Habits

Employees are expected to conduct themselves during
and outside of working hours in a manner which
reflects favorably upon the Postal Service.
Although it not the policy of the Postal Service
to interfere with the private lives of employees,
it does require that postal personnel be honest,
reliable, trustworthy, courteous, and of good
character and reputation. Employees are expected
to maintain satisfactory personal habits so as not
to be obnoxious or offensive to other persons or
to create unpleasant working conditions.
At first blush, it appears to this arbitrator that the
Notice of Removal issued to the Grievant on September 4, 2002,
is not clear regarding the charge of misrepresentation
pertaining to injury compensation claims for an on-the-job
injury for the period from September 30, 1989, through July 2,
2001.

It seems to this arbitrator that the crux of the

Employer's charge of misrepresentation deals with matters that
fall squarely under the jurisdiction of the Department of
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Labor.

Any re-evaluation of the Grievant's OWCP claims,

triggered by concern that the Department of Labor's first
determination may have been erroneous if the Grievant had not
misrepresented or exaggerated information regarding her
medical condition, is a matter to be determined by the Office
of Worker's Compensation of the Department of Labor.
Accordingly, this arbitrator's adjudication of any charges of
misrepresentation pertaining to matters under the Department
of Labor's jurisdiction, would by outside of my purview.
Clearly, the Employer made an assertion in the Notice of
Removal issued to the Grievant that "misrepresenting your
disability for the purpose of gaining OWCP 'benefits is very
serious misconduct". (See Jt. 2, page 5, item 6).

On the

other hand, allegations made by the Employer regarding
violations of its promulgated rules and regulations, which are
in turn covered under Article 19, would be within the scope of
this arbitrator's jurisdiction.
On the face of it, the Notice of Removal issued to the
Grievant indicates that the Employer was of the opinion that
after reviewing the videotapes taken by the Inspection Service
of the Grievant's activities during the period June 29, 1999
through July 25, 2000, her medical reports, and the Department
of Labor's hearing review, that in addition to having
Misrepresenting Her Medical Condition, she had also violated
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three (3) of the above-referenced regulations set forth in the
ELM.
This arbitrator concludes that Section 542.31 of the ELM
is not applicable to this case.

Obviously, this section of

the ELM deals with an employee making false statements· with
respect to a claim under FECA, and the penalties associated
with same.

There is no evidence in this record that the

Grievant violated the provisions of Section 542.31 of the ELM.
However, this arbitrator is convinced the Grievant violated
both Section 666.2 and Section 661.53 of the ELM.
666.2 of the ELM requires employees to be "honest".

Section
While

Section 661.53 of the ELM mandates that employees will not
engage in dishonest or other conduct prejudicial to the
Employer.
This arbitrator has reviewed the entire videotapes taken
by the Inspection Service of the Grievant's activities at
least three times.

Although the Grievant testified that she

suffered from extreme pain in her shoulder and arm with any
particular movement, and that she could not extend her right
arm without crying, or raise her right arm above her shoulder
after she had suffered her on-the-job injury in 1999, and for
a period of nearly 12 years thereafter, the videotapes do not
support such claims.

This arbitrator notes the contents of

the entire videotapes demonstrate the following regarding the
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Grievant's subjective complaints of constant severe pain in
the right shoulder: (1) the Grievant was able to freely move
her right arm and hand while having a manicure, (2) she was
able to lean on her arm and elbow, reach fully with the arm
extended at the shoulder and use the right hand for
gesticulations without any obvious restriction or hesitation,
(3) the Grievant was able to walk with a fully normal and
natural arm swing, (4) the Grievant was able to open and close
her hand without any apparent restriction, (5) she carried
beverage containers in both hands, (6) the Grievant used her
right hand to place a drink on the back of her car while
reaching through a partially closed window to open the car
door, (7) she was able to back and drive a vehicle with both
hands on the steering wheel without any difficulty in
manipulating her right hand and arm, which demonstrates her
right shoulder could sustain a

~torquing

.

or rotating forceR,

and many other activities, which demonstrate to this
arbitrator that it is reasonable to assume that much if not
all the Grievant's claimed disabilities have been voluntarily
"exaggerated", or "feigned".

Undoubtedly, the videotapes show

the Grievant's right upper extremity to be functioning
normally, without any evidence of pain or restriction.
Although this arbitrator is not a medical doctor, it is
evident that the Grievant not only "exaggerated" her medical
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condition, but in fact misrepresented same to the Employer's
Injury Compensation office.

The adage that a "picture is

worth a thousand words" is appropriate in this case, however,
a videotape is worth even more.

As such, this Arbitrator

concludes the Grievant's acts of exaggerating and
misrepresenting her claimed upper right extremity medical
condition, to be a dishonest act(s), which in turn was conduct
that was prejudicial to the Employer.

The FECA program is

financed by the Employees' Compensation Fund, which consists
of monies appropriated by Congress.

The charge back system is

the mechanism by which the costs of compensation for work
related injuries are assigned to employing agencies annually,
that is, the Employer in this case.

Each year. OWCP furnishes

the Employer with a statement of payments made from the fund
on account of injuries suffered by its employees.

Thereafter,

the Employer includes these amounts in their budget request to
Congress.

In the finally analysis, when you have an employee

such as the Grievant exaggerating or being dishonest in
reporting her medical condition to the Employer, her conduct
is prejudicial to the Employer in that it affects the
Employer's budget in a negative manner.
Thus, based upon the record and for the reasons set forth
above, this Arbitrator concludes the Employer had just cause
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to issue a Notice of Removal to the Grievant on September 4,
2002, for misrepresenting her Medical condition.
This arbitrator will now address the question, did the
Employer violate Articles 2, 3, 5, 13, 15, 16, and 19 of the
National Agreement when they denied the Grievant's request for
light duty?

The evidence of record indicates the Grievant

requested on August 29, 2001, to work a permanent light duty
assignment, and later requested a temporary light duty
assignment on September 19, 2002.

In this type of alleged

contractual violation, the Union assumes the burden of proof
to establish a violation.

Needless to say, in the opinion of

this Arbitrator the Union was unable to establish by adequate
proof that the Employer violated any provision of the National
Agreement when the Employer denied the Grievant's request for
temporary light duty.

The record clearly shows the Grievant

declined work as a modified carrier technician on December 4,
2000, even after the Employer reduced the lifting requirement
from 10 lbs to 40 lbs.

Thereafter, the Grievant for the first

time since being injured in 1989 made a request for
light duty on August 29, 2001.

perman~nt

Once again the Employer made

an effort to find such work for the Grievant, however, the
Postmaster of the Chino postal facility determined that work
accommodations could not be made at that time based on the
Grievant's medical restrictions.
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Furthermore, the evidence

adduced at hearing indicates the Postmaster considered
posit~ons

in the Clerk craft, but due to excessing of three

(3) clerk positions from the Chino postal facility, that
option was not available as the excessed clerks had retreat
rights back to vacant clerk assignments.

This arbitrator

notes that neither the Union or Grievant identified any vacant
assignments they thought the Grievant could perform at that
time, which leads this arbitrator to believe there were none.
Furthermore, this arbitrator takes cognizance of the fact
that the Grievant's treating physician had released her to
return to work full time, without any restrictions on or about
August 3, 2000.

However, rather than returning to work full-

time, the record indicates the Grievant continued to "doctor"
shop, which leads this arbitrator to conclude she did not want
to return to work full-time, part-time, or in any capacity,
including light duty temporary/permanent status.

The Grievant

in the opinion of this arbitrator was attempting to perpetuate
her alleged medical condition, when she did not make any
effort to return to work until August 29, 2001, nearly 13
months after having been released by her treating physician to
return to work full time, without any medical restrictions.
Clearly, there is no reason for the Employer to reward an
employee that has acted in a dishonest, concocted, or
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exaggerated manner in feigning the extent of her medical
condition.
Accordingly, this arbitrator concludes the Employer did
not violate the National Agreement when they denied the
Grievant's request for light duty.
As stated earlier, this arbitrator was shocked by the
Employer's refusal to provide relevant information that the
Union had requested in timely manner, that is, the entire
collection of videotapes taken by the Postal Inspection
Service.

The Employer had no contractual right or excuse for

not providing the tapes to the Union in a timely manner.

As

such, the Employer will be directed to pay the Union five
thousand dollars ($5000.00)for this flagrant violation of the
National Agreement.

As stated earlier, in all likelihood the

Union may not have processed this grievance, if the Employer
had provided the relevant information sought in a timely
manner.
AWARD

Both grievances are denied.

The Employer is hereby

ordered to pay $5000.00 to the Union within thirty (30)
calendar days after receipt of this decision.

-

The Employer's

check will be sent to the office of the Union's National

Business Agent for Region 1.
Dated this 2nd day of January 2004.
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I. ISSUE
Did Management violate Article 15 of the National Collective Bargaining Agreement by
failure to comply with a previous Dispute Resolution Team (ORT) decision, if not, what is the
appropriate remedy'?
II. STIPULATIONS

The parties agreed the following documents are to be considered as exhibits:
1.

The Collective Bargaining Agreement between the National Association of Letter
Carriers and the United States Postal Service - November 21 t 2000 - to November 20,
2003. (Joinl Exhibit No.1)

2. . A packet of information consisting memoranda and letters documenting the grievance
presented to the Dispute Resolution Team (DR1) (Joint Exhibit No.2)
3.

An excerpt from the Handbook M- 39 (Management ofDelivery Services) (Joint Exhibit

No.3)
4.

The Local Orientation Package titled The Article 15 Dispute Resolutio'll Process. (Joint
Exhibit No.4)

In addition to the jointly introduced' documents, the Union also proffered the following

documents
1.

PS Form 1840 Relative to the Record ofOffice and Street Adjustment made to Route
No.72079. (Union Exhibit No.1)

2.

PS Form 1840 Relative to the Record of Office and Street Adjustment made to Route
No. 72079. (Union Exhibit No.2)

3.

Request for Information made by Union on November 22, 2003 (Joint Exhibit No.3)

4.

PS Form 1840 Relative to the Record ofOffice and Street Adjustment made to Route
No. 72091. (Union Exhibit No.4)

S.

PS Form 1840 Relative to the Record of Office and Street Adjustment made to Route
No. 72091. (Union Exhibit NO.5)

lThe issue was taken from the Impassed DRT decision. Management disputes the
allegation of non-compliance. The award will address whether the actions ofManagement were
as a matter offact non-complianl
'
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6.

Dispute Resolution Team Decision in case No. '99-220. '(Union"Exhibit No.6)' ' .

7.

Dispute ResoJution Team Decision in Case No. 001 N4G-C-03036008. (Union Exhibit
No. 7)

8.

Dispute Resolution Team Decision in Case No. 001N4G-C-0404121S. (Union Exhibit
No.8)

9.

Dispute Resolution Team Decision in Case No. GO1N4G-C-OS002916. (Union Exhibit
No.9)

10.

Dispute Resolution Team Decision in Case No. GOIN4G-C-OS034940. (Union Exhibit
No. 10)

.

.

. In addition to the jointly introduced documents, Management proffered these documents.

1. . An excerptfrom the Handbook M - 39 (Management ofDelivexy Services) (Management
Exhibit No.1)
2.

Step 4 Decision in case No. E-94N-4E-C (Management Exhibit No.2)

3.

PS Form 1840 Relative to the Record ofOfticc and Street Adjustment made to Route
No. 72091. (Managa:nent Exhibit No.3)

4.

Handwritten statement concerning the Grievance. (Management Exhibit No.4)

S.

PS Form 1840 Relative to the Record of Office and Street Adjustment made to Route
No. 72079. (Management Exhibit No. S)

6.

Dispute Resolution Team Decision in Case No. GOI N4G-C-040S8362. (Management
Exhibit No. 6)

7.

Dispute·Resolution Team Decision in Case No. GOI N4G-C-040S8370. (Management
Exhibit No. 7)

m.

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS

National Collective BamaiBiDl A&reement
Article 15 - Grievance Arbitration Procedure
Section 1. Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between
the parties related to wages, hours, and conditions ofemployment A grievance shall
include but is not limited to the complaint of an employee or of the Union which
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involves the interpIetation, application of, or compliance with the provision ofthis
Agreement or ,any local Memorandum of Understanding not in conflict with this
agreement.
Section 2 - Step B

(a) Any appeal from an unresolved ease'in Formal Step A shall be in writing to the
Step B team at the appropriate Step B office, with a copy of the Fonnal Step A
Iepresentative, and will include a copyofthe JointStep Agrievance Forms, and shall
,specify the reasons for the appeal.
(b) The Step B Team will review the appeal and issue ajoint report of the decision
and any supporting finding withinfourteen (14) days ofreceipt ofthe appeal at Step
B unless the parties mutually agree to extend the fourteen(14) day period. The Step

B. Team will give priorityconsideration to diScussion and d~ision ofremoval cases.
It is the responsibility of the Step B team to ensure that the facts and contentions of
grievances are fully developed and considered and resolve grievances jointly. The
Step B team may 1) resolve the grievance 2) declare an impasse 3) hold the
grievances pending resolution for the representative case or national interpretative
ease or 4) remand the grievance with specific instructions. In ~y ease where the
Step B team mutually concluded that the relevant facts or contentions were not
developed adequately in Formal Step At they have authority to return the grievance
to Formal Step A level for full development of all facts and further consideration at
that level. If the grievance is remaiu:led, the parties' representative Formal Step A
shall meet within seven (7) days after the grievance is returned to Formal Step A.
Thereafter, the time limits and procedures applicable to Formal Step A grievances
shall apply.
(c) The written Step B joint report shall state the reasons in detail and shall include
a statement of any additional facts and contentions not previously set forth in the
record ofthe grievance as appealed to formal Step A. The step B team shall attach
a list of all documents included in the file.

IV.

BACKGROUND

The Natiooal Association ofLetter Carriers (NALC) initiated this grievance. It is before the
Arbitrator for decisiQn pursuant to the National Collective Bargaining Agreement between the
parties, the United States Postal Service (USPS) and NALC fi'om 2000 - 2003. The hearing was
held on February 1,2005 at the Main Post Office in NOJDlan, Oklahoma. Both parties agreed that
the case was properly before the Arbitrator.
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v.

FACTS

On or about October 14, 2003, the DRT resolved a grievance in case No. OOlN-4G

C03103541) including the following salient language.

After reviewing the documentation, the DRT finds that an adjustment was made to
the Grievant's route 'and that management should have provided corresponding
paperwork to show the adjustments made to the route. The DRT contacted the
Formal Step A representativeconceming these deliveries and their status after the
count and inspection.; The deliveries are being transferred to route 72091 and will
be properly documented on the Form 1840. In the future, managemem in the
Norman Installation willco.,gorm to the language andintem ofsection 141 ofthe M
39 handbook When work i8 added to a route, the addition oftllDt work and the time
needed to perform the work will be shown.
Emphasis supplied
. Following an adjustment to route 72079 and 72091, is alleged to have been madewithoutthe
proper notification.
VI. UNION'S POSITION

The position of the Union is that the actio~ of Management here violated the National
Collective Bargaining Agreement and specifically the decision oCthe DRT on this specific issue.
As a remedy, the Union has asked that the Arbittator find that there is a vi,olation ofthe in

failing to comply ~th the settlementagreement and thatManagement and further that it be required '
to pay punitive damages for that failure.

yu, MANAGEMEN'CS POsmON

Management argues that the actions taken here were appropriate. Management takes the
following positions.
Management has contended that it complied with the requirements ofthe DRT resolution in
that it provided information on the route adjustments to the Union. Management has asked the

arbitrator to dismiss the grievance. Management further notes that if a violation is found, that the
claiin for punitive damages is denied.
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VIIL DISCUSSION
It is the opinion ofthis Arbi1ration that the Union was correct in the filing of th~ grievances.

In the present case, Management not only violated the spirit but the letter ofthe agreement as well.
The Arbitratoris struck by the Management's purported effort to complywith the agreement.
The parties agree that when the Union requested 'that it be provided with the information concerning
the route adjustments, it was not provided or provided onlyin incomplete form to the Steward. After
the grievance was filed, and after the Informal Step A meeting, Steward Scbrlvner was given a l1Ilz.
and directed to search the documents if she so desired. She testified that this information wu
incomplete and that the correct information was not discovered until it was collateral information
ofanother grievance.
Managementin its argumentplaces little emphasison the violation. Managementargues that
the settlement agreement was applicable only to minor route a4justments. That argument is not
supported by the language ofthe agreement. .The parties in the "carefWly chosen" wording of the
agreement, notes that the parties should comply with the "language and intent" ofthe regulations.
One can only opine that the regulations were put in place to afford the worlcer as well as the Union
an opportunity to have information assuring that adjustments ifnecessary were being made fairly.
Clearly ifan employee contends that he has been subjected to an unfair adjustment, iftbe ~ployee
orUnion has information conceming how all adjustments, many' grieVances could be averted. Some
employees may choose to grieve the adjustments other may not, however contemplating a
cooperative productive work environment, the members of the DRT in resolving the earlier
grievance emphasized that this type ofinformation should be shared made available. In the present
case, although the information'was eventually made available, neither party could contend thatit was
.

,

the intention ofthe DRT nor the M • 39 that this information is made available at the late date.
Managementalso contends that one reason this grievance should not be sustained is because
the route inspection related to this situation ocC\U'l'ed in September2003 before the DRT settlement.
However, as the implementation ofthe changes clearly occurred after the settlement in November
2003.
The Union provides a copy ofa letter from Patrick Donahoe, ChiefOperations Officer and
Executive Vice President ofthe United States Postal Service. That letter provides, as follows.
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Headquarters i~ currently responding to union concerns that some field offices are
failing to comply with grievance settlements and arbitration awards. While aU
managers are aware that settlements reached in any stage of the grievance/arbitration
procedw-es are final and binding, I ~t to reitera~ our policy on this subject

Compliance with arbitration awards andgrievance settlements is not optional. No
manager or supervisor has the authority to ignore or override an arbitrator's award
or a signed grievance settlement Steps to comply with arbitration awards and
griev$Ilce settlement should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the pereeption of
noncompliance, and those steps should be documented.
Please ensure that all managers and supervisors in your area are aware ofthis policy
and their responsibility to implement arbitration awards and grievance settlements
in a timely manner.
Emphasis supplied
United States Postal Headquarters takes the position that compliance'is important. lfthe
Supervisor did not have the needed information requested by the union, after several request,
providing the steward with a tub hardly seems to meet his responsibility under the grievance
settlement or under the M - 39.
Management suggests that a "cease and desist" order should be issued. That

certainlr will

be done. However, the previous grievance and eventual settlement proved that Management was
well aware ofthis problem. The citations given by Management ofArbitmtor Snow in case WI C
SF-C 4734 and ArbitratorLeibowitz in case N7N-IK-e 28329 note that although punitive damages
are not favored, they have been used when "violations are constant and repeated or malicious"

(Arbitrator Snow) or a "violation was repeated orintenti9na1" (ArbitratorLeibowitz). The violation
here was not only repeated. It was previously litigated and settled. Notwithstanding this, the
violation sti.lJ occurred.

In the present case, punitive damages are appropriate. Management will pay the Union the
sum oftwo thousand five hundred dollars in punitive damages in this matter. 'fhis award is made
in an effort to defray the Union's cost in the prosecution of this grievance.
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AWARD
The grievance is sustained. Management failed to honor the settl~ent agreement in the

------- -

•

previous grievance. Management is to Cease and Desist this practice and is to take every effort to

...comply with the letter of the National Collective Bargaining Agre~ent in this regard as well as

.:'.' grievance settlements and awards. Management's failure to comply is found to be willful and
.

.

.

repetitive. The matter at hand was ~ed in an arbitrary and capricious fashion with indifference

......

....

to its responsibilities under the governing agreements. As such, an award of punitive damages~

-

: .,' made to the Union in the amount of Two Thousand Five Hundred and nollOO (S2,SOOJlO)
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between:
United States Postal Service
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National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL,CIO
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grievant:

C. Gesell

Post Office:

Frederick, MD

USPS Case No: K11N-4K-C 17193206
NALC Case No: 01-16-LB-240

Lawrence Roberts, Arbitrator

APPEARANCES:

For the U.S. Postal Service:

Carlos A. Cantor

For the Union:

Alton Branson

Place of Hearing:

Postal Facility, Frederick, MD

Date of Hearing:

May 16, 2017

Date of Award:

June 11, 2017

Relevant Contract Provision:

Artiole 15

Contract Year:

2011

Type of Grievance:

Contract

Award Summary:
This dispute involves the Union's alleged non-compliance of a
previous Step A resolution. The overwhelming evidence only certified.
the initial alleqations made by the Union. The Employer failed to
offer any well founded reasoning to explain their failure in
complying with the language of that particular settlement agreement.
Therefore the instant grievance is sustained. and the Union's
requested remedy is granted.

,)

~

Lawrence Roberts, Panel Arbitrator

Case # K11N-4K-C 17193206

SUBMISSION:
This matter came to be arbitrated pursuant to the terms of
the Wage Agreement between United States Postal Service and the
National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the
Parties having failed to resolve this matter prior to the
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted
on 16 May 2017 at the postal facility located in Frederick, MD.
Testimony and evidence were received from both parties. A
transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made a record of the
hearing by use of a digital recorder and personal notes. The
Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular Regional Arbitration Panel
in accordance with the Wage Agreement.
OPINION

BACKGROUND AND FACTS:

This is a grievance involving a Letter Carrier working at a
Frederick, MD postal facility.

The issue in this case involves an alleged Article 15
violation.

The Union insists the Employer failed to abide by a

Formal step A resolution signed by the local Parties on or about
18 February 2016.

The above mentioned resolution, in pertinent part, reads as
follows:

"Cease and Desist, pay Grievant Catrina Gesell .20
digits at 50 percent of her hourly wage. Per
section 8.5.G of the Joint contract Administration
Manual: Catrina Gesell, EIN: XXXXXXXX .20 $2.70
Documentation will be provided within one (1) pay
period from this settled case to the Union. Payment
to grievant will be completed within one (1) pay
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period to Catrina Gesell. Future violations of this
nature could result in escalating remedies."

The Union requests a cease and desist order as well as an
escalating monetary remedy and award.

Conversely, the Agency

insists the monetary amount is nominal and an escalating remedy,
in consideration of all the facts in this case, is
inappropriate.

The record indicates the Step B Team reached an impasse on
13 October 2016.

The matter is now before the undersigned for

final determination.

At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fair and full
opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross examine
witnesses.

Oral closing arguments were made by the respective

Advocates and the record was then closed.

JOINT EXHIBITS:
1. Agreement between the National Association of
Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO and
the US Postal Service.
2. Grievance Package
UNION'S POSITION:

The Union contends that Management failed to comply with
the settlement and as of today's date, the Union has not been
Page 3 of 13
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provided the evidence showing that the pay adjustment was ever
processed as promised.
As noted by the Union, in reviewing the case file, it
overlooked the payment date cited in the remedy as June 24, 2016
on page 19 of Joint Exhibit 2. According to the Union Advocate,
the pay adjustment relied upon in that remedy request was not
for the Grievant, but that of another employee.
The Union alleges that Management has failed in making a
timely pay adjustment. The Union predicts Management's position
will be that money owed to the Grievant is only a de-minimis
amount. It is the claim of the Union the Employer will argue
this grievance is only an attempt to gain self-enrichment.
Instead, according to the Union, it's important for
Management to comply with all grievance settlements.
The Union relies on a signed settlement between the
Postmaster and the Union agreeing to have the money in hands of
the Union or employees within twenty eight days.
The Union insists this case is about the basic principle of
complying with our contract and signed grievance settlements.
Accordingly, the Union would like to make one thing very
clear from the onset of this hearing, the remedy sought by the
Union is not punitive as Management would like the Arbitrator to
believe, instead, a compensatory remedy seeking contract
compliance.
It is the Union's position that the remedy should be
granted due to the continuous violations of not making timely
pay adjustments in the past and present.
The Union argues the Parties at the National Level have
agreed to remedies where the record is clear in circumstances
where the violation is egregious or deliberate or after local
Management has received previous instructional resolution on the
same issue and it appears that a "cease and desists l l remedy has
not been sufficient to ensure future contract compliance.
The Union asks its requested remedy be granted, that being,
that Management be ordered to cease and desist from making
untimely pay adjustment and pay the Grievant $20.00 per calendar
day from March 18 th - June 24, 2016 for a total of ninety nine
days and pay Local Branch 3825 a lump sum of fifteen hundred
dollars ($1500) seeking contract compliance for having to file
this dispute again due to Management's unwillingness to process
the grievance settlement in a timely manner.
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COMPANY'S POSITION:
The Service insists the Union, in this matter, is
attempting to add language to the Parties Agreement. It is the
claim of the Employer does not pay a settlement in a timely
manner, the Employee can request a salary advance.
According to the Agency, the Union would like to make their
own rules and regulations. Management insists this case is
simply about the Local Union making money. It is the opinion of
the Agency that an escalating remedy is improper.
The Employer also notes that while the case file contains
nine or ten arbitration awards from Rockville, MD, however, this
particular matter is in Frederick, MD.
Management insists the Frederick operation does not have a
history of such violations.
The Employer insists the Union is asking for remedies that
are not contractual. Furthermore, the Agency asserts the Union
has failed to show any harm in this case.
It is Management's claim they are doing everything in their
power to pay grievance settlements in a timely manner, albeit,
clearing the docket.
In the Employer's opinion, the Service is paying the Union
at Steps One and Two of the grievance procedure to create their
files. The Employer Advocate believes this is throwing money
away_ The Service claims that an award to the local union is
punitive and not permitted by the Parties Agreement. The Agency
insists there is no money lost by the local and this remedy is a
money making scheme for them. The Employer reiterates that
position by citing examples found in the case file.
Management relies on the language of Article 41.3.G in
support of their position in this matter. The Employer asserts
the Union has included numerous Step B Decisions in an attempt
to cloud the issue, whereby, some are irrelevant to this case
and others found no violations at all.
The Employer insists the payment in this case was made on
June 24, 2015, and this is a very important date to this case.
The Grievant, according to the Employer was paid the amount
owed.
It is Management's position the Union's burden of proof
must show harm between the harmed party and the requested
remedy.
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Management asserts that the Informal step A does not make
mention of payment to any Union branch.
The Agency insists the Union's requested remedy is
unwarranted in this instance.
Management argues there is no language in this Agreement
that would support the Union's requested remedy.
It is the position of the Employer that the Union's
requested remedy is only a form of punishment on the Employer.
The Employer Advocate again mentions the Union is already being
paid by Management to process the grievance.
The Employer insists the Union's request for a monetary
remedy is punitive and arbitrary. The Service insists the Union
has failed to prove repeated, deliberate and egregious failure
on the part of management in making payment in this Frederick
Installation.
It is the assertion of the Employer that the Union is
taking advantage of the situation in this Frederick
Installation. The Employer Advocate insists that management

personnel at this Frederick Installation are being properly
trained.
The Service notes that many arbitrators have ruled that
punitive damages are inappropriate for any breach of contract.
It is the argument of the Employer that only blatant or
malicious violations are deserving of a punitive award.
According to the Employer Advocate, there is no specific
remedy for this type of violation. Furthermore, the Agency
insists there is no language that would grant the Union an
escalating form of compensation.
It is the position of the Employer that the Union is
attempting to obtain a remedy in arbitration that is not
available via the National Agreement.
The Employer Advocate states that he does not expect this
arbitrator to author a contract or write language for this
particular Frederick Local. It is the position of the Employer
there is no language in the contract that addresses what happens
if the Grievant is not paid by the agreed upon settlement date.
The Service contends this grievance was filed after
compliance was made. Management alleges the Union became aware
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that, according to the Employer Advocate, that one grievance got
through and we need to go back and collect on that one.
According to Management, all the payments in this office
have been made. The Employer Advocate stated the Postal Service
has paid out enough already and the deficiencies have been
corrected.
Management asks that this game be stopped. The Employer
claims this Local Union is a money making machine.
The Employer asks that a decision in this matter be
rendered in favor of the Postal Service.
THE ISSUE:
Did Management violate, but not limited to, Article 15 of
the National Agreement when they failed to abide by Formal Step
A Resolution #Ol-16-LH100, and if so, what is the appropriate
remedy?

PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:
ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:

As a preliminary matter, the Employer, during their opening
statement, introduced contractual language of both the American
Postal Workers Union, as well as the Mail Handlers Agreement.
Management insisted the language is applicable in this case.
The Union raised an objection to the admission of that
respective language.

I accepted the documentation for what it

was worth at that time.
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As I have stated in many past Decisions, at the time of the
hearing, I offer both Parties a very broad spectrum in which
evidence can be introduced and accepted into evidence.

During

the process of any arbitration hearing, my focused goal is to
gain as much information regarding the dispute as possible, then
compare the relevancy of all of that to the language of the
particular Agreement.

Through the course of any hearing, I do

not have, at any given moment, a full and complete understanding
of all the facts, relevant evidence and arguments until the
hearing has concluded.

For that reasoning, my acceptance of

evidence, into the record is broad.

Unless it is obvious at the

onset that certain evidence, argument or documentation be
excluded, the same is generally accepted and its probative value
considered and weighed accordingly.

To exclude evidence from

either party, prior to my full and complete understanding of the
dispute would simply be a disservice to both of the Parties.

With that in mind, it was clear the language from the other
Agreements, as offered for consideration by the Employer over
the objection of the Union was not a part of my consideration in
this matter.

The language referenced by the Employer is not a

part of the Service's Agreement with the National Association of
Letter Carriers.

The end result found merit in the Union's

initial objection and for that reasoning, that documentation and
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its accompanying argument was not considered as part of this
record.

The Formal Step A Resolution at issue involves a small
amount of money, $2.70.

And

I

agree with the Employer argument

that such an amount is de-minimis in nature.

However, that same

"Resolution" also provides that "Documentation will be provided
within one (1) pay period from this settled case to the Union.
Payment to grievant will be completed within one (1) pay period..
Future violations of this nature could result in escalating
remedies."

The overwhelming evidence in this case proves that a
violation of Employer non-compliance with an agreed upon
settlement had occurred.

In my view, proven non-compliance,

regardless of subject matter, is a clear Article 15 violation
and the same should be pursued by the Union.

The Employer argued the Union only pursued this matter as
retribution.

However, in my view, the raising of a legitimate

issue regarding non-compliance, regardless of its monetary
value, is certainly a serious matter.

Payment should have been

made to the Grievant and the Union should have been duly
notified.

A Union Steward testified that the documentation

mentioned in the settlement was not received by the Union.
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While there was contradictory testimony to that end, I was not
convinced the Union was notified of a timely payment being made
to the Grievant.

There was also a disagreement between the

Parties regarding whether or not the Grievant had yet received
reimbursement at the time of the hearing.

While the Grievant

was not present at the hearing, I was not convinced that payment
had already occurred.
The Employer Advocate was very animated about the grievance
processing qt this facility.

I can understand the frustration.

And as the Advocate stated, this Arbitrator cannot add to,
change or modify the language of the Parties Agreement.

And

regardless of what has happened at this facility in the past,
the language of this Agreement remains intact.

I can also understand that some of the Advocates may have
been novices in the administrative procedures.

And that may

very well have caused some confusion and misunderstandings.
Nonetheless, the Parties Agreement is not a variable.
most of the language is straightforward.

Instead,

And one of the

unspoken terms of any agreement is that of reasonableness on the
part of all.

That is one of those terms that are not

negotiated, instead, evenly applied across all of the Articles
and Sections of any Wage Agreement.
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That reasonableness mandate applies to grievance
settlements.

The issue in this case is not resolved by

unambiguous language written into any Article 15 article or
section, instead, relies totally on a matter of reasonableness.

And in my considered opinion, any monetary settlement to
any grievance should be made no later than the second pay period
following settlement.

It lacks any well founded reasoning that

such an administrative process could not be processed in such a
time frame.

In my view, there must be a management process in

place to assure that such timely payments take place.

While I

understand there may be exceptions, any extension beyond that
time frame should be rare in occurrence.

The evidence in this case clearly illustrates the
Employer's failure to disburse monetary settlements in a timely
manner, while at the same time providing written confirmation of
the same to the Union.

While Management insisted the timely

payment of grievances was more akin to a Rockville facility
instead of Frederick, the Union cited a plethora of instances
where either late payments occurred or the Union was not
notified that payments had been made.

And given the number of similar grievances and settlements,
I

am of the opinion that a punitive award is appropriate in this
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case.

In fact, I am convinced that a punitive award is the only

preventative measure to curb future violations.

And the Parties

themselves agreed to an escalating remedy for such future
violations.

Management argues that a punitive award is inappropriate.
Furthermore, the Agency insists a punitive award is prohibited
by the Parties Agreement.

In this particular case, I disagree.

Article 15 lacks any language to that end.

And the Union's

evidence showing a repetitive violation is overwhelming.

In

fact, the settlement statement at issue specifically states that
uFuture violations of this nature could result in escalating
remedies."

A consistency of non-compliance, as evidenced by the

Union in this case, clearly equates to bad faith bargaining on
the part of the Employer in this case.

And bad faith bargaining

cannot be condoned, regardless of reasoning.

And for that reasoning the Union's Formal Step A requested
remedy will be granted.

Management is ordered to cease and desist from making
untimely pay adjustment and pay the Grievant $20.00 per calendar
day from March 18 th

-

June 24, 2016 for a total of ninety nine

days and pay Local Branch 3825 a lump sum of fifteen hundred
dollars ($1500) seeking contract compliance for having to file
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this dispute again due to Management's unwillingness to process
the grievance settlement in a timely manner.

As a final note I would like to respond to Management's
comment that "In the Employer's opinion, the Service is paying
the Union at Steps One and Two of the grievance procedure to
create their files."

The record shows the Union steward spent

countless hours creating spreadsheets to track the numerous
incidents that have occurred and I do not believe the USPS paid
for all her time spent.

AWARD
The grievance is sustained.

Dated: June 11, 2017
Fayette County PA
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S~

01' PB.OCBB1)D1GS,:

The matter discussed throughout this document was brought to an
arbitration hearing on February 1, .2019 at the Post Office located at
99s.·walnut Street, Youngstown Ohio pursuant to the provisions of the
2016-2019 National Agreement, also lq:lown as the Agreem.ent,or Contract
between the National Association of Letter Carriers, also known as the
Union, and the U. S. Postal Service, also k:i:town as the Service, or
Management •.
The parties to this ,hearing first heard the matter in their grievance
procedu~e but were unable to resolve their differences, and the Union
timely appealed this grievance to .this arbitration hearing.
As a current. member, of the parties Regular Regional Panel .I was

selected to hear this grievance, and in so doing did afford the
, parties a full, fair; and impartial opportunity to be heard, to
present argument, evidence, and witnesses) in support.o~ their
. r~spective 'positions. Counsel for each side were professional,
passionate, and fully prepared to present·their case. Each well
represented their clients •
. In the second seat for the Onion was Mr. Fred Woodley as Technical
Assistant to the Onion's coUnsel.
Th~

parties offered their. intention to present witnesses at he~ring,
and requested ,that each be duly sworn an oath prior to being examined~
This 'request was so honored.
The Union called the following witnesses:
Mr. Daniel'F. Calhoun, City Letter 'Carrier, Retired
Mr. Justin Miller, City Letter Carrier

Mr. Shawn Miiler, City letter Carrier, Steward/Formal Step A Rep.
Mr. Henry Gomez, President, NALC Branch 385

The Service called the following witness:
Mr. David Holiga, Supervisor, Boardman Ohio'

The Union and Service both provided oral

Opening & Closing Statements.

At the 'conclusion of this hearing, each party provided me with
,previously issued arbitration decisions.

,..,

..
3.

The Union provided the following:
Talmadge, GliN 4C C 11559'138
Braver.man,

C~IN-4C-C

LV2336817

2018

16610525 589-C-16, 2017

The Service provided the following:
Mittenthal, H4N-NA-C, 21,. 1986
.
Mittenthal, H7C-NA-C 36" 1994
. Marlatt, S7C-3W-C 36925, 1992
Greenberg, CI5C-4C-C 17502358, 2018
Braverman, COIN-4C-C 07123168, 2008
Brown, C06N-4C-C08148260, 2008
Klein, J06C-4J-C0738235S, 2011
.' Dilts, EOIN-4E-C 0.620805, 2007
Chapdelaine, GIIN-4G-C 15.003323, 2015
Stanton,'KI6N-4K-C 1'8131319, 2018
McReyno'lds, G10C-IG-C 13362169, 2014
Biitto~,

SIN-30-C

14199~

1984

, JOINT EXHIBITS:

Joint 1, The National Agreement, inclusive of the Joint Contract
Administration Manual. (J-CAM)
Joint, 2, Moving Papers, Pages 1-236

Unio:p. Bxhibi ts:
U~I, Bachingerlet.ter to Dressler, February 20, 2018

U-2,. Meeting Minutes, OTAdmin-grievance reduction, February 23, 2018,

Management Exhibits:

M-l,' Employee,Labor Relations Manual, Chapter 519 Pages 336-343

,

<.

4.

M 2; Article 8, Letter of Intent Memorandum, Re: Work Assignment,
OVertime, Pages 176~177

S'l'];PULA'rBDI'~S

NM Ilf J)ISPOft:

There were none offered by the parties.

ISSUE

m

BB. DBC·mBD:

"Is an additional remedy in the above cited
what should the additional r~medy be?"

cas~

warranted, <and if so,

:4_

BA.CltGBOtJND :

The Union filed an. earlier grievance citing Management <violating
. Article 8.5 of the Agreement by forcing letter carriers not on the
Overtime Desired List (OTDL) to work overtime assignments while
denying letter carriers on the OTDL these opportunities.
The parties Dispute Resolution Team' (DRT) .agreed there was a
violation, but could not agree to the remedy. for this violation, and
impassedthat disagreement only.
The Union. then timely appealed the remedy matter/question to
arbitration r with this hearing being the result.
ULBVAN'.r CO~ PROVlSIONSRBLBI:ED <UPON:
Articl.~

15 Grievance-A.:Cbitration Procedure

Section 1. Definition
"A grievance
is defined as a dispute, diff~rence,
disagreement or
.
.
complaint between the parties related to wages, hours, and conditions
of employment. A grievance shall include, but.is not limited to, the
complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves the
int.erpretation, application of, or compliance with the provisions of
this Agreement or·any.local·Memorandum of· Understanding not in<
conflict with this Agreement."
'

'

.

'

,,,:

.5.
POSI~IOH

OJ'

The National

~,PARTIES

ASsoc~ation

DI HIS MAft1m:

of Letter Carriers

The Union a;rgues that Management has continually violated the
Agreement regarding the forcing of non-OTDL letter carriers to work
overtime while' OTDL letter carriers, are available.
That ,these contin~ing violations have beenuptield in the grievance
procedure with ever increasing penalties" 'tmd monies with no apparent
influence on ,local'Management to adhere to the mutual settlements, and
awards.
T,hatin sl?ite of the many grievances for forced overtime, and: the
acknowledgment by local ,Management; and the DRT/Step B of such
violations, with the awarding of monies to both the letter carriers
,who worked'the overtime,' and to those who were not allowed,',and the
ever increasing amount of monies ,paid out, Management at the Boardman
Post office continue to ignore the settlements, and continue to
viol,ate the Agreement in this manner.
The Union argues that again the Step B team find such a violation in
the i~stant ,grievance, 'yet only disagrees to the remedy the Uni~n
seeks for administrative leave for those letter carriers who were
forced to work overtime inappropriately.
The Union maintains that ever increasing monetary pe±lalties have been
ignored in the past ,by Management as a means to stop the continued
violations"and that :the requested remedy represents the only, avenue
remaining to the Union to seek future compliance.
The Union,requests the Arbitrator sustain the grievance, grant the
remedy requested, and any other 'remedy the arbitrator finds
applicable.
,

,

, The U.S. Postal Service
The Serv~ce argues that there is no applicable violation of the
Agreement, and the arbitrator lacks authority, and contractual basis
for granting the Union's request fO'r remedy.
That the Union is offering evidence of a de minimis'value for the,
numbe,r of hours associated 'with the, above cited grievance, and the
letter carriers impacted have been properly compensated for the time
worked" and through settlements with any other such payments,
compensation, 'or by the granting of administrative leave completely
inappropriate, and lacking merit.
That to grant such ,leave is an unjust enrichment for the employee.

.'

.

•<
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That the ELM is specific for the types, of circumstances where
administrative leave is granted, and :the Union's request for such is
not one of them, and therefore not applicable. 1
That any such award of administrative leave would begin to destroy the
labor-mana'gement relationship by opening a Pandora's Box for ·future
local settlements,. and that the Unio.n should be s.eeting a more
appropriate remedy~'
That the impacted letter carrier~ have been. paid for. the supposed harm
caused to them. by having to work overtime, and having to do so at
uneXpected timesi!3 a part of', the eDlJ;>loyment contract between the
Employer and employee established at hirinq.
The Service maintains 'that the Union has failed to meet their required
burden of proof in this matter by fully demonstrating the unduehar.m
c~used to the impacted empioyees, or that 'the remedy requested is
appropriate.
'The Service requests that this grievance be denied in whole.
FINDXNGS & OPINION .01' HIS ARBI~TOR:

"Thoreau once said, "It takes two to speak the truth - one to
and another to hear."2

speak~,

The, simple truth before me is the numerous, acknowledged grievance
settlements'from the Boardman Post Office over the same/similar issue
of wOrking letter carriers not on the OVertime Desired List' (OTDL) I or
as referenced by the Union as forced to work overtime when they are '
not on the OTDL, while those on the list are available.
'
,~he

Union argues passionately that these same/similar grievances have
been settled continuouslypy mutual agreement, 'with ever increasing
monetarypayments,.yet Management fails to listert,and continues to ,
ignore ,these locally precedent settlements, and violate the Agreement
over and over again.
The propriety 'of these past grievances are not before me - the
DRT/Step B Team has, ruled favorably for the Union, as they have done
in the. instant matter, before me~
I ~ therefore asked only to determine if the Union's reqUested
penalty is proper" and/or, what is warranted as an additional remedy,
if in fact ,one is even warranted.,

lSeeM-l.
, "See Henry DaVid Thoreau, 1817-1862

,~
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The 'Union believes that the result of every previous monetary
;judgement has fallen on deaf ears with local Management continuing to
violate the Agreement, parts thereof, and Step Bdebisions by
"forcing" letter carriers not on the OTDL to work overtime, while OTDL
letter carriers are available to work this time~
That these impacted letter carriers have lost time with their
families, and other p'ersonalobligations when forced to work the
overtime., That ever increasing ainounts of money oJ;'fered to these
employees is no longer of interest to them when the lost time 'cannot
be recouped.
The Service believes that there is no contractual, or arbitral right
to award these employees administrative leave as the Unio'n seeks' under,
these circumstances,. That the amount of, time being no more than ten
(10) hours, and they ~~v-e been duly paid for that ',time, including
double t i m e . ? ~ .
That theJ;e'is accepted circumstances where employees must wor'k
overtinie though they are notonthe'list, and it remains Management's
prerogative 'to make such determinations of need.,
That to grant the Union's request for administrative leave would
, eX,ceed the' arpitrator's rightful remedy authority, for there is
nothing in the Agr~ement, or parts thereof" with the single exception
of the ELM that deterniines when, and why administrative. leave
can/should be allowed.
The parties have provided me with previously issued arbitration awardS
that support'their position, with the P6~tal Service's very capable
advocate also offering additional cites during his well-thought,
closing statement.
The, Union's -equally articulate advocate also offers a judicious
statement supporting their reasons for seeking a remedy rare in the
labor~managem.ent environment.
,And as stated above, the only commonality of the parties arguments is
that the merits of this grievance has alr~ady been determi~ed by the
local Step B Team. The chosen, and well-trained .individuals who on no",
, less thantwerity six (26) other occasions have settled same/similar
cases at the Boardman facility alone. J
The only dispute between these very same representatives is the new
remedy'being-requested by the Union - that administrative leave be
,awarded to the letter carriers who were forced to work overtime when
not on the overtime Desired List.
3 See J-2,

Pages 5&6
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.The·Union's arguments at Step B, and in their .submitted arbitral
decisions 'WOuld support the grantiRg of such .1eave...,,:--'Iiw.flh""i~1I1e~t""hi'l-JO"Ae---------~·
Service's arguments at' Step B, at hear,tng, an.d in their numerous
awards submitted offer claims that because the J-CAM references only
the ELM caveats for the granting of administrative leave, and nQ other
, applicable language about such le~ve in the ·Ag~eem.ent, the arbitrator
should be. prec:luded from awarding such administrative leave unle.s.s. it
met those caveats outlined in the· ELM.
The Se~vice's submissions are impressive, and pre~ent a persuasive
argument in suppqrtof .their position, however (here is that word no
advocate, likes to hear) whil~it is a compelling argument, like any.
arbitration the outcome isqetermined by those facts qistinguished by
the individual case alone.
That the arguments, and evidence regarding the merits have already
been established, I need only consider what remedy bests applies to
the matter before me .
.While many of my fellow arbitrators have supported the Service's,
position, I find a :glarinq, and all-important distinction 'that must be
recognized from ~ny of those other awards diffe:rent~~om.the fact's of
this matter.
In, the case before me, the Un;ion is not seeking such a remedy of
administrativ.e leave in the first, or even twenty first grievance, but
only after all other same/sllnilar grievances were sustained for a .
monetary award, yet" no financial settlement steinmed the continuing
violations by local Management.
There can be no dispute ,that this remedy is of such a unique nature,
and would normally offer a compelling argument against an arbitrator
granting administrative leave that one must walk such a ,line with the
utmost caution alway:;>.
There is also no dispute that previous arbitrators have found good
cause to grant such leave to remedy overtime assignments found to be
in violation of the National Agreement. 4
Other arbitrators cited have found that moneta~y awards to employees .
for over-time ,violations is '''adequate compensation...and that Once those
hours "were worked, they cannot be replaced in any meaningful way..."s.
Another arbit;.ratorargues that "additional payments would not be
considered, "compensatory", but instead considered to be extraordinary
damages.

itself, Arbitrator McReynolds, G1OC-1G-C 13362169, Pages 7 & 8:
Arbitrator Dilts, E01N-4E-C 06260805 (Service submission)

4 See the Service's submission
5 see

.\
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That, "._even unde:r: the broad autho.r:ity. g:r;anted arbitrators to remedy,
violations of ba,qi.aihing agreements..., (administratJ.:V-e leave> are rarel'~'
ordered. "6
The Service argues that the impacted ~loyees have already been paid
for the time wo:r:ked the "forced" overtime, ,and were only, entitled, to
the status quo employment position they otherwise Would have been
entitled to, and to in effect pay th~m administrative leave would be'
additional pay, ,and constitute unwarranted punitive ~ges.
However,! am persuaded by the Union, and its advocate's compelling
arguments that' this reIi:tedy is no lqnger aboutmohey - which it is "
,about the Union's right to seek, 'and receive redress consummate with
the continuing violations that they deem to be sufficient to the
offenses.'
I need not demonstrate a relevant contractual violation; as that has
been done ,previously in this matter by the parties themselves, 'and I
am convinced that arbitral precedent, and the Supreme Court has
previously ,upheld the arbitrator's flexibility in fashioning a remedy. 7
'Therefore what is left for t~e arbitrato:r: is determining what, is a
fair, and reasonable remedy in the matter before me.
I find it reasonable that when the Union's redXess is continually
ignored, resulting in ever increasing monetary awa:r:ds, it is rigbt to
ask if the Union may seek adjudication beyond that which ha,sfailedto
convince Management to faithfully comply with such settlements in the
,past, and I believe the Union must, under those circumstances be
granted such additional relief.
'
When the local parties continue, repeatedly to violate, grieve, and
then settle the same/similar issues, in the same/similar locations
~ith the same results, then is it not reasonable to concl~de that such
an exerc~se becomes an illusion to reality.
An injured party, under these circumstances is not the individual

employee, but the labor-management, relationship established'by law,
and the, National parties.
One ignores, or dismisses, that long established, and binding Agreement
at risk of severely injuring the party they claiin to well represent.
The Service argues that an award of a~nistrative leave only serves
to undermine the public's confidence'in th~ U.S. Postal Service.

6 See Arbitrator

Brown, C06N-4C-C 08148260 ,
1 See Steerworkers v.EnterPrise Wheel & car Corp.,363 U.S. 593,46LRRM 2423 (1960)

"
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,
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I ~espectfu11y disagree, and counter that the continuous violation of
__________~a~b~i~n~d~~~·n~g,~~otjated contract does more to ha~ the ~ublicaoo~
I believe it a fair statement that to continuously pay ever larger,
sums of money to employees for the same reasons/violations over, and
over again, that could easily be avoided would more greatly arouse the
public's ire than an arbitrator's award.
The Union has the inherent right to seek redress for such continuing
violations as they alone see fit, solong~as it can be ,defined, within
the Agreement as a fair and reasonable resolution.
TQe Union has demonstrated satisfactorily that they have throughout
the p~st sought 'such redress that is mor~commonly offered ill the
grie.vance procedure.,. and by an arbitrator., i.e.. monetary
settlements/sanctions, including. cease and desist orders. All with no
'apparent success •
The Service argues that to grant the Union's request would be the
granting of a.. '''punitive'' award were no financial'loss is demonstrated.
While it is "commonly stated that a test ,of whether a remedy is
punitive is if it goes beyond making the employee whole for the'
Employer's violation of the Agreement, I beleive the better focus is
not if the award is labeled a "~punitive" award, but whether it is
reas'onable in light of the findings of the arbitrator. 8

~:

In the instant matter before me, I am convinced that the Union's
remedy request is fair and reasonable in light of the totality of the
fact circumstances.
When previous remedies fail~'it;'is:'il,ot~Uiireasonable, nor should it be,
to seek ever greater remedies to bring a party into compliance.
When'good.faith bargaining by the parties fails to impress upon a
warring party the righteousness of their decisions, the losing'party
i~;left with no reasonable choice but to seek such a redress that may,
hopefully impress t~e violating party with the need to comply ,in the
future, or face evermore "punit1ve" damages.
find, that such. efforts have been made by both parties in the
grievance procedUre to recognize such violations, 'and absent the
union's desire to seek an even greater remedy than previously, would
have enjoyed full agreement in this matter as well.
I

To what extent such a similar resolution would have provided lasting
relief cannot be known, yet based on past events lam skeptical.

8

See Sheet Metal Workers Local 416v. Hetgesfeer Corp., 335 F. Supp. 812, 80 l,RRM2113 (197l)
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The Service 'argues that a leading cause of such non-compliance no
longer i.s in such a potition to influence a similax--outcome. That IGaV:
well be true, but it is not relevant to the facts before· me at this
time.
After a thorough review of all the documents, arguments, and evidence
s'ubmitted before me, I find the Onion has good cause, under these very
limited circumstances to such relief as they seek.
Thi.s is 'not to say that in other such s.imilar matters that may be
before a court of competent jurisdictionthe.result would be 'the same
~ as.it is well established in arbitration that each case is
different, and stands, 'or falls of its own merits.
Based on all of the above, I' find for the Onion., and sustain this
grievance.

AW;DD:

This grievance is sustained.
Administrative Leave shall be granted.to each impacted letter carrier
identified for the hours "forced" to work. overtime.
No updue de;Lay for granting such leave when requested' pursuant to
applicable
rules shall transpire.
.
.

The Postal Service shall'pay the Union the sum of three thousand, five
d61Iars($3,500.00)for their costs of' taking this matter to
. ,cfrbitratiPn.
'hun~ed

T~e Po~tal S,7t,"'V,'i7e shall 'immediately cease and desist from further

vl.olatl.ons

0

':thlS nature.

The ar~itrat~r~shall retain jurisdiction for a period-of si";;cty (60)
days for the purpose of implementation of this award.
Nothing follows.
DjB
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For the U.S. Postal Service: Barbra Cook
For the Union: Andy Adkinson
Place of Hearing: Fremont, OH
Date of Hearing: June 12,2019
AWARD: The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy
in the amount of$l,OOO.OO.
Date of Award: July 13,2019
PANEL: USPS E~tem Area I NALC Region 11
Award Snmmru.y
The failure to pay monies due on a grievance resolution is a continuing grievance. The
Employer's failure to pay on the resolution was deliberate where the supervisor's explanation that
he did not understand the Formal A Resolution form was not credible. Under these circumstances
an additional compensatory award to the Union is appropriate.

Tobie Braverman

The grievance here is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms of the grievance
arbitration provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement of the parties. Hearing was held at
Fremont, Ohio on June 12,2019, The parties argued their positions orally at the conclusion of
the hearing, and the hearing was declared closed on that date. The parties did not stipulate that the
matter is properly before the Arbitrator, the Employer contending that the grievance was both
untimely filed and untimely appealed to Step B. The parties were additionally unable to stipulate
as to the issue on the merits before the Arbitrator for decision. The issues, as ftamed by the
Arbitrator, are as follows:
Was the Grievance timely filed at Informal Step A and timely appealed at to Formal Step

B?
Did Management violate Article 15 of the National Agreement when it failed to pay
pursuant to an Informal A grievance settlement regarding equitable overtime distribution for
Quarter 2, 2017, and if so, what is the appropriate remedy?

FACTS

The instant ~e arises out of a disputed grievance resolution dated January 4, 2018
regarding the equitable distribution of overtime for the second quarter of 2017 in the Fremont,
Ohio post office. The evidence established that there were grievances regarding th~ equitable
distribution of overtime filed for the second, third and fourth quarters of 2017 at the Fremont post
office, all of which were filed at the same time, and which were the subject of similar grievance
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resolutions on the same date. l Those resolutions were signed by Union Steward Nellie M.
Howard and then Supervisor Ryan Mitchell' on an Informal A Joint Resolution Form. Each
Informal A resolution was executed on that form which bears the logos of both the Employer and
the Union and on which the document title, "Informal A Joint Resolution Form", is printed at the
top between those logos. The form recites that "As a final and complete settlement of the subject
grievance the following resolutiolf has been arrived at between the parties", followed by a blank
space for insertion of the agreed resolution. The form then states "This resolution was not
induced by threats, coercion or intimidation. The foregoing is the complete understanding of the
parties and is accepted as a completed settlement of the grievance." The substance ofthe
handwritten resolution states that "management to pay O.T. carriers the d.i.£ference of hours from
the carrier with the most overtime hours at a rate of time & Yz." According to the testimony of
Howard, a list of carriers and the hours to be paid was attached and discussed at the time, and this
document is included in the grievance file. Mitchell, testified that the list was neither included
nor discussed at the time it was signed.
Fremont Postmaster, Pamela Collins testified that Howard gave the resolutions to her, and
in a gleeful manner advised her that Mitchell had signed them, and now payment was required.
Collins further ~stified that she was shocked, and believed that Howard's conduct was unethical
because there was never any discussion ofmake up hours and the specifics of the agreed payment
was not included. She believed that Mitchell had been taken advantage of, and that Howard's
actions were unethical. Howard testified that within a few days after the resolutions were signed,

Only the second quarter grievance resolution is before the Arbitrator in this case, but
the parties agreed that the facts of the grievances relating to the other two grievance resolutions
are the same.
.I
1
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Mitchell came to her asking that they be withdrawn, stating that Collins was upset that he had
signed the resolutions and had told him that he was not to sign any additional grievance
resolutions.
Upon discerning that the resolutions had not not paid within two pay periods, Howard
filed the instant grievance on February 23,2018. Collins and Formal A representative for the
Union, John F. Klenk agreed to an extension of time on this and several other grievances until
August 30, 2018. On that date, Collins testified that she and Klenk met and agreed to meet to
exchange written contentions on September 13,2018, and this agreement was written on the 8190
for the grievance. According to Collins, Steven Roth appeared for the Formal A exchange rather
than Klenk, .to which Collins objected.. Branch President Mike Hayden testified thattbis was due
to the fact that Klenk stopped hearing Formal A grievances for the Union effective September 4,
2018. The grievance was appealed to Step B on September 20,2018, and the Employer
contended that this appeal was untimely because of a lack ofan extension beyond August 30 and
the change in Formal A representatives. The Employer further contended that the resolutions
were invalid because Mitchell, who had only been a supervisor for eight months at the time, did
not understand what he was signing and had been taken advantage of by Howard.
The payments were not made pursuant to the Informal A resolutions, and Union witnesses
testified that the affected carriers were angry and upset with the Union. There was a significant
amount of complaining, and according to the testimony ofcarriers Pa1rick Colston and Michael
Hess, who testified at hearing, several carriers threatened to resign their membership in the Union
if they did not receive their payments as agreed. Colston and Hess both testified that they viewed

the problem as a failing on the part of the Union to enforce the Agreement, and could not
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understand the Union's inability to get the Employer to make the agreed upon payments. Branch
President Mike Hayden similarly testified that the need to arbitrate to obtain payment of agreed
upon grievance resolutions both degraded the Union's credibility with its members and caused the
Union to needlessly expend funds derived from members' dues on preparation for and
presentation of arbitration.
At the time of hearing in this matter, the Employer advocate, Barbra Cook, stated that she
had submitted the payments for the affected carriers based upon the hours which Howard
provided with the addition of a $150. payment to compensate for the delay in payment. Cook
stressed, however, that by making this payment, the Employer was not making any admission of
liability, and the matter remained in all respects in dispute.

POSITIONSOFTHEPART~

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden of proof to demonstrate that
the remedy requested should be awarded. In first addressing the Employer's timeliness argument,
the only argument advanced by the B Team on this issue was that the initial grievance was '
untimely. That argument, however was clearly waived since the parties reached a resolution. The
grievance was properly appealed to Step B because the parties extended the Formal A to August
30, and on that date agreed to meet again on September 13 to exchange contentions. The new
contention advanced at hearing, that there was an improper change in Union representatives at
Step A, should be rejected. There is no language in the National Agreement requiring
certification of Fonnal A representatives. On the merits of the grievance, there is no dispute that
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Supervisor Mitchell signed the resolution on January 4,2018, and the evidence supported the
conclusion that the numbers presented by the Union were attached. While the Employer
disagreed with those numbers during the course ofprocessing this grievance, an agreement was
reached in the initial grievance, which was binding: The Employer, however, refused to pay on
that resolution, until it submitted the settlement for payment days before hearing on June 7, 2019.
Even though the Employer advocate indicated that the agreed upon amounts were paid with the
addition of$150. per carrier, that was not done until after the Union was forced to incur the costs
of preparation for and presentation ofthe case at arbitration. l'his payment was made more than a
year after the grievance was resolved at the lowest possible level and only after the Union incurred
not only significant expense but a loss ofcredibility as expressed by dissatisfaction among the
carriers. Under these circumstances, in addition to the agreed upon payments, the carriers should
be compensated in the amount of $10. per day from fourteen days prior to the filing of the
grievance until the agreed upon overtime payments are made, and the Union should be paid the
amount of $1,000. as compensation for the damage to its image and reputation and the
unnecessarye~nditure

ofunion dues which the Employer's actions force it to incur.

Employer Position: The Employer argues initially that the grievance is procedurally
defective. The grievance regarding equitable distribution ofovertime was filed well after the
contractual fourteen day time li:mi~on, and this grievance was not filed within fourteen days of
the end of the second pay period after the date ofthe resolution. Both are therefore untimely. The
grievance was further w!iS improperly processed at Formal Step A when the Union changed the
steward presenting the grievance without first certifying the steward as required. Additionally,
there was no signed extension beyond August 30 and the grievance was therefore untimely
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appealed to Step B. On the merits, the Employer argues that the resolutions which were signed
were vague and did not include names of carriers or the amounts to be paid. Supervisor Mitchell
,

was essentially fooled into signing the settlement documents when they were slipped in by
Steward Howard during discussions of several grievances. He believed that he was only agreeing
to hear the grievances. He thereafter acknowledged his mistake, but the Union insisted on:
payment. Prior to hearing, all of the Grievants were paid the amounts claimed with the addition
of a $150. payment to compensate for the delay in payment. The only issue here then, is the
Union's request for an additional escalated remedy and a punitive damage payment to the Union.
The requested payment to the Union is clearly punitive and tantamount to bargaining in bad faith.

The purpose of remedy should be to make the injured parties whole, and not result jn a windfall.
1ms, however, is what the Union is requesting here. Absent a demonstration ofwi11:ful and
wanton misconduct, punitive damages are inappropriate. There is no such showing in this case.
1ms office does not have a history of either overtime violations or delays in payment on
settlements or arbitration awards, and the escalated remedy should therefore be rejected. The
grievance should be denied in its entirety.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

Section 2. Grievance Procedure - Steps
Informal Step A ...
b. In any such discussion the supervisor shall have authority to resolve the
grievance. The steward or other Union representative likewise shall have authority
to resolve the grievance in whole or in part. The local parties are not prohibited
from using the Joint Step A Grievance Form to memorialize a resolution reached at
7

an Informal Step A meeting ....

15.3.A The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives, ofthe principles and procedures set forth above will result in
resolution of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end....
M-01517 Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is not
optional. No manager or supervisor has the authority to ignore or override an
arbitrator's award or signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply with arbitration
awards and grievance settlements should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the
perception of non-compliance, and those steps should be documented.
ARTICLE 17 REPRESENTATION: ...

Section 1. Stewards
Stewards may be designated for the purpose of investigating, presenting and
adjusting grievances.
Section 2. Appointment of Stewards
A. The Union will certify to.the Employer in writing a steward or stewards and
alternates in accordance with the following general guidelines. Where more than
one steward is appointed, one shall be designated chief steward. The selection and
appointment of stewards or chief stewards is the sole and exclusive function ofthe
Union. Stewards will be certified to represent employees in specific work
location(s) on their tour; provided no more than one steward may be certified to
represent employees in a particular work location(s) ....
B. At any installation, the Union may designate in writing to the Employer one
Union officer actively employed at that installation to act as a steward to
investigate, present and adjust a specific grievance or to investigate a specific
problem to determine whether to file a grievance. The activities of such Union
officer shall be in lieu of a steward designated under the formula in Section 2.A
and shall be in accordance with section 3....

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Before reaching the merits ofthis case, it is necessary to address several procedural
contentions which the Employer argues constitute a bar to the arbitration ofthe grievance. The
first ofthese arguments is that the grievance was untimely filed in the first instance. At Step B,
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the Employer contentions note that the original grievance which was not paid, out of which this
grievance arises, was for second quarter 2017 overtime, but it was not filed until January 4,2018.
The Employer further argued that this grievance was filed at Informal Step A on February 23,
2018. Since the Union contends that the payment was to be made within two pay periods and the

resolution was signed on January 4, the Employer contends that grievance was untimely.
The Arbitrator must reject both of these contentions. First, the claim that the underlying
quarterly overtime grievance was untimely filed was undoubtedly waived when a resolution was
signed at Informal Step A. It was incumbent on management to raise that contention at the
relevant time, and having failed to do so, it can not be resurrected as part of this grievance which
seeks to enforce that settlement. Although the Form 2608 completed by Mitchell mentions
untimeliness, this form is undated, and appears to have been completed subsequent to the
resolution document signed on January 4. As to the contention that this grievance was filed more
than fourteen days beyond a two pay period payment deadline, it must be noted :first that there was

no stated payment date referenced in the resolution document. A reasonable time must therefore
be inferred, and while a two pay period is clearly reasonable, the failure to pay within that time
limitation cannot serve as a bar to a grievance for continued non-payment. When payment of
monies is due, each day on which it remains unpaid constitutes a new violation. This is in fact, a
classic example of a continuing grievance. While payment cannot be claimed for periods more
that fourteen days prior to the filing date of the grievance, a grievance is timely filed at any time
until such time as the payment is consummated.

The contention that the appeal to Step B was untimely must also be rejected. The parties
agreed that an extension was in place on this and other grievances until August 30. When
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Postmaster Collins and Union representative Klenk met on that date, the parties noted on the 8190
that they would meet on September 13,2018 to exchange contentions. That agreement was
undoubtedly an additional extension to that date even though it did not use the word "extension".
Collins was unable to explain why any other interpretation should be attributed to that agreement,
and the Arbitrator is hard pressed to glean any other plausible meaning. The parties did meet on
September 13, and the appeal was received at Step B was on September 20, well within the
cOntractual time line.
The argument that the change in Formal A representative for the September 13 meeting
without prior notice is a procedural violation which bars the grievance must also be rejected. The
language of Article 17 regarding the certification of stewards on which the Employer relies is
misplaced. That language details the requirements for the certification of stewards at individual
offices or installations for the purpose of investigating grievances and representing members
within the office or installation. Its reference to "specific work location" makes it apparent that
the scope of the provision concerns notification as to the identity of stewards in each office. The
provision does not in any way reference notification of representatives for Fonnal Step A
grievance hearings. Branch President Hayden testified that he has never provided such formal
certification for that purpose, and both parties have changed Formal A representatives on
grievances when necessary. In this case, the Formal A representative for the Union was changed
because Klenk had stopped performing those duties during the pendency of the grievance. The
Employer has pointed to no language which would prohibit that change or require advance notice
to the Employer.
A discussion of the merits of this case, must begin with the acknowledgment that these
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parties, both in the National Agreement and in subsequent Step 4 Agreements, have agreed and
reiterated thlit resolution of grievances at the lowest possible level is preferable, and timely
compliance with settlements and arbitration awards is mandatory. In this case, the Employer has
failed to comply with that mandate, and that failure appears to have been intentional.

AS noted

above, on January 4,2018 then Supervisor Mitchell signed this and several other Informal A
grievance resolutions on afonn which states both in its title and its text in three separate places
that it is a resolution ofthe grievance. Mitchell's protestation after the fact that he misunderstood
the form is simply not credible. The form is in no way misleading, and the only way it could have
been misunderstood as anything other than a grievance resolution would be if were not read in
even the most cursory manner. Mitchell's relative inexperience as a supervisor is simply no
excuse for signing a document without reading it first. His explanation that he believed he was
only signing to agree to hear the grievance directly contradicts the language on the form which he
signed, and cannot be credited.
Rather than misunderstanding the meaning or import of what he was signing, it appears
that what occurred in reality here is that Mitchell agreed to a settlement with which Postmaster
. Collins strongly disagreed. Upon being advised of Collins' dissatisfaction, Mitchell then wrote
statements claiming he did not understand what he signed, and Collins refused to honor the
settlement. There can be little doubt that Collins was j~ably upset with Mtichell for signing
the resolution. He agreed to Settle a dramatic~y untimely grievance based on figures that were
not verified and did not take into account missed overtime opportunities. Ultimately, however,
none of that matters. The resolution was signed by a member ofmanagement with the authority to
do so, and the Employer was therefore obligated to pay based upon its terms. Instead ofdoing
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that, however, Collins made a decision that the resolution would not be honored. The evidence in
this case compels the conclusion that this decision was knowing and deliberate.
While punitive remedies are disfavored in general, and the Arbitrator is reluctant to award
monies beyond those which compensate directly for harm done for a contractual breach, it must be
noted that these parties have acknowledged that there are occasions in which an award of an
additional monetary remedy is appropriate in order to impress upon management the need for
future contractual compliance. In particular, the J CAM at 41-17 states that:
''In circumstances where the violation is egregious or deliberate ... the parties may

wish to consider appropriate compensatory remedy to the injured party to
emphasize the commitment of the parties to contract compliance. In these
circumstances, care should be exercised to insure that the remedy is corrective and
not punitive, providing a full explanation of the basis ofthe remedy.
This Arbitrator has specifically held that this language applies only to the issue of opting, which is
the subject ofthe contractual provision under which it is discussed. Thus, while this language is
not directly applicable here, it does support the notion that the parties have agreed that a remedy
which is additional to making injured parties whole may be appropriate in the case of deliberate
contractual breaches. Based upon the Arbitrator's conclusion that the breach here was a deliberate
decision to refuse to comply wi~ a grievance settlement, such a remedy is appropriate in this case.
In this case, there was no demonstration that the carriers suffered any additional harm as a
result of the delay in payment, and since they have already each been compensated with an
additional $150., this amount is deemed to be sufficient to compensate for the eighteen month
delay in payment. The Union, on the other hand, has suffered additional harm in two important
respects. The evidence was clear that the affected carriers were extremely dissatisfied with the
Union, and in particular with their Union steward, when they were not paid pursuant to a
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grievance which had been resolved in their favor. In fact, the dissatisfaction went so far as to
prompt threats of leaving the Union by certain members. In addition to the loss of credibility with
. its membership, the Union was forced to incur the cost of the continued processing of the
grievance, the cost of preparation for arbitration, and the cost of arbitration itself, all for a

•

grievance which unquestionably should have been paid pursuant to an agreed risolution. All of
this time and expense was incurred, only to be told at hearing that the carriers would be paid as
agreed.
Having found the Employer's breach of the Informal A grievance resolution to be knowing
and deliberate, the Arbitrator finds that the Employer has not acted in good faith in this case. In
order to impress upon the Employer the need to abide by agreed grievance settlements, no matter
how mistaken or misguided they are, the Union is awarded the sum of$l,OOO.

AWARD

The Grievance is sustained in part. The Union shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the
amount of $1,000.00.

Dated: July 13.2019
Tobie Braverman, Arbitrator
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~..ay

Date of Award:

May 29, 2018

Rale~~nt

Contract Provision:

OH

Article 15

Contract Year:

2011

Type of GrievS&'"lce:

Contraot

Award SUa"nzr.ary:
In this case, the Union claims the Employer has failed to comply
with the language of two (2) Informal Step A Griev~noe Settlements.
The record shows the Parties agreed that monetary paz~nt would be
completed wi thin- two (2) pay periods. Wh6&"l payments did not occur
wi thin that tirr.e period, the instant griev~nce ~"as filed by t&T-.te Union
alleging non-compliance. The clear and convincing evidence \tor~s in
favor of the Union and the instant grie;v-anC6 is sustained in accord
wi th the remed'.i found in the Discussion and

~

.

Lawrence Roberts,Panel Arbitrator

Case # Cl1N-4C-C 17$03905

St."BMISSION :

This matter

carr~e

to be Arbitrated pursuant to the terms of

the Wage Agreement between United states Postal Service and the
National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the
rarties having failed to resolve this matter prior to the
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted
on 3 May 2018 at the postal facility located in Toledo, OR.
Testimony and evidence were received from both parties. A
transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made a record of the
hearing by use of a digital recorder and personal notes. The
Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular Regional Arbitration Panel
in accordance with the Wage Agreement.
OPINION

This class action grievance was filed on behalf of Letter
Carriers 'working at a Toledo, OR postal facility, the Central
De-livery Unit.

The Union and the Employer entered into two Informal A
Grievance Settlements on or about 8 July 2017.
documented on un

~Informal

A Joint Resolution

noth were
Fo~.n

language to both Settlements was the language that
be made wi thin 2 pay periods."

Co~~on

~Pay.ment

will

Both Forms were signed by the

respective Representatives of the Parties.

The instant grievance was filed when pa:yments did not occur
within 2 pay periods.
violation of non

The Union contends this is'a continuing

corr~liance

at the Toledo Installation and a

Cass t

direct violation of Article 15.

C1L~-4C-C

17603805

The Employer insists that

extenuating circumstances resulted in the delay, no malic.e was
intended and therefore, there was no violation of the I:art·ies
Agreement.

Obviously, the Parties were unable to resolve this dispute
during the prior steps of the Parties Grievance Arbitration
Procedure of Article 15. The step B Tea.'ll declared an impasse on
12 October 2017 and the matter was referred to arbitration.

It was found the matter was properly processed through the
prior steps of the grievance procedure.

Therefore, the dispute

is now before the undersigned for final determination.

At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fair and full
opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross
witnesses.
oral closing

ex~~ine

The record was closed following the presentation of
ar~w'1lents

by the respective Advocates.

JOINT EXHIBITS:

1. Agreement between the National Association of Letter Carriers
Union, AFL'CIO and the US Postal 5ervice.
2. Grievance Package
UNION'S POSITION:

The Union contends this case is not as narrow as when
pax~ents are made, instead, the Toledo installation habitually

Case It CllN-4C-C l. 750380'5

ignores signed agreements causing harm to the employees and to
the Union.
The Union claims the evidence will prove the Employer has
harmed the bargaining unit and the Union by requiring the Union
to file second, third, fourth and even fifth generation
grievances to ensure compliance with settlements.
In this case, it is the argument of the Union the Employer
has failed to comply with their signed resolutions as has become
the norm in the city of Toledo.
The Union insists the factual evidence will show the
payments in these cases were not made until 8 September 2017.
It is the Union's argument this date is five weeks after
the agreed upon deadline and the payments were made reluctantly
after grievance time was requested and the Union initiated this
grievance to enforce the grievance settlement.
The Union claims this delay in payment causes harm to both
the Grievants and the Union. The Union claims expense in'their
pursuit of delayed payments. The Union insists this money and
time could be invested elsewhere.
In the opinion of the Union, this is not the first time
that the issue of non-compli~~ce has reared its ugly head in the
Toledo Installation, instead, it has become the norm. And
according to the Union, the Employer has been put on notice.
The Union asserts the Employer has signed resolutions that
they would cease and desist failing to comply with agreements
and the evidence in this case will show that small escalations
in remedy have failed to ensure compliance.
The Union requests the instant grievance be sustained and
an appropriate remedy be issued that protects the Parties'
collective bargaining agreement and protects the Union from the
additional cost suffered due to non-compliance.
The Union requests the instant grievance be sustained and
the following remedy be granted:
1. Order the Employer to cease and desist failing to
comply with grievance settlement and arbitration
awards.
2. Put the Employer on notice that failing to comply
with signed agreements, grievance settlements and
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arbitration awards shall result in an escalated
remedy/award.
3. Compensate each letter carrier listed in the
grievance resolutions on pages IS and 16 of the
Joint Grievance Package the sum of $20 per calendar
day during the period of 8/4/17 to 9/8/17 due to
delayed payments.
4. Compensate the Union the sum of $1000 for the
harm the Union has suffered and the damage the Union
image due to members losing faith.
5. Compensate the Union a sum equal to the Union's
added expenses in the amount of $2780.15 due to the
Employer's serial non-compliance.
COMPANY'S POsrTrON:
The Employer first mentions the respective Representatives
resolved two Informal A grievances on 8 July 201'7.
It is Management's contention their Representative signed
them in good faith believing 'she would be able to process the
payments within the time period of the respective settlement
agreements.
The position of the Agency in this case is that MALe Branch
100 is requesting unreasonable punitive damages to Informal A
grievances and looking for this Arbitrator to hand deliver to
them binding arbitration language for the Toledo Installation so
that they can continue to carry out their unjust enrichment
money grab mission.
Management insists they are placed in a precarious position
when an unjust monetary remedy is requested by the Union. The
Agency insists the Parties simply cannot settle at the lowest
possible level, as required by the National Agreement, when
excessive and punitive remedies are requested.
The Employer claims they corrected the situation once it
became aware of the issue and took necessary action to ensure
this issue will not occur again at Central Station.
Furthermore, the Service points out that all of the Employees
have been made whole.
.
According to the Agency's position, the evidence in this
case will show that the Supervisor tried to pay the grievances
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in GATS. However, Management claims that due to the
Supervisorrs inability to pay the grievances in GATS as she did
not have the proper access because she did not meet on
grievances at the Informal A Level at Central Station.
Management indicates that throughout the entire grievance
procedure, it was stated that the supervisor did try to pay the
grievances, was unable to, but, got trained to process future
grievances in GATS. From the Employerrs perspective, there was
no malice on their part in this case.
The Agency hints this is a smoke and mirror ploy by the
Union in their attempt to try to continue to paint the Toledo
Installation with a broad brush of non--compliance.
In Management's opinion, the approximate 210 pages of
"settlements" in the case are not binding, nor are they relevant
to this instant case. Management suggests that Branch 100 has a
history of throwing everything in the case file including the
kitchen sink, like a Jackson Pollock painting, hoping that
something, anything will stick.
The Service mentions that Formal A settlements are not
precedent setting unless they specifically state so. In
Management's opinion, the ones in the case file are irrelevant
to the instant case and therefore, to use them as padding to
show how one supervisor who tried to pay the grievance at the
Informal A Level was non-compliant is distasteful.
The Employer suggests, the Bravermen arbitration decision,
in which the Union is resting their hat on, which is in the case
file is an arbitration settlement regarding arbitration
settlement payments that needed to be processed by the Labor
Relations Specialist at the District Level within two pay
periods.
As explained by the Service, the Informal A is not an
arbitration, and the key work used in the arbitration settlement
was "processed not "Paid." The Employer concludes this
arbitration award in no way is relevant to a supervisor at a
delivery unit settling an Informal A grievance at the lowest
level. And, as suggested by the Employer, this is what the
Union is trying to get from this case here today.
According to Management's interpretation, there is nothing
in the National Agreement which states a specific time period on
when a settlement needs to be "paid" and if at the National
Level they wished there to be, the parties would have negotiated
it at the National Level.
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Management points out that all the evidence to this
grievance is in the joint case file and any new evidence
presented during arbitration would constitute an arbitration by
ambush.
According to the Employer, the Union has the burden of
proof in this case. It is the opinion of the Agency that the
Union has not proven their allegations by a preponderance of
evidence and no substantive documentation was provided by the
Union at any time during the grievance procedure to support any
part of their position.
And it is on that basis the Employer requests the instant
grievance be denied in its entirety.
THE ISSUE:

Did management violate the National Agreement including,
but not limited to Article 15 as well as previous resolutions
and Arbitration decisions when management failed to comply with
two signed grievance resolutions? If so, what is the appropriate
remedy?
PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:

ARTICLE 15
GRl~VANCE:-ARBITRA'l'lON

PROCEDURE

DISCUSSION AND FINDrNGS:

The matter herein involves an issue of compliance,
specifically Article 15 and a timely execution of the monetary
payments of two Informal step A Grievance Settlements.

There is

no language in Article 15 or any other article or section of the
Parties Agreement that specifically addresses this issue.
However, Article 15.3.A does unambiguously provide "the parties
expect good faith observance, by their respective
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representatives of the principles and procedures set forth above
will result in resolution of substantially all grievances
initiated hereunder at the lowest possible step and recognize
their obligation to achieve that end. n

And with that being said, the burden of proof in this case
is squarely on the Union to show either the Employer acted in
bad faith or their actions were arbitrary, capricious or
unreasonable.

Regarding the evidence presented in this case, I

am of the considered opinion the Union has overwhelmingly met
that requisite burden of proof.

Additionally, I was not

convinced the Employer offered any conclusive evidence to the
contrary.

Management's defense, as recited in their opening statement
was that:

"Due to the Supervisor's inability to pay the
grievances in GATS as she did not have the proper
access because she did not meet on grievances at the
Informal A level at Central Station. Also because of
this she was not personally trained. Throughout the
entire grievance procedure, management has stated
that she DID try to pay them, was unable to, but,
got trained to process future grievances in GATS.
There was no malice on Management's part."

First, this Supervisor should have been well aware that
both settlements included "Payment will be made within 2 pay

8
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periods." Secondly, that same supervisor was responsible to
ensure that timely payments took place.

Itrs obvious, by the

Employer's own admission that the Supervisor, for whatever
reason, was unable to effectuate a timely payment.

Since the

Supervisor settled the grievances, it was the same Supervisor's
direct responsibility to ensure that timely payments took place.
In my view, if the Supervisor was unable to personally process
the payment, I am certain that another supervisor, able to
properly process grievance payments, would or should have
provided assistance.

Obviously, that did not happen in this

particular case.

The fact of the matter is, there was absolutely no excuse
for the untimely payment being made in this case.

Again, in

view, two (2) pay periods is a reasonable length of time to
process a payment, even if there is some sort of malfunction
the system.

But paramount in this case, those payments were

part of the Parties settlement.

The settlement included a

written agreement of payment within two pay periods.

And until

that payment was completed, the grievances were not entirely
settled, in that, the employee was not made whole.

In my

considered opinion, this is certainly not a good faith effort on
the part of the Agency.

The fact of the matter is, in both

grievances, there was a contractual violation and the settlement
language was quite specific.

1
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The untimely payments also resulted in an additional
violation. The issue now is whether or not an escalating remedy
is proper in this case.

In my considered opinion, an escalating

remedy is certainly appropriate in this matter.

This. case file identifies literally a plethora of non
compliance settlements· at the Toledo Installation. Management
correctly argued that many of those were non-precedent setting.
And to that end, I agree, but only to the merits of the dispute.
The mere quantity cannot be set aside, as
identifies a serious pattern of
issues.

non~·compliance

regarding

The issues may have been resolved without precedence

and carry absolutely no weight in my findings. However, any
"without precedence" settlement does not simply provide a

non·~

compliance bypass. The number of non-compliance settlements
-----~-----------------found in this case file cannot be set aside.

The Agency insisted that escalating remedies and punitive
awards violate the Parties Agreement. Several precedent setting
Awards to that end were introduced, however, none were
specifically on point to this specific issue.

In a 1989

National Award, (H1C-NA-C 97/123/124), Arbitrator Richard.
Mittenthal stated:

/0
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the purpose of a remedy is to place employees
(and Management) in the position they would have
been in had there been no contract violation. The
remedy serves to restore the status quo ante."
And in 1994, Arbitrator Mittentha1 provided a similar
message in another National Award styled H7C-NA-C 36/132, HOC
NA-C 28:
~lt ~s generally accepted in ~abor arbitration that
a damage award, arising from a violation of the
col'lective bargaining agreement, should be limited
to.the amount necessary to make the injured
employees whole. Those deprived of a contractual
benefi t are made whole for their loss. They receive
compensatory damages to the extent required, no more
and no less."

I agree with Arbitrator Mittenthal that a remedy serves to
restore the status quo ante. In the second Award, Arbitrator
Mittenthal stops short of making that "status quo ante"
mandatory by the use of wording such as "generally accepted" and
"should be limited." such mandatory dialogue indicates the
intent of Arbitrator Mittenthal was not to eliminate the use of
punitive awards in certain situations.

And in my view, this is

.-----------------------------------------
certainly one of those cases.
The Union argument in this matter is supported by a case
file of documentation.

It is summarized in a September 2016

Discussion and Analysis by Arbitrator Tobie Braverman (C11N-4C-C
16104433)

where~

/1
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".

"There seems to be little doubt that timely
compliance with settlement and arbitration awards in
general, and with payment of monies due in
particular, has been an ongoing problem in the
Toledo installation since at least 2015. While the
Union contends that the delays in this case were
intentional and malicious, there was no evidence
that this was the case. Rather, the evidence
~emonstrated that the delays were caused by a
combination of factors which included the submission
of paper work to the Area which was not complete,
the need for multiple meetings by Area and District
personnel due to the size of the payments, and the
desire of the Employer to insure that all related
grievances were resolved prior to authorizing the
payment. These actions were motivated by legitimate
concerns for care and accuracy. ·'there was simply no
demonstration that the delay was caused by any
malice or intention to harm either the Union or the
carriers_.
_. While these issues are understandable and the
purposes served .are appropriate, the reality is that
the requirements put in place by the Employer
delayed payment on these two arbitration awards for
an inordinate length of time. If the Employer
wishes to put procedures in place which must be
folloWed prior to payments on grievance settlements
and awards it certainly may do so. These
procedures, however, must be such that they do not
violate the requirement that payments be made within
two pay' periods subsequent to the agreement of the
parties as to the details of the payment. While it
may be necessary on occasion .to process payment
slower than the two pay period standard, delays of
two and four months are so long that they cannot be
considered to be timely, and are unacceptable. II
I agree in principle with that analysis above.
a Frederick MD case styled

K11N~4K-C

In fact,

17183206, I wrote in my

2017 Discussion and Findings that:

op~n~on,

And in my oonsiclared
any moneta>
settlement to any grievance should be made no:iater)

/'2
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than the second pay period following settlement.
lacks any well founded reasoning that such an
administrative process could n9t be processed in
such a ti.m.E! frame. In ray view, there must be a
management process in place to assure that such
timely payments take place. While I understand
there may be exceptions, any extension beyond that
time frame should be rare in occurrence.

In my view, there is no logical explanation given to
indicate any valid reasoning that the Employer would be unable
"to process and execute any grievance settlement within two pay
periods.

And even following that 2015 Award mentioned above, it

appears the Employer at this location continues, on a consistent
basis, to miss that two pay period mandate.

If that management process takes longer than two (2) pay
periods to effectuate and finalize any grievance settlement,
then the Employer needs to reo-visit that archaic process.
Regardless of circumstance, there should be no grievance
settlement, monetary or otherwise that should take longer than
two (2) pay periods to finalize.

In my opinion, this instant case is exactly the type,
separated for exclusion, by Arbitrator Mittenthal in the 1994
Award cited above.

Two (2) pay periods is the "generally

accepted" length of time for conclusion, whether it be monetary
or otherwise and if that conclusion falls within that two pay
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period parameter, the amount should be limited to a make whole

remedy.

But once that parameter is exceeded, any further delay
falls outside of that '''generally accepted" standard.

-- -

-

And a

punitive Award is the only reasonable way to enforce Management
compliance to that two (2) pay period requirement.

--------------------------------------------------------And for that reasoning, the Union's requested remedy is
reduced to the following:

1. The Employer is ordered to cease and desist
failing to comply with grievance settlement and
arbitration awards at the Toledo·lnstall:ation.
Unless by mutual agreement with the Union, any
future delay of any monetary payment beyond that two
(2) pay period window will be doubled.
2. Failure to comply wi thsigned agreements,
grievance settlements and arbitration awards shall
result in an escalated damage award to the Union

3. Each Letter carrier listed in the grievance
resolutions on pages 15 and 16 of this Joint 2
Grievance Package will receive $100 due to the
delayed payments.

0·.
The Union will
awarded the sum of $1000 a:-:\
\ : S u l t of the payment
in this instant case..,J
be

delay

It is so ordered.
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AWARD
The instant grievance is resolved in accord with the above.

Dated: May 29, 2018
Fayette County PA
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•
The Service ia directed to cease ad desist !om violatina Article 31 and to comply with
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Local Branch $1000.00 within 30 days olthe date of this award.
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INDODUCTION
AI partiel to a coUective bargaining qreement, the UDion and Postal Service

submiuecl this matter to arbitration after completion ofthe pre-arbitral process. Both
parties were afforded a fbU opportunity to present evidence and argument and to examine

and crolHXUl1ine witnesses. However, the advocates mutually decided to submit the
record for decision after making opening arguments. The record consists ofloint exhibitl
and awards submitted by both parties.

De
ISSUES

The parties pve the arbitrator authority to &ame the illUe.
What is the appropriate remedy for the repeated violations oftbe National Aareement?

m.
SIIPULAIIONS
The Disputeltesolution Team (DIT) resolved the portion of the pievance u it relates to
the contractual violation in the following IDIIUlCr.
The Employer violated tbe National Agreement by their failure to timely provide

the Union the requested information u previously aareed. Manapment is
iDItrUcteci to cease and desist future violation. oftbl. nature.
The DRT declared an imp~ on the matter of the remedy.
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IV.

IACl1 AND CONTENTIONS
This grievance arose foJlowing the Union'. request for information and the delay
ofthat information. The .pecific facti are not before me regarding the underlying
grievance in that the DRT addressed the merits ofthe grievance and found a violation.
The Union contend. the sett1ementlliated below are tiDal and binding agreement.
between the partie. and Article 15 maadatea the good faith observance orthese

settlementL Th. blatant and continuous violations olth. contract and the non-compUanc:e
with th. cease and desist orders have a bannfU1 affect on the Union in numerous WI)'I.
The pnnl expense ofUtipdns the deniallDd delay ofinformatioll i. costly and the

poor relationship between the partie. impacts the speedy resolution ofillU's. Accordins
to the Union a monetary remedy i. appropriate because the Huntington Post Oftlce bu a

10118 history of similar violations and persist. in violating the collective bargaining

agreement regardle•• of the prior mandates.
The Service apecit1caJJy arguu that the arbitrator hu the authority to provide a

monetary remedy, but that the remedy shouJd be equal to the CICOIlOIDic harm aafFered u
• result oftha violation. Apunitive monetary remedy, the Service aserta, i. DOt provided
for in the National Agreement and therefore the monetary remedy must be limited to
compensatory damage•. The Service provide. numerous award. which indica a

monetary award i. not appropriate when the Union hu made no showin8 ofdemonstrable
harm. The Service requesta and I quote, tom their written position: "Management baa
already made the grievants cited in the instant grievance whol•. Accordins to the
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•
previous sriovanc. settlem.nts, the Article I violation involved a arand total ot 1.06
houri (approximately 530.00). The UDion is requeatins punitive damapa ot an additional

$3000.00. Manas.meat, in ,ood faith, has completed the required paperwork to pay the 6
grievants an additional S150.00 each. AI argued in today's hearins, the delay was not
intentional or deUberate." Inliaht otthe' facta in thil record. the Service araues the
Union'. request il unreasonable u the delay was not I delibente violation of the
contract.
loint 2 contains resolutions and/or settlements between the Huntinston Beach
Post OtBce and NALe Branch 1100 concerDi.q the denial ot in(ormation. These are set

forth below:
1. Without prejudice to either party the srievance il settled u tanowa: Non-precedent
settins. manqemem will not arbitrarily deny the union requested intonnation. By DO way
do.. this settlement WIVe the unions rights to increue IDODItaIy remedi.. for future
delayins and or denyins information request. (1tesolved, 6129105) Joint 2, p. 16.

2. Labor Manasemtnt Intervention Meeting. 4122104: Manapment aud Union qreed. to
the followins: "The Ole urured that iaformation that WII readily available would be
alven to the union within 24 hours of receipt otthe request, if not received the union will
notify OIClPostmuter and IheIbe win intervene. In the event that put or all otthe
information il unavailable, manapment win iDform the Steward ofthe 1tatuI." Jow 2, p.
17.

3. Prearbitration settlement: Manapmem shall ceue and desist from filture violations
and il directed to pay to the local union steward the lump sum amount of $250.00.
Future requests for inf'ormation ahall be provided to the union in accordance with Article
17 and 31 orthe National Aareement. Manlaement shall respond to the questions and to
requests for documents ina cooperative and timely manner. When arelevant request is
made, l1'III18pJDem should provide. for the review and/or produce the requested
documentation u lOon u reasonably possible. This agreement constitutes a tbII and final
settlement orall iSlUII and disputes pertaininl to the srievance and il conaidered
precedent settina.... (Settled, 8124/04)
loint 2, p. 11.
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4. Prearbitration settlement: Manapment abal1 cease and desist &om Alture violation.
and il directed to pay a one time lump sum amount of'S500.00 to be diatributed equally
amonl the (ollowinlletter carriers: [4 named carriers] Thil qreement constitutes atUlI
and f1na1 settlement of aIIllsuel and disputes pertaining to the ariMIICe and is
considnd precedent setting.... (Settled, 8124104) Joint 2, p. 20.
5. Settlement: Information requ.st delayed, adhere to previous pre-arb and local
decisions reprdinl union requesta tor information. Further incidents win result in the
Union seeking monetary remedies per... (Settled 1/13/05) Joint 2, p. 19
6. Settlement: That management win cease and desist denial of'information and it any
fbrther violations occur amonetary remedy will be conaidered. (Settled 7/11/03) Joint 2,
p.24.
7. Settlement: C.... and desist denial or delay otinformation (4115103) Joint 2, p.26.

8. Settlement: Cease and desist denial or delay otinformation (12120102) loint 2, p. 30.
AI a remedy, the Union seeks an order directinS the Poat Oftice to abide by the
prior settlements and a monetary award in the amount of'eoo.oo dollars tor each ofthe
carriers URed in the appeal ofthe Union.

v.
DISCUSSION
The National Aareement requires the Service to provide information when

reasonably requested purmant to Article 31. The procedure benefitl the Union and
rnanasernent. Firat, it permits the Union to determine that, in fact, no grievance exists and
secondly, the parties can resolve the matter at the lowest possible level. When
maDl80ment delays the information reasonably requested the delay hinders and obstructs

the srievance resolution proceSl. Moreover, .. the Union arped and I agree, repeated

•
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•

•

...

delays or denial. not only harm the relationsbip between the parties, but impact the

financial reaourcea of the Union.
The settlementa contained in loint 2illustrate repeated difficulties with
information requests. Clearly, and u argued by the Service, I do not haw the facts behiD.d
the settlements contained in loint 2 to determine if the circumstancel are the same or

similar. However, the documentation demonstrates a history ofinfonnation delays and!
or denial. bave been problematical at the Huntiqton Post Oftice for several years, which
indicate that manasement II di8l'lprdina, at times, the contracted rights of the Union.

Perhaps in the instam cue the conduct wu not e&resious, u evidenced by the limited
facts contained in the record, but the violation itself il part of a continuation of such

conduct and not aD isolated incident.
Without acknowledsina amonetary award under the circumatancea ia appropriate,

the Service offered S150.00 to each of the srievanta for the delay in providing the
information. It appears the grievants were made whole and are not due any compensatory

damasel. However, u the vanoUi cease and desist orden and settlements have only
been minimally eft'ectiw in changing the atmosphere and conduct concerning

information requests, it is appropriate to compensate the Local Union for the eoonomic
hardship in bavinS to repeatedly pursue tJUl issue which bu persisted for a sustained
period of time. Thus, amonetary remedy il awarded.

II
II

6
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AWARD
The remedy for repeated violations ot Article 31 in the National Apment: The
Service i. directed to cease and desist ftom violatiog Article 31 and to comply with the
settlement agreements contained in the record. The Service is directed to pay the Local
Branch 51000.00 within 30 days althe date althis award.

DATED: Juoe27. 2006
San Francisco, CA
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AWARD:
For the reasons given, the grievance Is sustained. As a remedy for the
Agency's repeated failure to implement a grievance settlement, it must pay
the Union $1,000.00.
STANLEY

H. SERGENT

I'H~=~;;:~~~~

Date of Award: May 30, 2004

Stanley H. Sergent, Arbl~tor
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UNITED srATES POSTAL SERVICE
And
NATIONAL~nONOF~

CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

USPS No. H01N-4H-C..
03072480
DRT No. 08-04043
NAlC No. 8462-11-03
Grievant: Oass ActIon
Huntsville, Alabama

SIAIEME8I OF THE CASi

The instant dispute stems from a memorandum which was issued by
Gloria Tyson, DJstrfct Manager, Alabama Disbict, on December 7,2001, for all
employees. The subject ot the memorandum was "Return to Work Procedures."

It was designated as a permanent posting for all bulletin boards. Copies of the
memorandum were mailed to all employees In the Alabama dlsb1ct. The
memorandum contained the foJlowl~ statement that the Union found
objectionable on the grounds that It conflicted with the National Agreement.
The return to work clearance fanns should be provided to the
medical unit as soon as your physldan anticipates your return to
work, and no later than 3-5 work days before the anttdpated retum
to work date.
A grievance was filed by the Union protesting the memorandum and on
March 4, 2002, the Step Bteam issued a decision Instructing Management to
STANLEvH.SERGENT
IITIlJIU'IBY ·1\Il1mv.roa

PHON!lPAX: (94I)ns.n60

amend the posting to conform with the memorandum of understanding of the
National Agreement When Management failed to abide by that decision another
grievance was filed on June 21, 2002, seeking enforcement of the settlement
that had been reached. The Step Bteam Issued a decision dated September 18,

2002, which contained the following Instructions:
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The Dispute Resolution Team has resolved this grievance after a
review of the ease file. The reference to 3-5 days shall be removed
from the District Policy letter. The Inaccurate Policy letter shall be
removed from all bulletin boards and the accurate letter posted. A
letter notifying all employees of this correction shall be posted on
the office bulletin board. This tetter shall atso make reference to
this correction for page 15 of the district sick leave booklet
Due to the fact that Management did not change the permanent posting
regarding the return to work procedure and failed to abide by either of the
previous Step 3 decisions, the Instant grievance waS flied on January 29, 2003.
In It as a remedy the Union requests that Management be required to comply
with the Step Bdecisions regarding the "return to work procedures
memorandum" at Issue. In addition, as a deterrent to future action of a similar
nature on the part of Management, the Union requests that a penalty of $100.00
per calendar day be assessed against Management starting January 19, 2003,
and continuing until they are In compliance with the MOU and the two Step B
decisions. The Union proposes that this money be divided equally between all
Letter carriers (approximately 200) In the Huntsville Installation.
THEI$SUE

The Step Bteam resolved part of the Instant grievance when it Issued a
STANLEY

H. SEROEm'

A~HY·AlBnRATC.

ruling that Management violated Article 15 of the National Agreement by failing

PHONEJ!I"": (941) 9U,2260

to abide by the Step 3 decisions. Accordingly, the only issue that remains is

what Is the appropriate remedy.
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RELEVANT COtfTRACT PROVISION
ARTIa.E 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
SectIon 3. Grievance Procedure - General
A. The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives, of the prindples and procedures set forth above will result In
resolution of substantially all grievances Initiated hereunder at the lowest
possible step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end. At each step of
the process the parties are required to jointly review the Joint Contract
Administration Manual (JCAM).
SUMMARY OF THE MDENCE

The operative facts of this case are relatively simple and largely
undisputed. The dispute had its genesis on December 7, 2001, when Gloria
Tyson, District Manager of Customer service and Sales, issued a memorandum
for all employees In the Alabama district pertaining to "return to work
procedures." It was designated as a permanent posting for all bulletin boards.
It contained the following paragraph that the Union considered objectionable on
the grounds that It conflicted with the National Agreement:

STANLEVH.SSROENT
ATT01IIIlIY' AlIJITIIA'ItJIl

PHONSlFAX: (1141) 92S·2215O

If you are absent from work due to one of the conditions listed
above, It Is your responslbillty to be cleared by the medical unit
prior to returning to work. The return to work dearance forms can
be obtained by contacting your Postmaster or Supervisor or by
contacting the DIsb1ct medical unit at (205) 521-0223. The retum
to work: dearance forms should be provided to the medical unit as
soon as your physldan antldpates your retum to work and no later
than 3 - 5 workdays before the antldpated retum to work date.
Providing this Information as early as possible will fadlltate the
return to work: process and help you avoid unnecessary delays due
to incomplete medlcaJ information.

Agrievance was filed alleging that Management violated Article 5 and the
retum to duty MOU of the National Agreement by postJng the revised return to
duty procedures. A decision was issued by the Step Bteam on Marth 4, 2002,
which reads as follows:
The Dispute Resolution Team has resolved this Issue after a review
of the case fire. The posting entitled, "Return to Work Procedures"
issued at the Mestln Lake Station shall be amended to conform to
the Memorandum of Understanding of the National Agreement
The team also agreed that the "return to work procedures" as written
expands on the language of the National Agreement and therefore should be
amended.
The next event of Significance was the mailing out of a sick leave booklet

to all employees on or about May 1, 2002, which contained the same return to
work procedures that had been the subject of the pennanent posting. This
action on the part of Management prompted a second grievance by the Union
alleging that Management had decided to ignore the March 4, 2002, Step B
decision. The Issue presented to the Step Bteam In that case was whether
Management violated ArtIcle IS.3.A of the National Agreement by failing to
comply with the Step BdeciSion in the previous grievance (13-469-06-02), and If
STANLliY H. SERGENT
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so, what is the proper remedy. The decision reached by the Step Bteam reads
as follows:
DEOSION: The Dispute Resolution Team has resolved this
grievance after a review of the case file. The reference to 3-5 days
shall be removed from the District PoIIG'( Letter. The Inaccurate
policy letter shall be removed from all bulletin boards and the
accurate letter posted. A letter notifying all employees of this
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correction shall be posted on the office bulletin board. This letter
shall also make reference to this correctfon for page 15 of the
Dlstrtct Sick Leave booldet
When Management stili failed to comply with the previous Step B
deCIsions, a third grievance was filed on January 29, 2003, requesting that
Management comply with the Step Bdecisions and suffer a monetary penalty for
Its continuing flagrant, Intentional failure to comply with the Step Bdecisions.
The only significant factual point of contention concerned whether or not
the December 7,2001, Memorandum concerning the, return to work procedures

had In fact been removed from the bulletin boards and replaced with the
memorandum that is consistent with the terms of-the National Agreement In
that regard, John Winston, President of the Local UnIon, testified that he had
checked all of the f1ve stations In the Huntsville district Within the week
preceding the arbitration hearing and found that all of the bulletin boards at
those locations still contained the posting In question. He further testified that
this non-compliance by Management with grievance settlement and arbitration
awards is an ongoing problem at Huntsville.
In response to Management's contention that no Letter carrier has been
STAN18Y
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hanned by the fact that a revised return to work policy has not been posted,

ATl'QlltiIlY' A1IBITlIATOR

PHONElPAX: (941) 9U·2260

Winston contends that all of the carriers were potentially subject to hann
because they may have had to use sick leave that they did not need to use to
comply with the posting. He acknowledged, however, that he could not name a
specific employee who had in fact been hanned. He also agreed that he was not
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aware of any employee who had been disciplined for failing to provide 'the return
to work form within three to five days.

Diana Bennett has been an ActIng Labor Relations Specialist since June,
2003. She was the formal Step A representative for the Instant grievance. She
testified that when she met with W1nston to discuss the grievance he contended
that Management had not complied with the previous Step Bdecision regarding
the memo. She responded that Pete Marcou, the Postal Service Representative
In the previous grievance, told her that he had met with the Union on many
occasions to try to formulate new language for the memorandum but they could
not reach an agreement because the Union was trying to change the language of
the Memorandum of Understanding In the NationaJ Agreement Marcou also told
her that the Union had not named any employees who had been hanned by
Management's failure to Implement the settlement
Bennett further testified that she and the Union ultimately developed a
revised return to work procedure which did not require employees to

present

forms 3-5 days In advance•. She stated that she showed the revised procedure to
WInston and offered to put It on the bulletin boards In April, 2003. In the
STANLEY
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meantime, however, the Postmaster Instructed each Station Manager to remove

A1lOIOOIY' ARBITRATOR
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the Tyson posting from the bulletin boards. Bennett testified that although she
visited each location on a regular baSiS, she did not see the posting on any of the
bulletin boards. She added that If the posting was stili on the bulletin boards
after the date of the hearing she would be suspldous as to how they got there.
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Bennett also noted that under the current procedures If an employee Is on
an extended sick leave he or she Is maned the updated return to work procedure
which does not contain the 3-5 day requirement.
Testifying In rebuttal, Winston disputed several aspects of Bennett's
testimony. He testified that the posting was on the bulletin board at the West
Station as of 6:30 a.m. on the date of the hearing and he had seen it posted at
all of the other stations withIn the past week. In addition, he denIed that Bennet
ever told him the postIngs were being removed.
~USUONANDDeoSlON

Since this Is a conb'act case the Union, as the moving party, would
ordinarily be requIred to demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that
Management violated the National Agreement It must also convtndngly
establish that the proposed remedy is reasonable and permissible under the
terms of the National Agreement In this particular case the Union need not
prove that a contract violation occurred because the NALC Step B team has
already resolved that aspect of the dispute. In essence, they resolved the
grievance at hand when they Issued a decision that Management violated ArtIcle
ST:='(~;J:!~

15 of the National Agreement by failing to abide by the Step B decision regarding

PHONI:JFAX; (MI) 92!1·UIiO

the permanent posting concerning the return to work procedures. Thus, the only
Issue to be resolved here concerns the appropriate remedy.
As to remedy, the Union requests the following:

.. 8

1. That the Postat Service be directed to fully and
completely comply with the Step B Dedslons associated with the
instant case ImmediatelY.
2. That the Postal ServIce be directed to remove all postIngs
on the subject of Return to Work Procedures that contain the
following language:
...The return to work clearance forms shoutd be
provided to the medical unit as soon as your physician
anticIpates your return to work and no later than 3-5
workdays before the antidpated return to work date.
3. That the Postal Service be directed to pay $100.00 per
calendar day beginnIng March 10, 2002 and continuing each
calendar day until #1 of the requested remedy Is accomplished.
4. That the Postal Service be dIrected to divide this sum
equally among the Career City Delivery Letter Carriers currently on
the rolls in the Huntsville, Alabama, Instaltatlon.
5. That you retain jurisdiction in this matter for a sufficient
period of time so as to insure compliance with your award.
It Is Management's contention that the Step B decision In question has
been complied with and that the postlngs that are the subject of the instant
dispute have been removed from the bulletin boards. 1 With respect to the
monetary award the Union has requested Management contends that such an
award is inappropriate because the Union has failed to establish that any letter
,
STANLEY
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Carrier has suffered any flnandal hann. As to the Union's request for punitive

ATtQ.NKY·AR8~TCa
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damages Management argues that there is no provision In the Natfonal

1 It should be noted that some of the arguments advanced by Management In the Agenc;s post
hearing brtef focused on the merits of the grtevance. Those arguments are misplaced, however,
baSed on the fact that the mertts of the grievance were resolved by the step Bdecision, which
left only the declslon of remectv to be decided.
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Agreement for such an award and that national arbitrators have ruled that such
damages are generally Inappropriate in arbitration.

Based on the evidence presented the Union dearly has a justifiable
complaint regarding the failure of Management to honor its obligation to comply

with grievance settlements on a timely basis. In that regard the
undisputed facts of this case demonstrate that Management Ignored that
obligation and wholly disregarded directives from the Step B team regarding the
correction of the disputed posting on the three occasions. Moreover, the record
shows that Management at the Huntsville Fadlitles have a history of faltlng to
comply with grievance settlements and by so doing have vtolated the spirit and
Intent of Article 15, Section 3A of the National Agreement. As the Union aptly

noted, such actions on the part of Management strikes at the very heart of
labor/management relations and causes hann to the Union IndMdual1y and its
members collectively. Consequently, notwithstanding the lack of any evidence
that any member of the bargaining unit was harmed by the posting In question,
the Union Is cleariy entitted to a remedy that will effectively discourage
Management from failing to Implement grievance settlements on a timely basis In
STANLEY H. SERGENT

the future.

A~BY·AR'~ATO.
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Both parties have submitted several arbitration awards In support of their
respective positions. All have been reviewed and most were found to be useful
and Instructive. It Is Important to point out, however, that most of the awards
relied upon by the Union Involved monetary awards that were either a)
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compensatory in nature, or b) a relatively minor punitive award to penalize
Management for failing to honor a grievance settlement
In contrast to the awards cited by the Union, all of which were at the
regional level, the three awards submitted by the Agency were all at the national
level. As such, they must be regarded as establishing binding precedent
In National Arbitration Case H1C-NA-c97, Arbitrator Mittenthal explained
the prlndple of measuring contract damages as follows:
...the purpose of a remedy Is to place employees (and
management) In the position they would have been In If there had
been no contract violation. The remedy serves to restore the
status quo ante.
In a second NatIonal Arbitration Case H7C-NA<36, he further explained
the purpose of a damage award in labor arbitration as follows:

It Is generally accepted in tabor arbitration that a damage award,
arising from a violation of the collective bargaining agreement,
should be limited to the amount necessary to make the Injured
employees whole. Those deprived of a contractual benefit are
made whole fur their loss. They receive compensatory damages to
the extent reqUired, no more and no less.
Rnally, In National ArbItration Case W1C-SF-C4734, Arbitrator Snow
aCknowledged that arbitrators have reasonably broad authority to· fashion an
STANLEY
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effective remedy. He then went on to explain the principle that should guide the

ATTOIIIIIIT·AIUI!T1IATllJ.
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formulation of a penalty as follows:
In fashioning remedies, however, arbitrators generally have
adhered to the prindple that damages should correspond to the
ha~ suffered. The deeply rooted prindple of measuring contract
damages is that such damages must be based on the Injured
party's expectation.
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Arbitrator Snow went on to say that:
It is recognized that some arbitrators have awarded punitive
damages when a party's violation of an agreement has been
constant and repeated or malldous. That approach, however, has
.not been consistent with the common law, which has taught that
no matter how reprehensible a breach punitive damages which
were in excess of an Injured party's lost expectation generally have
not been awarded for breach of contract.
Based on the reasoning expressed In these national decisions the punitive

award requested by the Union In terms of compensation for all of the Letter

carriers In the Huntsvtlle, Alabama, Installation would be Inappropriate because
there Is no evide~ce to support a finding that any employee suffered flnandal
harm. On the other hand, as previously explained, the Union does suffer harm

to Its Image as well as Its relatfonshlp with the employees It represents whenever
Management falls to keep its commitments. Moreover, It suffers a flnandalloss
whenever, as In the Instant case, It must utilize Its resources when forced to take
a case to arbitration that has already been settled. In short, as one arbitrator
aptfy noted, there must be some price to be paid when Management repeatedly
falls to keep its commitments. In this case, that "price" is an award to the Union
of the sum of $1,000.00.
STANLEY
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AWARD

In accordance with the foregoing opinion and to the extent set forth
therein the grievance Is sustained.

Stanley H. Sergent
Arbitrator

Sarasota, florida
May 30,2004
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REGULAR ARBITRATION PANEL
In the Matter of Arbitration

Between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
And

) Grievant: P. Bzura
)
) Post Office: Wyandotte. Mi.
)
) Case No. JOIN-4J-C08106377
).
) DRT· 06-093373
)
)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER )
CARRIERS, AFL-CIO
'
)
)

BEFORE: Thomas J. Erbs, Arbitrator
APPEARANCES:
U.S. Postal Service: Jolmnie Jordan, Jr. - Labor :Relations Specialist
Union:'

Bobbi Green - Advocate

Place of Hearing:

Riverview, Michigan

Date ofHearing:

March 26, 2008

Date ofAward:

April 10, 2008

Contract Provision: Article 15
Contract Year:

2001

Type ofGrievance:

Contract

Award:

The grievance is ,sustained. The' Postal Service failed to
comply with a. previous settlement and failed to meet at
Fonnal Step A in violation of tJ:ie National Agreement. This
is the third such Article 15 violation in less than a year. A3 a
remedy the Arbitrator orders the Postal Service to pay the
half. '
entire invoice of the Arbitrator rather
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OUTLINE OF CASE

The instant grievance is the result ofprevioUs grievances which were filed and then ~solved
but, according to the Union, the settlements were ~ot implemented. The Dispute Resolution team
(DR1) on March 3, 2008 reached an impasse over the following issue:
Did Management violate Articles 15 and 19 (various memos and settlements) ofthe
National Agreement by failing to abide by a previous settlement? Ifso, what is the .
remedy?
The DRT package reflects the initial grievance being filed on September 26,2006 with the
Union contending that Management failed to display a map ofthe zip code served. On. October 10,
2006 the DRT resolved the grievance and held that Management was required to provide a "City
Delivery Area Map per Handbook M.39, 114."
. As of January 4, 2008 maps still had not been provided in the Wyandotte and Southgate

facilities although one bad been posted in the Riverview"facility and another grievance was filed.
On January 9, 2008 this grievance was resolved with Management agreeing that a map would be
provided in Wyandotte and Southgate no later January 31, 2008.
As ofFebruary 6, 2008 Management had. not complied with that settlement and the instant

grievance was :filed. The Union also alleges that Management failed to meet at Formal Step A of
the dispute resolution process. .
At the outset ofthe hearing the Postal Service stipUlated thatit was in violation ofthe Janwuy
9,2008 settlement and the only issue was the remedy. Management indicated that it already had
begun to process a $500.00 payment to the Union as the remedy :for this violation.
Stewart Troia testified that Management during the last 6 to 8 yea,rs has consistently violated'
Article 15. She testified that four (4) interventions have been required at the office all over Article
-2
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15 matters. Another intervention is pending. She testified there have been two (2) recent arbitration

cases in which the Arbitrators have awarded the Union S500.00 as a result of Management's Article
15 violations. She testified that there have been other settlements that have not been implemented
by Management during this period oftime.

.Arbitrator Suardi, in a September24,2007award inJO IN-4J-C07030670. ordered the, Postal
Service to pay Branch 758 the sum ofSSOO.OO for Management's failure to meet at Iilformal Step
A.
On March 20, 2008 Arbitrator Walt, in JOIN-4J-C08014967 found the Postal Service in
violation of Articles 15, 17 and 31 of the National Agreement, as well as the local agreemen~ by
failing to timely respond to the Union's request for relevant information. He held "Since it is clear
that yet another directive to local management to timely furnish relev~t information to the Union

would not correct the continuing contract violation, theEmployeris directed to forthwith compensate
the Union in the amount of $500."
Contract Cita~ons

The parties hD:ve cited Articles 15 and 19 of the National Agreement and the Joint Contract
Administration Manual.

UNION CONTENTIONS
The Union states that this a simple cSse of another non-compliance by Management with a
negotiated settlement. The Union

ar~es

that more than one agreement has been reached on

basically the same issue. The Union first filed this grievance over these maps in September 2006.
As of February 6, 2008 Management still had not complied with the two prior agreements that it

made to provide the maps.

~ement

now comes to the arbitration hearing and wants to
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implement what they think is a proper settlement for their admitted violation ofthe Contract. It is
obvious that the awards of prior arbi~tors for 5500.00 for those Contract violations bad no impact
on Management. Therefore the monetary award for this violation must be in excess ofS500~OO or
else Management will be able to, at its will. violate more settlement agreements and the National
Agreement Contrary to Management's claim the Union is not requesting pwiitive damage but only .
damages which will make Management aware of its Contractual obligations.
The Union points out that in the initial two (2) grievances over this matter it did not request
compensation. It was only when those two previous settlements had been ignored by-Management
did the issue ofcompensation arise. It is obvious that "Manageme~t signs these agreements with no
intention of adhering to

~em.

ignoring the National Agreement, much like management in

- Wyandotte and Southgate and Riverview ignores the union."
There have been four (4) interventions already over these. same issues and another one is
pending. The Postal Service has had fourteen (14) months to comply with the settlements and it has
done virtually nothing. Management must be made aware ofits obligations and the previous awards
by Arbitrators Suardi and Walt had no impact Therefore, it is clear that a cease and desist order and
an award on500.00 will not get Management's attention. The Union states that Management ~~ust
be held accountable for their non-compliance of Article 15." -Management has been attempting to
re'\yrite Article 15 for its own purposes. Management can not,be left with the "impression that they 
can violate the CBA. ignore the union and treat the arbitration process like it is a bargain basement 
ignoring the settlements they enter -into repeatedly, then risking it all in hopes th~y will get a better
~ea1

in arbitration."
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Based uponManagement's continued non compliance with the National Agreement and with
negotiated settlements the Union requests a monetary amount to be awarded to the Union in the fair
amount of$2,500.00. The Union points out that this is "a small price for such a huge business to
pay when they had the option all along to pay nothing and provide the information."
POSTAL SERVICE CONIENTIONS

Management at the outset acknowledges that a violation has accUITed and states that "a
payment ofSSOO.OO to the Union is in progress."
Management states that in this office there is a "flawed system that is in need ofrepair" as
is obvious given the prior awards from Arbitrators Suardi and Walt It poin~ out that the present
system for notification to each side lends i~lfto failure as there is no way to show reception for any
faxes.

Management is working on a system, to provide accountability for both parties.

MllD.Q.8ement's failure in this case "was not the result of willful or malicious intent, but rather the
result of a flawed system." The ~ostal Service points out that Arbitrators Suardi and Walt have
already ruled that an appropriate remedy for similar type violations is $500.00. Management has
already 'authorized this settlement but the Union, instead, is seeking punitive damages.
Management points out that the Walt award was just issued so there has been little, if any
, time,' to implement changes in order to address the defects which were pointed out by Arbitrator
Suardi and especially by Arbitrator Walt
Management cites several decisions stating that damages should be compensatory rather than
punitive. Punitive damages have only been awarded in the most unusual cases and only ifthere was
a flagrant and malicious act involved. Here there was no willful, malicious or bad faith action on
the part of Management The breakdoWn in the co~unication system is what caused the failure
-5
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to comply andManagement is in the pro,cess ofrectifying that breakdown. It would be inappropriate
to award anything beyond that $500.00 which has already been established by other arbitrators as
the appropriate award for such a violation.
DISCUSSION
Management has acknowledged the merits ofthe Union's instant grievance. It has stipulated
that another Contract violation has occurred. Management further states that as a remedy for the
violation a payment to the Union of$500.00 is already in progress. It is not crear, however, whether
that $500.00 is the amount that is due ~ a result ofthe March 20,2008 award by Arbitrator Walt or
if this $500.00 is an additional amount which Management is unilaterally offering as a settlement

ofthe third grievance over this same issue. If it is the latter the Union has rejected this ,?ffer.
The Union ~ detailed the ~y ~borlManagement problems that apparently have been
prevalent in the Riverview, Wyandotte, Southgate area for some period of time. The four (4)
interventions that have already taken place; with a fifth scheduled, is obvious coIToboration of the
,

'

Union testimony in such regard. In addition Arbitrator Suardi and Walt both made comments in
their awards as to the lack of true cooperation between the parties. As Arbitrator Suardi stated:
''The 'real world' ofgrievance processing between the parties reflects a far different
picture, however. The frequency of local grievances over the prese,nt issue, the
diametrically opposed positions set forth in the parties' Step B contentions, and the
fact'that there have been no less three (3) interventions over Article 15 all
demonStrate, flu' better than the Arbitrator can eXpress, just how far apart the parties'
trUly are." JOIN-4J-C07030670 (pg. 6). "
.'
The lack ofcoope~on is apparent Since the date ofthe arbitration before Arbitrator Suardi
on August 16, 2001 there has been a fourth intervention With even a fifth intervention pending.
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Arbitrator Walt in his March 20, 200S\ award, which also involved an Article 15 violation for failUre
to provide inform.anon, commented upon the number of local grievances involving the failure to
provide information. He then stated:
..

"Clearly. the repeated directions and admonitions to local management to comply
with the 48 hour rule have been to no avail. That agreement was again violated in

this case."
He went on to state:
"Since the undersigned finds that yet another directive to abide by the 48 hour rule
will not cure local management's repeated and continuing violations ofthe 48 hour
rule, the Union will be award compensatory damages in the amount ofS500." pg. 9.
Here Management has provided no logical justification for its continuing violation ofthe
previous settlements. While it may be that the "system is .t1awed"there is absolutelyno justification
that has been presented which e~cuses this blatant failure to comply with settlements.
Nor is a claim of failure to communicate supported by the facts. It might well be that the
failure to schedule a Formal A meet.ing was the result of some failure of c~mmunic~tion but the .
failure to comply with the two (2) grievance settlements could not have been the result ofa failure
of communications. Management was clearly aware as to what was required by the resolution of
each ofthe grievances. Why Management could eventually comply inregard to Riverview but could
not comply in regard to Wyandotte and Southgate is unclear and unsupported by any logical
reasoning.

If the failure to have a Formal Step A meeting was the result ofa communication problem
that problem should be addressed immediately. however, Management should hold Formal A
meetings in order to comply with the spirit of the negotiated grievance procedure. As Arbitrator
I JO IN-4J-C08014967

(Walt, 2008).
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Suardi stated on page 9 of his cited opinion:
"In the Arbitrator's opinion, Management's view ofthe relevant language leaves its
Step A duty to discuss and decide in doubt. It also leaves open the possibility of
mischief ifloca1 Management does not believe it advantageous or convenient to meet
in a given case. Further, it denigrates the possibility of lower level grievance
resolution. In simple terms. Management cannot have it both ways. It cannot fail to
schedule a Step A meeting or rend~r a Step A decision, thus placing the onus on the,
Union to move the case along and, at the same ti.Ihe, say that it has met its duty of
resolving grievances at the lowest possible step."
Such language is particularly apt in this case where the Formal Step A meeting was to
address an obvious failure on the part of Management to comply with a previo~ly negotiated
settlement. The "possibility of mischief' is obvious as Management cou1tl sit back and hope the
,

.

Union would forget to appeal the grievance and then claim it was resolved without ever complying
with the settlement. If that were Management's intent it would be contrary to the spirit of the
admonition to settle disputes at the lowest possible step.
Manageunent has argued that any award in excess of the $500.00 already established by
Arbitrators Suardi and Walt would be punitive and therefore. inappropriate as a remedy in this case.
.
However, damages which make the injW'ed party whole are not lit

an punitive. Such damages place

the injured party where they should have been except for the other's breach oftheir agreement. .
Here local Management, for 'whatever reason, has once ag8m violated Article IS of the
National Agreement and negotiated settlements. The Union was forced to take this case to
arbitration with the resulting expense of not only the Arbitrator but that incurred for its own
, advocates and witnesses. But for Management's repeated failure to comply with its obligations the
Union would not have been faced with these obiigations. While the Arbitrator will not, in this case,
order reimbursement of the Union's expenses for its advocates andlor witnesses an order direCting
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Management to promptly implement all settlements and an order requiring all of the Arbitrator's
invoice to be paid by the Postal Service is appropriate.

The grievance is sustained. Management violated Articles 15 and 19 by failing to abide by
, a previous settlement.. A~ a remedy the Postal Service is directed to pay the entire invoice of the
Arbitrator rather than only half.
..

Signed in the County ofSt. Louis, State of MissoUri, this 10mday ofApril, 2008.
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BEFORE: Thomas J. Erbs, Arbitrator
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Riverview, Michigan

Date of Hearing:
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April" 10,2008

Contract Provision: Article 15
Contract Year:

2001
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Contract

Award:

The grievance is sustained. The Postal Service faj,led to
comply with a previous settlement and failed to meet at
, Fo~al Step A in violation ofthe National Agreement. This
is the third such Article 15 violation in l~ . a year. As a
remedy the Arbitrator orders the Postal S .ce to pay the
Union $1,000.00.
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AMENDED RULING'
Upon further consideration, and after a ~nference with the parties, the Arbitrator reverses
the April 10, 2008 ruling and substitutes. in lieu thereof, the following ruling.
RuJing:

The grievance is SllStained. Management violated Articles 15 and 19 by failing to abide by
a previous settlement. As a remedy the Postal Service is directed to pay the Union the sum of
$1,000.00..
Signed in the County of St. Louis, State ofMissouri, this 2

Thomas
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Robert Tim Brown, Esq.
cc: Grievance and Arbitration Processing Center, Matthew Smith, Mike Hayden. Daniel

E. Toth, Manager Labor Relations Eastern

AWARD

This case w-as heard under the auspices ofllie Regular Arbitration Panel

established to hear disputes between the National Association. of Letter Carriers and the
United States Postal Service (Noriliem Ohio District), pursuant to the collective

bargaining agreement in effect between them. Hearing in this case was held on August 2,
2017 at the Toledo, Ohio Post Office. Labor Relations Specialist lvlatthew Smjth
represented the Service at the hearing, and NALe Branch Presid.ent Mike Hayden
represented the Union and the Grievants. The Union and the Services presented
witnesses. At the close of hearing the parties requested leave to file post hearing briefs
and did so, and when both briefs had been received, the record was closed,

The issuance of this award was extended to today by consent of the partiees.
ISSUE
What shall the remedy be for the late posting violations stipulated to have occurred in this

case?

FACTS
It was stipulated at hearing that this case was limited to an adjudication of

appropriate remedy, and the parties stipulated that the three instances in this case in
which local management had failed to meet the contractual

14~day

time limit for posting

had all occurred as aUeged, and that the consequences~ at the least, were that eligible
employees who wanted to fill the vacandes were delayed in that process. At hearing the
Union also asserted that three career casual employees ("CCAs") who would, had the
vacancies been posted, have become regular bad not had that opportunity (the latter
allegation was hew at hearing, not being found in the case file).
TIle reason for the limitation of this case to a remedy determination was that the
Service failed to meet at fonnal A and submitted no response at that level~ and its
representative a the B level (DRT) acknowledged in it position statement there that since
there had been no argument on the facts made below, none could be raised at the DRT

level either.
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The Union argued that while the violation in this case had not been extensive (3
jobs and a few months delay in the aggregate), it was entitled to compliance with the
agreement, and that in the relatively recent past numerous posting violations had
occurred demonstrating a pervasive disregard of the requirements of the National
Agreement. The Union specificaily asserted that it would greatly prefer to coHeet no
damages at all in cases such as these and instead know that the Service was complying
with the agreement.

The Union noted that in previous awards, the remedy prescribed had been
monetary compensation for 't.h,e affected employees in the amount of one-half hour of

daily out-of..schedule pay for each hour worked during the delay period, and also sought
conversion of the tlrree CCA employees, retroactively to the respective applicable dates·
the three jobs should have posted, to pennanent status with make whole of lost pay for
the delay.

The Union also sought an "exemplaryU remedy or penalty of $2000 for the
repeated violations. (It had requested $1000 in the case below).

The Union has cited approximately 30 grievance settlements that show payments

agreed upon in the Toledo installation. They fall into 3 categories: Those that specify as
their basis a posting delay, those that specify another posting violation, and those that,
although they show payments, do not specify their basis. I do note. however, that the
Union asserted in its paperwork that the last group were all related to posting violations.

r aiso note that the Service had the capability, given that all ofthese grievance settlements
were identified with case numbers, to rebut that assertion easily and decisively below,
and remained. silent in aU respects, so it is required by strong precedent that absent some
obvious anomaly, I take them ali to be what the Union said they are.
Additionally, the Union has provided a six Toledo DRT decisions that are similar
to

this case, each of them showing concurrence by the Service's DRT representative that

a posting violation had taken place.

Finally, the Union has presented arbitration awards in support of its remedy
demand.
3

Arbitrator Durham ruled. last year in a similar case that a failure to timely post positions
had occurred, and held, based on step 4 settlements, that the appropriate remedy is the
payment of out-of-schedule pay for the time that elapses between the proper posting date
and the time the posting was finally made. (GATS 160317142> 2016).
It cited a Toledo award ofmine in a scheduling case:

The issue of just why the Service cannot or will not address this issue in a way
that stops the violations from occurring was not litigated here. Whether these
lapses occur because of sloppy scheduling or because of a lack of regard for the
agreement, or if they occur because some business need the service has which it
deems more important: than contract compliance, the lapses should be made to
stop, and absent a court order; enhanced periaIties are the only means available
here to try to make that happen. (GATS #6086245, 2016)
It asserted an award issued by Arbitrator Braverman:
There seems to be little doubt that timely compliance with settlements
and arbitration awards in general, and with payment of monies due in

particular, has been an ongoing problem in the Toledo installation since at least
2015 11 (The Employer's serial non-compliance with contractual obligations clearly
harms the Union in two important respects, First, it requires the time and expense
involved in processing a grievance to obtain payments to which the Employer has
already agreed or is obligated. Second generation grievances to enforce prior
arbitration awards and grievance setttements should be required in only the rarest
of circumstances. In this office, they appear to have become almost routine in
recent years, and they unquestionably require a great deal of additional time and
expense on the part of the Union. As importantly, the Union's inability to obtain
reasonable and timely compliance by the Employer serves to undermine the
Union!credibility with the members it is obligated to represent, and opens it to
potential claims of breach of its duty offair representation. For these reasons, the
payment ofthe sum of$500.00 to the Union in this case is warranted'!
Gi\TS16104443.2016

MANAGEMENT POSITION
The Service submitted a long and carefully prepared post-hearing brief. and centered its
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argument on the premise that the Union had exaggerated in its characteriZation of the
installation's behavior as recidivist and in disregard of the agreement 'That argument had
not been made before hearing+ even through the level of the DRT decision, and is
therefore generally foreclosed by the new argument/evidence lUle, but I have considered
it nevertheless, in due respect to the effort made
First, the Service argued that Service argued that the majority of the grievance
settlements presented by the Union do not state that they involved late postings. Others,
it argued, were under Art. 41 but for another type of impropriety. I have reviewed them

all, and that assertion is correct. What the advocate does not take into account is that the
group ofsettlements was packaged with an introduction (fonnal A, DRT statement) that
the ones with Don-specific text were cases of the same type, and where the Service
chooses to simply not respond to the Union' s position, as occurred here, that assertion
will be taken as true. As mentioned above, it would have been a simple matter 10 review
these cases and flag any that the Service thought were not relevant, with some details.
The Service did not do so.
The Service also argued that not aU of the B Teamdetenninations were on the
same type of grievance, but I have reviewed them and find that they were aU close
enough to be relevant. I also take note that they were bilateral decisions in which the
Service's representative concurred, and it is inescapable that if that occurs, it carries

SU?stantial weight because the Service' 5 advocate at that level is there for two reasons
one is to attempt to settle cases, and the other is to protect the interests of the Service. It
is inescapable that these resolved cases were highly likely to have been ones in which the

Union's case was strong.

Finally. the Service has argued that the arbitration awards cited were not based
on the exact same violation of the National Agreement. That assertion was correct. Two
of them did concern posting violations ofanother type.

DISCUSSION
As is any contract case the Union bears the burden of going forward and in order to

prevail must demonstrate that there has been a violation of the National Agreement. TI,is
case is a bit different in that the violation of the agreement has been conceded by the
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Service, and it is also different because the Service made t1:tat concession in a situation in
which it had little choice-it had basically defaulted all through the grieVance procedure
and was barred by the new argmnentlevidence preclusion from offering defenses and/or
evidence at hearing. It tried to do so anyway, did not succeed, and then offered defenses
and argument in its closing brief, which I did read carefully."

This is a remedy case. Ordinarily. in arbitration a remedy is limited to the
restoration of stgttus quo ante, i&, the status that existed before the violation, or in this
case, that which would have been had the violation not occurred. Here again, this case
goes further, because the Union is alleging that there has been disregard of the National
Agreement. in that there have been persistent and repetitive violations and the Service has
given the appearance of not caring about the obligations of the National Agreement. That
being the case, there are two areas on which this analysis must focus.
The first is that ofidentical violations. This case file, even excluding the few
non-identical DRT decisions and the non-identical arbitration awards, includes a
remarkable number of similar" violations. These were served up along with an argument
that the Service was, by operating in this manner, frustrating proper compliance 'With the
National Agreement Those are serious allegations even ifthis particular case did not do
a great deal of specific hann, involving three jobs posted late, and not extremely late. In
the face of that, the Service stood mute, and given that the National Agreement imposes a
specific obligation for it to participate in the process, standing mute has got to have
consequences.
It has been well-established that there at least two consequences of that One is

quite benign, in that the grievance may, at the option of the Union, be moved along to the
next step (and will be dismissed if that is not done). There is no default by the Service in
that respect. The second consequence is that the Service (or whichever party fails to state
a complete position) is barred by the new argument/evidence doctrine from arriving at
hearing \-vith a new portfolio of material in support of its case. Here again. there is no
true default, because the Union still bears the burden of going forward.
The Union in this case clid go forward, and presented lengthy and detailed

testimony in support of its position that the Service was persistently and repeatedly
posting positions late~ and seemed willing to settle grievances for money (and even go to
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a hearing like the one in this case) rather than fix the problem. Given that that was
exactly what the Union had said below~ the Service was precluded from presenting
evidence controverting those assertions, including, if existent, explanations. for its
conduct, which explanations might have mitigated its omissions.

Three of the cited arbitration award dealt with either recidivist conduct or failure
to comply with awards. This case followed literally dozens of settled grievances and B

Team deci.sions resolved (against the Service). and total silence during this grievance
process. The Union, based on its stated position and the most obvious circumstances)
seek compliance, not penalty payments. The latter is reinforced by its willingness to go
to

hearing for a relatively small reward for its individual members. to acquire some

support for its demand for contract compliance. The Service has offered no plan for
assuring that these violations will not continue.

CONCLUSION
First, as to CCA employees, there was no demand in the arbitration process for a
remedy in favor of CCAs, and it is this not possible at this point to add such employees to
this remedy.

As to the affected Carriers, it makes sense to award each ofthe Carriers whose bid
on to these late-posted positions was delayed, out-of-schedule pay for the hours they
worked on the assignments from which they sought to move, until they in fact
successfully bid on the new positions.
As to the requested exemplary remedy, I take note of the following:
As to remedy, the Service quoted Arbitrator Mittenthal, as foHows~

"!t is generally accepted in labor arbitration that a damage award, arisingfrom
a violation ofthe collective bargaining agreement, should be limited to the
amount necessary to make the injured employees whole. Those deprived ofa
contractual benefit are made whole for their loss. They receive compensatory
damages to the extent required, no more and no less. /I

The Service also cited textbook references (see above) to the general rule that monetary
damages must be proven before bemg awarded.
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"Monetary dan1ages in arbitration should normally correspond to
specific monetary losses suffered".

and
nArbitrators generally require a party to prove its claim for damage" and,

where no grievant suffers any monetary loss as a result ofthe employer's
violation> no damages will be awarded".
[emphasis added by this arbitrator1

,r

Daily identical contract violations, however, are not '~normal" in good labor
relations and are oot adequately dealt with as we deal with violations "generally,'" As to
the Mittenthal pronouncement (which does not mention "financial" as a modifier to
"loss')~

there clearly are more, kinds of "loss" or hann than just fmancial, and an

employee who has waited (with accumulated seniority) to bid on a coveted job, is harmed
when that right is frustrdted. The Union suffers, as do it members in turn, by being made
to look weak and unable to enforce the National Agreement,. which it has both the right
and obligation to do.
A Postmaster wrote as follows:

Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is not optional. No
manager or supervisor has me authority to Ignore or override an arbitrator's award
or a signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply with arbitration awards and
grievance settlements should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the perception
of non-compliance and those steps should be documented. (Donahoe Postal M~
01517)

Egregious violations are not common in contract administration, nor are the kinds
of exemplary remedies the Union seeks here. It is well kno~) however, that within the
very limited universe of situations involving egregious and oft-repeated violations;
special remedies are common. The Union has cited several such a.wards.
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I shan award the Union a payment of $500, not the $1000 requested below or the
$2000 requested at hearing. I also direct that the Service cease and desist from violating
this provision ofllie National Agreement in the future.
I retain jurisdiction to resolve any dispute arising out ofllie implementation of
this

ar4j /)
II -..r

.

~-.-~

Robert Tim Brown, Arbitrator Dated and issued October 30, 2017
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REGULAR REGIONAL ARBITRATION
Grievant: Class Action

)
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)

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

Post Office: Toledo, OR - City Wide
USPS Case #CI1N-4C-C16104433

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER-CARRIERS, AFL-CIO
BEFORE:

Tobie Braverman

BRANCH Case #122-C-16

)
)
)
)
)
)

DRT #11-367039

ARBITRATOR .

APPEARANCES:
For. the U.S. Postal Service: Michael P. Hayden
For the Union: Lisa L. Woods
Place of Hearing: Toledo, OH
Date of Hearing: September 23,2016
AWARD: The Grievance is su.stamed in part. The Employer is ordered to process payments on
arbiuation awards within two pay periods ofthe agreed upon amoWlts of payment. The Union
shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the amount of $500.00.
Date of Award: December 1, 2016
PANEL: USPS Eastern Area / NALC Region 11
Award SUIIUD.aJ.'Y
Delays in payment on arbitration awards are a violation of Article 15 even though as the result of
legitimate Employer procedures regarding payment, where the delays are substantial and there
have been repeated. instances ofnon·compliance with grievances·settlements and arbitration
awards in the installation.

Tobie Braveztflan

The grievance here is submitted to the Arbitrator pursuant to the terms ofthe grievance
arbitration provisions ofthe Collective Bargaining Agreement of the parties. Hearing was held at
Toledo, Ohio on September 23,2016. The parties submitted post-hearing briefs which were
received by the Arbitrator on October 31, 2016, and the bearing was declared closed on that date.
The parties stipulated that the matter is properly before the Arbitrator. The parties further
stipulated that the issue before the Arbitrator for decision, is as follows:
Did Management violate the National Agreement, including, but not limited to Articles 3,
5, 15 and 19 when it delayed implementation of the arbitration awards in settlement C12230908
and C13188923 (466-C-12), and if so, what is the appropriate remedy?

FACTS

The instant case arises from the payment of remedies awarded in two separate arbitration
awards by Arbitrator Jonathan 1. Klein in2015. The first award, dated June 3, 2015 concerned the
conduct ofa route inspection at the Wemert station without the prior completion of an appropriate
unit review. Klein awarded a remedy of one hour pay to each carrier at the penalty rate for each

day worked between February 29, 2012 and May 19,2012. The second award dated October 20,
2015, concerned the equitable distribution ofovertime at the South Toledo station. In that award,
Klein awarded payment at the overtime rate for all carriers on the overtime desired list in the third
quarter of2012 for all hours between their actual overtime hours and 146.51 hours. The parties
agree that the detennination of the actual amounts to be paid to each affected camer took some
time to resolve. The evidence at bearing in the fonn of email exchanges indicates that the parties
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reached agreement on the details ofthe payments on the June 3, 2015 award on January 6, 2016..
The total amount of that payout was approximately $117,000.00. Payments were made to the
affected carriers on May 6, 2016. Agreement was reached on the details of the payout on the
October 20, 2015 award on November 6, 2016. The total to be paid was approximately
$16,000.00. That payment were made to the carriers on February 26, 2016.
Andy Adkinson, Branch Vice-President, testified that he had multiple conversations with
the Employer representatives regarding the attempts to get the payments made, but there were a
number of delays. Adkinson further testified thai: he received a number of inquiries and
complaints from carriers concerning the delay in payment, and these complaints increased around
Christmas. As a result, he pressed Employer representatives on a number of occasions to get the
payments entered into GATS for payment. The email responses included several promises to get
the job done on the South Toledo payment but in February, 2016, Adkinson was advised that the
approval process for Wernert was still in process. In March, Adkinson made inquiry to the Area
representative regarding the delay. On March 10,2016 he was advised by then Acting Manager of
Lagbor Relations, Karen Barber, that approval required three meetings, and she was in the process
ofarranging for the second ofthose.
Adkinson further testified that non-compliance or delay in compliance with settlements
and arbitration awards has been a recurring problem in the Toledo installation, and a number of
grievance settlements as well as B Tearn. decisions relating to the issue ofnon-compliance were
included in the moving papers. While not all ofthe grievances concerned the payment offurids
determined to be due, all relate to non-compliance with arbitration awards or settlements in the
Toledo installation. Many include language which provides assurances that the Employer will
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commit to prompt compliance with settlements and awards in the future. According to Adkinson,
the result ofthe repeated non-compliance is complaints from the membership and the necessity of

filing additional grievances to obtain agreed upon or ordered resolutions ofprevious grievances,
making each grievance a two step process. Adkinson testified that a reasonable time for payment
on a settlement or arbitration award is two pay periods, and further testified that payments have
been received within that time frame, demonstrating that this can be reasonably accomplished.
This testimony was not disputed by Employer witnesses.
The evidence demonstrated that the delay in the payments in this case was precipitated by
the Employ!!r's procedures for authorization for payments once the amounts were agreed upon at
the local level. Payments ofless than $25,000 must be authorized :by the District Manager, and
require the submission of supporting documentation. Karen Barber, Headquarters Contract
Compliance Specialist, testified that she became involved in the payout of the settlements in this
case as coordinator of settlement authority requests for the Eastern Area for all settlements
exceeding $25,000. Barber explained that these settlement payments must be submitted at the
District level where they must be signed off on by the Manager of Labor Relations, the District
Manager and the District Finance Manager. It is then sent to the Eastern Area where a pre
conference is held with the Area personnel and District personneL A second meeting is then
conducted with the Area Manager where the basis for the payment is explained in detail. If the
payment is over $100,000, additional personnel must have an internal meeting to discuss the
payment. Her duties in this position are to gather all information, have a team meeting, and obtain
all necessary sign offs on the payment. The purpose is in part to be able to fully account for all
details ofthe payment in the event of an audit.
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Barber testified that the Wernert payout was received by the Area in February, 2016.
Because there were three related arbitration awards regarding the same route adjustment .
underlying the Klein award, the details needed to be sorted out. The goal at the Area level is to
insure that all grievances regarding the same underlying facts are concluded through the payout.
Since there was still a third grievance regarding the route adjustment pending arbitration at the
time, those involved determined that that grievance should be resolved prior to paying on the
Klein award. The upcoming hearing was cancelled, and the grievance was ultimately settled in
April,2016. Once that arbitration was resolved, the Area approved payment on it as well as the
Klein award. This process took some time. and resulted in the delay.
. While all of this was pending at the Area level, the Union determined that it had waited
too long already. and filed the instant grievance ofFebruary 18,2016. In that grievance, the
Union sought compensation to both the carriers and the Union for the delay. The matter
proceeded through the grievance procedure without resolution to arbitration.

posnnONSOFIHEPARTmS

Union Position: The Union contends that it has met its burden of proof to demonstrate that
the remedy requested should be awarded. The evidence clearly demonstrated that the Employer
failed to pay the employees in a timely fashion. There was no dispute that settlements are to be
paid within two pay periods. There is no evidence that this time is unreasonable. The evidence
further demonstrated that the Toledo Installation has a history of settling grievances and then
failing to pay, requiring the Union to file a second grievance to obtain compliance. While the
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Employer argued that the Formal Step A settlements included in the moving papers are not
precedent setting, their reference to the Employer's agreement to commit to future compliance
with settlements and arbitration awards indicates that the parties intended that they serve as
precedent for future cases. Further, while each Formal A settlement on these non-compliance
grievances may have arisen out of a grievance in a prticular station, all are negotiated at the
installation level, and the repeated non-compliance is in fact installation wide. These repeated
failures to timely comply with arbitration awards and grievance settlements warrant the remedy
requested. Both the carriers, who expected to be paid timely and spent money in anticipation of
payment, and the Union, which suffered the anger ofits membership as well as additional expense
of a second grievance, were hanned. The carriers should therefore be paid $20.00 per day from
the date the parties agreed upon the payment amounts until the date of actual payment, and the
Union should be awarded the sum of$1,500.
Employer Position: The Employer argues initially that the Fonnal A settlements cited by
the Union should not be accepted to serve as evidence that the Employer has repeatedly failed to
abide by grievance settlements as argued by the Union. First; the settlements primarily relate to
stations not involved in this grievance which concerns solely the two stations referenced in the
grievance. Further, the settlements expressly provide that they are non-precedent setting. Further,
many are regarding grievances which have nothing whatever to do with the timely payment of
funds. Similarly, the arbitration awards cited deal with varied factual scenarios, none of which are

like the facts of the case here. The Union further did not demonstrate any harm to any ofthe
affected employees. None lost any payor hours due to the delay in the settlement, and the fact
that they may have made poor financial decisions in anticipation of receipt of the money should
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not serve as a basis for providing them with any additional compensation. Further, while the
Union argues that its reputation was damaged with its members, there was no evidence from a
single member to demonstrate that this was the case. The evidence demonstrated that there was
no malicious motive on the part ofthe Employer. Rather the delay was necessitated due to the
size of the payment which required that appropriate procedures be followed before payment.

Further, the Employer was attempting to resolve all ofthe many grievances arising out ofthe
Wernert route inspection, and doing so required some delay. The delay was for legitimate reasons
and without malice. The remedy which the Union requests is strictly punitive and should not be
granted.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
15.3.A The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives, of the principles and procedures set forth above will result in
resolution of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end. ...
J-CAM 15-6 ... Resolutions and withdrawals at Formal Step A do not establish a
precedent unless the parties specifically agree otherwise....
J-CAM 15-8 A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from
which the grievance arose. For this purposed, precedent means that the decision is
relied upon in dealing with subsequent similar cases to avoid the repetition of
disputes on similar issues that have been previously decided in that installation.
M-01517 Compliance with arbitration awards and grievance settlements is not
optionaL No manager or supervisor has the authority to ignore or override an
arbitrator's award or signed grievance settlement. Steps to comply with arbitration
awards and grievance settlements should be taken in a timely manner to avoid the
perception ofnon-compliance, and those steps should be documented.
7

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Although at the time the grievance involved here was filed payment had not been made on
the two arbitration awards involved, payment was made on the second award shortly after the
filing ofthe grievance, and payment was made on the first award shortly after the issuance of the

B Team decision. The issue, however, as stipulated by the parties, does not concern the payments
themselves, but rather whether the delay in payment constitutes a contractual violation for which
there is any remedy due. The undisputed testimony of Adldnson established that there is virtually
no dispute that the payments were delayed beyond the two pay period time frame generally
recognized as appropriate. It is also undisputed that the amounts due on the October 20,2015
Klein Award were agreed upon on November 6, 12015, but not paid until February 26, 2016. The
parties reached agreement on the amounts due on the June 3, 2015 Klein Award on January 6,
2016, but the monies due were not paid until May 6, 2016. The sole issue in this case is whether
these delays in payment on the two arbitration awards involved here rise to the level of a
contractual violation, and if so, the appropriate remedy for the violation.
As noted above, the Union contends that the problem with late payment of grievance

awards and settlements is a repeated problem in the Toledo installation which rises to the level of
an intentional disregard of the grievance procedure. 1n fact, in a number ofFonnal Step A
resolutions, these parties have provided that agreed upon payments will be input into GATS
"immediately". The Employer has argued strenuously that these resolutions are not applicable
because they are not from the same stations within the Toledo installation. The Employer further
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contends that they are not precedential because they do not specifically so provide and and further
recite in the boilerplate on the form that they are "without prejudice to the position of either party
in this or any other case~'. Three points must be noted.
The Arbitrator must first reject the notion that all Formal A Settlements are restricted in
their applicability solely to the facility out of which the grievance arose. and unless the same
station engages in repeated violations, no repeated violation is established. As the Union notes,
grievances are resolved by the Postmaster's designee and the Union's designee at the Formal A
step ofthe grievance procedure. These individuals do not work at the station from which the
grievance arises. While some resolutions will have an impact only for a single individual or
station, when an issue such as delay in implementation of grievance settlements and awards arises
repeatedly at different stations within the same insta1lation~ it becomes clear that the problem goes
beyond each single station. This is particularly true in the case of late payment of monies awarded
since both the agreement as to amounts due as well as the input ofthe actual payment information
is done at a level above the station. The evidence in this case established that the delay in
payment was in fact precipitated by actions at the installation, district and area levels. The entire
matter was out ofthe stations' hands after issuance of the arbitration awards. The argument that
settlements and agreements to pay promptly are inapplicable to establish a pattern installation
wide must therefore be rejected.
Second, the recitation that the settlement is "without prejudice" is not the same as a
statement that it may not be cited as precedent. The term "without prejudice" refers to the ability
to raise the same argument~ issue or complaint again at a later time. Black's Law Dictionary
defines the term without prejudice as "Without abandonment of claim, righ4 privilege and without
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implied admissioI;l of Iiability." The use of the phrase in the Joint Resolution Fonn is not a
prohibition against citing the resolution, but rather an acknowledgment that the parties are
reaching an agreement on the grievance without admitting wrong doing or yielding their ability to
assert the same positions in a future grievance.
Finally, the resolutions clearly are intended to be precedential and have future impact.
Many of them state expressly that "in the future management will comply" or "the parties would
like to remind management that complying with grievance resolutions is not optional and all
monetary resolutions will be input for payment in a timely manner." Statements such as these
which refer to future actions. make it clear that the settlement is intended to have an impact into
the future. These recitations on their face constitute an agreement by the parties that the
settlements precedential.
There seems to be little doubt that timely compliance with settlements and arbitration
awards in general, and with payment of monies due in particular, has been an ongoing problem in
the Toledo installation since at least 2015. While the Union contends that the delays in this case
were intentional and malicious, there was no evidence that this was the case. Rather. the evidence
demonstrated that the delays were caused by a combination offactors which included the .
submission of paper work to the Area which was not complete, the need. for multiple meetings by
Area and District personnel due to the size of the payments, and the desire of the Employer to
insure that all related grievances were resolved. prior to authorizing the payment. These actions
were motivated by legitimate concerns for care and accuracy. There was simply no demonstration
that the delay was caused by any malice or intention to hann either the Union or the carriers.
Despite concluding that the Employer did not act with any improper intent or motivation,
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it must be noted that the parties at both the local and National levels have clearly acknowledged
that grievance settlements and arbitration awards must be complied with promptly and in such a
manner so as to avoid even the appearance of non-compliance. In this case, the processes created
by the Employer are rather complex and resulted in substantial delays. While the intention ofthe
processes is to be appropriately careful and thorough, their affect has been to create inordinate
delays in payment of the monies due pursuant to the arbitration awards. This is presumably due
the difficulty in coordinating the schedules of the required participants, and in this case, due to the
desire to conclude an additional related grievance regarding the Wernert route inspection.
While these issues are understandable and the purposes served are appropriate, the reality
is that the requirements put in place by the Employer delayed payment on these two arbitration
awards for an inordinate length of time. If the Employer wishes to put procedures in place which
must be followed prior to payments on grievance settlements and awards it certainly may do so. '
These procedures, however, must be such that they do not violate the requirement that payments
be inade within two pay periods subsequent to the agreement ofthe parties

as to the details of the

payment. While it may be necessary on occasion to process payment slower than the two pay
period standard, delays oftwo and four months are so long that they cannot be considered to be
timely, and are unacceptable.
The Union contends that the violation here is such that the carriers affected by the
delayed payment should be paid the sum of $20. per day while the Union should be paid $1,500.
These parties have considered and acknowledged that there are occasions in which an award

o~

monetary remedy is appropriate in order to impress upon management the need for future . /
contractual compliance. In particular, the parties have utilized this approach in a several
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grievance settlements. The amounts agreed upon in those cases, however, do not approach the
amounts suggested by the Union here.
While the purpose in the amount sought as additional compensation in cases of repeated
non-compliance is to impress upon management the need for future contractual compliance, there
must still be some rational nexus between the monetary award and the harm done as a result of the
non-compliance. Here, the only explanation advanced for the additional compensation to the
letter carriers was that many had been advised by a member of management as to what their
payment would be, and they experienced hardship when they spent the money before receiving the
funds. However, while Adkinson testified to this point in general tenns, there was no actual
evidence that this any individual letter carrier suffered such harm. Further. as the Employer points
out, the Employer should not be held responsible for what, if it happened, amounted to an
irresponsible fmancial decision.
Adkinson further testified, however, that the Union was placed in an untenable position
due to the delay in payment on the awards. There were numerous complaints from members, and
even rumors that the Union had reached a deal which eliminated the payments altogether. The
Employer's serial non-compliance with contractual obligations clearly harms the Union in two
important respects. First, it requires the time and expense involved in processing a grievance to
obtain payments to which the Employer has already agreed or is obligated. Second generation
grievances to enforce prior arbitration awards and grievance settlements should be required in
only the rarest ofcircumstances. In this office, they appear to have become almost routine in
recent years, and they unquestionably require a great deal of additional time and expense on the
art of the Union. As importantly, the Union's inabHity to obtain reasonable and timely
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compliance by the Employer serves to undermine the Union's credibility with the members it is
obligated to represent, and opens it to potential claims of breach ofits duty of fair representation.
For these reasons, the payment of the sum of $500.00 to the Union in this case is warranted.

AWARD

The Grievance is sustained in part. The Employer is ordered to process payments on
arbitration awards within two pay periods of the agreed upon amounts of paYment. The Union
shall be paid a compensatory remedy in the amount of $500.00.

Dated: December 1, 2016
Tobie Braverman, Arbitrator
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Award Summary

1. The appropriate compensatory monetary remedy for Management's
failure to meet at the Fonnal Step A meeting is payment of five hundred
dollars ($500.00) to NALC Branch 142.
2. Management is Ordered to Cease and Desist from failing to meet and
participate in Fonnal Step A meetings in accordance with the National
Agreement.

cfll~
Ellen S. Saltzman, Esq.

In accordance with the 2011 National Agreement between the National
Association of Letter Carriers & the United States Postal Service, (Joint Exhibit
No.1), the Undersigned was selected to hear and fmally decide the Union's claim
that the Union's requested remedy is warranted in this matter.
The issues as originally stated in the Step B Decision, (Jt. 2, p.2):
1. Did Management have just cause to issue the Grievant a
16.7 Non-DutylNon-Pay on June 10,2015 for Pilferage (petty
theft)? If so, what shall the remedy be? Violations may
include, but are not limited to: Articles 2,3,5,15,16,17,19 and
31 of the National Agreement.
2. Did Management AGAIN violate Article 15.2 when they
failed to schedule a Formal A meeting? And if so, what shall
the remedy be?
3. Did Management violate Article 31.3 of the National
Agreement when they failed to give the Union information on
this case? And if so, what shall the remedy be?
The B team resolved this case in part. It resolved and ordered, (Jt.2, p.2)
DECISION: The StepB Team has decided the RESOLVE
this case in part and declare and IMPASSE in part.
RESOLVE: Based on the documentation contained in the case
file, the Team has determined that Management did not
demonstrate just cause to issue discipline in this instance.
Accordingly, the Grievant will be made "whole" for all lost
wages and benefits incurred as a result of the Emergency
Placement (EP) action. The pay adjustment shall be processed
no later than August 14, 2015 with a copy provided to the
Union. The "Notice of Emergency Placement" dated June 11,
2015 shall be rescinded and expunged from Grievant's Official
Personnel File (OPF). No other remedy is granted.
IMpASSED - The Team was unable to reach common ground
in their discussion of an appropriate remedy for the
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Managements failure to meet at Formal A. On this issue the
Step B Team has decided to declare an IMPASSE.

At the hearing, the parties stipulated to the only remaining issue before this
Arbitrator to be:
Issue: What shall be the appropriate remedy for Management's failure to
meet at the Formal Step A Meeting?
The parties were represented and were afforded a full and fair opportunity to
present relevant evidence, to present witnesses and to cross-examine. The
witnesses were sworn. Witnesses for the Union: Latisha Weir, Shop Steward &
Formal A Representative and Robert. D. Williams, President, NALC Branch 142.
Management did not present any witness.
The Arbitrator has given full and fair consideration to all arguments
made by the parties and all facts of record and all cited contractual provisions
in deciding this grievance.
Based on all of the evidence presented and arguments made, the Arbitrator
renders this Opinion and Award.

RELEVANT PROVISONS:
ARTICLE 15 OF THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT

BACKGROUND
This grievance was originally filed for three issues as stated herein. The B
team resolved all but one issue that remains. The remaining issue concerns an
appropriate remedy for Management's failure to meet at Formal Step A.
3

Management acknowledges that it did not meet at Formal Step A.
The Incident date is 611112015. Informal Step A of the grievance was
initiated on 6/25/2015; the Fonnal Step A meeting was N/A; the grievance was
received at Step B on 7/13/2015 and the Step B Decision of
RESOLVEIIMPASSE is dated 7/24/2015.

CONTENTIONS OF THE UNION
The Union states that the Step B Team agreed that Management violated
Article 15.2 of the National Agreement by failing to meet at Formal Step A. In its
opening statement, the Union quotes the Step B Team, (Jt.2.pg.3) in pertinent part:
Adherence to the Dispute Resolution Process (DRP) is not
optional and the parties are contractually mandated to meet at
each Step of the DRP, in order to share information and attempt
to resolve issues at the lowest possible level.
The Union asserts that evidence and testimony will show that Management
has a history ofblatantiy, willfully, wantonly, and egregiously violating the
Dispute Resolution Process by failing, in accordance with Article 15.2, to schedule
and meet at Fonnal Step A of the grievance-arbitration procedure. Management
had demonstrated by repeatedly thwarting the "procedural due process" rights of,
but not limited to, each of the Grievant's cited in this grievance file (Jt. Exhibit 2)
thus forcing the Union to repeatedly expend its financial resources and manpower
to seek a remedy for such violations in costly arbitration.
The Union asserts that the parties' relationship is damaged by management's
repetitive disregard of its obligations under the contract and that the Union's
reputation with its membership is injured due to the Union's inability to get
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Management to comply.
For all the above reasons, the Union requests a $500.00 compensatory
remedy paid to NALC Branch 142 and a cease and desist order.

CONTENTIONS OF MANAGEMENT

Management agrees that the Washington D.C. Post Office installations have
not performed as they should and have many times failed to meet at Formal Step
A. Management acknowledges that it makes mistakes but thinks that it is already
remedied as the contract provides that the Union can move the grievance to the
next level: Article 15.3C.
Management remarks that the record presented by the Union does not
indicate that remedies of$300.00 and $500.00 have been awarded for violations
taking place at Friendship, the location of this instant grievance. However,
Management is also not stating that Friendship has not made these mistakes and
Management acknowledges that Friendship is one ofthe installations in
Washington D.C.
While not excusing the failure of Vincent Clark, the Station Manager at
Friendship and Formal Step A designee to meet at Formal Step A, testimony has
revealed that there could be twelve grievances a week to respond to and that Mr.
Clark also has the job of moving the mail.
Management's position is that the record does not indicate repetitive failures
at the Friendship Installation and therefore, the requested remedy would be
punitive.
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DISCUSSION & OPINION

The only issue is that of a remedy. The Union has requested a monetary
compensatory remedy and an Order to Cease and Desist. Management has asserted
a remedy is already provided in the contract for Management's violation of failing
to meet with the Union at the Formal Step A and that any other remedy would be
punitive, especially because the Friendship D.C. Installation is not shown in the
evidence to be a repetitive offender. As discussed below, I agree with the Union
that a compensatory remedy is warranted in this matter as well as an Order to
Cease and Desist.

l.THE PURPOSE OF THE GRIEVANCE PROCESS and ARTICLE 15.2

Article 15 describes the procedures to be followed in the Grievance
Arbitration Process. ' The reason for these specific procedures is to accomplish the
parties agreed to goal to resolve all grievances at the lowest possible step.
As stated in Article 15.3A:

The parties expect that good faith observance, by their
respective representatives, of the principles and procedures set
forth above will result in resolution of substantially all
grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible step and
recognize their obligation to achieve that end. At each step of
the process the parties are required to jointly review the Joint
Contract Administration Manual (JCAM).
Specifically, Article 15.2 - Formal Step A, details the responsibilities of
each party for participating in and working together in good faith to fulfill their
obligations to resolve all grievances at the lowest possible step.
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At Formal Step A, the installation head or designee' will meet within seven
(7) days2 with the Union Representative. Both the Union Representative and
Designee shall have the authority to resolve the grievance as a result of
compromise or discussions at this Step and also shall have authority to resolve the
grievance in whole or in part. Procedures for both parties are detailed.
The procedures of Formal Step A did not happen because Designee Vincent
Clark did not schedule the Formal Step A meeting and did not respond to Union
Steward's Latisha Weir's follow-up request3 •
As well stated by the Step B Team, (Jt.2, p.3) "Adherence to the Dispute
Resolution Process (DRP) is not optional and the parties are contractually
mandated to meet at each Step of the DRP ..."

2. DOES THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT PROVIDE A REMEDY FOR
MANAGEMENT'S FAILURE TO MEET AT FORMAL STEP A?
Management asserts that Article l5.3C provides such a remedy:
Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a
decision in any of the Steps of this procedure within the time
herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step
of the grievance-arbitration process.
I do not agree for the following reasons. Article 15.3C only provides that a
grievance can continue through the process if and when there is a failure by the
Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision within the time provided.

t In this matter unrebutted testimony indicates that Postmaster Gerald Roane designated Vincent
Clark as the Formal Step A designee at the Friendship installation

2

.

Unless the parties agree upon a later date.
3 This was unrebutted. Additionally, the Step B Decision, Jt. 2, p.3 confirms that Management
was faxed a request for a Formal Step A meeting.
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The purpose of Article 15 and the requirement of the parties to work in good faith
to resolve grievances at the lowest possible step has not been remedied. The
procedures detailed in Article 15.2 Formal Step A have not been followed and are
not remedied by Article 15.3C.

3. THE APPROPRIATE REMEDY
The Union presented two witnesses to support its position. Testimony by
both witnesses was unrebutted, credible and documented a long history of non
compliance with Formal Step A meetings by Management in the Washington, D.C.
area and specifically at the Friendship Installation.
Latisha Weir worked at the Union Hall at the time of this grievance. She
signed as Union Steward on this grievance form and also was the designated
Formal Step A NALC representative. Ms. Weir testified that Management Formal
A Designee Clark4 did not contact the Union to meet, did not schedule a meeting
and that she moved the grievance forward to stay timely in the grievance process.
She testified that it was "usual' to not meet with Mr. Clark. She testified that as far
back as 2009, the Union has been paid money when Management fails to meet at a
Formal Step A meeting.
Ms. Weir testified that very recently there were two hundred grievances
wherein the Management failed to meet with the Union. Ms. Weir testified that
Mr. Timothy Dowdy, National Business Agent, NALC Region 13 "blitzed" these
grievances by meeting with upper management.

Mr. Robert D. Williams, President ofNALC Branch 142 testimony was also
unrebutted and credible. He testified that for about seven or eight years there have
been chronic problems in D.C. about Management's failure to meet at Formal Step
A. President Williams testified that there have been numerous failures to meet at
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Formal Step A that arose specifically concerning Friendship Installation Formal
Step A designee Vincent Clark. President Williams testified that the Union had a
meeting with Washington, D.C. Post Master Gerald Roane and the area manager
and other labor relations and union officials due to the grievance backlog and
discussed that the Station Manager was going to need to have more than one time a
week to meet to resolve grievances. President Williams testified that management
did not do so.
President Williams testified that there was a meeting with the Step B team
and the issue/violation of not meeting at the Formal Step A was discussed among
other issues. He explained that the Union is trying to get the Post Office to cease
and desist violating the contract and he testified that it is Management's sole
responsibility to schedule the meeting.
President Williams testified about other meetings to remedy this. He
testified about a meeting with Timothy Dowdy, NBA, NALC Region 13 and
Richard Norcross, USPS and that at the meeting it was reiterated several times that
management had the sole responsibility to schedule the Formal Step A meeting.
President Williams testified that a large number of cases were moved to Step
B because of Management's failure to meet at Formal Step A. This happened a
year and a half ago and all ofthese cases came from Friendship Station.
The unrebutted credible testimony confirms that the Union did make many
efforts to correct Management's failure to meet at Formal Step A in the
Washington, D.C. area and that these meetings also pertained to the Friendship
Installation. The testimony is also clear that there have been many prior problems
with this issue in the past at the Friendship Installation and in particular with Mr.
Vincent Clark and that this is just another one following after many before it.
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Ms. Weir also testified that Mr. Clark is the manager of Zone 16.
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The Arbitration decision and the Step B decisions5 (Jt. Exhibit 2) pertaining
to other installations in the Washington, D.C. area also supports that the B Team in
many of these decisions have awarded a monetary remedy of $300.00 and $500.00
to the Union as well as a cease and desist order.
Management has repeatedly violated the contractual requirement to meet at
Formal Step A (Article 15.2) over a long period ofyears despite the Union's
numerous efforts to correct these violations by holding labor management
meetings with upper management, by holding "blitzes" on outstanding grievances
and by individually grieving these violations. From the record, this contract
violation (Article 15.2) is widespread in the Washington, D.C. area despite Cease
and Desist Orders by Step B Dispute Resolution Teams, (Jt. Exhibit 2) and
monetary remedies. There is no showing by Management that any efforts or steps
to correct these ongoing contract violations will be made.
For the above reasons, I will provide the Union with the compensatory
monetary remedy it requests. In determining the appropriate amount, I note from
the record that the Union in the past has been awarded $500.00 for the same
contract violation. This $500.00 remedy award was from the Step B Dispute
Resolution Team. This award amount was determined before the Union had to
prepare for an arbitration hearing, provide a Union Representative at the hearing
and be responsible for half of the Arbitrator's fee and expenses. In this instant
matter, the Union will have to bear all ofthese additional expenses. I will award
the Union the amount of $500.00. This sum will not fully compensate the Union
for even its half of the Arbitrator's Invoice but hopefully this compensatory
remedy will get Management's commitment to participate in Formal Step A
Meetings in the Washington, D.C. area as required by the parties contract.
In addition, I will also order a Cease and Desist even though the record
S

The Step B decisions involved Management's failure to meet at Fonnal Step A.
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shows that such orders have been given by Step B Dispute Resolution Teams and
another Arbitrator and have been ignored.

IN CONCLUSION
The Union has upheld its' burden to prove that a compensatory monetary
remedy of $500.00 and an Order to Cease and Desist is warranted in this instant
matter.

Therefore, based on the facts and circumstances of this particular case, the
Undersigned issues the following award:

AWARD
1. The appropriate compensatory monetary remedy for Management's
failure to meet at the Formal Step A meeting is payment of five hundred
dollars ($500.00) to NALC Branch 142.
·2. Management is Ordered to Cease and Desist from failing to meet and
participate in Formal Step A meetings and Ordered to abide by Article 15.2
in accordance with the National Agreement.

~~
Ellen S. Saltzman, Esq.

December 31,2015

Arbitrator
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Award Summary:
The Grievant in this case was issued an "Emergency Placement in
Off-Duty Status" document. The record in this case shows the
Employer failed to participate in the Step A meeting thereby negating
their ability to prove any of the initial allegations. The instant
grievance is sustained and the Grievant shall be reinstated and made
whole in every respect. Additionally, the Union shall also receive
$500 in compensatory damages for the Employer's continued failure to
comply with the Step A
ents of Article
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Roberts, Panel Arbitrator
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SUBMISSION:

This matter came to be Arbitrated pursuant to the terms of
the Wage Agreement between United States Postal Service and the
National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the
Parties having failed to resolve this matter prior to the
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted
on 1 July 2016 at the postal facility located in
Washington, DC. Testimony and evidence were received from both
parties. A transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made a
record of the hearing by use of a digital recorder and personal
notes. The Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular Regional
Arbitration Panel in accordance with the Wage Agreement.
OPINION
BACKGROUND AND FACTS:

The Grievant in this matter is employed as a City Carrier
Assistant at a Washington, DC Postal facility, the Anacostia
Carrier Annex.

She has been employed by the Postal Service

since December 2014.

On or about 12 November 2015, the Grievant received the
following document, signed by a Supervisor.

That document reads

as follows:
are hereby notified that you were plaoed in an
off-duty (without pay) status effeotive November 12,
2015 and are to report on TUesday 12/17/2015 at 8:30
~You

am.

The reasons for the aotion are:
Charge 1: You have been plaoed on a 16. 7 Emergency
Plaoement in an off-duty status beoause you verbally
assaulted and threatened another postal employee.
You also had to be restrained several times before
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you left the premises. You posed a threat to and
may have been injurious to yourself or others.
A further decision shall be made as to whether or
not discipline shall be issued to you for the
alleged misconduct. That decision shall be
forthcoming in the near future.
You have the right to file a'grievance under the
grievance/arbitration procedure set forth in Article
15 of the National Agreement within 14 calendar days
of your receipt of this letter.

The Grievant, as well as the Union, refute the charges.
The instant grievance was filed in protest.

The Union asks the

instant grievance be sustained, the Emergency Placement
rescinded and the Grievant be made whole. In rebuttal, the
Agency argues the evidence supports the Emergency Placement
action and requests their initial decision be upheld.

Obviously, the Parties were unable to resolve this dispute
during the prior steps of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration
Procedure of Article 15. An impasse was declared by the Step B
Team on 31 December 2015.

It was found the matter was processed through the prior
steps of the grievance procedure.

Therefore, the dispute is now

before the undersigned for final determination.

At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fair and full
opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross examine
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witnesses.

The record was closed following the receipt of oral

closing arguments from the respective Advocates.
JOINT EXHIBITS:

1. Agreement between the National Association of Letter Carriers
Union, AFL-CIO and the US Postal Service.
2. Grievance Package
COMPANY'S POSITION:

The Agency argues the Emergency Placement in this case was
issued to remove the Grievant from a situation. Management
insists they rightfully exercised its right to invoke the
provisions of Article 16.7 because of the immediate need to
ensure the Grievance could not engage in the same or similar
activity that is central to this case.
The Employer insists there was reasonable belief that the
Grievant was injurious to self or others.
According to their version of events, the Service claims
the Grievant returned to the Annex with undelivered mail and
parcels without management authorization. When confronted by a
supervisor, the Employer claims the Grievant became angry and
addressed a supervisor with profanity. The Service also asserts
the Grievant lunged at her Supervisor but was restrained by
another employee.
Management insists that a Supervisor's query concerning
undelivered mail should not have provoked such a response from
the Grievant.
Management mentions the Grievant filed a police report
however the supervisor was not interviewed by law enforcement.
The Agency requests the instant grievance be denied in its
entirety.
UNION POSITION:

It is the claim of the Union this matter is teeming with
procedural irregularities which denied the Grievant due process.
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According to the Union, requested information was not
provided and once again, the Employer failed to meet at Step A.
The Union insists the Employer has continually failed to
comply with the mandated steps of the Article 15 Grievance
Arbitration Procedure. The contractual language referenced by
the Union was specifically cited.
It is the insistence of the Union the Employer in this case
egregiously violated the procedural due process rights of the
Grievant.
And thus, according to the Union, Management did not have
just cause to place the Grievant on Emergency Placement.
In settlement, the Union requests the Emergency Placement
be expunged and the Grievant be made whole. Additionally, the
Union also requests $800 in compensatory damages for the
Employer's continued failure to comply with the Step A
requirements of Article 15.
THE ISSUE:

Did Management violate Article 16.7 of the National
Agreement by issuing a Notice of emergency placement dated
November 14, 2015, for charge: "Non Cited"? If so, what is the
appropriate remedy?
PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:
ARTICLE 16
DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Section 7
Emergency Procedure
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:

This matter involves an issue of discipline, wherein the
conclusions drawn, are certainly contrasting between the
Parties.

Regardless of circumstance or respective argument, the
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burden of proof falls on Management to establish reason for
their actions.

While Article 3, Management Rights, provides the Employer
with the power to "suspend, demote, discharge, or take other
disciplinary action ..• ", the Employer is limited in any
decisions as restricted by other Articles or Sections of the
Agreement.

According to the Agreement, no Employee may be disciplined
or discharged except for just cause.

In my view the "just

cause" provision is ambiguous; however, its concept is well
established in the field of labor arbitration.

The Employer

cannot arbitrarily discipline or discharge any Employee.

The

burden of proof is squarely on the Employer to show the
discipline imposed was supported with sound reasoning.

Initial

allegations must be proven, clearly and convincingly, through
the preponderance of the evidence.

And that same just cause provision outlined in Article
16.1, carries forward to Article 16.7, the Emergency Placement
provision, albeit, less demanding.

Article 16.1 requires that all discipline meet a just cause
standard.

This requisite requirement varies from case to case,
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but, in most circumstances, just cause is met via the
preponderance of evidence rule.

Conversely, Article 16.7 requires a less stringent gauge,
something less than the preponderance of evidence.

Nonetheless,

the Employer is required to show their Emergency Placement
decision, made on the facts of the case available at the time of
their decision, was reasonable.

And with that in mind, each Emergency Placement rests on
its own set of facts and circumstances.

Since this case does

involve discipline, the Employer retains the burden to show just
cause for the Emergency Placement.

However, given the language

of Article 16.7, the requirements in meeting that burden of
proof are lessened somewhat, based on the facts and
circumstances surrounding each individual case.

Nonetheless, that Article 16.7 language allows the Employer
to immediately place an Employee in a non-pay, off-duty status,
when allegations meet certain criteria.

And that standard must

show the conclusions reached by Management, at that time of the
Emergency Placement, with the information available, was with
reason and not arbitrary or capricious.

It's all based on the

information available to the Employer at that particular
snapshot in time.
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The above represents the criteria utilized by the
undersigned in a plethora of Article 16.7 decisions spanning
many years.

And in my considered opinion, following careful

review of several precedent setting decisions referencing
Article 16.7, this was certainly the intent of the chief
negotiators in their original formation of that language and has
withstood many sessions of negotiation by and between the
Parties.
I understand the allegations of the Employer in this case
as outlined in the Emergency Placement document cited above.

If

proven, those allegations then become a very serious matter, one
in which the Postal Service must address appropriately.

In this matter, the Union raised several procedural
arguments.

However, the fact the Employer failed to participate

at Step A clearly becomes fatal to their case in chief.

And for

that reasoning alone, there is no reason to consider any of the
other procedural irregularities raised by the Union.

The burden of proof rests with the Employer.

And in the

matter of an Article 16.7 Emergency Placement, that particular
burden is somewhat lessened by the language contained within
that same Section.

Nonetheless, without any Step A

-

participation, Management disables any ability to prove their
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initial allegations.

The only Employer evidence in this case is

the contents of the Emergency Placement document itself.

And

without any other supporting evidence or argument, it remains
simply a mere allegation, nothing more.

Without a Step

A

participation, Management in this case totally mutes any
argument(s) at arbitration.

The Union and its representative were placed in a
defenseless position, a total lack of knowledge of any Employer
position other than the Emergency Placement itself.

And

clearly, this was not the intent of that bargained for language
of Article 15.

The Union cannot be expected to offer any type of defense
or make any form of argument until the Employer position is
explained to them and all the facts are discussed and exchanged
by and between the Parties.

And it was clear that didn't occur

in this matter.

One of the very basic tenets of Article 16 is that of just
cause.

And part of the just cause definition requires a showing

the Grievant was provided their inherent right to due process.

In this case, it was clear the Employer failed to

-

participate in the Step A process.

Specific and controlling in
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this matter is the language found in the relative portion of the
Parties Agreement, namely Article 15.2 Formal Step A, Paragraph
d, which provides:
~(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall
make a full and detailed statement of facts relied
upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy
sought. The Union representative may also furnish
written statements from witnesses or other
individuals. The Employer representative shall also
make a full and detailed statement of facts and
contractual provisions relied upon. The parties'
representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort
to develop all necessary facts, including the
exchange of copies of all relevant papers or
documents in accordance with Articles 17 and 31. The
parties' representatives may mutually agree to
jointly interview witnesses where desirable to
assure full development of all facts and
contentions. In addition, in cases involving
discharge either party shall have the right to
present no more than two witnesses. Such right shall
not preclude the parties from jointly agreeing to
interview additional witnesses as provided above."

The Parties Agreement unambiguously lays out a metiCUlous
format toward grievance resolution.

Part of that requirement is

an exchange of detailed facts and arguments, by and between the
----~~---------------------------------------------------------~

Parties, at the step A level.

------.----------------------------
And the Parties Agreement, Article 15.3 makes it clear
that:
C. Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or
render a decision in any of the Steps of this
procedure within the time herein provided (inclUding
mutually agreed to extension periods) shall be
deemed to move the grievance to the next step of
the grievance-arbitration procedure.
Page 10 of 13
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Significant and controlling in this case is the fact the
Employer failed to meet with the Union, as specifically
required, at step A.

While the case moves forward in the

procedure outlined in Article 15, the language is quite clear

-

that a failure to meet at step A bars the Employer from offering

...

any argument or evidence into any future negotiation, up to and
including arbitration.

-------------------------In my considered opinion, this mutes any argument in this
case made by the

E~ployer.

And since the burden of proof in any

discipline case falls on Management, the inability to produce
any relevant evidence in support of their case causes a default
in favor of the Union.

That step A process requires full disclosure by and between
the Parties.

The failure of either Party to fully participate

squelches any argument at a later date by the same pertaining to
the particular dispute.

And in the case of the moving party,

failure to participate and meet the requirements set forth by

-----------------------------------------------------------------the Parties Agreement is always fatal to that respective case.

So in that regard alone, it is impossible for the Employer to
meet the just cause provisions set forth in Article 16.
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And with that in mind, the instant grievance is sustained.
The Emergency Placement will be set aside and the Grievant will
be made whole in every respect. Additionally, all documentation
pertaining to the Emergency Placement will be expunged from the
Grievant's file.

Additionally, the Union made a compelling argument
regarding the Employer's continuing disregard of the Step A
process.

The Joint file supports the argument made by the Union

in that regard.

And again, without any Step A contentions, the

Employer was totally disabled in their challenge the Union's
request in that regard.

And for that reason, in addition to the

make whole remedy the undersigned will also award five hundred
------~-------------------------------------------------------------

dollars ($500) to the Union in light of that continuing
violation.

The Employer Advocate was quite aggressive in making
compelling arguments regarding their position in both the
Emergency Placement and the Step A violations.

The

professionalism of the Advocate's presentation, convincing as it
was, could not be considered due to that Step A violation.

As

previously pointed out'lthe failure to meet the Article 15 Step
'..,..
A requirements, disabl~s any argument made by the same at any of
the latter stages of th~ Grievance-Arbitration Procedure of
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Article 15.

And for that reasoning, the Union's requested

remedy is granted as set forth above.

AWARD

The grievance is sustained. The Grievant shall be
instated and made whole in every respect. Additionally, the
ion shall also receive $500 in compensatory damages for the
ployer's continued failure to comply with the Step A
r quirements of Article 15.

D ted: July 28, 2016
F yette County PA
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Mona Patel, Labor Relations Specialist
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Jim Wolstencroft, Executive Vice President,
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Award Summary:
The grievance is arbitrable. The grievance is sustained. The Postal Service is
ordered to pay Branch 758 the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to compensate
for local Management's failure .to meet at Informal Step A in Grievance No. W-2515.
Allocation of the amount awarded will be at the discretion of the Bra ch 758 leadership.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATE REC8VED
SEP 28 2007
PATRICK C. CARROLL

ISSUE
The issue as expressed in the Dispute Resolution Team (DRT) Step BDecision is
as follows:
Did Management violate Article 15.3.C and several
agreements at all steps of the grievance procedure by failing
to meet? If so, what is the appropriate remedy?

BACKGROUND

This grievance was initiated by Full-Time Letter Carrier Francis Fleurant. Mr.
Fleurant acts as a Union Steward for Local Branch No. 758. His steward duties include
handling Informal Step A and Formal Step A meetings within the Wyandotte, Michigan
installation, including the Riverview and Southgate delivery units.
By all accounts, Mr. Fleurant acted as steward on a grievance (W-2515) arising
out of the Southgate unit in November 2006. He requested an Informal Step A meeting
in writing (Un. 1). Though the Postmaster assigned a supervisor (Mr. Dan 0' DonnelU to
schedule and hear the Informal Step A, no meeting occurred. Later, the grievance was
settled.
The instant grievance protests what the Union perceives as egregious and
deliberate action on local Management's part when it fails to convene Informal and
Formal Step A meetings. Management responds that movement to the next step of the
grievance-arbitration procedure under Article 1S.3.C is the only remedy available if it fails
to meet.

2

·.
The instant grievance was the subject of Informal and Formal Step A meetings,
both of which occurred in late November 2006. There was no resolution at Step A.
Thereafter, the matter was re'ceived at Step B in early December 2006. The Step B
Team's decision impassing the matter is dated February 1, 2007. The Union's appeal
to arbitration followed.
An arbitration hearing on the grievance was held at the Detroit, Michigan Post
Office on August 16, 2007.

At that time, each side presented its respective case

through sworn testimony and various exhibits.

Following the hearing, each side

submitted a capable brief.

UNION CONTENTIONS
The'problem of failing to meet has a long history at the

Wyando~e

installation.

Though the Union properly requested an Informal Step A meeting in Grievance W-2515,
no meeting occurred. Still, the req~irements of,the National Agreement and the parties'
collective expectations are clear and unambiguous. The parties should have met.
The grievance is arbitrable. It was not until the hearing that local Management
raised the arbitrability issue. Additionally, the issue should be heard, as it involves a
willful and deliberate practice which must be stopped. In such situations, the arbitrator
has the inherent power to provide a remedy.'
By fa!ling to meet at Step A, grievants are denied due process rights. "They lose
any type of input and ability to possibly remedy their grievance at the lowest level. H
Management's argument that ,Article 15.3.C precludes a remedy is incorrect. Rather,
a meeting is required, and Management's failure to meet amounts to non-compliance.
Leaving the Union to appeal to the next level is not ,an appropriate result.
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The grievance is arbitrable. The grievance should be sustained and the Union
provided with a compensatory remedy.

POSTAL SERVICE CONTENTIONS
The grievance is not arbitrable.

The grievance was filed individually, and it

claimed an injury due to Management's faih"Jre to meet on grievance W-2515. However,
the grievance was settled and, in any event, Article 15.3.C controls.

Moreover,

Management was penalized by having no input at the Step A level in grievance W-2515.
No other remedy is required or permitted, as other arbitrators have held. 1 The grievance
is barred by the contractual language.
Even if arbitrable, the Union bears the burden of proof. It has failed to meet its'
burden. The matter before the Arbitrator seeks an impermissible remedy in the form of
a compensatory award. Further, the Union's claim that the grievance involves a class
action amounts to new argument and should be disregarded. Case authority outlawing
new argument is considerable. 2
The greater

weig~t

of the evidence indicates that Supervisor O'Donnell never

refused to meet with the Union. As he testified, if the Union had approached and
reminded him of a grievance meeting, he would have attended. Though Supervisor
O'Donnell was relatively unfamiliar with the grievance procedure, he nevertheless knew
-- correctly -- that failure to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any steps of the
grievance procedure is deemed to move the grievance to the next step.
The grievance is not arbitrable. The grievance should be denied.

1 . See

Arbitrator Bernstein in Case No. C8N-4C-D 8416, et. seq.

2See Arbitrator Stallworth in Case No. WOC-5G-C 11544. See too, Arbitrator Owens in Case
No. D94C-' D-C 98068395.
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DISCUSSION
Sometimes the clearest and best-intended contract language can be the most
difficult to apply. Within the context of the National Agreement, "every effort" cases
(Article 7.1 .S.2),

"full consideration" for transfer cases (Article

12.6), and

"maximization" cases (Article 7.3.S) come immediately to mind. Still, the only practic,al
starting place to determine what a contract really means is what the parties really say.
The relevant language here is Article 15.2, Article 1S.3.A, and Article 1S.3.C, together
with the agreed-upon JCAM comments about them.
Judging by the wealth of grievance settlements contained in the dispute resolution
package, the parties appear committed to compliance with the negotiated GrievanceArbitration Procedure. This would include their bilateral duty to cooperate, to schedule
meetings, and to resolve grievances at the lowest possible step. Indeed, Management's
Step A written response echoes the need for open and honest discussion upon the
initiation of a grievance (jt. 2, p. 69):
The Informal and Formal Meetings are necessary and it is in
Local Management's best interest to hold them because if
they are nQt the opportunity to present facts relevant to its
case is lost by the persons who have the ability to best make
the argument.

Even more eloquent are the 2001 comments of Wyandotte Postmaster Emanuel (Jt. 2,

p. 3:2):
The USPS is a large entity in the business world. We need to
conduct ourselves in a business manner at all times. This
means conducting our daily obligations in a courteous and
professional manner. Please schedule and meet with the
NALC with professionalism.
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The tlreal world" of grievance processing between the parties reflects a far
different picture, however. The frequency of local grievances over the present issue, the
diametrically opposed positions set forth in the parties' Step B contentions, and the fact
there have been no less than three (3) interventions over Article 15 all demonstrate, far
better than the Arbitrator can express, just how far apart the parties truly are.
First things first. Management argues that the Arbitrator cannot reach the merits
of the grievance since whatever protest the Grievant had over failure to schedule an
Informal Step A meeting in Grievance No. W-2515 merged into the settlement thereof
on November 28,2006. Management adds that while Mr. Fleurant bears the burden of
proof, he has failed to show how he is aggrieved; Contrariwise, the Union argues that
Management never questioned arbitrability of the instant grievance in the earlier steps,
thus waiving its right to do so now.
In the Arbitrator's opinion, this is a situation where "actions speak louder than
words. II Careful review of the moving papers shows that, on other occasions, the
institution of a new, separate grievance over failure to hold a prior Step A meeting was
fully addressed by local Management, without objection. Further, the Arbitrator agrees
with the Union that if Management truly perceived the current grievance as either moot
or lacking arbitrability, it should have said so long before the arbitration hearing. 3 As it
is, there was no objection to arbitrability in the moving papers, and Management's Step
B contentions fully addressed the substantive issue presented.

The grievance is

arbitrable.

3Accard, see Triangle Construction, 120 LA 559 (Sergent 2004) and cases assembled therein.
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In reaching the merits, it is necessary to move from the general to the specific.
As a general.proposition, the Arbitrator must presume that the national-level parties
intended local parties to avail themselves of each step of the dispute resolution process.
In fact, such an assumption finds express support 'in the language of Article 15.3.A,
where the parties articulate their expectation of good faith observance to the contractual
procedures, and where they impose an affirmative duty on one another to resolve
substantially all grievances at the lowest possible step.
Next, there is no dispute that both Article 15.2. Informal Step A (~) and Article
15.2 Formal Step A (c) contain mandatory language requiring meetings and related
discussion between the parties. There was no Informal Step A meeting and discussion
in Grievance W-2515. In the Arbitrator's opinion, the Union's protest amounts to prima
facie proof of a contract violation, proof which shifts to Management the burden of
explaining why no Informal Step A meeting occurred.
Management offers no real explanation why there was no meeting. In the Step
B Decision, Management states that there was " • •. no information or evidence on how
the Union communicated its intention to pursue the grievance with management."
However, this apparent impediment was cured at the hearing in the form of the
November 3, 2006, memo directed to Supervisor Q'Donnell requesting a meeting (Un.
1). Based on the content of the memo and Management's November 6, 2006, response
(i.e., "Dan Q'Donnell to schedule and hear the Informal An), it is clear _. to the Arbitrator
at least -. tl1at .local Management was on notice of the written directive, but it was
simply was not acted upon through no fault of the Union.
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In any event, local Management answers that however confusion over the meeting
might have oClJurred, the language of Article 1S.3.C controls. In Management's opinion,
though "Article 15.3.C can easily be misunderstood," it is clear enough to preclude the
Union from any relief. This is so because in those cases where a Step A decision or
meeting does not occur, the Union has two (2) options. It can either do nothing, 'in
which case the grievance will be waived {Article 15.3.S}, or it can rely on the "deemed
to move" language of Article 15.3.C in order to advance the grievance to the next step.
'When construing contracts, the practical application the parties place on given
language in advance of a dispute is entitled to great weight. 4 In the parties' relationship
here, they have actually reduced their practical understanding to writing, in the form of
the JCAM. Under the JCAM, there is no automatic appeal of a grievance to the next
step under Article 1S.3.C. unless the Union does something. s Importantly however, the
bargain which the Union originally struck with Management was that the Union would

not have to "do something" until there was a good faith yet unsuccessful attempt by
both sides to comply with the principles and pr,ocedures set forth in Step A.

4KIBPP v. United Insurance Group Agency, Inc., 663 N.W. 2d 447, 4591Mich. 20031, citing People eK.
rei. Attorney General v. Michigan Central R. Co.; 108 N.W. 772 (Mich. 19061.

SArticle 15.3.C:

Warning. Article lS.l.C can easily be misunderstood. It does not mean that
grievances are automatically appealed If management fails to Issue a timely
decision. Rather, if management fails to Issue a timely decision (unless the
parties mutually agree to an extension) the union must appeal the case to the
next step within the prescribed time limits if it wishes to pursue the grievance.
In cases where management fails to issue a timely decision, the time limits for
appeal to the next step are counted from the date management's decision was
due.
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In the Arbitrator's opinion, local Management's construction of Article 15.3.C
"changes the deal" and deprives the Union of a negotiated benefit. This is so because,
according to the JCAM -- which, incidentally, is to be jointly reviewed at each Step of
the process (Article 15.3.A) -- movement to the next step under Article 15.3.C is not
automatic. Rather, it must be initiated by the Union.
Local Management replies that it, and not the Union, is at risk when Step A
meetings do not occur. In such cases, Management loses the right to "have input into
the DRP at that level." What Management forgets is that by failing to hold Step A
meetings, it is also depriving the Union of input at that level. Such a result is contrary
to the recognized principle of contract law that each party has a right to expect the other
to perform. 8
In the Arbitrator's opinion, Management's view of the relevant language leaves
its Step A duty to discuss and decide in doubt. It also leaves open the possibility of
mischief if local Management does not believe it advantageous or convenient to meet in
a given case. Further, it denigrates the possibility of lower level grievance resolution.
In simple terms, Management cannot have it both ways. It cannot fail to schedule a
Step A meeting or render a Step A decision, thus placing the onus on the Union to move
the case along and, at the same time, say that it has met its duty of resolving grievances
at the lowest possible step.

6.,.he duty arising is that which accompanies every contract: a common-law duty to perform with ordinary
care the thing agreed to be done." Home Insurance Co. v. Detail Fire Extinguisher Co., Inc., 538 N.W. 2d 424,
428 (Mich. App. 19951.
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Understandably, there are situations where Step A meetings cannot be held. The
parties' good faith efforts to avoid such situations and to cooperate in extending
deadlines should be the norm. As it is, while failed meetings may be few in number
when compared to overall grievance handling, they have nevertheless continued in a
persistent manner at the local level for several years, without abatement, despite
considerable local and higher level effort to rectify the problem. In the Arbitrator's
opinion, the problem lies at the feet of Management, and the grievance must be
sustained.
As for a remedy, the Union seeks a monetary award.

Admittedly, monetary

awards for non-compliance with prior grievance settlements are the exception, not the
rule. Yet some of the cited settlements in the dispute resolution package actually reflect
the prospect of a compensatory award based on non-compliance with a grievance
settlement (Jt. 2, p. 49 and p. 63). In any event, the myriad of grievance settlements
set forth in the present record suggests that local Management's commitment to its Step·
A obligations has been tepid, making a compensatory award proper on the particular
facts of this case.
Finally, the fact the Grievant is listed individually on the grievance form has been
considered, but this fact does not preclude a finding in the Union's favor, nor collective
relief in general. Borrowing from Arbitrator LeWinter in Case No. S 1N-3U,:,C 31206 at
p. 13: liThe terms of the grievance as to facts, position and demand are written in terms
of a general or group grievance."

.
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In the Arbitrator's opinion, there comes a time when a reasonable, compensatory,
monetary award is appropriate in order to impress upon Management the importance of
the principles involved. This is that time.

AWARD
The grievance is arbitrable. The grievance is sustained. The Postal Service is
ordered to pay Branch 758 the sum of ,Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to compensate
for. local Management's failure to meet at Informal Step A in Grievance No. W-2515.
Allocation of the amount awarded will be at the discretion of the Branch 758 leadership.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Sign'ed in the County of St. Louis this 24th day of September, 2007.
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Because of management's repeated fallure to adhere to the agreement.
the Union was una'!lIe to properly fulfill its collective bargaining
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that yet another directive to local management to timely furnish rele
vant information to the Union would not correct the continuing contract
violation, the Employer is directed to forthwith compensate the Union
in the amount of $5 •
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ARBITRATION OPINION

This arbitration is pursuant to ArticlB 15 of the 2006-2011
National Agreement.

Followblg the presentation of evidence. the

case was submitted for opiDion and award on oral argument..
Grievant is the President of Branch 158 and serves as its
Chief Steward.

Following

~ssuance

of an Emergency Placement and

Notice of Removal to a postal worker (nCheramieR ) at the Wyandotte,
MIchigan Post Office in September and October of 2007.. grievances
were :filed on her behalf (Grievance Nos. W-5122 and W-5150).
On October 5, 2007. grievant submitted a request for in
formation to a supervisor at the Southgate Post Office which, in
addition to other information sought, requested that management
supply him with a copy of a speclfled unedited tape -

he was either

in possession of or had viewed the edited tape -- as well as a copy

of a nletter explai.n1ng exclusion of HIPPA the OIG is afforded.·
Although not fully explained in this record. apparently both the
unedited and edited DVDs involved work activities of Cheramie whUe
the HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability And Accountability Act)
data was sought because the Office of Inspector General (OIG) had
obtained medical information directly

fro~

Cheramie's doctor..

Management's reply to the information request was forwarded
to the Union on October 9..

WhUe some of the requested information

was" prOvided, the Southgate Manager stated that the Union's request
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for the unedited DVD and the information relating to the right of
the OIG to obtain an employe's privileged medical records had been
nFaxed To Labor Relations".

In fact. the informattmi request was

not faxed to Detroit District Labor Relations until October 12.
On October 22. gIievant was shown or received a copy of
a fax sent by the Detroit. District Labor Relations Manager to the
Southgate Post Office Manager which stated that the Union's request
for information had been forwarded to the OIG and that nboth re
quests must be forwarded to their General Counsel (law dept). ODee
they provide a response. I will forward that to your office. n
On October 24. the Informal Step A grievance was filed with
the Union contending that management had violated Artlcles 17 and
31 nby faUiDg to provide important, relevant. and necessary requested
information" to the Cheramie grievances.

According to the UD1on's

informal Step A representative. the Employer made no effort to pro
vide the requested information at that level.

The formal Step A

grievance was submitted on October 30 and again. the requested in
formation was not provided to the Union at that level.
It was grievant's testimony that it was not until issuance of
the Step B DIspute Resolution Team's deci.s1on on or after November
19. 2007 that he first learned the unedited tape had been In local
management's possession all along.

Testimony of Employer witnesses

established' that the Union's
Step. B Team representative had contacted
.
Detroit District Labor Relations and was provided with the unedited
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DVD which the Step B Team subsequently viewed also 'are set forth in the Step B Decision.

wb1ch facts

The grievance was

subsequently appealed to arbitration.
The undisputed evidence reveals that for at least 8 years.
there has been an agreement by the .local parties that management
is obligated to respond to Union information requests for nroutine

informatlonu within 48 hours.

However. if the requested information

cannot be provided within that time period or is not nroutine ll •
mangement must request an extension from the Union prior to the
48 hour period expiring.
At the arbitration hearing. the parties stipulated that manage
ment was in possession of a copy of the unedited surveillance DVD
taken by an OIG special agent.

Relevant

pr~ns

pf the NatioIial Agreement state:

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE·ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section :z. Grievance Proccdu~teps '.
Inronnal Step A
._ ~a) . •••
During the meeting the parties are
encouraged to.jolntly review all relevant .documents to
facilitate resOIUti~D ~f the dispute. '
..
Fumlal Step A

(d)

•• ' ,
The parties' reprcsenlnlives shall cooperate fully
in the' effort 10 develop all necessary fuelS, inclulliug lhe
cxchall&c of copics uf nil relevant papcrs or documents in
acoorolUlce
with Articles 17 and 31.
. ,
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Slep D:

(b)
It Is lhe
reslJUnslbilily of ~he Sfep U lealll II) emlUre lhnt nle fact.
alld contentlulI' or grievances lire fllily deveh'l,ed Illd
con."lldered, and resulre grlnances Joll1t1y. 'Ille Step Jllealll
nlay J) resulve lhe grlevnnce 2) dednre nil IlIIpn."lse J) hold
lI,e /Crlevance pendlllg resolullon of n rfpreSenlnllve we ur
nntlollalllller"relhe cnse or 4) relllRnd lhe .rlevDllce will.
sllecJnc Inslruellon•• In Rlly case where the Slep D teMIII
mUlually concludes Ihal relevatll fnels ot conlellliuni were 1101
developed adequalely in Fornml Step A. Ihey hive aUlhorily
. to return Ihe grievllnce to the Formnl Step A level for full
• development of all facta and. furtJu::r COllsideration al Ulal level.

::
(c) The "rlUen Slep II Julnl rel,clrl slll'lll slnle' Ihe I-eMOIIS In
delall nnd IIlJnll hu:lllde a slnlemenl Clf IIny nddll'uunl facts
nlld eonlellllons 1101 previously set forlh III IIle recurd of Ule
grievance
n,ll,e.'ed from Furnnd Sle,l A. The Sle,l B
fealD will aUacll a list of all documents Included In the file.

II.

AltTICLEJ7
REI'UESEN'li\TION

SecUOIi. J. Slcwards
.
Stcwards Inll)' be designated rur Ihe purpuse of investigating,
presenting alld adjusting srieYlllces.

Sec:llon J.lUghls or Sleward.

The steward, chief steward or other Union representative prop
erly certified in acc:ordanc:e with Section 2 above may requesl
and shall obtain access through the appropriate supervisor to
review the documents, files and other records necessary (or
processing a grievance or determining If a grievance ellistl alld
shall have the right to interview the aggrieved employee(s).
supervisors and witnesses during working hOllrs. Suell requests
shall nol be unreasonably denied.
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ARTICLE 31
UNION·MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

section 3. Information
The Employer will make available for inspection by the Union
all relevant information necessary for collective bargaining or

tho enforcement, administralion or interpretation of this
Agreement, including information necessary to determine
whether to file or to continue the processing of a grievance
under this Agreement. Upon the request of the Union, the
Employer'will furnish such information, provided. however,
that the Employer may require the Union to reimburse the
USPS for any costs reasonably incurred in obtaining the inCor.
mation.
Requests for information relating to. purely local matters
should be submitted by the local Union representative to !he
insll11lal.ion head or designee. All other requests (or informa
tion shall be directed by the National President oC!he Union to
the Vice President, Labor Relations.

In the Joint Contract Administration Manual (JCAM). the
parties agreed to certatn interpretations of the National Agreement.
Referencing .Artlc1e 15 on page 15-22. cartaln responslbW.tias of
the Step B Team are set forth:

Step B teams are not responsible for building Ute grievlUlce file. It is the responsibility
of the parties at Step A to exchange documentary evidence and place copies in the file•
. If. however, a file lacking proper documentation is received, the grievance should be
remanded to the local level, or the Step B team should jointly call the local parties with
a request for the submission of specific information within a specific limefraIDe,
whichever is more effective. The primary responsibil~ty of the Step B team is making
ti.IDely decisions on the merits ofdisputes.
.

The Union submits its ability to properly represent Cheramie
in her grievances was undermined by management's failure to pro

vide the requested relevant information to the Union within 48 hours
of its October 5 request or to request an extension of time in which
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to provide that information. which extension must be requested
within the 48 hour time frame.

Although Cheramie prevaD.ed in

both of her grtevances aJ,'ld was made whale. she had been out of
work some 4 months and might have beeD, reinstated sooner had
the requested information in management's possession been provided
to the Union in accordance with the parties' agreement.
The Bmployer contends the unedited tape was neither rele
vant nor relied on by management and in fact. was properly viewed
in the grievance procedure by the Step B Team.

Furthermore, the

Bmployer submits the unedited tapes contained "dead timen which
had been removed from the edited DVD.

As to the authority of the

OIG to obtain medical records of postal employes under a HIPPA

exception, the Employer argues that this information was avaDable
to the Union in Federal regulations and through the internet.
Finally. it is the Employer position that the Union is not entitled
to monetary damages since Cheramie was made wholB in all respects
and management's failure to provide the requested information within
the estabHshed time frame was not willful. maH.cious or intended to
undermine the Union's ability to represent a member of the bargaining

unit.
The issue presented for determination may be stated as
. follows:
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DID MANAGEMENT VIOLATB ARTICLBS 15"
17 AND 31 BY FAlLING TO PROVIDB RBLB
VANT RBQUBSTBD INFORMATION TO THB
UNION WITHIN THE B$TABLISBBD TIME
FAMB AGREED TO LOCALLY BY THB PARTIBS?

The issue in this case does not involve the question of
whether management acted properly in re:ferrlng the Union's request
for information first to the District Labor Relations Office and sub
sequently to the OIG.

Rather. it is whether management violated

its obligation to provide the Union with the requested information
within 48 hours or if it was unable to do so. to request an extension

of time within the 48 hour time frame.
violated.

Clearly that agreement was

The Union's initial information request was sent to man

agement on October 5.

There was no response to that request nor

did management request an extension of time in which to comply
with it within the 48 hour time frame.

Four days later. On October

9. the Union was advised only that two of the requested items had
been nPaxed To Labor Relatlons n •

Again, a time extellSion was not

requested.
The Step B record is replete with management directives
and precedent-setting grievance settlements which

st~te

and re

state the, agreed upon obligation of local management to adhere to
the time frame for providing the UnioJi with information to, which
it is entitled under Artlcles 17 and 31 and which is mandated under

Article 15.2, Steps A (both Informal and Formal) and B of the
National Agreement.

As far back as 2001, Dinterventions· were
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requested to insure that local management adhered to its agreed
upon obligation to answer information requests within 48 hours
or if that is not possible. to obtain an extension of time within
the 48 hour time frame.

There have been numerons local grievance

settlements involving violations of the 48 hour rule and its restata
ment' on a precedent-setting basis.
Clearly, the repeated direct:lons and admonitlons to local
management to comply 'with the 48 hour rule have been, to no avail.
That agreement again was violated in this case.

Although the

Union seeks a monetary award for Cheramie, clajming she possibly
was' harmed when informatlon relevant to her grievances was not
timely provided to the Union, the make-wbola remedy awarded in
both of her grievances is the proper contractual standard of damages.
However. mangement's violatlons in this case did in fact
adversely affect the Union's ab1l1ty to properly represent Cheramie
in her grievances.

It had the right, pursuant to the agreement of

the parties at the local level. to receive requested information within
48 hours or within the extended time period. if that extension had
been requested within the 48 hour time frame.
Since the undersigned finds that yet another directive to
abide by the 48 hour rule will not cure local management's repeated
and

c~ntinuing

violations of the 4,8 hour rule. the Union

awarded compensatory damages in the amount of $500.

wm

be

Whlle it can

not be found that local management's conduct in violating the 48 hour
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rule was malicious Dr willful, it did in fact undermine the Union's

ability to fully and properly represent a member Df the bargaining
unit at the lowest step in the grievance procedure.
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Contract

Award Summary:
The instant grievance arose when local Management fai1ed to
participate in a· Forma1 Step A meeting. The Emp10yer made severa1
arguments discounting the Union's position, including that ~sometimes
things just happen." A1l of management's arguments and contentions
were silenced by their failure to participate in Article 15 Formal
Step A of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration Procedure. The grievance
is sustained and the union'
aque.ted ~eraby granted.

:J?J;Ltc.
rence Roberts, Panel Arbitrator

Case

* K11N-4K-C

17310015

SUBMISSION:
This matter came to be Arbitrated pursuant to the terms of
the Wage Agreement between United States Postal Service and the
National Association of Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO, the
Parties having failed to resolve this matter prior to the
arbitral proceedings. The hearing in this cause was conducted
on 18 April 2017 at the postal facility located in Damascus, MD.
Testimony and evidence were received from both parties. A
transcriber was not used. The Arbitrator made a record of the
hearing by use of a tape recorder and personal notes. The
Arbitrator is assigned to the Regular Regional Arbitration Panel
in accordance with the Wage Agreement.
OPINION
BACKGROUND AND FACTS:

This is a class action grievance filed on behalf of the
Letter Carrier Craft working at Damascus MD postal facility.
The matter arose when the Employer allegedly failed to meet at
the Formal Step A of the Parties Article 15 GrievanceArbitration Procedure.

More specifically, the Union alleges that Management failed
to show up for a mutually agreed Formal Step A meeting following
their receipt of the appeal by mail.

The Union further claims

that Management failed to contact the NALC Formal Step A
Representative afterward.

Citing previous violations, the Union requests a monetary
remedy in addition to a cease and desist order.

While the

Agency admits their non-participation in a Formal Step A
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meeting, they insist that any monetary award is inappropriate.
Furthermore, the Employer insists that res judicata applies to
this instant case in that, this matter was settled by a previous
Step B Decision.

It was found the matter was properly processed through the
prior steps of the Parties Grievance-Arbitration Procedure of
Article 15, without resolve.

The Step B Team reached an impasse

on 22 December 2016. Therefore, the matter is now before the
undersigned for final determination.

At the hearing, the Parties were afforded a fair and full
opportunity to present evidence, examine and cross examine
witnesses.

The record was closed following the submission of

oral closing arguments by the respective Advocates.
JOINT EXHIBITS:

1. Agreement between the National Association of
Letter Carriers Union, AFL-CIO and
the US Postal Service.
2. Grievance Package
UNION'S POSITION:

In their opinion, the Union will prove they did everything
in accordance with the National Agreement when the case was
appealed to the Formal Step to be heard and more, yet Management
failed to meet with the Union's Forma Step A Representative.
The Union views this violation as a repetitive contractual
violation and do deem this to be an egregious violation after
the supervisor had.received proper notification of the appeal.
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From the Union's perspective the evidence will prove that this
was a very serious breach of our collective bargaining
agreement. As implied by the Union the actions of the
supervisor were deliberate and egregious.
The Union also notes that because Management failed to meet
with the Union Representative, they also failed to provide any
contentions to support their position. Additionally, the Union
also asserts that Management also failed to provide any
supporting evidence or documentation at both the Informal and
the Formal Step of the grievance process.
In that light, the Union ask that no weight be provided to
the position taken by the Management Step B Representative.
It is the Union's position that Management gave up its
contractual rights to present a case against the Union here
today because they failed to do so at the Informal and Formal
steps of the grievance process.
The Union also believes that due to the fact that there was
no position put forth by Management at the Informal and Formal
Step, the Step B Representative cannot put forth any additional
arguments. The Union also argues the Employer position cannot
be considered as it becomes new information and argument put
forth for the first time in arbitration.
Lastly the Union would also note that by not providing any
contentions or evidence in the case file to support their
position, Management has not taken a position with regards to
the Union's case or requested remedy.
As a settlement, the Union requests a compensatory remedy
seeking contractual compliance. To that end, the Union requests
that Management pay NALC Local Branch 3825 a lump sum of three
hundred dollars ($300) for Management's failure to meet at the
Formal Step A of the Dispute Resolution Process as well as a
cease and desist order for failing to comply with Article 15 and
their obligation to meet at Step A of the dispute Resolution
process.
COMPANY'S POSITION:

The Employer initially raises an arbitrability issue based
on the doctrine of res judicata.
It is Management's claim that
this instant grievance is asking for a resolution of an issue
that has been previously settled via another Step B Decision
labeled K11N-4K-C 17102742.
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The Agency insists this matter has already been settled and
cannot be re-litigated.
Regarding the merits, it is Management's position that many
of the previous instances regarding failure to meet occurred
some ten (10) years ago.
The Employer acknowledges the failure.to meet was a
previous issue, however, currently, the same is not a major
issue at the Damascus facility. The Postal Service is aware of
this arbitrator's previous rulings regarding this very subject.
But with that in mind, the Service asks the arbitrator to review
the facts of this specific case.
It is the assertion of the Employer this case is not an
egregious overstep and certainly does not equate to the three
hundred-dollar remedy requested by the Union.
Management argues there was no methodology as to how the
Union came up with such a random dollar amount.
It is the Agency's position today to focus back on what the
Parties Agreement has already told us. According to the Joint
Contract Administration Manual, the Employer insists that very
specific instructions are given when talking about what happens
when we fail to meet.
The Service insists the National Agreement was agreed to by
both Parties and those same Parties recognize the fact that
sometimes these things happen. And with that, it is the
assertion of Management that those same Parties have also agreed
to a remedy when these things happen.
And in this case, the remedy is that the Union move forward
with the case at hand.
The Agency insists that when monetary
remedies are added to matters that have already been decided, it
changes as to how we position ourselves in the procedure.
The Agency suggests this Local Union uses a case such as
this to boast and brag about what they are doing to the Postal
Service. Instead, the Employer suggests the Union should
respect the language of the Parties Agreement in attempting to
settle differences. The Employer asks this Arbitrator to visit
the Local Union's website to view the boasting and bragging
previously mentioned.
It is Management's position that yes, while there has been
trouble in certain instances, such occurrences were at a
different time and under a different Postmaster.
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Management claims there is no evidence in this case that
would illustrate any egregious actions were committed by the
Employer in any instance. The Employer insists there is no
egregious violation in this instant case.
The Employer does not disagree with the Union's claim of
what happened, instead, insists the Agreement provides a clear
direction as to what happens when the Parties fail to meet.
Management mentions the other cases placed into this file
by the Union have nothing to do with the Damascus facility.
The Employer Advocate insists that sometimes the failure to
meet just happens and in this particular case, it was just a
single occurrence.
It is pointed out by the Advocate that Management is fully
aware of the language of Article 15.2. However, Management also
mentions that the negotiating Parties also realized that certain
situations do occur and both Parties at the National Level agree
to the language of Article 15.3.
The Agency insists this case today is certainly not
deserving of any sort of monetary remedy.
It is the position of
the Postal Service that the instant file does not equate to a
three hundred dollar penalty.
The Agency requests the grievance and the requested remedy
be denied in its entirety.

THE ISSUE:

Did Management violate Articles 15 of the National
Agreement when grievance #72-16-TAP06 was appealed to Formal
Step A and Management failed to appear for a Formal A Meeting?
If so, what is the appropriate remedy?
PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS:

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

Initially, the Employer introduced a procedural argument
based on the doctrine of res judicata.

Management's procedural

foundation was based on the following language of a previous
Step B Decision, styled 72-16-TAP04, dated 24 October 2016,
wherein the pertinent part of that Decision reads:

" The Team agrees that Management failed to
properly meet under Article 15. Management shall
adhere to the relevant provisions of Article 15
regarding meeting at Formal Step A in order to
preclude future s~ilar violation. Future
documented failures to meet may be subject to
additional remedies."

I disagree with the Employer's procedural assertion in this
matter.

Primary is the fact the Employer failed to raise such a

contention earlier in the Procedure, namely at the Formal Step A
meeting.
that Step.

It was obvious the Employer did not participate at
And secondly, the last sentence of that settlement,

mentioned above allows for additional remedies.

The Union is correct in their contention the remainder of
the Employer's opening statement is new argument.

In my view,

the Employer should have first entered such an argument at the
Formal Step A of this particular grievance.

Instead, as the

Union again correctly pointed out, the Employer failed to
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participate or for that matter, make any effort to reschedule
that Formal A Meeting.

Furthermore, the Union is also correct in pointing out
that, at Step B, only additions and corrections to the record
can be made.

Without an existing record in the first place,

there is absolutely no. room to make any additional arguments or
corrections.

The Employer position, presented in their opening

statement, becomes new argument and is therefore rejected in its
entirety for that reasoning.

As I have stated in many of my prior Decisions, the
language of Article 15.2 Formal Step A (d) is absolute.
placing of the word

~sha11"

in Paragraph d makes the language

mandatory instead of optional.
Parties to

~make

The

This language

E~.q~.~.!;.~~

both

a full and detailed statement of the facts."

Article 15.2 Step B allows for

~add.itional

facts and

contentions," however, the language makes it clear that any
additional facts and contentions are to be merely a supplement
to that full and detailed statement required at the Formal A.
And either Party that fails to abide by the directive of that
Formal Step A language is at a clear disadvantage in any case.
Nonetheless, the moving Party, regardless of circumstance, is
required to meet that contractual burden of proof requirement.
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However, even though the Employer fails to participate and
present a position, the particular grievance does not
automatically default in the Union's favor.

Instead, the Union,

being the moving Party, is still required to meet the required
burden of proof.

And in this matter, I am of the considered

opinion the Union has overwhelmingly and convincingly met that
requisite requirement.

I was not convinced the Employer's failure to participate
in this instant case was egregious, yet, it was quite clearly
deliberate in nature.

It was obvious to me the Employer was

aware of the Union's intent to schedule the Formal A Meeting.

I

was also convinced the Employer simply failed to offer any type
of reply to the Union concerning that Formal A Meeting.

And

such an action can be labeled as nothing other than deliberate
and intentional.

There is absolutely no valid reason for either Party to
simply fail to participate at the Formal Step A Meeting.

I

understand that animosity sometimes exists between certain
advocates and/or that o'ftentimes it is virtually impossible to
sync two different calendars for various reasons.

However, in

that same light, the virtual majority of cases that I've decided
have some sort of mutual agreement to extend the time limits
within the record.
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The language of Article lS.3.b simply moves the grievance
forward should the Employer fail to participate in any of the
Steps, including Formal Step A.

However, the failure by the

Employer to participate in that Formal Step A also bars them
from presenting any future argument or contention in that
Article 15 process.

And to some degree, I would hope this would

encourage Employer participation. I have yet to experience a
matter wherein the Employer failed to present Formal Step A
arguments and contentions yet remained successful in the final
outcome of that particular case.

And in this matter, the Employer failure to present a
Formal Step A argument or contention mutes any argument made by
the same at arbitration.

This record contains a list of previous settlements, dated
2008 and 2009, relating to similar issues.

And those previous

settlements have had little impact on my decision in this
matter. Instead, it does prove this issue was absent between the
Parties herein for a period of years.

But what does have an

impact in my decision is the last sentence in the more recent
Step B Decision previously cited above.

The Parties therein

agreed that "future documented failures to meet may be subject
to additional remedies."
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And in this case, the Union presented evidence that would
certainly be subject to such a remedy.

More importantly the

Employer failed to offer any opposition via their elected
absence from the Formal Step A process.

And paramount, the

Union's requested remedy is only considered reasonable.

I was convinced that an old issue of conflict between these
local Parties has again resurfaced.

The Decision written by the

Step B Team cited above is reasonable and in accord with the
Parties Agreement.

And with that in mind, I see no reason not

to characterize this instant dispute as a "future documented
failure" that deserves additional remedies for the purpose of

ensuring compliance hereinafter into the future.

The Union's requested remedy will be granted in full.
Additionally, I believe a clear explanation as to the meaning
and intent of a cease and desist order would be beneficial to
the Parties.

It means stop.

It means immediately. It means to

cease from the same action hereinafter into the future, without
excuse.

Compliance with this order is mandatory.

The case file indicates this violation was not an isolated
occurrence.

The incident date of the instant grievance was

5 October 2016.

A previous Step B Decision found in Joint

Exhibit 2, indicates an incident date of 9 September 2016
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wherein the Employer failed to meet at Formal Step A.

This

record also indicates the Employer bypassed another Formal Step
A Meeting, relating to an entirely different issue on a dispute
initiated on or about 6 August 2016.
In closing, I would feel remiss leaving this discussion
without mentioning a comment made by the Employer Advocate. When
referencing the Employer's failure to meet with the Union at
Formal Step A, the Employer Advocate stated that
these things happen."

I disagree.

"samet~es

The Parties herein have

engaged in a written Wage Agreement. The entire purpose of
Article 15 is to engage both Parties toward a resolution of any
conflict at the earliest practical time. There is absolutely no
excuse for a violation of this particular Section. Participation
at Article 15.2 Formal Step A (d) is mandatory.

This is also

reinforced by the language of Article lS.3.C whereby the Parties
are provided an option to mutually agree to an extension period
of the time limits.

This is a clear directive of the Parties Agreement and is
therefore compulsory, albeit without any other option. A full
and detained exchange of facts, arguments and contentions by the
respective Parties must be mutually exchanged at this Formal
Step A meeting.

If not done so, the non participant

relinquishes their right to make any argument forward in the
process.
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And when this language is habitually disregarded, the
remedy must escalate proportionally to encourage future
compliance.

Habitual in this case is based on the recent

history of those Step B Decisions previously mentioned.

The

Employer may insist that such a remedy seems somewhat punitive,
however, in that same breath, their failure to follow
unambiguous language may seem as punitive to the opposing party
as well.

The Union's requested remedy is hereby granted in its
entirety. Management shall pay NALC Local Branch 3825 a lump sum
of three hundred dollars ($300) for Management's failure to meet
at the Formal Step A of the Dispute Resolution Process.
Management at this Damascus facility is hereby ordered to cease
and desist from any similar violations hereinafter into the
future.

Any further violations should result in an escalated

monetary award.
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AWARD

The grievance is sustained in its entirety.

Dated: May 13, 2017
Fayette County FA
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Background
'This matter was arbitrated pursuant to the grievance and arbitration provisions of a
Collective Bargaining Agreement (National Agreement) in effect between the United States
Postal Service (USPS) and the National Association ofLetter Carriers (NALC). A hearing in
this matter was held before me on August 18, 2009, in Washington, DC. The parties appeared
and were given a full and fair opportunity to be beard, to present evidence and argument and to
examine and cross-examine witnesses. The parties presented testimony and documentary
evidence separately in this case. At the conclusion ofthe evidence the USPS presented oral
arguments in support oftheir respective position; and the NALC chose to present a brief in
support of their arguments. The briefwas received by me on September 21.2009 and at that
time the record was closed. I utilized a voice recorder to supplement my notes and erased the
tape at the completion ofthis award.
Statemept of Fact

The original dispute in this case involved ajust cause determination of the suspension
discipline ofemployee R. Thomas Williams.
There was no formal Step A and the discipline was appealed by the Union to Formal Step
B. In addition the Union grieved the fact that there was no Formal Step A meeting and placed
the blame squarely on Management.
On June 15,2009, the Dispute Resolution Team (DR1) resolved that Management did
not have '~ust cause" to issue discipline to the grievant, R. Thomas Williams and that the ''Notice
of Seven Day Suspension" be rescinded and expunged:from the grievant's personnel file.
However. as it relates to the Article 15 comp1aintand subsequent remedy, the DRT
declared impasse. The NALC then appealed the Article 15 impasse to arbitration. The parties
could not resolve the issue and therefore the issue is properly before me.
2

As stated in the DRT impasse amort:

"Did Management violate Article 15 when they failed to schedule and meet with the
Union at Formal Step A ofthe grievance process and if so, what is the appropriate remedy?"
Witnesses

Union: Keith Hooks, Shop Steward
USPS: Bryant Hubbard, Acting Station Manager
Robert Fauntleroy, Acting Station Manager
Denise Carbone, Customer Service & Sales Operations
The record includes numerous arbitration award citations introduced by both parties.
Union Position

Because there was no attempt by the Management Formal Step A Designee to make any
contact, either written or verbal, to schedule and meet at Formal Step A, to protect the Union and
its grievance, the Union Formal Step A Designee was required by Article lS.3C to appeal the
grievance to Step a, without any meeting at Formal Step A. When the Union Formal Step A
Designee appealed the case to Step a, the Union added the fact that Management failed to abide
in the good faith principles ofArticle IS.3A, by failing to schedule and meet at Formal Step A.
This was a repetitive violation, again wiping away the Union's right and the grievant's right to
have the grievance settled at the lowest possible grievance step, per the good faith principles
espoused in Article IS.3A ofthe NA. Several Step a precedents setting grievance decisions
were included in the Union's Step B appeal grievance papers, due to the fact that Management
was notorious for not meeting at Formal Step A and heretofore, there had been little if any
consequence to Management.
The DRT's "STEP B DECISION" makes it clear that, because Management failed to

3

schedule and meet at Formal Step ~ that Management made no contentions or rebuttals against

.

the Union's contentions. Therefore, the discipline was rescinded and expunged from the records.
Ordinarily, the Step B DRT made its decision to include a remedy for the violation of
Management's failure to schedule and meet at Formal Step A But this time, the remedy was
sent to IMPASSE. Given these facts, it is clear that the issue surrounds nothing more than the
answer to this question: What is the appropriate remedy for Management's incessant and
repeated failure to schedule and meet at Formal Step A?
To be succinct, it was a foregone conclusion by the DRT itself, in fashioning its "ISSUE"
on page 1 of the "Step B Decision,... that Management indeed failed to schedule and meet at
Formal Step ~ as it was similarly a foregone conclusion that the remaining issue that was sent to
IMPASSE and eventuated this arbitration hearing was quite simply the question directly above.
Based on the above, it appears that the Management Advocate'sIMA's ploy is to
backtrack and persuade the Arbitrator that the Management DRT's arguments and contentions,
never made at Formal Step A, should now be entertained and given weight by this Arbitrator.
The Union objected and pointed directly to Article 15 itselfand argued that if this latent

argument by the DRT, first made in the Step B Decision, is not dismissed and given no weight,
this threatens the v.ery integrity of the Formal Step A process and renders the good faith

principles ofArticle 15.3A of the National Agreement (NA) meaningless. Moreover, Article 15
places an obligation on both Formal Step A Designees that they must develop all facts and
contentions the parties are presenting and arguing at the Fonnal Step A meeting. The language
states, (c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or Union representative as
expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days following receipt ofthe loint Step A
Grievance Form unless the parties agree upon a later date. In all grievances at Formal Step A,
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the grievant
. shall
. be represented for all purposes by a steward or a Union representative who
shall have authority to resolve the grievance as a result of discussions or compromise in this Step.
The installation head or designee also shall have authority to resolve the grievance in whole or in
part. (d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed statement offsets
relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy sought The Union representative may
also :furnish written statements from witnesses or other individuals. The Employer representative

shall also make a full and detailed statement of facts and contractual provisions relied upon. The

parties' representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to develop all necessary facts, including
the exchange of copies of all relevant papers or documents in accordance with Articles 17 and
31. The parties' representatives may mutually agree to jointly interview witnesses where
desirable to assure full development of all facts and contentions. In addition, in cases involving
discharge either party shall have the right to present no more than two witnesses. Such right shall
not preclude the parties from jointly agreeing to interview additional witnesses as provided
above.
The Union Formal Step A Designee was not afforded the opportunity to make its

presentations at Formal Step A due to the repetitive violation and the failure ofthe Management
designee to schedule and meet at Formal Step A. Management must not be able to rehabilitate its
case by inserting all of its facts and contentions for the :first time in the Step B Decision.
Given these facts, the Management DRT stepped outside of the scope ofhis duties in
order to rehabilitate Management's side ofthe grievance. Given these facts, the Arbitrator
should decide this case based on the grievance papers that were appealed to Step B after the
Management designee failed to schedule and meet at Formal Step A for the umpteenth time. A
decision to permit such bad faith actions on the part of Management would be an incentive to not
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ever meet at Formal Step A in the future. Management at the local level and this particular
Management ORr member already believe that Management's failure to schedule and meet at
Formal Step A and the many cease and desist orders rendered at Step B cannot result in anything
other than the Union appealing the grievance to Step B pursuant to Article lS.3C.
The Union has demonstrated that nothing has had the deterrent affect to end these

violations and force the Management designee to act in good faith with the Formal Step A
grievance process.
After the record is closed, the Union has confidence that the Arbitrator will· not award

another meaningless cease and desist, but rather, order a cease and desist along with the remedy
requested at Formal Step A of$300, to increase each future violation.
Management Position

Management contends the Union has a responsibility to fully and contractually support
their alleged contractual violation, including the requested remedy. In this instant case, the
Union has fallen short.
It's undisputed and consistent with contractua1language that the local parties are required
to jointly review the JCAM through each stage ofthe grievance-arbitration procedure. However,

while Article 1S provides distinct clarity to the procedures contained within, additionally. it
provides a remedy when those procedures are not properly respected.
For example:
I S.3.B The failure of the employee or the Union in Informal Step A, or the Union
thereafter to meet the prescribed time limits ofthe Steps ofthis procedure, including arbitration,
shall be considered as a waiver ofthe grievance. However, if the Employer fails to raise the
issue oftimeliness at Formal Step At or at the step at which the employee or Union failed to meet
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the prescribed ~e limits, whichever is later, such objection to the processing of the grievance is
waived.
In short, ifthe Union fails to meet the required timeliness at each step of the grievance

process, then the grievance shall be considered "waived." On the contraJ:y. Article 15, Section
3.C explains:
is.3.C Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the
Steps of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed. to extension
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration
procedure.
This language is clear and unambiguous in that the remedy for Management's failure to
meet or render a timely decision requires that the Union advance the grievance to the next step if
it wishes to pursue the dispute. It does not render the grievance "moot," nor does it grant the
Union monetary benefits. It appears the local Union is ttying to gain a remedy through
Arbitration which is inconsistent with what the national parties established through contract
negotiations.
The Union has provided no such language contained anywhere in the Collective
Bargaining Agreement which entitles them to a punitive monetary remedy. In this case file the
grievant's suspension letter was rescinded and expunged for lack of "Just Cause." Just Cause
was not met, in large part, because Management failed to meet and provide any written

contentions to support their allegations.
The Union argued that Management "refused to meet," and annotated that language on
the PS Form 8190 (USPS NALC Joint Step A Grievance Form) dated May 27, 2009. This
statement is incorrect In this case file, the Union has asserted, "Management refused to meet,"
as evidenced by the notations on the PS Fom 8190. However, the Union has not documented
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who refused to meet, when they refused to meet, or where they refused to meet. How is it
possible that the USPS Formal Step A Representative can schedule a Formal Step A meeting,
when the Union's Formal Step A Representative is not responsive to the USPS Formal Step A
Representative's attempts to schedule the meeting. There is no evidence of a response or
supporting documentation that the Union Formal Step A Representative did so.
On the NALC Form for dates ofmeetings, decisions and appeals, the Union did nothing
more than provide a timeline for what the National Agreement requires when a dispute is filed.
This does not constitute evidence that the USPS Formal Step A Representative did not attempt to
schedule the Formal Step A meetings as required or that the Union Formal Step A Representative

was unresponsive to any ofthe USPS Formal Step A Representatives' attempts to schedule the
Formal Step A meeting.
The Union requests Management pays a compensatory remedy of 5300.00 for non
compliance to grievance settlements for failing to schedule and meet at the Formal Step A level
again. The Union's remedy is in clear violation ofArticle 15 ofthe National Agreement and is

inappropriate and· without merit The Postal Service requests that based on the evidence and
testimony, which will be before you today that you find the remedy is inappropriate and deny this
grievance.
Discussion and Opinion
The relevant issue in this grievance is Article 1S, section 2A, Formal Step A It is

important to include certain parts in this discussion. It reads as follows in the relevant sections:
Formal Step A
"(a) The Joint Step A Grievance Form appealing a grievance to Formal Step A shall be
tiled with the installation head or designee. In any associate Post Office of twenty (20) or less
employees, the Employer shall designate an official outside ofthe installation as the Formal Step
8

A official, and, shall so notify the Union Formal Step A representative.
(b) A11y grievance initiated at Formal Step A, pursuant to Article 2 or 14 of this

Agreement, must be filed by submitting a Joint Step A Grievance Form directly with the
installation head within 14 days ofthe date on which the Union or the employee first leamed or
may reasonably have been expected to have learned of its cause.

(c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or a Union representative
as expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days following receipt ofthe Joint Step A
Grievance Form unless the parties agree upon a later date. In all grievances at Formal Step A,
the grievant shall be represented for all purposes by a steward or a Union representative who
shall have authority to resolve the grievances as a result of discussions or compromise in this
Step. The installation head or designee also shall have authority to resolve the grievance in
whole or in part.
(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed statement of

facts relied upo~ contractual provisions involved, and remedy sought. The Union representative
may also :furnish written statements from witnesses or other individuals. The Employer
representative shall also make a full and detailed statement of facts and contractual provisions
relied upon. The parties' representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to develop all
necessary facts, including the exchange ofcopies of all relevant papers or documents in
accordance with Articles 17 and 31. The parties' representatives may mutually agree to jointly
interview witnesses where desirable to assure full development of all facts and contentions. In
addition, in cases involving discharge either party shall have the right to present no more than
two witnesses. Such right shall not preclude the parties from jointly agreeing to interview
additional witnesses as provided above.
(e) A11y resolution will be sent to the steward. and supervisor who initially were unable to
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resOlve the grievance.
(t) The Formal Step A decision is to be made and the Joint Step A Grievance Form

completed the day ofthe meeting, unless the time frame is mutually extended. The Union may
appeal an impasse to Step B within seven (1) days of the date of the decision.
(g) Additions and corrections to the Formal Step A record may be submitted by the Union'

with the Step B appeal letter within the time frame for initiating the Step B appeal with a copy to
the Management Formal Step A official. Any such statement must be included in the file as part
of the grievance record in the case."
Formal Step A is significant in the grievance procedure and should not be ignored. Ifthe
parties did not believe Step A important, they could have. should have eliminated it and
proceeded to Formal Step B directly from Informal Step A. But despite numerous opportunities
they did not.
There is a reason: This clause assists the parties to develop their arguments,. and not be
"ambushed" at the DRT or eventually arbitration, ifit is unavoidable.
At the hearing Management presented 3 supervisors who testified as to their only true
defense of the failure to initiate a Step A Meeting. Unfortunately I did not find the testimony of
, these gentlemen to be convincing and compelling. The testimony carried a staunch aroma of
having been rehearsed and refined. The culmination oftheir testimony can best be summarized
as more shadow than substance. It is not my intention to impugn the testimony but their efforts to
contact Mr. Hooks to arrange a Step A meeting were weak and completely inadequate. Given the
events of the past, replete with the cease and desist directives which serve as a paper sword, and
an occasional $100.00 fine, it appears to this arbitrator that the Management representatives' are
,unsympathetic to the necessities of this language. It appears to this arbitrator that the continued
failure to schedule formal Step A was an organized, structural snub of the Union.
10

In this situation, Management was obligated to make a vigorous effort to contact and

arrange a meeting. Word of mouth is not going to, in most cases, be sufficient or acceptable.
The record is an abomination. The Union presented over 20 incidents whereby the Step
A Formal was never arranged. Management did not contest or challenge these records. In most

ofthe cited cases, the DRT issued an ineffectual "cease and desist order" and on at least 2
occasions ordered a lump sum payment ofSl00.00.· Obviously, this superficial amount had little
influence on Management.
However. in this issue - the precedent for the remedy has been affirmed by the DRT.
I find Management's assertion that their failure to ammge a Formal Step A meeting was
advantageous to the Union to be ludicrous and disconnected with good faith obligations and only
serves to obstruct the negotiated grievance procedure. Knowing you will probably lose the
grievance if you fail to appear at Step A Formal and then attempt to prevail at Step D, or in
arbitmtion, is absurd. Management could conserve funds and time by just settling the grievance
at Formal

Step A. In this instant grievance the Union is compelled to a costly arbitration, tQ

make a pointl
Management and Union are obligated to attempt to resolve the grievance at the earliest
step in the procedure. Management must affect a trans,parent effort to schedule the
contractual meetings.
As to the question did Management violate Article 15? It is clear to me Management did

violate this Article and by doing so fracture the integrity ofthe agreement between the parties.
As to the Union' s remedy request for a remedy:

There is an overall lack of agreement among arbitrators as to the type remedy proposed by
the Union. This is evident in the several award citations presented by the parties. A review of
these awards demonstrates a fairly equal division of opinions regarding the awarding ofwhat
11

..
some would consider a penalty remedy. I am not influenced by the theory that the remedy in this

.

case would be a penalty, but is a progressive and corrective action.

I strongly support the statement of Arbitrator, Louis M. Zigman, Esq. in Case #F98-4F
C0209127321SG-194-10C:
"As such, and in view of the narrow faet in this case, I agree that the Union's request for

additional compensation be granted. However, because I agree that there was no monetary harm

-

to any ofthe grievants, I agree that no remedy should be awarded to them. The monetary remedy
should inure to the benefit ofthe Union because the Union has to bear additional expenses in

-

....

-

processing grievances over these repetitive violations.
For all of these reasons, local Management is directed to cease and desist from these

violations. A.nd, rather than directing a remedy based upon the number of days from when a
request was granted, I shall direct that the Service pay to the Union the sum of$200.00, keeping
in mind that the remedy could escalate based upon the nature ofthe conduct in other cases."

And in Case #JOIN-4J·C07030670 (no Union number provided), Arbittator, Mark W.
Suardi, observes:
"As for a remedy, the Union seeks a monetary award. Admittedly, monetary awards for

non-compliance with prior grievance settlements are the exception, not the rule. Yet some of the
cited settlements in the dispute resolution package actually reflect the prospect ofa compensatory

-

~ward based

on non-compliance with a grievance settlement. In any event, the myriad of

grievance settlements set forth in the present record suggests that local Management's
commitment to its Step A obligation has been tepid, ~aking a compensatory award proper on the
particular facts of this case...

-

And in Case #JOIN-4J-C08106377/06-093373, Arbitrator, Thomas J. Erbs ordered the
Service to pay the entire invoice of the Arbitrator rather than only half.
12
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Many ~ents are silent as to the remedy power of an arbitrator, (as is the agreement

between the parties) who has found a, violation ofthe agreement. Ofcourse the parties may deal
with the matter in the agreement, in the submissions or by stipulation at the hearing. While they
on many occasions attempt to restrict the arbitrator's remedy power, as the Service did in this
instant case, one must still look to the contract and past awards as have I. The agreement itself
does not place such prohibition on the arbitrator. However, discretionary remedial authority is
assigned the arbitrator when most issue statements include the phrase, "what shall the remedy
beT'
It is important to realize that an arbitral assignment carries with it an inherent po:wer to

specify an appropriate remedy, unless there is a specific and clearly restrictive language
withdrawing a particular remedy from the arbitrator's jurisdiction. The CBA contains no such
constraints.
I find that Management clearly failed to comply with previous "cease and desisf'
settlements. I do not find, in light of the numerous violations, that Management inadvertently
failed to meet their obligations. I believe the "failures to schedule" are too profuse to be an
accident or lapse of their attentiveness. As stated, they appear to be intentional. To paraphrase
Arbitrator Suardi, "the possibility ofmischief' is obvious as Management could sit back and
hope the Union would forget to appeal and Management may claim the grievance resolved.
I hold that the Union does suffer harm to its image and its relationship with its

..membership when Management intentionally tails to honor its commitments to the bargaining
agreement with impunity. Furthermore, there is the cost incurred when the Union must accept the

-

burden ofmoving to arbitration for a case which, it would appear, the Service was agreeable to
settle at the lowest level. but for the failure to make an appearance at this Formal Step A. Again!
Regarding the Union's request that I disallow the Service's introduction ofnew
13
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...
witnesses, it is,very possible that the issue may be referable to a National Arbitration review as
an interpretive issue.
The fact that I received Management's arguments should not be considered as precedent,
but only in the context of this instant grievance. If Management's production ofevidence, which

was not introduced prior to the Step B proceedings, had any effect on this award, the Union's
arguments would deserve serious contemplation, as I do believe the "new evidence" argument to
have merit. However, as stated, it is possible that the definitive ruling is relegated to future
proceedings.
Award

Management is in violation ofArticle 15.2 Formal Step A, and is hereby ordered to pay
NALC Branch 142, $300.00 to compensate for repeated violations of the same contractual
provisions. As such the sum is not punitive, but a small consideration for the Union's cost of a

-needless arbitration
- to enforce the agreement.

In addition, I hereby issue another cease and desist notice to Management in hopes that it

will adhere to the contractual obligations of Article 15.

I maintain jurisdiction for a period of 30 days from the date ofthe award.
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Management did not have Just caUle to issue the Grievant a Notice ofRomoval fot attendance.
Management violated the National Agreement when it flagged the Grievant and other employees in the
cRMS system. Man_Iement violated tho National Agreement whea it failed to provide coatcnliona or
feDSOR! for denyinl the griovUlCO at Informal A. 'Tho UnfOD failed to prove a violation or the National
Agreement for retention adjudicatedlstale disciplino in mOl at the station•. 'Tho remedy shall be as stnted
on palO 11 of this award.
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IN'fRODU~'TION

A hearinS was held ut tbe Las Vcps Uistrict Offices aD Marcb IS, 2012. nlO partics agreed lhat
lhe matter was properly before tho Arbitrator for a final and binding decision under tho National Agree

ment ond JCAM (NA)(Jl). All evidence and testimony were admitted under oath duly administered by
tho Arbittalor. 'rhe hearing proceeded in an orderly manner. '.rho advocates had a full and fair opportu
nily to preaoot their cases, examine amd cross-examine witnesses, and make oral and written orgumenla.
The Moving. l'apem wen, admilt"d (J2: 1-453). The advocatca made ani arguments. Ilt tho conclusion of
which tho hearing record Will closed. Tho Arbitrator will Dot reproduce entira sections of tbe NA or
JCAM; rather pertinent sectioRl will be lluoted where essential and appropriate to tho discuwon.
ISSUES

Tho agreed to four issues as phrased by tho Step B Team in its Impasse Decisiou of December 6,
2011. Tho Issues are;
I)

Did management bave just causo to issue tho griovant a Notice of Removal (NOR)? .If
DOt, what

2)

is the appropriate remedy?

Did management violate articlesl. S, 10, IS andlor19 (ELM 513.3(1) 01 the National
Aa;rcemcnt wben they flagged employees in aRMS to provide medical documentation?
Ifso, what ,. the appropriate remedy?

3)

Did management violate articles 3, IS, andlor 19 of tho NA by flIilinS to provide conten
tions andlor a reason for the denial of tho cumnt grievance at Informal Stop A? If so,
wbat is the appropriate remedy?

4)

DId management violate articles 3. S. IS, 17, 19 (ELM, ASM, M..3!) Handbook), andlor
31 uflbe NA by maintaining fil~ in the station that contained adjudicated/srale disci

pline? If so, wbat is the appropriate remedy?
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oACKGROtIND
Tho Griovant was issued a NOR. for "Unacceptable Attendance'· on September 20, 20 t I. There
life two prior elements ill his file • a l4-day suspension for falling to be regular in attendance (May ll,
2011) and a LOW for unacceptable attendance (December 27.2010). The NOR cited specifio dates Ils

unscheduled absences, unscbeduled annualleavo (AL) and/or unscheduled sick lea~o (SL). Tbe Orievnnl
reported fot work on Juno 8,2011, and informed his supervisor be would have to lellve eorly because ofa
f,_

plulDbina problem at-his rental property. Ho was not denied pennission to leave early his suporvisor but
told by the Statlon Manager (8M) that he was needed all day. SM Mixon said she could not l110b him
stay bur, ifho loft. it would be an unscheduled absence. The Grievant: Jon and was charged 2.19110un of
unscheduled ImlCIrgency AL.
On July 8 and 9, 2011, tho Grievant was charged unscheduled absences when attended" funeral

for hb grandfather in Now Mexico. He was told by bis supervisor to advise her when arrangements wore
made f"maland to fill out a Ponn 397]. On Aupst 26 and 21, 2011, tho Grievant wu charged with un~

scbeduled sick leave. once contacting his suporvisor directly and the second day using t.he BmpJoyee Ser
vice Line. which had been down on August 26*,
Tho Uniun grieved the case. TIle InConnal A meelins was hold on October S, 201 I. The matter

procedUJ"e through Fonnal A on December J. 2011 and wu maved to Step B OIl December Lt 2011. Tho
Step B DeoisioD \VIIS issued on December 6, 201 J, after which the Unioa made its demand for arbitration.

POSmON OP THE USPS
'1110 Agency

issued tho NOR. to the Grievant on September 20, lOll, for "Unacceptable Atten

danco. lt Tho Grievant failed to meet his responsibility to be regular in attendance. He took emergency

Illtnual leave ou Juno 8, 2011. totally 2.79 hOUri, to deal a personal issue even though his supervisor ad.
vised him he could not authorize bJ. absent. Oil July 7·9,2011, the Grjovaut was charged with 16 hours

of emergency AL after tolling his supervisor ho needed to attend a funeral for a death in the family. He
3

Will

churge with n total of '6 hours of sick rOlvo for a knee injury wbioh was approved because ho called

in to thu nMRS. 1'ho Grioyant admitted he was aware ofibe attendance policies of the Postal Service lIud
that he bad to be regular in attendance. The NOR of removal reviewed the details ofhis absences on
those three (3) occasions (Jl~92). Management claimed tbe Grievant failed to provide any ralevant

statements or evidence to support the unscheduled absences. In addition, tha Grievant's unscheduled
absences frequent1y OCCUlTed belore andlor after holidays and SDOs. Therefore, the decision WIIS made
to. issUG the NORbelieviDl other. lesser,sanctions would not have the desiml affcot on his attendance.

BLM 511.4 delines un "unscheduled absenco"

III -any

absences from work thatara oot raq,.estcd

and approved in advanco." BLM 665.41 requires that employees be regular in attendance or be subject to
discipline, including removal ftom the Postal Service. '111. Nevada-Sierra District has a permanent post
,

inion employee bulletin setting out rules ofconduct includIng. "8. Faill.VO to be lOgular in attendance,
tardiness, failure to submit acceptablo medical evidenco.••1t may subject them to dISCiplinary actioD, in
cludlnll removal. The Orievant bad prior disoipline fot faillnl to be regular ill attendance. includinl a

fourtecg..day IIWlpeusion. issued May 11.2011. Management considers the Grievant to be unablo to cor
reet bis attendance problems. aI evaluated on a case-by-oase basis.
Although the Grievant may bave hod good reason.s for beinB absent. there is no contractual obli
gatioa to retain lID employee wllo is not ablo to maintain roBolar atteodance. The Grievant had received
progressive dJsclplfne, the last s,tep ofwhlch il removal An attandance problem WBI established by the
evidmce. Manapm,unt \VBI not arbitrary, capricle..., unfair or discriminatory in its decision to the issue
tho NOR. The Grievant had bOll1 told by his maoalOr on Juno 8, 201 It that ilbo loft work. it would be
an unscheduled abscnca. Once a schedule is posted, !ailuto to work os .seheduled is considered an un

scheduled absence. The Ortovant had 18.79 hoW'S ofunscheduled absences beyood the 16 hours taken
off'Cor the funeral. Based on the Grievant'. continued issues with attendance and hJs ftailure to be reguJIIJ'
in atten-dance as shown by the evidence; the arievance should be denied.
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POSITION OF nIB NALC
The Union argued that management did not bave just cause to Issue the NOR to the Grievant.

or

the three charged unscheduled absences, one ofwhicb was for approved funenalleave And another tar a
medical issue with his knees. A tbird wu for a plumbing emergency. The Grievant was not afforded
progressive disolpline, bis most recont element being a 14-d81 suspension for attendance. Furthermore,
tho Grlovant \vu naggcci In cRMS for his sick leave uasp and WII required to provide documentation
for each SI.. absence. In order for th.srequirement to be imposed, the BLMrequiros that tho Grievant
should tirst bo placed 00 lhe "restricb:d sick leave" list, a requirement coofmned through Formal A Bnd
ORT decisions.

Managemont violated the Grievant's due proeosa rights when it used already adjudicated disci
pline to roach ita decision to issuo the NOR. No manapment contentious were offered Ilt Informal Step
A of the grievance procus in violation ofArticle JS.2. 'I'hla article "'Iuins thllt the Service como to the
'nfonnal A and Formal A meetlnp prepared to present ita case. The dacialon to issue tbe NOR wo
IDad. in cODlultatJon bem. tb. supervisor and concurrina officfal. Management failed to provido the

concurring officIal at tho heuing who could have testified 10 what she said.
TIle! Service does

not have a clear standard or measure ofwhat it Ine8WI to be regular in atten

dance.Neither the suPervisor who issued the disciplin. or1be conculTinl official (MCS) kn.w bow

many instances ofSL is considered unacceptable nor what was the definition of"acceptable attondanc••••
'[bey said they would have to research. to fand aD anawer. Tho supervisor stated tbat sbe rolled on the
Grievant's sick leave balance and bJs length ofservicl (13' years) in deoiding to temlinate. Hence, tho
Union argued that there is no clear rule with identifiable consequences.
Tho OrieVlUJt notified management in advanco that he was going to New Mexico for a family
member'S wneral. Two days ofemorpncy lIIUlualleav. (BAL) wore approved to attend the funeral.

Th Is made the absence scheduled rather than unscheduled. It is impropu for management to discipline

s
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tho OrieYlUll for two days ot" approved absences. Tho sick leave eharged as BAL for his knee should not
have beea beld against hls record by ic, Daturo and the fact that 110 provided the required medical docu

mentation. Ills supervisor teslitied that tho abs.ea would remain UDsebeduled even though the Grio·
vaot provided doc-umcntation.
The NOR. should be resoinded and removed &om all files. The Grievant should be made whole

plus c:o.pay and mileaBe tor his required medical visit. The Union should be awarded $100 as a deterrent
. tlJll1tt '~rYlce for "tlanini'" tbe-Orievallt iR disregard ofprlorsoWemenla..·· Similarly,·Branch 2S02

should be awarded $200 as a doteireot for diareprdinll prior scttlemoo.ts of Article is violations.
ARBITRATOR!S FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The Arbitrator has studied tho entire record inclucJinll examination and cross-examination of both

witneasea. Movinll Papers, NA and JCAM, other arbitration deoisiona and the post-hewing briefs of the
parties. Management has tho burden ofproving its disciplinary action by clear lad convlncinll evidence;,
The other alleged violations must be shown by a preponderanee of the evidence as they are lUlCillary to
the NOtt and DOt disciplinary actions. The discussion bmow reflects the ~bitrators revJow and analysis
of tbe complete record, and addresses the compelling reaSona on which tbe deoislon is based. AlthouBh
not every document is discussed direotly in this opinioa in the interest of conci~ all argWDents
made by the parties as well as the documlDtary evidenco bave been can.tblly considered.
The Oamser decision (Ml), National Award AC.N-14034, sbltes that failure to maintaiD regular
attendance is subject to jOlt cause di80lplino by management. Whilo the specifio absence may be leajti·
mate (illnell or uuforese. events, for example), a pnttem oC"lrreaular and unreliable attendance, reprel

lesa of the leaitimacy of the reasons for the abaencos," may be the grounds for just cause discipline. It is
the pattern, rather than the specific event legitimate sinaIe absence, that anay be the basis of discipline
instead ofa"grant of immunity" to an employee's conduot.· Arbitrator aamser gocs on to state that the
attendanoe record must be substantiated to show Irregular attendance but oxoroising tho contraolual right
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to use sick loave for "illness or other physical incapacity" must be considered. An irregular pattern of
attendance should not be pennitted so that the employer must usa overtime or hire exb'a employees.
'I11at is tho burden that management must meo. in this case. It must show by bard, substantial

"vidence lhat tho Onevant's pattern of attendance, whatever the reasons I'or it. was irregular and unreli
uble. Because this is a removal ca.so, the standard applied is that oruclear aad convlncinl" evidence, as
this Arbitrator and others have discussed In many a.wards io the past. Merely statiog the Orievllnt's pat

tern of mgular attendance to bo""egrealoua" is insufticient to meet tho burden- of proof.
The NOR (Jl:91-95) roterencn lhrco speciflo incidents ofabsenteeism between lunoS. 2011,
and August 21,2011. There WIUI no reference to any other absences and only the 14-day suspension for

attendance iaaues. The first instance was for 1..79 houn ofEAL for personal buainess issUCl oven though
the supervisor saId be was needed on the shift. The second instance was for 16 hOWl ofEAL so that the

Orievant could attend a lbneral ill New Mexico, an absence for which he wJvised his supervisor several
days in adVllDce of the requc:lsted dates. 11,ere i. evidence that the supervisor gave at least tacit approval.
if not actua1approval. to tho absence. The luatanc. was for sick leavo to seek macJicalllttcutioa for a

knee injury. He attempted to use tho BRMS on August 26,. but the line WIUIlnaifbnotioninl so he talked
with Ms. Batae. He WII succossful in loavinl an BRMS message on August 21. Documentation Wal
provided III required for hil use ofsick leave.
Concurring Oft1.cial Mixson tastifled that she reviowed the instant discipline and tho prior disci
pHno rnultinl in tho 14~day suspension. She statad the 14-day w8Istiliactlvo when the NOll was issued

to the Grieyant. Buillhe tntifled further that the Grievant bad other attendance issues. She pointed to •
pattern oftamg unscheduled leave before and after holiday and scheduled days off. Nowhere in the
NOR. Is mentioa made of this pattern of abaencot or other attendance problelDl. The NOR addresses only
the three incidents charged and past activo discipJine.. The same is true for tho "Disciplinary/Administra
tive Action Request" which charged tho Grievant bad] inslance.s ofunschedllled leave. These were the
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oilly absence. cited (J2:78).

'n", Arbitrator upheld an ohjectioa to this part of Mixson's tostimony.

If

there were other reasona fur the NOR, the NOR. should havo reflected them.

'['he Union alleged that management was applying a non-specitle, value standard wben using the
phrase, "be ",plllr In attendance!' Ms. Mixson was unable to stato that thoro WIIS a specific standard or
num'bor of absences detlninti whea attendance bocl11llo "Irregular." '['he Arbitrator agrees that there is no
sucb numerical standard stated in the NA or BLM. However, this is not.8 fatal defect In nnd of itself. ·tt
_ ... _. ___ .... wuc.:omctly l1I1ued by manllaement that the regularity ofattendaaca.ia ajudgment made baaed all em
ployee's attendance history, the impact 01 absences on the workplace, the number ofabsences tbat were
unscheduled, or the period oltime over which the absence. occur. It is clear from interviow evidence in
the frle (lJ :9) that diffemtt supervisors and managers used several definitions of ~gular attendunce rang

ing from "report to work as schcduled" and "coming to work everyday- to "report to work as scheduled
Ilnd dOD't abuse your sick leave." One supervisor was quoted as sayina. "14 days.II
Tho Grievant'. unscheduled IlbienCIIII took placo over a three (3) month period from lune 8 to
AUg1I8I27,2011. MIDagement argued that 34.79 hours (4.25 days) over the three month period wal

ogregious, considering hi' overall record and past discipline. However, the record. showa that the Grie
vant gave notice ofthe fbneral to his supervisor wbo, according to Ms. Mixson, told him the absence
would be unscheduled but had no objection to the Grievant attending tbe tbneraL '1'he MOU between tho

NALe and USPS (12:S) establish that a grandfather Is a family member and documen~ evidence ofthe
family member's death is Itot required. The supervisor refilsed to cbango tbe absence from unscheduled
because the scbedule had been posted prior to the Grievant Sivinl notice ofthe funeral.
SCVOD weeks later the Grievarat followed procedures to report bis absence duo to injury. This

absence was unfORSeen and legitimate. It was approved, non-FMLA (J2:4So-S I). More questioaable
was the absence onIUDe 8 for personal business for which the Grievant took emorgency AL eveD thougb
he gave notlco and was told his absence would'bo unscliedub:d ifhe left work. Altogether the Griovant
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had three lnstoncOl of unsoheduled AL ond SL leav.totaliDg 4.25 days over three montha.

'(bo Union IIrgued thai manalcmont did not ent'l:m:o attendance luidlSlines equitably in dlO instal- .
lolion. uiting differont cases involving the branch (J2:15). Management claimed that "satistactory atten
danco" is detined al less tl13n fourteen hours of sick leave tlsed per quarter unless the employee suffers
from B legitimate illness" (J2: 1S). Garside Station managemeo.l found one employee (Haliowics) was
irregular in attclndanco witb more than. 10 instances of unscheduled ubscnCCI.I in a year. Another had
twenty-one instances ofsick leave within a year ond only recolved a LOW. Other carriers were issued a
LOW with widely varyinS numbers ofunschcduJcd Jeavo days, incidents and history (J2:230-239, 216
280).

Without roviewinl ovay case cited by the Uniorl in the file, it is apparent tbut there is incol1sis
teDey in iSIuing discipline for irregular. 'rhe Orlevant's level of unscheduled absences and use ofsick
leBvo is not exceptional when compared to those other casas. Yet he was issued a NOR blUled on other

factors including a 14-daysuspenslon and an alleged pattern ofunsched.uled leave around holidays and
SDDs, the latter point not argued uutil the arbitration. The Employer he not substantiated the alleged

egnaious absenteeism bued upon the chugo letter nut has it shown that it gave every consideration to
tile Grlevantls use olth' sick leave program. Management bas not shown that it, in fact, scheduled addi
tional employees or used more overtime to cover the Grievant's absences.

no so-called

U

AUeadance

Rcvio\v" dated July 11. 2011 (12:437) confaiDJ DO data on unscheduled absencos. Tho only comment by
Donnet1a Mixson is, "Need to clean-up aUendanco. Not good.If 11Us statement is vague and provides
absolutely no guidance on the severity of the problem otwhatspecitlcally Mixson expects.
This Arbitrator does not discount the weigHt that shourd be &iven to properly introduced doeD
I"entation sad evidence that the Grlevant·s pattern of absences was pnerally coincident wilh SDOs and
holidays. It provided aD evidence or arguments at Informal A.. Tho case fiJo contaiDs a number of Ume

sheets (J2:80-86) none ofwhich were subject to analysis at previoUs steps nor referenced in the NOR.
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Absences prior to IUDe 8.2011. in tho time sheets were part ala prior l4-doy suspeDsioa.

nU', NOR

states, ",•• la the previous ~tton you were forewamed that future deficiencies would result in IDOro
severe, disciplinary action being taken against you, up to and including your r.,moval...."
Tllis case lDust be distinsuished hID th" Arbitrator's dcoision in th" Avila case (H06N-4g..0

09166443) wherein lDanagemoat established by clear and convincing evidence tllat Grievant Avila had a

lon& well-documented history ofabsences that Included several incidences of AWOL. In the blatant
case, tho
otunschoduled
leave, nona of
,... Grievant was charged with three incidents
. '
.
. which were AWOL.
Th" Arbitrator agrees witb Arbitrator Gamser's Nallonal Award that lesitimate reasons for absences do

not provont just cause discipline from being administered. But the instant case does Dot rise to that egre
gious level or I,DO more egrogloul tban other similarly slluatCKIemployeea during the same periud oC
time. If management had Intended to chargo tho Grievant with biking unscheduled absences around holl

days and SDO, the cbatgo should hav" cited in tho NOR..

ManagoDlOllt caMot point to afte....discovered

evidence (attendance sheets) for the first time at arbilTatlon.
With reapcot to flagging of the OrIevao.t»s attendance in the oRMS system, thero are at least two
FOIDII 3911

In the til. whioh were pnerated'by the eRMS system (J2:4S0-45 I). For th" Grievant to

receive system-generated fonna requiring medical documentation, he must hav. been flailed (12: 174).
There is no evidence the Grievant was ever notifted in writing that he was flagcd by management in
eRMS.

nl. is a spccmo RqUiremIDt Bet forth in m.M 513.392, Notice ofListin& requiring that an

"employee must support all requesta for sick leave by medical documentation or other acceptable
evidence.tt Had h" not been on the restricted list, the Grievant would not have been required to provide
veriflcatlon of requests for USL, a two-day absence for hi. knee IrUury (ELM S13.361 and JCAM 10-(4).
Management offered no expJauatJOD fot why the Grievant wu on the restricted sick lcavelist (J'2: 112).
'lbe filet that tho Grievant was on the restricted list without bis knowledge and without receiving the

required written notice is luftioicnt ovidonc::e to estabUsh a violation of the NA. A review ofSlcp B
10

doclsions in the tUo establish tbllt ill similar flagging cases is that the omployeo is entitled to a relltedy to
include paying tho cost of,medlc:al documentation, eo-payment and mileage.

,

Artiele 1.5 ofthe National Agreoment Quthorizcs the supervisor to resolve the grievance at Infor

mal Step A. The Steward or other Union representative has similar authority to reach a nOIl·prccedentiul
resolutionofthe grievance (JCAM 1S-3). Failing to resolve tho grioVIIDCe, the supervisor must give II
reason for tho denial. Thero Is no evidence in tho Step B Decision otber than the Step B Team saying it
was bringing forward tho I'adequately presented" facts and contentions at lDformal A and Ponnal A~ I
Manager MixsQJl testitled that the supervisor "cu give II verbal decision at Informal A." Tho unrobultcd

testilnony ofthe Shop Steward WIS tbat tbe supervisor said, "You know 1 can't do that,n referring to a
settlemont. Thus, the preponderaa.ce oftho evidence suggests that managamont did vlolato Article IS.
Concerning the Issue ofmaintaining files at the stalion containing adjudicated/stale discipJine,
lbe Arbitrator flnds insufficient evidence in tho record to establish the Union's claim•.
\

\
\
\

\
\

\
\
\
\

I The Arbitrator', copy ottb. Step B Imp_ dccllion stoPi at pap 3 &ad showt only a C6W SlDIIQCU of
"Mlaaapmeat. Contcntkml...
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AWARD
Managoment did uut bavo just causa to issuo tho Orimwt a NOR. 'rho NOR shall bo expunged
from Iho Grievant's records and tita. The Grievant shall bo reinstated ODd lnado whole ror all wages.,
benetita, TSA, IlRd alilcavol. He shall be awarded an additional $30 for his eo-pay and mileage for
boing required to see a physician to get medical dcx:umentalion for his absenco August 26·21, 2010.
Manasemeot violated tbD NA when it flOSSed the Oriovant In cRMS cuntr.uy to prior settlements
~I

over flaggins cmpluycea in.,RMS and for disregard ofprior settJements over Article IS. l\{aDagement is
urdered to cease and desist tho violation ofthese settlements. Braacb 2502 sllall receive $laO to IrerYa us

-

a tangibl. detel1"Cnt Cor ignorins prior settlomoatB. Th. Arbitrator shaH retain jurisdiction
tlSSuro compliance with

ror 9O-days to

tho remedies ordered.

Marcb 29, 2012

Jonathan S. Monat, Ph.D., Arbitrator
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REGULAR ARBITRATION
) Grievant Dilonicio Lualhati
)
(post Office: LincolnwoodlEdgebrook
Between
(
Chicago,IL
)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ( Case Numbers:
) USPS J16N-4J-C 19202041
NALC 20191095 DRT: 03-471223
and
(
)
National Association of Letter Carriers AFL-CIO (
In the Matter of the Arbitration

-----------------------------)
BEFORE: ARBITRATOR MICHAEL S. JORDAN
APPEARANCES:
For the U. S. Postal Service: Dwight Winters
For the Union: Carl Oefelein
Place of Hearing: 433 W Harrison St, Chicago, II P&DC 60607
Date of Hearing: October 25,2019
Date ofAward: October 29,2019
PANEL: NALC Region 3IUSPS Chicago II; Great Lakes Area Regular, Contract
Award Summary
Management did violate Articles 15 17, and 31 of the National Agreement when they
failed to provide compensated time to the local union steward to process grievances in a
timely manner and the local union is entitled to monetary reimbursement for its
inconvenience due to repeated similar instances as an incentive to preclude further
violations of the National Agreement.

rrLw?:.~
Arbitrator
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Background:
This grievance is brought by the National Association of Letter Carriers, (NALC
or union), against management on behalf of the grievant, Dilonicio Lualhati, the union
steward, (steward), at the LincolnwoodlEdgebrook Postal Station in the Chicago, illinois
Region, and on behalf of the local branch ofthe union. The local steward and named
grievant had requested union time to process grievances. Management refused the time
he requested and the steward then had to process those grievances at home on his own
time.
The Dispute Resolution Team met on this grievance and settled the grievance in
part. The DRT awarded payment to the steward for the time he spent processing those
grievances at home. He was paid $300. The only part of the grievance that was impassed
was whether additional financial payment to the local union branch was appropriate. That
questioned payment to the local branch ofthe union is the only item in the grievance to
be decided in this award.
The well-experienced and practical advocates were aware of the issues in this and
related cases and were able to resolve all factual issues. Two other cases on the roster
were settled and in this matter all witnesses were excused based on the advocates'
simplification with no facts in issue.
After impasse on the remaining issue of local branch union compensation, the
matter was assigned to this regular regional arbitrator to resolve. With factual
controversies eliminated, the agreed facts are to be the basis of this award. The additional
remedy, if any, compensation to the local branch union, is the subject of this hearing and
award.

In accordance with the advocates' agreements, all matters were set forth in their
opening statements given in oral and written form. After the opening statements, the
advocates then gave abbreviated closing statements while tendering and explaining prior
awards to consider with their interpretation of those awards and the effect on the
determination here. More time was spent on the content and significance ofprior awards
than usual since the determination here was deemed dependent on the application of
those awards in this matter. As practical, civil, and well organized as the advocates were
in this matter, they were each tenacious and determined in their passionate presentations
on behalf of their contrary and exclusive positions. Both advocates understood that the
awards could lead in two different directions but only one determination was possible.
At the close of their arguments, the matter was taken under advisement subject to
the issuance of this award.
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Issues Presented:

Did management repeatedly violate Articles 15, 17, and 31 of the National
Agreement when they failed to compensate grievant, the union steward, for time
processing grievances for carriers at the LincolnwoodlEdgebrook station, and if so what
is the proper remedy?
Citations from the National Agreement, Handbook, and Manuals:

Articles 15,17, and 31 of the National Contract; The Joint Contract Administration
Manual and (ICAM), the Employee and Labor Relations Manual.
Position of the Union:

The DRT has already accomplished the most difficult part of this grievance
sustaining the grievance in part. The union has had the burden of proof on the portion of
the grievance completed as well as the part remaining. It is clear that the steward was
forced to work off the clock in order to maintain his time limits on a number of
grievances. The DRT awarded him payment for those hours worked and processed that
payment through GATS. The only remaining issue that was impasssed was whether an
additional financial payment to the local union branch was warranted. No other issues for
this matter are appropriate to consider. As a result the union had no need to call any
witnesses. All facts and circumstances are set forth in the grievance file summarized here.
Since management's failure to follow the National Agreement, (NA), is a given, all
further remarks deal solely with the remedy appropriate in light of repeated failings on
the part ofmanagement to honor the NA in this regard.
Nonnally a remedy to a violation would result in a make whole action for the
grievant, which was accomplished in this case. Additionally, a cease and desist order
would be entered ordering and instructing management not to commit the violation again.
Here, however, the record shows numerous events, perhaps 23, involving violations of
the cited Articles: 15, 17, and 31. Not all of the incidents involved the denial of union
time. Five of these cited events in the record do involve the denial of union time.
Consequently, this improper conduct violative of the NA has been a repetitive event
where management has ignored the agreements and decisions ofDRT and of arbitrators
and where a cease and desist order alone would not accomplish anything meaningful.
Accordingly, the actions of management have become willful and egregious by virtue of
its repetitious conduct of disregarding and violating the NA. Management has failed to
meet its commitments.
An arbitrator has the right to award additional fmancial remedies - not to be
punitive, but to add additional incentive to comply with the rules and regulations. The
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right exists due to the inherent authority an arbitrator has especially when repeated events
demonstrate that management refuses to comply with its obligations and some additional
incentive is needed. This arbitrator and others have imposed such remedies in prior
awards under these circumstances. Clearly, these awards are having an impact on
management evidenced by the complaints of management regarding these awards by
arbitrators.
In future contract periods these arbitrators may not be retained on panels where
management turns on the arbitrators rather than complying with the rules. The cited
awards show escalading amounts being imposed for subsequent violations requiring
payments to the union. When the amount gets high enough, management's incentive to
ignore the rules is diminished. An arbitrator has the right and freedom to fashion the best
possible remedy to encourage compliance with the rules, as deemed appropriate.

The union asks that the local branch be compensated for the time and energy
expended in assisting the steward determine how he would assist several employees
without missing deadlines built into the grievance process. Resources had to be diverted
when other energies might have been more desirable. This grievance took time and
energy passing through the grievance steps including this arbitration with the necessary
preparation, travel, materials, and thoughtfulness. Management should be expected to
compensate for those unnecessary endeavors. Awards are giving ever increasing amounts
to the union but in spite of higher amounts having been awarded, $2,500 is deemed fair
and appropriate here. There has also been an intangible cost to management's disregard
of the rules. Union employees are loosing faith and confidence in the process and in the
union when nothing comes of their grievances and where management disregards
agreements, decisions, and awards.
In support of its arguments, the union has submitted the following prior awards:
#1) The award by Arbitrator Howard G. Gamser dated April 3, 1979 declaring that any
flagrant or repetitious breach of the contract rules justifies a monetary remedy and that
the arbitrator has the authority to shape the remedy deemed best to fulfill the needs. #2)
The Class Action A ward by Arbitrator Stanley H. Sergent dated May 30, 2004 states that
punitive damages are just to impose when a party's violations are constant and repeated
or malicious. Also, the union does suffer harm to its image as well as its relationship with
the employees it represents whenever management fails to keep its commitments. It
suffers a financial loss whenever it must utilize its resources when forced to take a case to
arbitration after an issue has been settled. There must be a price to be paid when
management repeatedly fails to keep its commitments. The payment is compensatory and
not punitive.

#3) The Class Action Award by Arbitrator Tom Maier dated February 21,2015
reports a series ofDRT decisions demonstrating a long history of non-compliance
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justifying a remedy that provides a financial incentive for future compliance. #4) The
Class Action Award by Arbitrator Louise B. Wolitz dated July 5, 2015 declared that a
remedy providing a financial incentive for future compliance was appropriate with a long
history of noncompliance in adhering to the contract. Escalating remedies coupled with a
cease and desist order provide an incentive for future contract compliance.
#5) The award of this arbitrator for grievant Paramadilok dated March 8, 2019
denied any punitive or other monetary award since the management's conduct was not
repetitive and there was no showing of any willful disregard for established protocols or
rules. When management merely disregards other contract provisions is not a basis to
impose a monetary penalty for a different type of breach. #6) Another award by this
arbitrator for grievant Graves-Davis dated August 11, 2019 provided for a monetary
payment where a Step B Decision was ignored - clearly a willful act. Payment was to be
made to the union.
#7) The Class Action Award by Arbitrator Jeanne M. Vonhof dated April 26,
2019 granted a monetary payment by management for the Postal Service's failure to
comply with a settlement agreement made the year before on the same matters. It appears
she considered management's conduct as willful.
Position of the Service:

The merits of the case have already been resolved so there is no need to reiterate
the facts or get deep into that portion of the case. The DRT resolved part of the grievance
in favor of the grievant when they found that management violated the NA. The grievant
was awarded a monetary award for the time spent off the clock conducting union
business that was unreasonably denied by management. The appropriate remedy has
already been implemented and no other remedy is needed.
The Postal Service calls attention to the union claim that imposing additional
monetary awards is the best remedy to resolve future compliance issues. Nowhere in the
NA is a provision for the imposition of monetary penalties even when there is a repeat
violation. Since there are no witnesses being presented by either side, the tendered
National and Regional Arbitration Awards are to be the basis for determination to be
announced in this award.
The union in a contract matter has the burden to show how a monetary award is
ever appropriate, appropriate here, and the appropriate amount, ifany. The cases cited
demonstrate that no monetary award payable to the union is justified. The union has
failed to show how its remedy restores the status quo ante. The remedy requested is not
appropriate or necessary. The remedy would only be appropriate when there has been a
loss due to a violation of the NA by the Postal Service. There is no evidence here of such
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a loss or harm and, therefore, an unjust payment would not be applicable. The Postal
Service asks that the grievance be denied in its entirety.
Management has tendered for consideration five awards: #1) The National Award
by Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal dated January 29, 1994 holding that a monetary award
to the union is a form of "unjust enrichment" since it does not make a grievant whole
which is the process when something is taken from someone deserving what is taken. The
damage award should be limited to the amount necessary to make the injured employees
whole. Those deprived of a contractual benefit are made whole for their loss. They
receive compensatory damages to the extent required, no more and no less. Less granted
does not put them where they were before, and more granted bestows them with unjust
enrichment Care must always be exercise in fashioning any remedy.
#2) The National Award by Arbitrator Richard L Bloch dated July 19, 1982
clarifies that where no right is denied there may be no relief of any type. #3) The National
Award by Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal dated February 3, 1989 articulates that the
purpose of a remedy is to place employees and management in the position they would
have been in had there been no contract violation. The remedy seeks to restore the status
quo ante.
#4) The Class Action Award by Arbitrator Samantha E. Tower dated October 5,

2019 observed that the specific individuals harmed were awarded compensation plus fifty
percent in addition and that any payment to the union in addition would be punitive in
nature. She rejects the union claim that the remedy is not punitive but merely an
escalating remedy necessary to force the Postal Service to honor the terms of the NA. She
elects to follow the Mittenthal Award, cited above, rather than more recent awards to the
contrary, and states that ''based on the specific facts and circumstances in this record" she
declines to impose payment to the union.
#5) The Class Action Award by Arbitrator John Cavallo dated October 22,2019,
just three days before this hearing, states that the NA does not support the escalated
remedy sought by the union in this case since an incentive for compliance is no different
than a punitive assessment with a different name.
Discussion:

The determination here is based on some general principles ofjurisprudence. A
National Award is to be given precedence over a Regional Award where the facts are the
same and the underlying document being used as the guide, the NA, has not changed.
Additionally, the age of an award can either show it has been tested under time and has
shown its worth or it may have out served its purpose with new tensions and
considerations. With time, several National Awards have been rightfully limited in scope
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by exceptions or circumstances the National Arbitrator could not have anticipated.
Sometimes fact patterns require a difference in result.
Here, the older awards take a more limiting view of an arbitrator's authority in
interpreting and enforcing the provisions of the NA. More recently, arbitrators have
experienced circumstances where awards and joint agreements are being disregarded.
Arbitrators first issue cease and desist orders but sometimes find those orders and
directive are disregarded as well and that invites multiple unnecessary grievances where a
union feels compelled to step up and assert the rights of its members diverting its
energies from more productive pursuits on behalf of its members. Also member loose
faith in their union and its leadership when they realize that management has the power to
ignore arbitration awards. Faith is lost in the system, morale deteriorates, and
misunderstandings increase. The rule of law is diminished.
A couple of the cases cited by management are self limiting awards confining the
result to the particular facts or circumstances in those matters. See: Arbitrator Samantha
E. Towers' Award where she says her decision is "based on the specific facts and
circumstances in this record." (Emphasis added here). Likewise in Arbitrator Cavallo's
award a few days ago he inserts language "in this case" limiting the precedential value of
that award as well. National Arbitrator Bloch's award does not help here merely
articulating the obvious that when a grievance is not proven, no remedy may be
fashioned. Here, we have started with the assumption that there was a violation of the NA
by management. Arbitrator Mittenthal's National Award gives generalities but does not
truly limit an arbitrator's need to fashion remedies to accomplish compliance.
When managers ignore the proper directives of arbitrators, most arbitrators now
realize there is always some necessary inherent authority vested in arbitrators to craft
remedies that will ensure that compliance is achieved. Many such avenues have been
traveled by National and Regional arbitrators to assert this inherent authority as a
restraint on disregard of awards. Minor or nominal assessments were made and then
followed by escalating amounts until managers' attentions were secured. It is true that
these assessments are a major thorn in the eyes of managers striving for economies with
first class mail volume declining. Ofcourse, one solution for managers is immediate and
complete voluntary compliance with awards, but as an objective fact, that is not
occurring.
Therefore, in some circumstances such as in the award I rendered for grievant
Paramadilok, where no intent was shown to disregard the rules and where no repetitive
history of disregard was shown, certainly no exemplary, punitive, or other damages
should be imposed other than that necessary to put the parties where they stood before the
infraction. Where, however, there is a showing ofwillful intent to disregard the NA, a
settlement agreement, or an award or there is a repetitive series of infractions dealing
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with the same issue after it has been resolved, than some monetary remedy is appropriate.
In our matter it was not directly shown that this was a specific willful violation of
the NA; but it was established that this was one in a series of matters disregarding the
expectations regarding the same issues putting the union at a disadvantage with its
members. When one repeatedly disregards the rules, it is appropriate to conclude the
disregard is willful.

Here, a monetary award is appropriate. The amount is discretionary. The amount
sought may be called excessive, but it is not excessive. Management will be required to
pay the local branch of the union $2500 which is only a portion of the approximate cost
of the arbitration for the union.
Had management acted immediately to grant union time to the steward, the union
would not have diverted resources from other pursuits. Had management quickly made a
payment at the first grievance level, much uncompensated expense to the union could
have been avoided. The union has expended resources and will expend more as the
invoice in this matter is tendered. More significant is the fact that union members have
learned of the betrayal of rules by management and that event tears at the fabric of trust
for the system and for the union leadership in "allowing" that to happen. The cost is
incalculable. We can only strove to find a reasonable calculation.
Decision:

Management did violate Articles 15 17, and 31 of the National Agreement when they
failed to provide compensated time to the local union steward to process grievances in a
timely manner and the local union is entitled to monetary reimbursement for its
inconvenience due to repeated similar instances as an incentive to preclude further
violations of the National Agreement.
Respectfully submitted,

~~~
Michael S. Jordan
Arbitrator
Dated: October 29,2019 at Glenview, lllinois

